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Abstract

To guarantee the traceability on the market and the freedom of choice for
consumers, genetically modified organisms (GMO) legislations have been
established in many countries, including in Europe (EU). However, the
implementation of these legislations by the enforcement laboratories is becoming
complex due mainly to the increasing number and diversity of GMO. To cope
with the problematic of EU unauthorized GMO, this PhD aims to improve and
strengthen the existing GMO detection system using high-tech approaches.

First, as a study case, an overview of genetically modified (GM) rice, developed
around the world was carried out to collect information related inter alia
on elements found in their transgenic cassette. Second, according to this
information, key targets, frequently found in GMO (p35S and tNOS) or
exclusively observed in EU unauthorized GMO (t35S pCAMBIA), were selected
to develop a strategy allowing to detect and characterize a broad range of
GMO. This strategy, fully integrated in the GMO routine analysis, consists
to characterize sequences surrounding detected key transgenic elements using
a DNA walking approach. By this way, the acquisition of sequences from
the junction between the transgenic cassette and the plant genome as well as
the associations of elements typically found in transgenic constructs allow to
confirm the presence of GMO in food/feed matrices. Due to its good performance
thoroughly assessed via several unprocessed and processed food/feed matrices,
this strategy represents a key tool, easily implementable by the enforcement
laboratories. With the aim to even more simplify the workflow and increase the
throughput of this strategy, the sequencing step was performed using the Next
Generation Sequencing (NGS) technology instead of the Sanger technology.

In parallel, the detection of GMO in alimentary matrices using exclusively the
NGS technology, through a whole genome sequencing (WGS) approach, was
also investigated. As this last approach does not theoretically require any prior
information about the targeted sequences, GMO composed only of unknown
transgenic elements could be detected.
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ii ABSTRACT

This work has thus allowed to provide additional strategies to the current GMO
detection system in order to characterize a larger spectrum of GMO, both
authorized or not.
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Chapter 1

General introduction

1.1 What is a GMO?

A genetically modified organism (GMO) is an organism in which the genetic
material has been modified through the use of modern biotechnology. Each
instance of a GMO is referred to the term event, which is characterized by an
unique insertion of a certain DNA combination into a specific location on the
host genome. Most of genetically modified (GM) crops were produced via the
biolistic or Agrobacterium approaches (Figure 1.1).
With the biolistic transformation, DNA is coated to microprojectilles to be
then propelled into plant cells by acceleration. The delivered DNA is eventually
integrated into the plant genome. In the case of the Agrobacterium-mediated
transformation, T-DNA of the binary vector within the gram negative bacterial
Agrobacterium tumefaciens species is transferred into the plant cell with the
help of virulence genes. The T-DNA, defined by left and right borders, is then
randomly integrated into the plant genome.
In this way, genes of interest from one living organism could be introduced into
the genome of another. Following to its regeneration from a single transformed
cell, the transgenic organism could present new agricultural, nutritional or
therapeutic properties (Nill 2002; Mirkov 2003; Parisi et al. 2016; SCBD 2016).
The first transgenic plant was obtained in 1983. This transgenic tobacco was
transformed with the Agrobacterium transformation approaches in order to
present a resistance to kanamycin and methotrexate (Herrera-Estrella et al. 1983;

1
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Schell et al. 1983). The same year, transgenic petunia resistant to kanamycin
and transgenic sunflower with bean phasoelin gene were also created (Fraley
et al. 1983; Murai et al. 1983). In 1986, the first field trial was organized in the
USA and France with transgenic tobacco plants (James and Krattiger 1996).
As the present work was mainly focused on transgenic rice, as a study case,
the key transformation steps of its history are briefly recounted here. The
first transgenic rice were generated in 1988 by electroporation-mediated or
polyethylene glycol-mediated protoplast transformation methods. In 1991,
transgenic rice plants were then produced following to a biolistic transformation.
This approach presents the advantage to be effective regardless of species.
However, the delivered DNA is usually integrated in multiple copies, often
fragmented and rearranged. Moreover, the delivery of long fragments could
induce damages to the naked DNA (Hiei et al. 1997; Kathuria et al. 2007).
To overcome this problem, the Agrobacterium-mediated transformation was
used on rice in 1990. Given that monocotyledonous species, as rice, are not
the natural host of this soil bacteria, some modifications were thus brought
on the initial transformation protocol to successfully generate transgenic rice
(Hiei et al. 1997; Hoque et al. 2005). For instance, the addition of phenolic
compounds, such as acetosyringone, promotes the activation of the T-DNA
transfer process through the stimulation of the expression of virulence genes. In
addition, the kind of plant tissues used, such as with a high cell division activity,
is determining. For the antibiotic selection of the transformed rice cells, the
hygromycin phosphotransferase gene is more convenient than the genes resistant
to kanamycin and G418 since this hygromycin B antibiotic is not damaging for
the rice regeneration and fertility. This is due to the fact that rice present no
innate resistance to the hygromycin B antibiotic, conversely to the kanamycin
and G418. In addition, even if the phosphinothricin antibiotic is less observed
in GM rice, its use was shown to be at least as effective as hygromycin (Hiei
et al. 1997; Twyman et al. 2002; Kathuria et al. 2007).

1.2 GMO legislations

To guarantee the traceability in the food/feed chain as well as the freedom
of choice for consumers, legislations have been established in many countries
regarding to the introduction and the control of GMO in the food/feed chain.
However, regarding the meaning of GMO, these legislations present some
variations to the scientific definition indicated in the previous section. Indeed,
two main kind of legislations, based on either the finished product (e.g., USA,
Canada and Japan) or the production process (e.g., EU, China and Brazil), are
distinguishable. In the first case, products are thus considered as GMO if they
present new associations of genetic elements that do not occur in nature (product-
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based regulation). In the second case, GMO were generated by using certain
biotechnology tools (process-based regulation). The EU legislation, where GMO
are defined as organisms “in which the genetic material has been altered in a
way that does not occur naturally by mating and/or natural recombination”
(The European Parliament and The Council Of The European Union 2001;
The European Parliament and The Council Of The European Union 2003a; The
European Parliament and The Council Of The European Union 2003b), belongs
to the second case. Among all the existing legislations, the labelling regulations
differ in terms of practical application (mandatory or voluntary) and threshold
of tolerance (varying from 0% to 5%). Moreover, some countries do not or
partially implement their labelling policy in spite of their adoption, as notably
observed in Brazil where the labelling law was voted since 2003 (Davison and
Bertheau 2007; Gruère and Rao 2007; Broeders et al. 2012a; Katovich 2012;
Andersen et al. 2015). On the EU market, a series of regulations, directives and
recommendations have been implemented and updated following to a continuous
collaboration between the research experts, including the National Reference
Laboratories (NRL), and the competent authorities via the European Network
of GMO laboratories (ENGL), hosted by the Joint Research Centre (JRC) of
the European Commission (Table 1.1).

Table 1.1: EU legislations related to GMOs.

Official
documents

Purposes

Directive
90/219/EEC

Contained use of GM micro-organisms.

Directive
90/220/EEC

The deliberate release into the environment of GMOs.

Regulation
(EC) 258/97

Concerning novel foods and novel food ingredients.

Directive
2009/41/EC

Repeals Directive 90/219/EEC and its successive amendments
(Directive 98/81/EC, Decision 2001/204/EC, Directive
94/51/EC).

Directive
2001/18/EC

The deliberate release into the environment of GMOs and
repealing Council Directive 90/220/EEC.

Regulation
(EC) 178/2002

Laying down the general principles and requirements of food
law, establishing the European Food Safety Authority (EFSA)
and laying down procedures in matters of food safety.

Regulation
(EC) 1946/2003

Covering trans-boundary movements of GMOs.
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Table 1.1 continued

Official
documents

Purposes

Regulation
(EC) 1829/2003

Covering commercialized GMOs in food and feed.

Regulation
(EC) 1830/2003

The traceability and labelling of GMOs and the traceability of
food and feed products produced from GMOs amending
Directive 2001/18/EC.

Regulation
(EC) 65/2004

Establishing of a system for the development and assignment of
unique identifiers for GMOs.

Decision
2004/204/EC

Laying down detailed arrangements for the operation of the
registers for recording information on genetic modifications in
GMOs, provided for in Directive 2001/18/EC of the European
Parliament and of the Council.

Regulation
(EC) 641/2004

Detailed rules for the implementation of Regulation (EC) No
1829/2003 of the European Parliament and of the Council as
regards the application for the authorization of new GM food
and feed, the notification of existing products and adventitious
or technically unavoidable presence of GM material which has
benefited from a favorable risk evaluation.

Recommendation
2004/787/EC

Technical guidance for sampling and detection of GMOs and
material produced from GMOs as or in products in the context
of Regulation (EC) No 1830/2003.

Regulation
(EC) 882/2004

Official controls performed to ensure the verification of
compliance with feed and food law, animal health and animal
welfare rules.

Regulation
(EC) 1981/2006

Detailed rules for the implementation of Article 32 of
Regulation (EC) No 1829/2003 of the European Parliament
and of the Council as regards the Community reference
laboratory for GMOs.

Recommendation
2010/01/EC

Guidelines for the development of national coexistence
measures to avoid the unintended presence of GMOs in
conventional and organic crops.

Regulation
(EC) 619/2011

Laying down the methods of sampling and analysis for the
official control of feed as regards presence of GM material for
which an authorization procedure is pending or the
authorization of which has expired.

Regulation
(EC) 503/2013

Applications for authorization of GM food and feed in
accordance with Regulation (EC) No 1829/2003 of the
European Parliament and of the Council and amending
Commission Regulations (EC) No 641/2004 and (EC) No
1981/2006.
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To introduce GM crops on the EU market, a complex approval procedure should
be followed to get the required authorization. A dossier from the applicant
is assessed only by the relevant national competent authority for GM crop
cultivation while, in case of food/feed use application, a dossier is submitted to
the EFSA that takes into account the scientific and the member state competent
authorities points of views (Devos et al. 2014; Hartung and Schiemann 2014).
All these dossiers, including an event-specific method, allowing to identify each
event by targeting specifically its junction between the transgenic cassette and
the host genome, and a risk assessment, are evaluated by the EFSA in term
of Biosafety assessment, including a molecular characterization of the insert(s)
such as the transgene flanking regions, a toxic and allergen risk assessment of
the inserted genes, a comparison to the non-GM counterpart at the agronomic,
phenotypic and compositional levels and a nutritional assessment of GMO-
derived food/feed products using the 90-days animal feeding trials. By this
way, GMOs are considered as equivalent to their non-GM counterparts, apart
from the new traits. In case of staked GM events, generated by conventional
breeding of single GM events that are individually authorized or not, a safety
assessment is also required by the Regulation (EC) 503/2013 in terms of genetic
stability, genetic expression and potential synergistic or antagonistic effects
(Devos et al. 2014; Kok et al. 2014; Ricroch et al. 2014). Regarding the
submitted event-specific methods, the European Union Reference Laboratory
for GM Food and Feed (EU-RL GMFF) is responsible for the validation. After
reception of the documentations and materials, the documentations and data
are submitted to a scientific assessment. In case of a positive assessment, the
method is then experimentally tested to verify if the method fulfils the method
acceptance criteria defined by the ENGL. The methods succeeding to this step
are subsequently submitted to a collaborative trial, composed of at least twelve
EU laboratories, for the method validation. Finally, the resulting evaluation
reports, including the validation report and the validated protocols, are provided
to the EFSA. Based on all these information, the EFSA give an opinion to
the EU commission that will then take the final decision. A list of all EU
authorized GMO for food and feed is publically available on the EU website
(The European Commission 2016). The validity of each accepted dossier is
however of only ten years and can be extended following to a new evaluation
(Devos et al. 2014).
The labelling and the traceability of GMO depend essentially on the Regulations
(EC) 1829/2003 and 1830/2003. All products with at least 0.9% of EU authorized
GM ingredients have to be labelled as “containing GMO” whereas a policy of
“zero tolerance” is applied for the EU unauthorized GMO. Due to the worldwide
asynchronous approvals, GM events already authorized in some countries are
still unauthorized in other countries. In reaction, the Regulation (EC) 619/2011
has been adopted to regulate the adventitious presence of GM events for which
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the authorizations are pending or are subject to be withdrawn. However, the
low level presence of these unauthorized GM events is only tolerated to a
maximum of 0.1%. Regarding GM events only authorized in non-EU countries
and for which no dossier is pending or subject to withdraw, they are considered
as unauthorized in EU and a policy of “zero tolerance” is thus applied. In
addition, GM events unauthorized worldwide are, of course, considered as
EU unauthorized GMO. GM events accidentally/deliberately escaped from
field trials constitute also a source of EU unauthorized GMO. The respect
of all these legislations is controlled by NRL, accredited under ISO 17025 or
equivalent international standards, through a GMO detection, identification
and quantification system. Moreover, the certified reference materials (CRM),
required by this GMO detection system, are produced by the JRC’s Institute
for Reference Materials and Measurements (Broeders et al. 2012a; Hartung and
Schiemann 2014). This control of the legislations is supervised by the national
competent authorities, such as the Federal Agency for the Safety of the Food
Chain (FASFC) in Belgium, which carry out the sampling on the market that
is then sent for analysis by NRL. The results are delivered to the competent
authority that will take the appropriate decisions (AFSCA 2016).

1.3 Current and new approaches in GMO detection

This section is composed of two publications. The first one summarizes the
current and new approaches in GMO detection, including their benefits and
drawbacks. According to this critical view, some solutions were proposed
to strengthen the current GMO detection strategy used by the enforcement
laboratories. The second one illustrates the application on study cases of the
current GMO detection system helped by new approaches, such as DNA walking
and Next-Generation-Sequencing (NGS).

1.3.1 Current and new approaches in GMO detection: chal-
lenges and solutions

The following subsection was previously published as:
M.-A. Fraiture, P. Herman, I. Taverniers, M. De Loose, D. Deforce, and N. H.
Roosens (2015c). “Current and new approaches in GMO detection: challenges
and solutions”. BioMed Research International, article ID 392872. doi: 10.
1155/2015/392872

http://dx.doi.org/10.1155/2015/392872
http://dx.doi.org/10.1155/2015/392872
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Abstract

In many countries, genetically modified organisms (GMO) legislations have
been established in order to guarantee the traceability of food/feed products on
the market and to protect the consumer freedom of choice. Therefore, several
GMO detection strategies, mainly based on DNA, have been developed to
implement these legislations. Due to its numerous advantages, the quantitative
PCR (qPCR) is the method of choice for the enforcement laboratories in GMO
routine analysis. However, given the increasing number and diversity of GMO
developed and put on the market around the world, some technical hurdles
could be encountered with the qPCR technology, mainly owing to its inherent
properties. To address these challenges, alternative GMO detection methods
have been developed, allowing faster detections of single GM target (e.g., loop-
mediated isothermal amplification), simultaneous detections of multiple GM
targets (e.g., PCR capillary gel electrophoresis, microarray, and Luminex), more
accurate quantification of GM targets (e.g., digital PCR), or characterization of
partially known (e.g., DNA walking and Next Generation Sequencing (NGS))
or unknown (e.g., NGS) GMO. The benefits and drawbacks of these methods
are discussed in this review.

1.3.1.1 Introduction

With the aim to improve the agricultural practices and nutritional quality, plant
breeding techniques have been developed to produce genetically modified (GM)
crops expressing interesting traits such as herbicide tolerance, insect resistance,
and abiotic stress resistance (James 2014). To this end, new combinations of
their genetic material are created through the use of modern biotechnology
(SCBD 2015). The first genetically modified organism (GMO) approved for
the commercialization was the Flavr-Savr tomato in 1994. From that time,
181.5 million hectares of planted GM plants in 28 countries were reported in
2014 (James 2014). Given that the “right to know” for the consumers, GMO
labeling policies have been established in several countries around the world
with a threshold of tolerance varying between 0 and 5%. Therefore, the presence
of GMO in the food/feed chain is controlled by the competent authorities
(Kamle and Ali 2013). To guarantee the GMO traceability, a key factor in the
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implementation of these regulations, several strategies, categorized as indirect
(protein-based methods) or direct (DNA-based methods), have been developed
to detect GMO in food/feed samples by using different technologies. Among
the protein-based approaches, which target proteins encoded by the transgenes,
several methods depend on the Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA)
technique (Table 1.2) (Rogan et al. 1999; Lipp et al. 2000; Lipton et al. 2000;
McKenzie et al. 2000; Fagan et al. 2001; Anklam et al. 2002; Stave 2002; Xu
et al. 2005; Ermolli et al. 2006; Emslie et al. 2007; Shan et al. 2007; Giovannoli
et al. 2008; Smith et al. 2008; Xu et al. 2009; Székács et al. 2010; Kamle et al.
2011; Zhu et al. 2011; Tan et al. 2013). A portable immunoassay system was also
proposed (Table 1.2) (Jang et al. 2011). As an alternative, the immuno-PCR
method was used to identify GMO (Table 1.2) (Allen et al. 2006; Santiago-Felipe
et al. 2014).
Furthermore, protein-based methods include the use of the mass spectrometry-
based technology as a tool allowing characterizing GM crops (García-Cañas
et al. 2011). However, although they present several advantages such as the
rapidity and simplicity, the protein-based methods depend on the expression
level of targeted proteins, which is variable according to the plant tissues and
the plant developmental status. Moreover, the proteins are highly degraded
or denatured by food processing. Any modification in the targeted proteins
could indeed alter the specificity and sensitivity of the assay. In addition, this
strategy is not applicable if the genetic modification has no impact at the protein
level (Morisset et al. 2008b; Mazzara et al. 2013). To overcome these issues,
many DNA-based methods, targeting straightforward transgenic integrated
sequences, have been widely developed. Even if quantitative PCR (qPCR) is
the method of choice in GMO routine analysis, its inherent PCR properties
imply some limitations. Therefore, to address these challenges, some alternative
approaches have been developed, allowing notably providing faster detection
of GM targets individually amplified in both routine laboratory and field (e.g.,
loop-mediated isothermal amplification (LAMP)), simultaneous detection of
several GM targets (e.g., PCR capillary gel electrophoresis (CGE), microarray,
and Luminex), more accurate quantification of GM targets (e.g., digital PCR
(dPCR)), or characterization of partially known (e.g., DNA walking and Next
Generation Sequencing (NGS)) or unknown (e.g., NGS) GMO (Figure 1.2).
These DNA-based approaches and their targets are described in this review. In
addition, the most appropriate uses of these approaches are discussed according
to the adopted strategy of GMO detection as well as the available information
about the sequences of tested GMO.
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Table 1.2: Representative examples illustrating protein-based methods targeting
GMO.

Technologies Targets References

CP4-EPSPS Rogan et al. (1999)
Cry1Ab Stave (2002), Ermolli et al. (2006), Giovannoli et al.

(2008), Székács et al. (2010), and Zhu et al. (2011)

ELISA

Cry1Ac Stave (2002) and Shan et al. (2007)
Cry2A Stave (2002)
Cry2Ab Kamle et al. (2011)
Cry3A Stave (2002) and Smith et al. (2008)
Cry9C Stave (2002)
nptII McKenzie et al. (2000), Smith et al. (2008), and

Jang et al. (2011)
CP4-EPSPS Lipp et al. (2000), Stave (2002), Emslie et al.

(2007), and Jang et al. (2011)
pat Stave (2002), Xu et al. (2005), Emslie et al. (2007),

and Jang et al. (2011)
Gox Xu et al. (2009)
CpTI Tan et al. (2013)

Immuno-PCR
Cry1Ac Allen et al. (2006)
p35S Santiago-Felipe et al. (2014)
tNOS Santiago-Felipe et al. (2014)

CP4-EPSPS: 5-enolpyruvylshikimate-3-phosphate synthase gene from Agrobacterium
tumefaciens strain; CpTI: trypsin inhibitor in cowpea Vigna unguiculata; Cry: gene encoding
the Bacillus thuringiensis δ-endotoxin; Gox: glyphosate oxidoreductase gene; nptII: neomycin
phosphotransferase II gene; p35S: promoter of the 35 S cauliflower mosaic virus; tNOS:
terminator of the nopaline synthase gene.

1.3.1.2 GMO detection approaches

qPCR technology

The qPCR system, which is the most common strategy, allows detecting,
identifying, and quantifying GMO via the SYBR Green or TaqMan chemistries
(Figure 1.2) (Angers-Loustau et al. 2014). Using a primer pair specific to the
target, these qPCR chemistries are both based on PCR amplification recorded in
real time with the fluorescence originated either from the asymmetrical cyanine
dye binding to double-stranded DNA (SYBR Green) or from the fluorogenic
probe specific to the targeted sequence (TaqMan) (Navarro et al. 2015). This
technology is suitable for both unprocessed and processed food/feed matrices
since amplicons of around 100 bp are usually amplified. Even if numerous
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Table 1: Representative examples illustrating protein-based meth-
ods targeting GMO.

Technologies Targets References

ELISA

CP4-EPSPS [4]
Cry1Ab [10, 12, 15, 18, 20]
Cry1Ac [10, 14]
Cry2A [10]
Cry2Ab [19]
Cry3A [10, 16]
Cry9C [10]
nptII [5, 16, 22]

CP4-EPSPS [6, 10, 13, 22]
pat [10, 11, 13, 22]
Gox [17]
CpTI [21]

Immuno-PCR
Cry1Ac [23]
p35S [24]
tNOS [24]

CP4-EPSPS (5-enolpyruvylshikimate-3-phosphate synthase gene from
Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain); CpTI (trypsin inhibitor in cowpea Vigna
unguiculata); Cry (gene encoding the Bacillus thuringiensis 𝛿-endotoxin);
Gox (glyphosate oxidoreductase gene); nptII (neomycin phosphotransferase
II gene); p35S (promoter of the 35 S cauliflower mosaic virus); tNOS
(terminator of the nopaline synthase gene).

(Table 1) [22]. As an alternative, the immuno-PCR method
was used to identify GMO (Table 1) [23, 24].

Furthermore, protein-based methods include the use of
the mass spectrometry-based technology as a tool allow-
ing characterizing GM crops [25]. However, although they
present several advantages such as the rapidity and simplicity,
the protein-based methods depend on the expression level
of targeted proteins, which is variable according to the plant

tissues and the plant developmental status. Moreover, the
proteins are highly degraded or denatured by food process-
ing. Any modification in the targeted proteins could indeed
alter the specificity and sensitivity of the assay. In addition,
this strategy is not applicable if the genetic modification has
no impact at the protein level [26, 27]. To overcome these
issues, many DNA-based methods, targeting straightforward
transgenic integrated sequences, have beenwidely developed.
Even if quantitative PCR (qPCR) is the method of choice
in GMO routine analysis, its inherent PCR properties imply
some limitations. Therefore, to address these challenges,
some alternative approaches have been developed, allowing
notably providing faster detection of GM targets individually
amplified in both routine laboratory and field (e.g., loop-
mediated isothermal amplification (LAMP)), simultaneous
detection of several GM targets (e.g., PCR capillary gel elec-
trophoresis (CGE),microarray, and Luminex), more accurate
quantification of GM targets (e.g., digital PCR (dPCR)), or
characterization of partially known (e.g., DNA walking and
NextGeneration Sequencing (NGS)) or unknown (e.g., NGS)
GMO (Figure 1). These DNA-based approaches and their
targets are described in this review. In addition, the most
appropriate uses of these approaches are discussed according
to the adopted strategy of GMO detection as well as the
available information about the sequences of tested GMO.

2. GMO Detection Approaches

2.1. qPCR Technology. The qPCR system, which is the most
common strategy, allows detecting, identifying, and quan-
tifying GMO via the SYBR Green or TaqMan chemistries
(Figure 1) [28]. Using a primer pair specific to the target,
these qPCR chemistries are both based on PCR amplifi-
cation recorded in real time with the fluorescence origi-
nated either from the asymmetrical cyanine dye binding to

Figure 1.2: Suitable application of GMO detection approaches regarding the
adopted strategy as well as the available information about the sequences of
tested GMO.

qPCR methods have been reported, three main steps are typically followed in
GMO routine analysis (Broeders et al. 2012b). First, the potential presence
of GMO is assessed via a screening approach targeting the most common
transgenic elements found in GMO, such as p35S (35S promoter from cauliflower
mosaic virus) and tNOS (nopaline synthase terminator from Agrobacterium
tumefaciens). In addition, some markers more discriminative, such as Cry3Bb,
gat-tpinII, and t35S pCAMBIA, and taxon-specific markers could also be used.
This step allows establishing a list of the potential GMO present in the tested
samples and preventing further unnecessary assays in the subsequent steps
(Table 1.3) (Barbau-Piednoir et al. 2010; Broeders et al. 2012a; Broeders et
al. 2012b; Angers-Loustau et al. 2014; Fraiture et al. 2014; Broeders et al.
2015). Several of these screening markers are validated, based on minimum
performance requirements, at the EU level following ring trials and are included
in the Compendium of reference methods for GMO analysis (Joint Research
Centre 2015a). According to the positive and negative signals observed for
the different screening markers tested, GM events potentially detected are
in a second step identified using construct specific or event-specific markers
targeting, respectively, the junction between two elements inside the transgenic
cassette or the junction between the transgenic cassette and the plant genome.
In order to properly discriminate each GM event, the event-specific markers
are currently favoured since the unique transgenic integration sites are targeted.
Finally, the amount of identified GM events present in the tested food/feed
samples is determined. Using event-specific and taxon-specific markers, this
quantification step is carried out on the basis of the number of copies belonging
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to the transgene and to the endogen (Table 1.3) (Broeders et al. 2012b). All
the methods used to identify the EU-authorized GMO as well as the GMO
for which the authorization is pending or is subjected to be withdrawn in the
case of low level presence (LLP) have been provided by the applicants and are
reported in the Compendium of reference methods for GMO analysis (Joint
Research Centre 2015a). In combining several taxon-specific, event-specific, and
construct-specific TaqMan markers in a 96-well prespotted plate, a real-time
PCR based ready-to-use multitarget analytical system has been developed to
allow the simultaneous identification of thirty-nine GM events (Querci et al.
2010).
In spite of its flexibility, simplicity, rapidity, and high analytical sensitivity,
especially crucial to detect a low amount of GM targets, the success of the
qPCR strategy depends however on some factors. For instance, the throughput
of the qPCR strategy is usually limited to one marker per reaction. Due to
the increasing number of GMO, additional markers have continually to be
developed and used to fully cover their detection, which could thus make the
laboratory work and the analysis of the results quite complex and laborious
(Broeders et al. 2012a). In addition, this a priori approach targets only known
sequences. Therefore, negative signals guarantee only the absence of known
GMO in the tested food/feed samples. Similarly, in case of unexplained signals,
in other words, the obtaining of positive and negative signals that found no
correspondence with known GM events, the presence of unknown GMO could
only be suspected. Indeed, the detection of GMO by qPCR is notably based on
transgenic elements originated from natural organisms, such as p35S from CaMV
and tNOS from Agrobacterium. For this reason, the qPCR system provides
merely an indirect proof of the presence of GMO in a food/feed matrix since
it could only be confirmed by the sequence of their transgene flanking regions.
Concerning the quantification step, its achievement depends on the availability
of Certified Reference Materials (CRM) (Broeders et al. 2012b; Holst-Jensen
et al. 2012; Fraiture et al. 2014). Finally, the presence of inhibitors, such as
polysaccharides, polyphenols, pectin, xylan, or fat, could alter the efficiency
of the PCR reaction. Consequently, a later qPCR signal than theoretically
expected will be observed, inducing an underestimation or even concealing the
amount of GMO present in the tested sample (Demeke and Jenkins 2010; Opel
et al. 2010; Schrader et al. 2012).

qPCR analysis tools In order to facilitate the interpretation of results, rapid
and cost-efficient systems have been developed via analytical tools integrating
simultaneously several targets. To this end, the CoSYPS platform (Combinatory
SYBR Green qPCR Screening), which is a decision support system (DSS) at
the screening level, has been successfully developed. For each tested food/feed
matrix, this DSS combines immediately the experimental Ct and Tm values
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Table 1.3: Representative examples illustrating simplex qPCR methods targeting GMO. Those validated at the EU
level are indicated by an asterisk. Screening markers used in the CoSYPS are indicated by ∼.

Methods Chemistries Targets References

Screening markers

Plant-specific SYBR Green RBCL∼ Mbongolo Mbella et al.
(2011)

Taxon-specific SYBR Green LEC∗∼ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

SYBR Green ADH∗∼ Mbongolo Mbella et al.
(2011)

SYBR Green CRU∗∼ Mbongolo Mbella et al.
(2011)

SYBR Green PLD∼ Mbongolo Mbella et al.
(2011)

SYBR Green SAD1∼ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

SYBR Green GLU∼ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

Element-specific SYBR Green p35S∗∼ Barbau-Piednoir et al. (2010)
TaqMan p35S∗ Waiblinger et al. (2008)

SYBR Green tNOS∗∼ Barbau-Piednoir et al. (2010)
TaqMan tNOS∗ Waiblinger et al. (2008)

SYBR Green pFMV∼ Broeders et al. (2013)
TaqMan pFMV∗ Joint Research Centre

(2015a)
SYBR Green pNOS∼ Broeders et al. (2013)
SYBR Green t35S∼ In-house
SYBR Green Cry1Ab/Ac∼ Barbau-Piednoir et al. (2014)
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Table 1.3 continued

Methods Chemistries Targets References

TaqMan Cry1A(b)∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

SYBR Green Cry3Bb∼ Broeders et al. (2015)
SYBR Green pat∗∼ Barbau-Piednoir et al. (2014)

TaqMan pat∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

SYBR Green bar∗∼ Barbau-Piednoir et al. (2014)
TaqMan bar∗ Joint Research Centre

(2015a)
SYBR Green CP4-EPSPS∼ Barbau-Piednoir et al. (2014)
SYBR Green t35S pCAMBIA∼ Fraiture et al. (2014)
SYBR Green nptII Joint Research Centre

(2015a)
Construct-specific SYBR Green gat-tpinII∼ Broeders et al. (2015)
Virus-specific SYBR Green CRT∼ In-House

Event-specific methods

GM-specific TaqMan Maize (Zea mays) 3272∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

TaqMan Maize (Zea mays) 5307∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

TaqMan Maize (Zea mays) 98140∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

TaqMan Maize (Zea mays) Bt11∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

TaqMan Maize (Zea mays) Bt176∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)
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Table 1.3 continued

Methods Chemistries Targets References

TaqMan Maize (Zea mays) DAS-40278-9∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

TaqMan Maize (Zea mays) DAS-59122-7∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

TaqMan Maize (Zea mays) GA21∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

TaqMan Maize (Zea mays) LY038∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

TaqMan Maize (Zea mays) MIR162∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

TaqMan Maize (Zea mays) MIR604∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

TaqMan Maize (Zea mays) MON810∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

TaqMan Maize (Zea mays) MON863∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

TaqMan Maize (Zea mays) MON87460∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

TaqMan Maize (Zea mays) MON88017∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

TaqMan Maize (Zea mays) MON89034∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

TaqMan Maize (Zea mays) NK603∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

TaqMan Maize (Zea mays) T25∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

TaqMan Maize (Zea mays) TC1507∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)
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Table 1.3 continued

Methods Chemistries Targets References

TaqMan Soybean (Glycine max) A2704-12∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

TaqMan Soybean (Glycine max) A5547-127∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

TaqMan Soybean (Glycine max) BPS-CV-127∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

TaqMan Soybean (Glycine max) DAS68416-4∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

TaqMan Soybean (Glycine max) DP-305423-1∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

TaqMan Soybean (Glycine max) DP-356043-5∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

TaqMan Soybean (Glycine max) FG72∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

TaqMan Soybean (Glycine max) GTS40-3-2∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

TaqMan Soybean (Glycine max) MON87701∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

TaqMan Soybean (Glycine max) MON87705∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

TaqMan Soybean (Glycine max) MON87708∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

TaqMan Soybean (Glycine max) MON87769∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

TaqMan Soybean (Glycine max) MON89788∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

TaqMan Cotton (Gossypium hirsutum) 281-24-236∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)
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Table 1.3 continued

Methods Chemistries Targets References

TaqMan Cotton (Gossypium hirsutum) 3006-210-23∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

TaqMan Cotton (Gossypium hirsutum) GHB119∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

TaqMan Cotton (Gossypium hirsutum) GHB614∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

TaqMan Cotton (Gossypium hirsutum) LLCOTTON25∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

TaqMan Cotton (Gossypium hirsutum) MON531∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

TaqMan Cotton (Gossypium hirsutum) MON1445∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

TaqMan Cotton (Gossypium hirsutum) MON15985∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

TaqMan Cotton (Gossypium hirsutum) MON88913∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

TaqMan Cotton (Gossypium hirsutum) T304-40∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

TaqMan Oilseed rape (Brassica napus) 73496∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

TaqMan Oilseed rape (Brassica napus) GT73∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

TaqMan Oilseed rape (Brassica napus) MON88302∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

TaqMan Oilseed rape (Brassica napus) Ms1∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

TaqMan Oilseed rape (Brassica napus) Ms8∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)
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Table 1.3 continued

Methods Chemistries Targets References

TaqMan Oilseed rape (Brassica napus) Rf1∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

TaqMan Oilseed rape (Brassica napus) Rf2∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

TaqMan Oilseed rape (Brassica napus) Rf3∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

TaqMan Oilseed rape (Brassica napus) T45∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

TaqMan Oilseed rape (Brassica napus) Topas 19/2∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

TaqMan Potato (Solanum tuberosum) EH92-527-1∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

TaqMan Rice (Oryza sativa) LLRICE62∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

TaqMan Sugar beet (Beta vulgaris) H7-1∗ Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

ADH: alcohol dehydrogenase I gene from maize; bar: phosphinothricin-N-acetyltransferases gene from Streptomyces hygroscopicus; CP4-
EPSPS: 5-enolpyruvylshikimate-3-phosphate synthase gene from Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain; CRT: reverse transcriptase gene from
the cauliflower mosaic virus; CRU: cruciferin gene from colza; Cry: gene encoding the Bacillus thuringiensis δ-endotoxin; gat-tpinII: junction
sequence between the glyphosate N-acetyltransferase of Bacillus licheniformis and the terminator of the Solanum tuberosum proteinase
inhibitor; GLU: glutamine synthetase gene from sugar beet; LEC: lectin gene from soybean; nptII: neomycin phosphotransferase II gene;
p35S: promoter of the 35 S cauliflower mosaic virus; pat: phosphinothricin-N-acetyltransferases gene from Streptomyces viridochromogenes;
pFMV: promoter of the figwort mosaic virus; phy: phytase gene from maize; PLD: phospholipase D gene from rice; pNOS: promoter of the
nopaline synthase gene; RBCL: ribulose-1,5-biphosphate carboxylase oxygenase; SAD1: stearoylacyl carrier protein desaturase gene from
cotton; t35S: terminator of the cauliflower mosaic virus; t35S pCAMBIA: terminator of the cauliflower mosaic virus from pCAMBIA vector;
tNOS: terminator of the nopaline synthase gene.
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obtained with the twenty SYBR Green methods, running in a single 96-well
plate and targeting plant gene, taxon genes, and transgenic elements (Table 1.3).
This selection of screening markers allows both covering at least all the EU-
authorized GMO and LLP cases (e.g., with p35S and tNOS) and, as far as
possible, discriminating between themselves and some EU-unauthorized GMO
(e.g., with t35S pCAMBIA and gat-tpinII) in order to reduce the number
of identifications/quantifications to carry out downstream (Van den Bulcke
et al. 2010; Broeders et al. 2012b; Fraiture et al. 2014; Broeders et al. 2015).
An alternative to interpret qPCR results is provided by the GMOseek and
GMOfinder databases, containing reliable information on GMO. Following the
interpretation of the experimental results, obtained with in-house or EU reference
methods, the names of positive elements are introduced in the databases to
provide a list of potentially detected GMO that will be then experimentally
verified (Gerdes et al. 2012; Block et al. 2013). The truthfulness of these
predictions is however diminished since elements identically named can possess
different sequences and the detection methods used are not taken into account.
Indeed, to target the same element, several methods could exist and could
present different PCR efficiencies which could generate variation in the results.
Most recently, the JRC-GMO-Matrix platform, combining information from
the GMOMETHODS database (all reference methods for GMO analysis) and
the Central Core DNA Sequences Information System (several annotated GMO
sequences), was also proposed for the same purpose. This platform integrates
the positive and negative signals experimentally observed with EU validated
taxon-specific, element-specific, construct-specific, and event-specific methods
for any tested food/feed matrix in order to predict more reliably the potential
amplified GM events (Angers-Loustau et al. 2014). The JRC-GMO-Matrix
platform is also strengthened by the JRC GMO-Amplicons database which
contains publically available putative GMO-related sequences (Joint Research
Centre 2015b).

Multiplex qPCR strategy With multiplex PCR-based methods, several DNA
targets can be detected in a single reaction. It presents the advantage to
decrease the number of reactions necessary to test the potential presence of
GMO in a sample. Several multiplex qPCR TaqMan strategies have thus been
investigated, including mainly the screening markers p35S and tNOS (Table 1.4)
(Waiblinger et al. 2008; Bahrdt et al. 2010; Dörries et al. 2010; Huber et al.
2013; Samson et al. 2013; Chaouachi et al. 2014; Köppel et al. 2014; Köppel
et al. 2015; Park et al. 2015). To provide a system with a high GMO coverage,
twenty-three triplex and one duplex PCR were gathered on a 384-well plate to
identify forty-seven targets (Table 1.4) (Cottenet et al. 2013).
However, compared to simplex qPCR, the development of optimal multiplex
assays could be more challenging notably in terms of primers and probes design
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as well as sensitivity and reproducibility. Moreover, the throughput of this
strategy is relatively limited by the availability of dyes with an emission and
absorption spectrum of fluorescence sufficiently distinct to avoid overlaps of
signals. The combination of different dyes risks also increases the fluorescent
background. Therefore, the majority of the reported multiplex qPCR assays
amplify simultaneously only two or three targets. To date, a maximum of
six markers have been successfully combined in one reaction to detect GMO
(Bahrdt et al. 2010; Joint Research Centre 2015a).

Alternative multiplex strategies

Still with the aim of going further in the development of multiplex assays,
several methods not based on qPCR have been also developed using notably
the CGE, microarray, and Luminex technologies. Two main steps are generally
followed. First, to guarantee a sufficient sensitivity, the samples are amplified by
PCR since the GM targets are potentially at trace level in food/feed matrices.
In a second step, the PCR products are analyzed using the CGE, microarray,
or Luminex platforms. Despite the fact that these technologies present a higher
throughput than qPCR, their multiplexing level is still influenced by the inherent
properties of PCR which limit the number of reactions at commonly ten targets
per PCR assay (Pla et al. 2012; Vega and Marina 2014).

PCR capillary gel electrophoresis technology In order to detect simultane-
ously several targets, the use of the PCR multiplex CGE, where fluorescently
labelled primers allow discriminating different amplicons of the same size, has
been also suggested to be applied in the GMO detection field (Figure 1.2 and
Table 1.5). Compared to the electrophoresis gel, the resolution power of the
CGE system to detect PCR products from a multiplex assay is clearly higher
(Vega and Marina 2014). However, the sensitivity of CGE system is weaker
than the qPCR technology (Milavec et al. 2014). Using the PCR CGE system,
eight GM maize were identified via a nonaplex PCR including event-specific,
construct-specific, and taxon-specific methods (Table 1.5) (Heide et al. 2008a;
Heide et al. 2008b). Similarly, one pentaplex PCR and two hexaplex PCR
were also developed to, respectively, detect specifically four GM maize, five GM
cotton, and five GM maize (Table 1.5) (Nadal et al. 2006; Nadal et al. 2009;
Holck et al. 2010; Holck and Pedersen 2011). Recently, a tetraplex targeting
transgenic elements and cotton-specific gene was also reported (Table 1.5)
(Basak et al. 2014). In addition, Guo et al. (2011) developed three octaplex
PCR using universally tailed primers to preamplify GM targets under a short
number of cycles. To increase the yield and PCR efficiency, these amplicons,
earlier submitted to a PCR emulsion, are then enriched with universal primers.
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Table 1.4: Representative examples illustrating multiplex qPCR TaqMan methods targeting GMO. Those validated at
the EU level are indicated by an asterisk.

Multiplexing Methods Targets References

Duplex Element-specific p35S∗ and tNOS∗ Waiblinger et al. (2008)

Duplex Element-specific bar and pat Huber et al. (2013)

Duplex Plant-specific TLC Cottenet et al. (2013)Other IPC

Duplex Taxon-specific ADH Chaouachi et al. (2014)Event-specific Bt11

Duplex Taxon-specific ADH Chaouachi et al. (2014)Event-specific Bt176

Duplex Taxon-specific ADH Chaouachi et al. (2014)Event-specific MON810

Duplex Taxon-specific ADH Chaouachi et al. (2014)Event-specific T25

Triplex Element-specific p35S, tNOS, and CTP2/CP4-EPSPS Huber et al. (2013)

Triplex Taxon-specific LEC and Zein Cottenet et al. (2013)Other ICP

Triplex Taxon-specific Pro and PC Cottenet et al. (2013)Other ICP

Triplex Taxon-specific ACC and FRUp Cottenet et al. (2013)Other ICP
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Table 1.4 continued

Multiplexing Methods Targets References

Triplex Taxon-specific SAD1 and FRUt Cottenet et al. (2013)Other ICP

Triplex Element-specific p35S and pFMV Cottenet et al. (2013)Other ICP

Triplex Element-specific tE9 and tNOS Cottenet et al. (2013)Other ICP

Triplex Element-specific bar and CP4-EPSPS Cottenet et al. (2013)Other ICP

Triplex Element-specific hpt and pat Cottenet et al. (2013)Other ICP

Triplex Element-specific nptII and Cry1Ab/Ac Cottenet et al. (2013)Other ICP

Triplex Construct-specific CBH351 and Bt176 Cottenet et al. (2013)Other ICP

Triplex Construct-specific MON810 and T25 Cottenet et al. (2013)Other ICP

Triplex Construct-specific Bt11 and MON863 Cottenet et al. (2013)Other ICP

Triplex Construct-specific NK603 and GA21 Cottenet et al. (2013)Other ICP

Triplex Construct-specific TC1507 and DAS-59122-7 Cottenet et al. (2013)Other ICP
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Table 1.4 continued

Multiplexing Methods Targets References

Triplex Construct-specific MIR604 and MON88017 Cottenet et al. (2013)Other ICP

Triplex Construct-specific 98140 and MON89034 Cottenet et al. (2013)Other ICP

Triplex Construct-specific 3272 and MIR162 Cottenet et al. (2013)Other ICP

Triplex Construct-specific A2704-12 and GTS40-3-2 Cottenet et al. (2013)Other ICP

Triplex Construct-specific DP-305423-1 and DP-356043-5 Cottenet et al. (2013)Other ICP

Triplex Construct-specific MON87701 and MON89788 Cottenet et al. (2013)Other ICP

Triplex
Element-specific AHAS

Cottenet et al. (2013)Construct-specific FG72
Other IPC

Triplex Construct-specific Bt63 and A5547-127 Cottenet et al. (2013)Other ICP

Triplex
Element-specific Xa21

Cottenet et al. (2013)Construct-specific KMD1
Other IPC

Triplex Taxon-specific Zein Samson et al. (2013)Construct-specific MON810 and GA21
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Table 1.4 continued

Multiplexing Methods Targets References

Triplex Taxon-specific ADH Samson et al. (2013)Construct-specific MON810 and GA21

Triplex Element-specific p35s, tNOS, and t35S Park et al. (2015)

Triplex Element-specific tE9, pRbcS4, and tORF23 Park et al. (2015)

Triplex Element-specific tpinII and tAHASL Park et al. (2015)Event-specific DP-305423-1

Tetraplex Element-specific pFMV, bar, pat, and CTP2/CP4-EPSPS Köppel et al. (2014)

Tetraplex Element-specific p35S, tNOS, pFMV, and bar Dörries et al. (2010)

Pentaplex
Taxon-specific HMG and LEC

Köppel et al. (2014)Element-specific p35S and tNOS
Virus-specific CaMV

Pentaplex Element-specific p35S, tNOS, bar, pat, and CTP2/CP4-EPSPS Huber et al. (2013)

Pentaplex Taxon-specific LEC Köppel et al. (2015)Event-specific MON87769, MON87708, MON87705, and FG72

Hexaplex
Element-specific p35S, tNOS, and pFMV

Bahrdt et al. (2010)Construct-specific SAMS and LY
Other IPC

ACC: acetyl-CoA-carboxylase gene from colza; ADH: alcohol dehydrogenase I gene from maize; AHAS: AHAS fragment unique recombination
from BPS-CV-127; bar: phosphinothricin-N-acetyltransferases gene from Streptomyces hygroscopicus; CaMV: ORFIII from CaMV; CP4-
EPSPS: 5-enolpyruvylshikimate-3-phosphate synthase gene from Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain; Cry: gene encoding the Bacillus
thuringiensis δ-endotoxin; CTP2/CP4-EPSP: junction region between the chloroplast transit peptide 2 (CTP2) sequence from the Arabidopsis
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thaliana epsps gene and the CP4 epsps gene from Agrobacterium tumefaciens (CP4-EPSPS); FRUp: β-fructosidase gene from potato; FRUt:
β-fructosidase gene from tomato; HMG: major high mobility group protein gene from maize; hpt: hygromycin phosphotransferase gene; IPC:
internal positive control; LEC: lectin gene from soybean; LS28: choline kinase; LY: transition from Zea mays chloroplast transit peptide
sequence for dihydrodipicolinate synthase to Corynebacterium glutamicum dihydrodipicolinate synthase (cordapA) gene encoding for a
lysine-insensitive dihydrodipicolinate synthase enzyme; nptII: neomycin phosphotransferase II gene; p35S: promoter of the 35 S cauliflower
mosaic virus; pat: phosphinothricin-N-acetyltransferases gene from Streptomyces viridochromogenes; PC: phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase
gene from wheat; pFMV: promoter of the figwort mosaic virus; pRbcS4: ribulose 1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase small subunit promoter
from A. thaliana); Pro: prolamin gene from rice; SAD1: stearoyl-acyl carrier protein desaturase gene from cotton; SAMS: transition
from S-adenosyl-L-methionine synthetase (SAMS) promoter to Glycine max acetolactate synthase (gm-hra) gene; t35S: terminator of the
cauliflower mosaic virus); tAHASL: acetohydroxy acid synthase large subunit terminator from A. thaliana; tE9: ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate
carboxylase terminator E9 from Pisum sativum; TLC: tRNA-Leu chloroplastic gene; tNOS: terminator of the nopaline synthase gene;
tORF23: open reading frame 23 terminator from A. tumefaciens); tpinII: inhibitor II terminator from potato; Zein: Zein gene from maize;
Xa21: Xa21 gene from Oryza longistaminata.
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By this way, twenty-four targets from fourteen GM events were identified by the
CGE system (Table 1.5) (Guo et al. 2011). A variant of this technique, which
implies no fluorescent labels on primers, is reported by Burrell et al. (2011).
This study proposed a tetraplex PCR composed of two species-specific methods
and two screening markers allowing detecting the presence of Bt11 maize and
GTS40-3-2 soybean events using commercialized electrophoresis instruments
(Table 1.5) (Burrell et al. 2011).

Microarrays technology With the microarray technology applied to GMO
detection, GM targets are amplified by PCR, using target-specific and/or
universal primers, prior to being hybridized on the array, allowing the
simultaneous detection of more than 250 000 targets in one assay (Figure 1.2 and
Table 1.6) (Nakaya et al. 2007). Compared to the qPCR, the microarray strategy
presents thus a well higher throughput but a slightly weaker sensitivity (Dobnik
et al. 2010; Pla et al. 2012). One approach, called multiplex quantitative DNA
array-based PCR (MQDA-PCR), tested on transgenic maize events, consists of
a first PCR using target-specific primers that harbor a universal tail allowing
using universal primers in the second PCR. The signal is then detected after the
hybridization of the PCR products with the fluorescently labelled probes on the
DNA array (Table 1.6) (Rudi et al. 2003). Furthermore, using a padlock probe
ligation-microarray detection system (PPLMD), some GM maize, cotton, and
soybean events were detected. With the PPLMD system, the targets are initially
hybridized to linear padlock probes harboring target-specific and universal
sequences to be then amplified by PCR with universal primers (Table 1.6)
(Prins et al. 2008). In addition, a nucleic acid sequence based amplification
implemented microarray (NAIMA) approach, using universal primers, has been
tested on transgenic maize (Table 1.6) (Morisset et al. 2008a; Dobnik et al.
2010). As an alternative to the potential issue related to the use of fluorescent
label, the DualChip GMO system was proposed. So, after PCR amplification
with biotinylated target-specific primers, the amplicons hybridized on the arrays
are detected by a colorimetric reaction, allowing identifying simultaneously some
GM maize, soybean, and rapeseed events. The performance of the DualChip
GMO system, targeting fourteen elements, was also validated through an EU
collaborative ring trial. An upgraded version of this system (DualChip GMO
V2.0) presents a higher GMO coverage in targeting thirty elements (Table 1.6)
(Leimanis et al. 2006; Leimanis et al. 2008; Hamels et al. 2009; von Götz 2010;
Pla et al. 2012). Most recently, a multiplex amplification on a chip with readout
on an oligo microarray (MACRO) system, targeting ninety-one targets to cover
a broad spectrum of GMO, was also reported (Shao et al. 2014).
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Table 1.5: Representative examples illustrating multiplex PCR CGE methods targeting GMO.

Multiplexing Methods Targets References

Tetraplex Taxon-specific Zein and LEC Burrell et al. (2011)Element-specific p35S and tNOS

Tetraplex Taxon-specific SAD1 Basak et al. (2014)Element-specific Cry1Ac, p35S, and tNOS

Pentaplex Taxon-specific ADH Nadal et al. (2006)Event-specific Bt11, GA21, MON810, and NK603

Hexaplex Taxon-specific acp1 Nadal et al. (2009)Event-specific Bollgard, Bollgard II, RR, 3006-210-23, and 281-24-231

Hexaplex Taxon-specific HMG Holck et al. (2010) and
Holck and Pedersen (2011)Event-specific DAS-59122-7, LY038, MON88017, MIR604, and 3272

Octaplex Event-specific Bt11, Bt176, Huanong No. 1, GTS40-3-2, T25, MON88913,
MON1445, and MIR604

Guo et al. (2011)

Octaplex
Taxon-specific LEC and ssIIb

Guo et al. (2011)Element-specific pFMV and tNOS
Event-specific TC1507, MON531, NK603, and GA21

Octaplex
Taxon-specific SAD1

Guo et al. (2011)Element-specific bar, chy, pAct, CP4-EPSPS, and Cry1Ab
Event-specific GT73 and OXY235
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Table 1.5 continued

Multiplexing Methods Targets References

Taxon-specific HMG Heide et al. (2008b) andNonaplex Event-specific T25, GA21, TC1507, MON863, MON810, NK603, Bt176, and
Bt11 Heide et al. (2008a)

acp1: acyl carrier protein 1 gene from cotton; ADH: alcohol dehydrogenase I gene from maize; bar: phosphinothricin-N-acetyltransferases
gene from Streptomyces hygroscopicus; Chy: chymopapain gene from papaya; CP4-EPSPS: 5-enolpyruvylshikimate-3-phosphate synthase
gene from Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain; Cry: gene encoding the Bacillus thuringiensis δ-endotoxin; HMG: major high-mobility group
protein gene from maize; LEC: lectin gene from soybean; p35S: promoter of the 35 S cauliflower mosaic virus; pAct: promoter region of rice
actin gene; pFMV: promoter of the figwort mosaic virus; SAD1: stearoyl-acyl carrier protein desaturase gene from cotton; ssIIb: starch
synthase IIb gene from maize; tNOS: terminator of the nopaline synthase gene; Zein: Zein gene from maize.
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Table 1.6: Representative examples illustrating multiplex PCR microarray methods targeting GMO.

Multiplexing Techniques Methods Targets References

Duplex DualChip GMO Element-specific p35S and tNOS Leimanis et al. (2006),
Leimanis et al. (2008),
and Hamels et al. (2009)

Duplex DualChip GMO Construct-specific pNOS/nptII Leimanis et al. (2006),
Leimanis et al. (2008),
and Hamels et al. (2009)

Virus-specific CaMV

Triplex DualChip GMO Element-specific pat, Cry1A(b), and CP4-EPSPS Leimanis et al. (2006),
Leimanis et al. (2008),
and Hamels et al. (2009)

Triplex NAIMA Taxon-specific IVR Morisset et al. (2008a)Element-specific p35S and tNOS

Triplex NAIMA
Taxon-specific IVR

Morisset et al. (2008a)Element-specific p35S
Event-specific MON810

Tetraplex DualChip GMO Plant-specific RBCL Leimanis et al. (2006),
Leimanis et al. (2008),
and Hamels et al. (2009)

Taxon-specific IVR, LEC, and CRU

Octaplex MQDA-PCR

Taxon-specific HMG

Rudi et al. (2003)Element-specific p35S and tNOS
Event-specific Bt176, Bt11, and MON810

Other IPC
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Table 1.6 continued

Multiplexing Techniques Methods Targets References

Decaplex PPLMD
Taxon-specific SAD1, Zein, ACC, and LEC

Prins et al. (2008)Element-specific p35S, pFMV, and bar
Event-specific MON1445, Bt176, and GTS40-3-2

Dodecaplex MQDA-PCR

Taxon-specific HMG

Rudi et al. (2003)Element-specific p35S, tNOS, and Amp
Event-specific Bt176, Bt11, MON810, T25, GA21,

CBH351, and DBT418
Other IPC

ACC: acetyl-CoA-carboxylase gene from colza; Amp: ampicillin resistance gene; bar: phosphinothricin-N-acetyltransferases gene
from Streptomyces hygroscopicus; CaMV: ORFIII from CaMV; CP4-EPSPS: 5-enolpyruvylshikimate-3-phosphate synthase gene from
Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain; CRU: cruciferin gene from colza; Cry: gene encoding the Bacillus thuringiensis δ-endotoxin; HMG: major
high-mobility group protein gene from maize; IPC: internal positive control; IVR: invertase gene from maize; LEC: lectin gene from soybean;
nptII: neomycin phosphotransferase II gene; p35S: promoter of the 35 S cauliflower mosaic virus; pat: phosphinothricin-N-acetyltransferases
gene from Streptomyces viridochromogenes; pFMV: promoter of the figwort mosaic virus; pNOS: promoter of the nopaline synthase gene;
RBCL: ribulose-1,5-biphosphate carboxylase oxygenase; SAD1: stearoyl-acyl carrier protein desaturase gene from cotton; tNOS: terminator
of the nopaline synthase gene; Zein: Zein gene from maize.
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Luminex technology Biotinylated targets amplified by single or multiplex
PCR assays could be analyzed with the Luminex technology, potentially able to
simultaneously detect up to 500 different targets in one sample using spectrally
distinct sets of beads that are independently coupled to unique nucleic acid
probes. After hybridization of biotinylated oligonucleotides to corresponding
probe-bead complexes, the reader device individually analyzes each microsphere
by flow cytometry in applying a laser excitation of 635 nm and 532 nm allowing,
respectively, identifying the bead set and determining the presence or absence
of the target (Figure 1.2) (Luminex Corporation 2015). This technology was
firstly assessed in GMO detection by Fantozzi et al. (2008) (Table 1.7). In this
study, the p35S and EPSPS elements, earlier individually amplified by PCR
from the GTS-40-3-2 soybean event, were simultaneously detected (Fantozzi
et al. 2008). Afterwards, the GM stacked LS28 × Cry1Ac rice and 281-24-236
× 3006-210-23 cotton events were identified on the Luminex platform using
upstream, respectively, a pentaplex PCR or a hexaplex PCR (Table 1.7) (Choi
et al. 2010; Choi 2011). This technology was also used to detect ten GM maize
events through four sets of multiplex PCR assays (Table 1.7) (Han et al. 2013).
Similarly, a liquid bead array approach allowing identifying thirteen GM maize
was recently developed (Fu et al. 2015a).
Due to its potential high throughput, the Luminex technology seems to be a
promising alternative in GMO detection. Moreover, the liquid bead array is
considered as more sensitive and faster than the microarray system (Choi et al.
2010). Nevertheless, the drawback linked to the PCR complicates the setting of
a unique multiplex assay targeting simultaneously all GM events. Furthermore,
as only few studies using this technology in GMO detection have been reported
to date, experiments have still to be carried out in order to provide effective
and validated systems.

Digital PCR technology

To resolve difficulties observed during the relative quantification step in qPCR,
especially when the copy numbers of GMO are low and/or PCR inhibitors
are present, the digital PCR (dPCR) technology has been tested in GMO
detection (Figure 1.2). Based on the binomial Poisson statistics, each partition
of the fractionated sample is determined as positive (amplified target observed)
or negative (no amplified target observed) by the dPCR technology allowing
absolutely quantifying the number of nucleic acid targets from GMO present in
any given sample. Two approaches of this end-point PCR system have up till
now been used for this aim (Table 1.8). On the one hand, the chamber dPCR
(cdPCR), partitioning the sample in several thousands of microfluidic chambers,
was used to target GM maize MON810 event using a duplex PCR composed of
the MON810 event-specific and maize taxon-specific methods. The detection
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Table 1.7: Representative examples illustrating Luminex strategies targeting GMO.

Multiplexing Methods Targets References

Simplex Element-specific p35S and CP4-EPSPS Fantozzi et al. (2008)

Triplex Taxon-specific Zein Han et al. (2013)Event-specific MIR604 and MON88017

Tetraplex Event-specific Bt176, MON810, NK603, and GA21 Han et al. (2013)

Tetraplex Event-specific Bt11, T25, MIR162, and MON89034 Han et al. (2013)

Pentaplex Taxon-specific SPS Choi et al. (2010)Element-specific Cry1Ac, tNOS, p35S, and LS28

Hexaplex
Taxon-specific SAD1

Choi (2011)Element-specific Cry1Ac, Cry1F, and pat
Event-specific 281-24-236 and 3006-210-23

CP4-EPSPS: 5-enolpyruvylshikimate-3-phosphate synthase gene from Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain; Cry: gene encoding the Bacillus
thuringiensis δ-endotoxin; LS28: choline kinase; p35S: promoter of the 35 S cauliflower mosaic virus; SAD1: stearoyl-acyl carrier protein
desaturase gene from cotton; SPS: sucrose phosphate synthase gene from rice; tNOS: terminator of the nopaline synthase gene; tORF23:
open reading frame 23 terminator from A. tumefaciens; Zein: Zein gene from maize.
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limits of this approach were also investigated (Bhat et al. 2009; Burns et al.
2010; Corbisier et al. 2010). Moreover, a strategy based on the cdPCR system
was developed in order to cover a wide range of GMO by applying individually
twenty-eight element-specific, thirty-six event-specific, and five taxon-specific
methods (Table 1.8) (Brod et al. 2014). Afterwards, this strategy was applied
with forty-eight markers, including seven transgenic elements-specific, fourteen
event-specific, and five taxon-specific methods (Table 1.8) (Li et al. 2015).
On the other hand, the droplet dPCR (ddPCR) approach, implying several
thousands of droplets generated by a water-oil emulsion, was used in simplex or
duplex PCR with the MON810 event-specific and maize taxon-specific methods
(Morisset et al. 2013). Most recently, duplex assays, including one GMO-specific
marker with one soybean, maize, or rice taxon-specific marker, were performed
by using the ddPCR system to quantify twelve GM soybean, sixteen GM maize,
and two GM rice events (Table 1.8) (Köppel et al. 2015; Köppel and Bucher
2015).
The dPCR technology could become a key tool in the field of GMO detection,
mainly because an absolute, and not relative as in qPCR, quantification of
the GM target is provided. The measurement does not require necessarily
the use of reference material, solving issues related to the availability of an
optimal reference material. Moreover, thanks to the partitioning of the sample,
the PCR efficiency is less affected by the presence of inhibitors and allows
reducing the uncertainty in the measurement, especially at low copy number,
as observed with qPCR calibration curves generated by serial dilutions of the
target. However, validated qPCR methods are not always simply transferable
to the dPCR technology. Indeed, some optimization has to be carried out
regarding, for instance, the design and the concentrations of primers and probes.
In addition, given that maximum two different targets could be identified in
one well, the low throughput power of the dPCR technology highlights its
applicability more suitable at the identification/quantification level than at
the screening step (Morisset et al. 2013; Strain et al. 2013; Köppel et al. 2015;
Köppel and Bucher 2015).

Loop-mediated isothermal amplification

Due to its rapidity, specificity, sensitivity, and simplicity, the loop-mediated
isothermal amplification (LAMP) method has been proposed to detect GMO
(Figure 1.2). To this end, four primers specific to six distinct regions of the
target are required, allowing, under isothermal condition, initiating the reaction
and increasing the amplification speed by the formation of a loop structure. The
amplification can be then directly visualized in the tube thanks to fluorescent
dyes. Several LAMP markers were thus developed for this approach to target
transgenic elements (Table 1.9) (Fukuta et al. 2004; Lee et al. 2009; Liu et al.
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Table 1.8: Representative examples illustrating digital PCR strategies targeting GMO.

Multiplexing Techniques Methods Targets References

Simplex cdPCR

Taxon-specific HMG, LEC, GLU, and CRU

Brod et al. (2014)

Element-specific p35S, tNOS, Cry1Ab, Cry1F, bar, CP4-EPSPS,
Cry3Bb, nptII, Cry1A.105, and Cry2Bb

Event-specific

MON531, MON88913, MON1445, MON15985
LLCOTTON25, GHB614, 3272, DAS-59122-7,
Bt176, Bt11, GA21, MIR162, MIR604, MON810,
MON863, MON88017, MON89034, NK603, T25,
TC1507, Ms1, Topas19/2, OXY 235, Ms8, Rf3,
GT73, T45, GTS40-3-2, A2704-12, MON89788,
MON87701, DP-356043-5, A5547-127,
BPS-CV-127, DP-305423-1, and TT51-1

Simplex cdPCR

Taxon-specific ADH, CRU, PLD, LEC, and adhC

Li et al. (2015)Element-specific p35S, pFMV, tNOS, Cry1Ab, bar, pat, and nptII

Event-specific 3272, Bt11, GA21, MON89034, MON810, MIR604,
MON88017, TC1507, Bt176, GTS40-3-1,
DP-305423-1, DP-356043-5, H7-1, and GT73

Simplex ddPCR Taxon-specific HMG Morisset et al. (2013)
Event-specific MON810

Duplex cdPCR Taxon-specific HMG Bhat et al. (2009), Burns
et al. (2010), and Corbisier
et al. (2010)Event-specific MON810
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Table 1.8 continued

Multiplexing Techniques Methods Targets References

Duplex ddPCR

Taxon-specific LEC
Köppel et al. (2015) and
Köppel and Bucher (2015)Event-specific DP-356043-5, DP-305423-1, MON89788,

GTS40-3-2, A5547-127, BPS-CV-127, A2704-12,
MON87701, MON87708, MON87705, FG72, and
MON87769

Duplex ddPCR Taxon-specific PLD Köppel and Bucher (2015)
Event-specific LLRICE62 and KMD1

Duplex ddPCR

Taxon-specific HMG

Köppel and Bucher (2015)Event-specific Bt176, Bt11, MON810, NK603, Starllink,
MON863, GA21, DAS-59122-7, MIR162, MIR604,
3272, T25, TC1507, MON88017, MON89034, and
DAS-40278-9

Duplex ddPCR Taxon-specific HMG Morisset et al. (2013)
Event-specific MON810

ADH: alcohol dehydrogenase I gene from maize; adhC: alcohol dehydrogenase C gene from cotton; bar: phosphinothricin-N-acetyltransferases
gene from Streptomyces hygroscopicus; CP4-EPSPS: 5-enolpyruvylshikimate-3-phosphate synthase gene from Agrobacterium tumefaciens
strain; CRU: cruciferin gene from colza; Cry: gene encoding the Bacillus thuringiensis δ-endotoxin; GLU: glutamine synthetase gene from
sugar beet; HMG: major high-mobility group protein gene from maize; LEC: lectin gene from soybean; nptII: neomycin phosphotransferase
II gene; p35S: promoter of the 35 S cauliflower mosaic virus; pat: phosphinothricin-N-acetyltransferases gene from Streptomyces
viridochromogenes; pFMV: promoter of the figwort mosaic virus; phy: phytase gene from maize; PLD: phospholipase D gene from
rice; pNOS: promoter of the nopaline synthase gene; tNOS: terminator of the nopaline synthase gene.
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2009; Guan et al. 2010; Chen et al. 2011a; Chen et al. 2012a; Kiddle et al. 2012;
Li et al. 2013c; Randhawa et al. 2013; Xu et al. 2013b; Zhang et al. 2013a;
Cheng et al. 2014; Di et al. 2014; Huang et al. 2014; Li et al. 2014; Zahradnik
et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2015a).
The LAMP strategy presents the advantage to tolerate several PCR inhibitors
such as acidic polysaccharides (Zhang et al. 2013a). Its implementation does
also not require any sophisticate devices. Indeed, the amplification could be
carried out using a water bath or heating block (Xu et al. 2013b). Some of the
developed LAMP methods have besides been successfully tested in the fields
(Zhang et al. 2013a). Concerning the drawbacks, the design of four primers
per target, which guarantee the high specificity and sensitivity of the LAMP,
could be difficult. In addition, the identification of several GM targets using a
multiplex assay is not applicable (Angers-Loustau et al. 2014).

DNA walking

In using PCR-based methods that required prior knowledge, the observed results
are mostly generated in targeting elements derived from natural organisms.
Therefore, they constitute merely an indirect proof of the presence of GMO
in the tested food/feed matrices. In addition, when the observed signals do
not correspond to known GMO, the presence of unknown GMO, containing at
least one known element, could be only suspected. The only way to indubitably
confirm the presence of GMO is provided by the characterization of sequences
from the junctions between the transgenic cassette and the plant genome as
well as the unnatural associations of transgenic elements.
To get this crucial information, several strategies of DNA walking, also called
genome walking, have been reported (Figure 1.2 and Table 1.10). More precisely,
this molecular technique allows identifying unknown nucleotide sequences
adjacent to already known DNA regions in any given genome using specific
primers to the known sequence combined to primers dictated by the DNA
walking method used. Then, the final PCR products are usually sequenced
by Sanger technology to be eventually analyzed with available databases (e.g.,
NCBI and JRC GMO-Amplicons). Classically, three main categories of DNA
walking are established, based on the characteristics of their first step (Leoni
et al. 2011).
First, the restriction-based methods involve a digestion of the genomic DNA
using appropriate restriction enzymes targeting sites close to sequences of
interest, such as the junction between the known and unknown sequences. The
obtained restriction fragments are then either self-circularized or ligated to DNA
cassettes, named, respectively, inverted-PCR and cassette PCR methods (Leoni
et al. 2011 and references therein). By this way, several sequences of transgene
flanking regions and unnatural associations from transgenic Arabidopsis thaliana,
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tobacco, shallot, potato, barley, grapefruit, tomato, banana, cotton (MON1445),
colza (including GT73), soybean (GTS40-3-2 and MON89788), wheat (B73-
6-1, B72-8-11, and B72-8-11b), rice (including TC-19, Bt Shanyou 63 (TT51-
1), KeFeng-6, and KeFeng-8), and maize (CHB-351, Bt176, GA21, Bt11,
MON88017, MON863 × NK603, MON863 × NK603 ×MON810, T25, MON810,
NK603, MON863, T25, DAS-59122-7, LY038, and 3272) were characterized
(Table 1.10) (Rudenko et al. 1993; Knapp et al. 1994; Devic et al. 1997; Spertini
et al. 1999; Zimmermann et al. 2000; Balzergue et al. 2001; Cottage et al.
2001; Windels et al. 2001; Zheng et al. 2001; Holck et al. 2002; Samson et al.
2002; Theuns et al. 2002; An et al. 2003; Rønning et al. 2003; Sallaud et al.
2003; Windels et al. 2003a; Windels et al. 2003b; Yuanxin et al. 2003; Sallaud
et al. 2004; Salvo-Garrido et al. 2004; Collonnier et al. 2005; Côté et al. 2005;
Taverniers et al. 2005; Rai 2006; Akritidis et al. 2008; Santos et al. 2009; Ji and
Braam 2010; Raymond et al. 2010; Ruttink et al. 2010a; Cao et al. 2011; Cullen
et al. 2011; Su et al. 2011; Taheri et al. 2012; Trinh et al. 2012a; Trinh et al.
2012b; Wang et al. 2012; Zhang et al. 2012; Zhang et al. 2013b; Majhi et al.
2014; Trinh et al. 2014; Zhang et al. 2015).
Second, the extension-based methods are defined by the extension of a sequence-
specific primer. The resulting single-stranded DNA is subsequently ligated to
either a DNA cassette or 3’-tailing (Leoni et al. 2011 and references therein). This
strategy was successfully applied on GM maize (MON810), rice (LLRICE62),
soybean (A2704-12), rapeseed (T45), and cotton (LLCOTTON25) events in
order to characterize their transgenic cassettes and transgene flanking regions
(Table 1.10) (Spalinskas et al. 2013a; Spalinskas et al. 2013b).
Third, the primer-based methods combine combinatorial (random and/or
degenerate) primers to target-specific primers according to various PCR
strategies (Leoni et al. 2011 and references therein). The transgenic Arabidopsis
thaliana, tobacco, potato, barley, apple, banana, soybean, wheat (B73-6-1),rice
(including KeFeng-6 and KMD1), and maize (including MON863 and MIR162)
were thereby identified via the sequences of their transgene flanking regions and
unnatural associations of elements (Table 1.10) (Myrick and Gelbart 2002; Côté
et al. 2005; Tan et al. 2005; Yang et al. 2005b; Pan et al. 2006; Babekova et al.
2009; Santos et al. 2009; Cullen et al. 2011; Wang et al. 2011a; Wang et al.
2011b; Xu et al. 2013a; Yao et al. 2013; Bartlett et al. 2014; Liang et al. 2014;
Ma et al. 2014).
However, the implementation of most of these DNA walking methods by
the enforcement laboratories presents some difficulties such as an insufficient
specificity, sensitivity, or yield. Moreover, some of them use laborious, complex,
and lengthy techniques (e.g., fingerprinting by capillary electrophoresis and
genomic DNA library via restriction enzyme). Therefore, a DNA walking
approach, corresponding better to the need of enforcement laboratories, has
been developed and validated on unprocessed and processed food matrices
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Table 1.9: Representative examples illustrating simplex LAMP strategies targeting GMO.

Methods Targets References

Taxon-specific

ADH Kiddle et al. (2012)
LEC Guan et al. (2010) and Di et al. (2014)
PLD Chen et al. (2012a)
IVR Chen et al. (2011a)

Element-specific

p35S Fukuta et al. (2004), Lee et al. (2009), Kiddle et al. (2012), Randhawa et al.
(2013), Zhang et al. (2013a), Zahradnik et al. (2014), and Wang et al. (2015a)

pFMV Randhawa et al. (2013) and Wang et al. (2015a)
aadA Randhawa et al. (2013)
uidA Randhawa et al. (2013)
nptII Randhawa et al. (2013) and Wang et al. (2015a)

Cry1Ab Li et al. (2013c)
tNOS Lee et al. (2009), Kiddle et al. (2012), Zhang et al. (2013a), Di et al. (2014), and

Wang et al. (2015a)
pNOS Lee et al. (2009)
bar Zhang et al. (2013a) and Wang et al. (2015a)
pat Wang et al. (2015a)

Cry1Ac Wang et al. (2015a)
CP4-EPSPS Wang et al. (2015a)

Cry2A Li et al. (2014)
Cry3A Li et al. (2014)
phy Huang et al. (2014)

Construct-specific p35S/EPSPS Lee et al. (2009)
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Table 1.9 continued

Methods Targets References

Event-specific

Ms8 Lee et al. (2009)
Rf3 Lee et al. (2009)

MON89788 Guan et al. (2010), Zhang et al. (2013a), and Di et al. (2014)
GTS 40-3-2 Guan et al. (2010), Zhang et al. (2013a), and Di et al. (2014)
DAS-59122-7 Chen et al. (2011a) and Zhang et al. (2013a)
MON863 Chen et al. (2011a) and Zhang et al. (2013a)
TC1507 Chen et al. (2011a) and Zhang et al. (2013a)
T25 Chen et al. (2011a) and Xu et al. (2013b)
Bt11 Chen et al. (2011a)
Bt176 Chen et al. (2011a)

MON810 Chen et al. (2011a)
B73-6-1 Cheng et al. (2014)
KMD1 Chen et al. (2012a)
Kefeng-6 Chen et al. (2012a)
TT51-1 Chen et al. (2012a)

aadA: aminoglycoside 3’-adenylyltransferase; ACC: acetyl-CoAcarboxylase gene from colza; ADH: alcohol dehydrogenase I gene from
maize; bar: phosphinothricin-N-acetyltransferases gene from Streptomyces hygroscopicus; CP4-EPSPS: 5-enolpyruvylshikimate-3-phosphate
synthase gene from Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain; Cry: gene encoding the Bacillus thuringiensis δ-endotoxin; IVR: invertase gene from
maize; LEC: lectin gene from soybean; nptII: neomycin phosphotransferase II gene; p35S: promoter of the 35 S cauliflower mosaic virus;
pat: phosphinothricin-N-acetyltransferases gene from Streptomyces viridochromogenes; pFMV: promoter of the figwort mosaic virus; phy:
phytase gene from maize; PLD: phospholipase D gene from rice; pNOS: promoter of the nopaline synthase gene; tNOS: terminator of the
nopaline synthase gene; uidA: β-glucuronidase.
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containing minute amounts of GM targets. As this DNA walking approach
implies two seminested PCR rounds, the yield and the specificity of GM targets
are increased, especially crucial in case of a low level presence of GMO. This
approach, belonging to the PCR-based method category, has also the advantage
to be fully integrated into the GMO routine analysis as the similar primers
are used for the qPCR screening (detection of potential GMO presence) and
the DNA walking (GMO identification). So, this simple and rapid approach
could easily be applied by the enforcement laboratories, without any significant
additional cost and equipment, to confirm signals previously obtained in qPCR
(Table 1.10) (Fraiture et al. 2014; Fraiture et al. 2015a; Fraiture et al. 2015b).
Since DNA walking requires less prior knowledge about the sequence of interest
than conventional PCR-based methods previously described, GMO with entirely
or partially known sequences could be characterized. Therefore, in targeting
key elements, such as p35S and tNOS that are highly frequent in GM crops, a
broad range of GMO could be characterized (Yang et al. 2005b; Akritidis et al.
2008; Raymond et al. 2010; Ruttink et al. 2010a; Wang et al. 2011b; Spalinskas
et al. 2013a; Fraiture et al. 2015b). In order to especially identify unauthorized
GMO in European Union, a DNA walking approach using primers specific to
the element t35S from the pCAMBIA vector, found in approximately 30% of
transgenic plants, was developed (Fraiture et al. 2014; Fraiture et al. 2015a).
However, the DNA walking strategy is not suitable to GMO containing only
unknown elements.

Next generation sequencing technologies

Despite their higher throughput compared to qPCR, the multiplex strategies
described above require the prior knowledge of at least a part of the GMO
sequences. Once the information about these sequences is collected, the
development of methods, each one targeting individually one sequence of
interest, is carried out on a case-by-case basis. Then, the optimisation of
unbiased multiplex assays presenting equal analytical performance compared to
simplex assays remains laborious and intricate. Furthermore, the issues related
to the detection of GMO containing no known sequences are still unsolved.
Recently, NGS, allowing a massive parallel DNA sequencing, has been suggested
to tackle these challenges.The NGS technology outperforms plainly the classical
Sanger sequencing in terms of rapidity and throughput. Indeed, the powerful
high throughput of NGS offers the possibility to sequence simultaneously many
different samples, discriminable in using a wide range of barcodes (Buermans
and Dunnen 2014; Liang et al. 2014; Willems et al. 2016). Two main strategies,
sequencing samples that are earlier enriched with sequences of interest (targeted
sequencing approach) or not (whole genome sequencing (WGS) approach), exist
(Figure 1.2 and Table 1.11).
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Targeted sequencing The targeted sequencing strategy is especially beneficial
to target regions of interest from large and complex genomes, observed in most
of plants. Even if a minimum of prior knowledge on sequences is needed to target
the sequences of interest, it presents the advantage to use exclusively all the
energy, in terms of time and cost, on the regions of interest. With this strategy,
two substrategies could be used, involving the sequencing of either DNA library
of PCR products (amplicon sequencing) or selected DNA fragments from a
whole genome library (target enrichment sequencing) (Figure 1.2).
On the one hand, as the amplicon sequencing allows characterizing DNA
fragments of interest previously enriched by PCR, this sequencing approach
depends thus clearly on the PCR strategy adopted upstream as well as its
inherent properties and performance. In order to detect GMO, Song et al.
(2014) generated amplicons by PCR, using primers targeting maize endogen
gene, Bt11 gene, Bt176 gene, soybean endogen gene, 35S/CTP4 construct, CP4-
EPSPS element, p35S promoter, and tNOS terminator, from samples containing
a low amount of GM targets (1% of Bt11 maize, 2% of Bt176 maize, 2% of
GTS40-3-2 soybean, 1% of GTS40-3-2 soybean, 0.1% ofGTS40-3-2 soybean, or
0.01% of GTS40-3-2 soybean). Then, each kind of amplicons was individually
sequenced using a variant of the 454 system called pyrosequencing on portable
photodiode-based bioluminescence sequencer that is more sensitive, compact,
and cost-efficient compared to the original 454 technology (Roche) (Table 1.11)
(Wu et al. 2011; Song et al. 2014). This approach is relatively similar to the
PCR screening with the additional value to provide, instead of positive or
negative signals, the sequence of the amplified fragments, which is more reliable
to prove the presence of GMO. Conversely to this approach, Liang et al. (2014)
suggest an amplicon sequencing strategy allowing analyzing GMO for which
the sequence information is only partially known. To this end, a DNA walking
method (SiteFinding PCR), targeting the vip3Aa20 sequence, was coupled
to NGS technologies, using the Illumina or Pacific Biosciences platforms, to
characterize the sequences of the MIR162 maize event (Table 1.11). Even if the
results were similar using the two different NGS platforms, the PacBio system
shows the advantage to sequence DNA fragments with a size reaching up to 40
Kbp and to deal with DNA fragments presenting different sizes. Therefore, the
PacBio system, in contrast to the Illumina technology, allows in many cases
avoiding a de novo assembly step as the shearing of genomic DNA is not always
required. Moreover, the use of NGS instead of the Sanger technology allows
considerably increasing the throughput of DNA walking approaches. Indeed,
in order to guarantee the entire representativeness of GMO present in a tested
sample, all observed amplicons should be analyzed. However, the purification
of the potential numerous amplicons excised from the electrophoresis gel and
the subsequent Sanger sequencing could be cumbersome, especially in case of
food/feed matrices containing several GMO sharing common targeted elements
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Table 1.10: Representative examples illustrating DNA walking strategies targeting GMO.

DNA walking approaches Characterized regions Targets References

Restriction-based methods

Inverse PCR Transgene flanking regions Bt11 Zimmermann et al. (2000)
and Rønning et al. (2003)

Cassette PCR

Transgene flanking regions GTS40-3-2 Windels et al. (2001)
Transgene flanking regions GT73 Taverniers et al. (2005)
Transgene flanking regions MON1445 Akritidis et al. (2008)
Transgene flanking regions TC-19 Majhi et al. (2014)
Transgene flanking regions TT51-1 Cao et al. (2011)
Transgene flanking regions KeFeng-6 Su et al. (2011)
Transgene flanking regions KeFeng-8 Wang et al. (2012)
Transgene flanking regions B73-6-1 Zhang et al. (2012)
Transgene flanking regions B72-8-11 Zhang et al. (2015)
Transgene flanking regions B72-8-11b Zhang et al. (2013b)
Transgene flanking regions LY038 Trinh et al. (2012a)
Transgene flanking regions MON89788 Trinh et al. (2012a)
Transgene flanking regions 3272 Trinh et al. (2012a)
Transgene flanking regions and
unnatural element associations CHB-351 Windels et al. (2003a) and

Raymond et al. (2010)
Transgene flanking regions and
unnatural element associations Bt176 Taverniers et al. (2005) and

Raymond et al. (2010)
Transgene flanking regions and
unnatural element associations GA21 Taverniers et al. (2005) and

Raymond et al. (2010)
Transgene flanking regions and
unnatural element associations Bt11 Taverniers et al. (2005) and

Raymond et al. (2010)
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Table 1.10 continued

DNA walking approaches Characterized regions Targets References

Transgene flanking regions and
unnatural element associations T25 Collonnier et al. (2005) and

Raymond et al. (2010)
Transgene flanking regions and
unnatural element associations MON810 Holck et al. (2002) and

Raymond et al. (2010)
Transgene flanking regions and
unnatural element associations DAS-59122-7 Raymond et al. (2010) and

Trinh et al. (2012a)
Unnatural element associations MON88017 Raymond et al. (2010)
Unnatural element associations MON863×NK603 Raymond et al. (2010)
Unnatural element associations MON863×NK603×MON810 Raymond et al. (2010)
Unnatural element associations NK603 Raymond et al. (2010)
Unnatural element associations MON863 Raymond et al. (2010)

Extension-based methods

LT-RADE

Transgene flanking regions and
unnatural element associations MON810 Spalinskas et al. (2013a) and

Spalinskas et al. (2013b)
Transgene flanking regions and
unnatural element associations LLRICE62 Spalinskas et al. (2013a) and

Spalinskas et al. (2013b)
Transgene flanking regions and
unnatural element associations T45 Spalinskas et al. (2013a)

Transgene flanking regions and
unnatural element associations A2704-12 Spalinskas et al. (2013a)

Transgene flanking regions and
unnatural element associations LLCOTTON25 Spalinskas et al. (2013a)
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Table 1.10 continued

DNA walking approaches Characterized regions Targets References

PCR-based methods

TAIL-PCR
Transgene flanking regions MON863 Yang et al. (2005b) and Pan

et al. (2006)
Transgene flanking regions KeFeng-6 Wang et al. (2011b)
Transgene flanking regions B73-6-1 Xu et al. (2013a)

SiteFinding PCR Transgene flanking regions KMD1 Babekova et al. (2009)
Unnatural element associations MIR162 Liang et al. (2014)

APAgene GOLD Genome
Walking Kit

Transgene flanking regions and
unnatural element associations Bt rice

Fraiture et al. (2014),
Fraiture et al. (2015a), and
Fraiture et al. (2015b)

Transgene flanking regions and
unnatural element associations MON863 Fraiture et al. (2015b)
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Table 1.11: Representative examples illustrating NGS strategies targeting GMO.

NGS strategies NGS platforms Targets Target sizes References

Targeted sequencing

HiSeq vip3Aa2 from MIR162 150 bp to 2 Kbp Liang et al. (2014)(Illumina)
PacBio RS vip3Aa2 from MIR162 150 bp to 2 Kbp Liang et al. (2014)(Pacific Biosciences)
454 system ssIIb 157 bp Song et al. (2014)(Roche Applied Science)
454 system Bt11 gene 324 bp Song et al. (2014)(Roche Applied Science)
454 system Bt176 gene 206 bp Song et al. (2014)(Roche Applied Science)
454 system LEC 118 bp Song et al. (2014)(Roche Applied Science)
454 system p35S/CTP4 171 bp Song et al. (2014)(Roche Applied Science)
454 system CP4-EPSPS 498 bp Song et al. (2014)(Roche Applied Science)
454 system p35S 195 bp Song et al. (2014)(Roche Applied Science)
454 system tNOS 180 bp Song et al. (2014)(Roche Applied Science)
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Table 1.11 continued

NGS strategies NGS platforms Targets Target sizes References

Whole genome
sequencing

HiSeq MON17903 soybean 1115 Mbp Kovalic et al. (2012)(Illumina)
HiSeq MON87704 soybean 1115 Mbp Kovalic et al. (2012)(Illumina)
HiSeq FP967 flax 373 Mbp Young et al. (2015)(Illumina)
HiSeq LLRICE62 rice 385 Mbp Wahler et al. (2013)(Illumina)
HiSeq TT51-1 rice 385 Mbp Yang et al. (2013)(Illumina)
HiSeq T1c-19 rice 385 Mbp Yang et al. (2013)(Illumina)
HiSeq Bt rice 385 Mbp Willems et al. (2016)(Illumina)

CP4-EPSPS: 5-enolpyruvylshikimate-3-phosphate synthase gene from Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain; CTP4: chloroplast transit peptide
4 from the Arabidopsis thaliana epsps gene; LEC: lectin gene from soybean; p35S: promoter of the 35 S cauliflower mosaic virus; ssIIb:
starch synthase IIb gene from maize; tNOS: terminator of the nopaline synthase gene; VIP3A: vegetative insecticidal protein 3A.
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(Liang et al. 2014; Fraiture et al. 2015b; Pacific Biosciences 2015).
On the other hand, the target enrichment sequencing approach involves the
selection of sequences of interest from the whole genome DNA library. To
capture them, appropriate hybridization methods could be used relying on
magnetic beads or microarrays associated with specific probes. The efficiency
of the hybridization step is thus crucial for this sequencing strategy. The DNA
fragments containing entirely or partially the known regions could be then
sequenced. However, even if this strategy has been applied to different plants,
no study has to date been reported to our knowledge to detect GMO (Zhou and
Holliday 2012; Clarke et al. 2013; DuBose et al. 2013; Dasgupta et al. 2015).
The analysis of preenriched DNA fragments of interest with NGS technology
allows proving the presence of GMO in characterizing sequences entirely or
partially known beforehand. However, given its relative high cost, expected
to decrease over the time, and the prerequisite bioinformatics expertise, the
targeted NGS strategy could not reasonably be currently applied routinely to
all food/feed matrices by the enforcement laboratories (Buermans and Dunnen
2014; Liang et al. 2014; Willems et al. 2016).

Whole genome sequencing The WGS strategy allows in principle character-
izing a sample without any prior knowledge (Figure 1.2). With this sequencing
strategy, the entire DNA library, consisting of sheared genomic DNA ligated to
adaptors, is sequenced. The generated reads are then treated with bioinformatics
tools based on prior knowledge of tested GMO.
First, when no information about the transgenic cassette is available, the
insert and its transgene flanking regions are identified by the analysis of all
inferred contigs derived from reads that partially matched or unmatched with
the endogenous plant-species reference genome (Yang et al. 2013). This WGS
strategy was applied on the LLRICE62 event by using the available reference
genome of Oryza sativa ssp. Japonica. As the results corresponded to the
information from the developer dossier, the characterization of GMO with an
unknown insert usingNGS was thus demonstrated (Table 1.11) (Wahler et al.
2013). Similarly, the T-DNA regions from the GM flax FP967 event and the
transgenic rice TT51-1 and T1c-19 events were also characterized (Table 1.11)
(Yang et al. 2013; Young et al. 2015). The success of this strategy is thus
linked to the availability of good reference genomes for specific varieties and
organisms. In case of no reference genome available, a strategy of de novo
assembly, comparing all generated reads to find overlaps, has to be applied.
However, this remains quite cumbersome with the large and complex plant
genomes notably in terms of ploidy, repeated regions, and heterozygosity and
with mixtures of different GMO (Kovalic et al. 2012; Schatz et al. 2012). To
facilitate even so the de novo assembly, the strength of different NGS platforms
can be associated. For instance, short reads from Illumina technology can
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be aligned to long reads generated by the PacBio technology, constituting a
substitute of reference genome (Au et al. 2012).
Second, with the condition that the sequence of at least one transgenic element
is known, the insert is de novo assembled with reads that are matched and
unmatched with a DNA transgene sequence library containing frequently used
transgenic elements. This approach was tested on the transgenic rice TT51-1
and T1c-19 events (Table 1.11) (Yang et al. 2013).
Third, if the sequence of the insert is known, two kinds of bioinformatics analysis
have been reported. On the one hand, the reads, corresponding not entirely to
the reference genome, are mapped to the transgenic cassette sequence in order
to determine the number of inserts and their transgene flanking regions. By this
way, the GM rice TT51-1 and T1c-19 events and the GM soybean MON17903
and MON87704 events were characterized (Table 1.11) (Kovalic et al. 2012;
Yang et al. 2013). On the other hand, Willems et al. (2016) have developed
an analytical workflow, including three different approaches. The detection
approach, consisting of comparing the reads to the reference sequence of the
insert, allows detecting the presence of GMO in a given sample. To confirm
the integration of the transgenic cassette and provide a rough localization of
its flanking regions, the matched reads are then compared to the reference
sequence of the host genome in the proof approach. By the simultaneous
aligning of these selected reads to the host genome and the transgenic cassette,
the identification approach allows determining precisely the localization of the
transgenic cassette and the sequence of its flanking regions. This WGS strategy
was initially assessed on pure transgenic GM rice (100% Bt rice). Conversely
to all the other WGS strategies described above, food/feed matrices more
likely to be encountered in GMO routine analysis, such as a GM/non-GM
rice mixture (10% Bt rice) and a processed GM rice (100% Bt noodles), have
also been tested (Table 1.11) (Willems et al. 2016). In this study, a statistical
framework, predicting the probability to detect a sequence derived from a
transgenic cassette and validated with experimental data originated from WGS,
was also developed to estimate in silico the number of reads, derived from
Illumina HiSeq device, required to characterize frequently encountered GMO.
It was shown that samples composed of GMO at 100%, except for GM wheat
owning a huge genome, could be wisely characterized at a standard price range.
A contrario, the detection, and identification of GMO present at trace level are
not reasonably achievable by WGS (Willems et al. 2016). Therefore, at the
present time, only the previously described targeted sequencing approach can
be applied on GM mixture containing GMO at trace level within reason.
The NGS technology is thus a promising alternative in the GMO detection field
which offers the possibility to prove straightforward the presence of GMO in
food/feed matrix via the characterization of their sequences. Moreover, the
sequences obtained from unknown GMO will allow designing new PCR markers.
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Nevertheless, the implementation of NGS in GMO routine analysis by the
enforcement laboratories is still difficult due to its relatively high cost as well
as the requirement of adequate computer infrastructures and qualified analysts
in bioinformatics for dealing with the generated data (Buermans and Dunnen
2014; Liang et al. 2014; Willems et al. 2016).

1.3.1.3 Conclusion

In GMO routine analysis, qPCR remains the method of choice for the
enforcement laboratories. However, as some technical hurdles could be
encountered with this technology, alternative GMO detection methods have
been developed to raise some of these challenges. In order to exploit at best
the performance of all the above described strategies, their applicability could
be considered according to the adopted strategy of GMO detection as well as
the available information about the sequences of tested GMO (Figure 1.2). In
case of fully characterized GMO, the methods based on conventional PCR are
absolutely appropriate to rapidly detect individually GM targets low-prized
(LAMP), to simultaneously detect several GM targets (CGE, microarray, and
Luminex) or to precisely quantify the amount of GM targets without impact of
inhibitors (dPCR). However, when tested matrices contain GMO for which only
a part of their sequences is known, these strategies could generate unexplained
signals for which the observed positive signals could not be related to known
GM events. In targeting key DNA sequences, such as the elements p35S and
tNOS that are frequently found in GM plants, the use of DNA walking or
targeted sequencing by enrichment strategies allows indubitably confirming the
presence of GMO via the sequences of transgenes flanking regions and unnatural
associations of genetic elements. If no information is available, at this moment,
only the WGS is conceivable to characterize this category of GMO.
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1.3.2.1 Introduction

In 2014, the planting of 181.5 million hectares of genetically modified organisms
(GMOs) by 18 million farmers in 28 countries was reported (James 2014). To
guarantee the traceability of the food/feed chain and the freedom of choice
for the consumer, legislations concerning the detection and quantification of
GMOs have been established by the relevant competent authorities worldwide
(Kamle and Ali 2013). In this respect, several strategies, classified as indirect
(protein-based methods) or direct (DNA-based methods), have been developed
(Morisset et al. 2008b; Mazzara et al. 2013). DNA-based methods, especially
the real-time Polymerase Chain Reaction (qPCR) technology, are generally
favored because of their higher sensitivity and more exact quantification. The
qPCR technique allows the analyst not only to screen for genetically modified
(GM) elements but also to identify the integrated transgenic cassette as well as
to quantify the GM event (Broeders et al. 2012b).
However, with the increasing amount of GMOs brought to the market, the
necessity to identify GMOs present at trace levels (EC/619/2011 on Low Level
Presence (LLP) of GMO in feed) and the growing possible presence of GMOs
which are authorised in one country but not in another, the above mentioned
methods are no longer sufficient (The European Commission 2011a). In order
to strengthen the qPCR analysis in GMO routine analysis, a DNA walking
strategy was recently developed to unequivocally prove the presence of GMO in
food and feed samples via the identification and characterisation of sequences
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of the transgene flanking regions and unnatural element combinations (Fraiture
et al. 2014; Fraiture et al. 2015a; Fraiture et al. 2015b).
Here, the use of qPCR for GMO identification as currently performed, is
described and different theoretical outcomes typically encountered by the
enforcement laboratories are reported. Additionally, alternative DNA-based
approaches for the identification of GMOs which may be used in combination
with qPCR are illustrated. Furthermore, we discuss the potential application,
including advantages and disadvantages in routine GMO analysis, of several
other technologies such as Loop-Mediated Isothermal Amplification (LAMP),
PCR capillary gel electrophoresis (CGE), microarray, Luminexr, digital PCR
(dPCR) and Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) (Fraiture et al. 2015c).

1.3.2.2 Processes used for identification of genetically modified foods

Classically, GMO routine analysis is performed using qPCR technology to
detect, identify and quantify GM events (Figure 1.3) (Angers-Loustau et al.
2014). With the help of a specific primer pair, the sequence of interest is
amplified and the corresponding fluorescence, emitted by using either the
asymmetrical cyanine-dye binding to double-stranded DNA (SYBRrGreen
chemistry) or a fluorogenic probe specific to the targeted sequence (TaqManr
chemistry), is recorded in real-time (Navarro et al. 2015). GMO routine analysis
is commonly composed of three successive steps (Broeders et al. 2012b). The
potential presence of GMOs is first determined by qPCR screening. To this
end, sequences recurrently found in GMOs (e.g. p35S (35S promoter from
the Cauliflower Mosaic Virus) and tNOS (nopaline synthase terminator from
Agrobacterium tumefaciens)) are employed. The additional use of taxon-specific
targets as well as more discriminating markers targeting single transgenic
regions (less frequent elements or specific constructs) permit a reduction in the
number of subsequent analysis required (Broeders et al. 2012b; Angers-Loustau
et al. 2014; Fraiture et al. 2014; Broeders et al. 2015). The outcome of this
analysis, based on the positive and negative signals observed, is a list of all
GM events potentially present in the sample being tested. Next, in order to
identify the GM events truly present in the sample under investigation, the
related event-specific methods, targeting the junction between the transgenic
cassette and the plant genome, are applied (Broeders et al. 2012b). Finally,
identified GM events are quantified using the corresponding event-specific and
taxon-specific methods (Broeders et al. 2012b). In the European Union (EU),
the event-specific qPCR methods used by enforcement laboratories have been
validated at EU level in agreement with the established document “Minimum
Performance Requirements for Analytical Methods of GMO Testing” and are
reported in the Compendium of reference methods for GMO analysis (European
Network of GMO Laboratories (ENGL) 2015; Joint Research Centre 2015a).
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To facilitate the application of this workflow and to reduce the time-frame
of the analysis, a 96-well, pre-spotted plate, including several taxon-specific,
event-specific and construct-specific TaqManr methods, was developed by the
European Union Reference Laboratory for GM Food and Feed (EU-RL GMFF)
allowing the simultaneous identification of thirty-nine GM events (Querci et al.
2010).
Besides the fact that the rising number of GMOs to be identified renders
the laboratory work more time-consuming, analysis of the qPCR data is also
intensified. This can be simplified by using analytical tools simultaneously
integrating the results of several methods. For instance, CoSYPS (Combinatory
SYBRrGreen qPCR Screening) is a practical decision support system that
allows the analyst to quickly determine which GMO is potentially present
in a sample and should thus further be identified and eventually quantified.
This system is based on the introduction of the experimentally obtained Cq
and, in case of SYBRrGreen chemistry, Tm values that are then compared to
the corresponding data obtained during in-house validation (screening) and
verification (event-specific methods) of the methods. Currently, CoSYPS
includes data for the twenty SYBRrGreen taxon-, element- and construct-
specific screening methods developed by the Scientific Institute of Public Health
in Belgium (WIV-ISP) as well as for all EU authorised GMO and LLP cases
(Van den Bulcke et al. 2010; The European Commission 2011a; Broeders et al.
2012b). Alternatively, systems such as GMOseek and GMOfinder databases,
allow, on the basis of name of the positive elements observed, giving rise to a
theoretical list of the GM events potentially present in the sample. These results
have, however, to be analysed with prudence since dissimilar sequences are
sometimes named identically (Gerdes et al. 2012; Block et al. 2013). Recently,
the JRC-GMO-Matrix has been developed to generate the list of GM events
potentially present by integrating experimental positive and negative signals
from EU-validated methods (Angers-Loustau et al. 2014; Joint Research Centre
2014).
Nevertheless, the approach described above still presents certain limitations.
Firstly, taking into account that usually only one method per reaction is used,
the laboratory work could become quite laborious and complex, especially due
to the growing number of GMOs (Broeders et al. 2012a). Secondly, as the
qPCR strategy is based on knowledge of the targeted sequences, the presence
and quantity of only GMOs for which the elements of the transgenic cassette
(screening) and the junction sequence (identification and quantification) are
known can be assessed. In addition, the validated EU event-specific methods
are only available for EU authorised GM events. This implicates that when the
observed screening signals cannot be explained by the presence of EU authorised
GM events, the presence of unknown/unauthorised GMO can only be suspected
(Fraiture et al. 2014). Thirdly, Certified Reference Materials (CRM), mandatory
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Figure 1.3: Traditional GMO routine analysis workflow. The case studies
described in section 1.3.2.3 are indicated in blue (n°1 and 5), green (n°2 and 3)
and orange (n°4).

for the quantification step, are also only available for the EU authorised GM
events (Broeders et al. 2012b; Holst-Jensen et al. 2012; Fraiture et al. 2014).
Finally, due to the sensitivity of qPCR to inhibitors which may negatively
affect its efficiency (e.g., polysaccharides, polyphenols, pectin, xylan or fat), the
quantity of GMO may be underestimated or even remain undetected (Demeke
and Jenkins 2010; Opel et al. 2010; Schrader et al. 2012). There is thus a
need for several complementary and alternative methods to circumvent these
drawbacks of singleplex qPCR methods and render GMO analysis more efficient
and effective.

Multiplex qPCR strategy

To deal with the growing number of GMOs and the established one-by-one
detection strategy, multiplex qPCR TaqManr methods were developed which
allow the detection of several targets in one reaction. Even if most of them
combine only two or three markers, tetraplex, pentaplex and even hexaplex
qPCR have also been elaborated (e.g. Waiblinger et al. (2008), Bahrdt et al.
(2010), Dörries et al. (2010), Cottenet et al. (2013), Huber et al. (2013), Samson
et al. (2013), Chaouachi et al. (2014), Köppel et al. (2014), Köppel et al.
(2015), and Park et al. (2015)). However, the development of multiplex qPCR
assays is not straightforward and several factors should be taken into account.
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Additionally, the establishment of multiplex assays with similar performance
(e.g. sensitivity and specificity) to singleplex qPCR assays could be complicated.
Moreover, the throughput of this strategy is limited by the inherent properties
of the qPCR technology which implies that fluorescence emitted by the dyes
coupled to each marker should be sufficiently distinct, a factor that is also
restrained by the current brand of qPCR instruments (Bahrdt et al. 2010; Joint
Research Centre 2015a).

DNA walking

In the case that positive signals obtained in the qPCR screening step cannot
be explained by EU authorised events, the presence of unknown/unauthorised
GM events can be determined by the DNA walking technique (Fraiture et
al. 2014 and references therein; Fraiture et al. 2015a and references therein;
Fraiture et al. 2015b and references therein). Indeed, this technique allows
characterisation of unknown nucleotide sequences adjacent to already known
DNA regions in any given genome. Even though several DNA walking methods
have already been suggested to characterise transgenic plants, most of them could
not easily be implemented in GMO routine analysis due to their experimental
complexity as well as insufficient specificity, sensitivity or yield. A rapid, simple
and cost-effective DNA walking strategy was thus developed and validated
on both processed and unprocessed food matrices containing minute amounts
of GM targets (Fraiture et al. 2014 and references therein; Fraiture et al.
2015a and references therein; Fraiture et al. 2015b and references therein).
Following qPCR screening, a PCR amplification is carried out using primers
specific to the known sequence of the detected transgenic element(s) combined
with degenerated random primers. With the aim of increasing the yield and
specificity of the GM targets, two successive semi-nested PCR analyses are
then performed. The purified final PCR products are subsequently sequenced
using Sanger or Next-Generation-Sequencing (NGS) platforms and analysed
using available databases (e.g. NCBI and JRC GMO-Amplicons) (Fraiture et al.
2014 and references therein; Joint Research Centre 2015b). The characterised
transgene flanking regions and unnatural combinations of transgenic elements
will prove the presence of GMO in the tested food/feed matrix beyond any doubt.
Subsequently, these sequences can also be used to develop new event-specific
qPCR methods. Moreover, as the same primers are used for the qPCR screening
(potential detection of GMO) and the DNA walking (GMO identification), the
present DNA walking system can be fully integrated into routine GMO analysis.
Nowadays, in order to cover a broad range of GMOs, this DNA walking strategy
has been developed to target the t35S sequence as found in the pCAMBIA
vectors, frequently observed in EU unauthorised GMOs, as well as the p35S
and tNOS sequences, commonly used in EU authorised and EU unauthorised
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GMOs (Fraiture et al. 2014 and references therein; Fraiture et al. 2015a and
references therein; Fraiture et al. 2015b and references therein).

1.3.2.3 Case studies

On the basis of results obtained in the qPCR screening step, subsequent analysis
can present some variations (Figure 1.3). To illustrate this, theoretical case
studies of typical outcomes observed in GMO routine analysis are described
below.
Firstly, the simplest situation is encountered when only taxon-specific markers
give a positive and specific amplification signal with none of the transgenic
screening markers tested , designed to cover at least all EU authorised GM
events and LLP cases, being detected (Case study n°1 in Figure 1.3). This
means that no GM events containing the targeted sequences are present at a
reliable detection level and no further analysis is thus undertaken. This case
study highlights here the importance of the screening step, composed of markers
targeting a broad spectrum of GMOs, to determine their presence or absence in
any given sample.
Secondly, matrices like raw and unprocessed materials are usually composed of
only one plant species, indicated by the observation of only one positive taxon-
specific marker. Similarly to case study n°1, screening methods that cover a
broad range of GMOs are applied to the tested sample to determine the presence
of GMO. When positive signals corresponding to transgenic elements are found,
all the event-specific methods targeting EU authorised GM events and LLP
cases potentially present for the identified species are tested in a subsequent
identification step (Case study n°2 in Figure 1.3). However, depending on the
identified species, this list may vary currently from one (e.g. rice species that
includes only the LLRICE62 event) to eighteen (e.g. maize species) required
identifications. Therefore, more discriminative screening methods are further
used to decrease the number of reactions needed to be carried out downstream
(Figure 1.4A). For instance, when the rapeseed species is detected, ten EU
authorised GM events or LLP cases can be suspected. In the situation where
only p35S and tNOS screening methods, known to target a broad spectrum of
GMOs, are applied, seven GM events are still required to be identified. With the
help of more discriminative screening methods, this list of GM rapeseed events
can be reduced. If, among the panel of screening methods, a positive signal is
only observed for the gat-tpinII method, the list of ten GM rapeseed events
potentially present is reduced to only one (73496) (Figure 1.4A). The presence of
this event will be then confirmed with the corresponding event-specific method
in the identification step and subsequently quantified to determine the amount of
this GM event present in the sample under test. This case study thus illustrates
the usefulness of taxon-specific methods and the diverse panel of GM screening
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methods, allowing coverage of a broad range of GM events as well as indication
of a limited number of GM events to be analysed in further steps.
Thirdly, the benefit of using a panel of screening methods is even more apparent
in the case of more complex matrices, such as feed, that may contain several GM
events of different plant species. qPCR screening of this kind of sample will thus
result in several detected taxon- and element-specific markers, providing a long
list of GM events which are potentially present (Case study n°3 in Figure 1.3).
In such samples, identification of numerous GMOs in different amounts is usual,
from which several need to be quantified using the corresponding taxon-specific
and event-specific methods. As an example, suppose that the qPCR screening
results indicate that ingredients from the tested food/feed matrix belong to
maize and cotton species; twenty-seven EU authorised GM events or LLP cases
are then to be suspected as present (Figure 1.4B). According to the positive
signals for the p35S and tNOS methods, twenty-four GM events must still be
investigated during the identification step. However, using the panel of screening
methods, this list could be reduced. Indeed, if negative signals are additionally
observed with pFMV, pNOS, t35S, pat, bar, gat-tpinII and the pentaplex
methods while the EPSPS, Cry1Ab/Ac and Cry3Bb methods are positive, ten
GM events (GA21, MON 863, NK603, MON 88017, MIR604, MON 87460, 5307,
MON 87427, MON 15985 and MON 531), instead of thirty-four, are finally
designated for the identification step. Event-specific methods of these suspected
ten GM events will thus be applied to determine which GM events are truly
present. Next, the GM amount of identified GM events in the matrix tested
will be quantified. In this case study, the importance of using a combination
of screening markers targeting sequences from both elements present at high
and low frequency in GMOs is demonstrated. Moreover, the use of a decision
support system is crucial to simplify the analysis of the correspondence between
all signals observed within the screening phase and the numerous EU authorised
GM events and LLP cases which exist.
Fourthly, food or feed matrices can also contain unknown or unauthorised GM
events (Case study n°4 in Figure 1.3). For instance, if the specific amplification
signals from the qPCR screening cannot be related to any authorised GM event,
the presence of unknown or unauthorised GMOs is suspected. To reveal the truth
of this hypothesis, a DNA walking strategy can be applied starting from one
of the detected transgenic screening elements. This technique permits further
characterisation of the GM event through sequences of the transgene flanking
regions and the unnatural combination of elements. Based on this sequence
information, qPCR event-specific methods can be developed thereafter to allow
not only identification but also, in combination with taxon-specific methods,
quantification of these GMOs. To illustrate this case study, two examples are
given. On the one hand, the presence of an unknown/unauthorised GMO can
be detected using the t35S pCAMBIA screening method targeting a sequence
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observed only in EU unauthorized GM events at a frequency of approximately
30% (Fraiture et al. 2014). A positive signal for this screening method
automatically triggers application of the DNA walking strategy (Figure 1.5A).
On the other hand, positive signals are observed for taxon-specific methods
targeting rapeseed and cotton species as well as for the p35S method while
all other screening methods tested show no amplification (Figure 1.5B). No
correspondence can be established between the observed qPCR signals and all
existing EU authorised GM events and LLP cases. Indeed, among the cotton and
rapeseed species, nine GM events possess the p35S element in their transgenic
cassettes. However, this marker is always present in combination with other
elements that were not detected in the analysis. Therefore, the presence of
unknown/unauthorised GMO is highly probable. The same supposition is also
made when no GM events, potentially suspected in the tested sample based
on the outcome of the screening, are identified using the corresponding event-
specific methods. To confirm this hypothesis, the DNA walking strategy must be
applied to characterise sequences surrounding the detected p35S element in order
to get transgene flanking regions and/or unnatural combinations of transgenic
elements. With the aim of detecting the entire population of GMOs present in
the tested sample, all sequences generated by the DNA walking approach have
to be analysed. However, this step could be quite time-consuming and laborious,
especially in case of food/feed matrices composed of several GMOs harbouring
the same transgenic element. Use of NGS technology in the sequencing step
instead of the Sanger method could be highly helpful in this case (Fraiture
et al. 2015b). However, when unknown GMOs, composed only of transgenic
elements not targeted in the qPCR screening step, are present, the DNA walking
strategy is not applicable (Case study n°5 in Figure 1.3). The absence of positive
signals with the panel of screening methods cannot exclude the possible presence
of unknown/unauthorised GMO in the sample under test. For these GMOs,
detection still represents a real challenge.
Although advances in GMO detection using additional techniques and strategies
continue, there is still room for improvement to reach the ideal GMO analysis,
able to deal in a time- and cost-effective way with the increasing number and
diversity of GMOs, mixtures of several GMOs and the potential presence of
unauthorised/unknown GMOs. Moreover, the problems of the current need for
CRM and qPCR quantification drawbacks should be taken into account when
developing new methodologies for routine analysis. To this end, alternative
strategies are further proposed.
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A

Colza
Gat‐tpinII

qPCR screening Species GM events p35S tNOS pFMV pNOS t35S EPSPS pat bar Cry1Ab/Ac Gat‐tpinII Cry3Bb Pentaplex

Rapeseed MS8 ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐

RF3 ‐ + ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐

GT73 ‐ ‐ + ‐ ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐

T45 + ‐ ‐ ‐ + ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐

MON88302 ‐ ‐ + ‐ ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐

73496 ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ + ‐ ‐

MS1 ‐ + ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐

RF1 ‐ + ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐

RF2 ‐ + ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐

Topas19/2 + ‐ ‐ + + ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐

Rapeseed
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Species GM events p35S tNOS pFMV pNOS t35S EPSPS pat bar Cry1Ab/Ac Gat‐tpinII Cry3Bb Pentaplex

Maize Bt11 + + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ + ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐

MON810 + + + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐

T25 + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐

DAS59122 + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐

GA21 ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐

MON863 + + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ + ‐

NK603 + + ‐ ‐ ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐

MON88017 + + ‐ ‐ ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ + ‐

MIR604 ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐

MON87460 + + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐

5307 ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐

MON87427 + + ‐ ‐ ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐

TC1507 + ‐ ‐ ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐

MON89034 + + + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐

MIR162 ‐ + ‐ ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐

3272 ‐ + ‐ ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐

Bt176 + ‐ ‐ ‐ + ‐ ‐ + + ‐ ‐ ‐

DAS40278‐9 ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ +

Cotton MON1445 + + + ‐ ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐

MON15985 + + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐

MON531 + + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐

LL25 + + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐

281‐24‐236 x 3006‐210‐23 ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ + ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐

GHB614 ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ +

MON88913 + ‐ + ‐ ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐

T304‐40 + + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ + + ‐ ‐ ‐

GHB119 + + ‐ ‐ + ‐ ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐

Cotton

Cry3Bb

p35S

tNOS

EPSPS

Maize

Cry1Ab/Ac

qPCR screening

Figure 1.4: Examples of results encountered with EU authorised GM events and LLP cases in routine GMO analysis: Case
studies n°2 (A) and n°3 (B). For each matrix tested, positive signals observed in qPCR screening analysis for rapeseed species
(light-blue), cotton species (yellow), maize species (dark-blue), gat-tpinII (brown), p35S (orange), tNOS (green), Cry1Ab/Ac
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Figure 1.4 (continued): (red), Cry3Bb (dark-pink) and EPSPS (purple) methods are represented by schematic
amplification curves. In the tables, all positive (+) and negative (−) signals expected with the screening methods
tested are indicated for each GM event. The current panel of screening methods includes p35S, tNOS, pFMV, pNOS,
t35S, EPSPS, pat, bar, Cry1Ab/Ac, gat-tpinII, Cry3Bb and a pentaplex (Barbau-Piednoir et al. 2010; Broeders et al.
2013; Barbau-Piednoir et al. 2014; Broeders et al. 2015; in-house).
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qPCR screening
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Rice
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B
Species GM events p35S tNOS pFMV pNOS t35S EPSPS pat bar Cry1Ab/Ac Gat‐tpinII Cry3Bb Pentaplex t35S pCAMBIA

Rapeseed MS8 ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐

RF3 ‐ + ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐

GT73 ‐ ‐ + ‐ ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐

T45 + ‐ ‐ ‐ + ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐

MON88302 ‐ ‐ + ‐ ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐

MS1 ‐ + ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐

RF1 ‐ + ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐

RF2 ‐ + ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐

Topas19/2 + ‐ ‐ + + ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐

73496 ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐

Cotton MON15985 + + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐

MON1445 + + + ‐ ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐

MON531 + + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐

LL25 + + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐

281‐24‐236 x 3006‐210‐23 ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ + ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐

GHB614 ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ + ‐

MON88913 + ‐ + ‐ ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐

T304‐40 + + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ + + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐

GHB119 + + ‐ ‐ + ‐ ‐ + ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐

qPCR screening

No correspondance !

Plant genome Transgenic cassette

Junction

p35S

DNA walking

Cotton

Rapeseed

p35S

Figure 1.5: Examples of results encountered with EU unauthorised GM events in routine GMO analysis. For each matrix tested,
positive signals observed in qPCR screening analysis for the rapeseed species (light-blue), cotton species (yellow), rice species
(burgundy), p35S (orange), tNOS (green) and t35S pCAMBIA (light-pink) methods are represented by schematic amplification
curves. In the table, all positive (+) and negative (−) signals expected with the screening methods tested are indicated for each
GM event. The current panel of screening methods includes p35S, tNOS, pFMV, pNOS, t35S, EPSPS, pat, bar, Cry1Ab/Ac,
gat-tpinII, Cry3Bb, a pentaplex and t35S pCAMBIA (Barbau-Piednoir et al. 2010; Broeders et al. 2013; Barbau-Piednoir et al.
2014; Fraiture et al. 2014; Broeders et al. 2015; in-house).
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1.3.2.4 Future trends

Alternative multiplex strategies

To enable increased throughput of analysis, non-qPCR based multiplex assays
have been investigated. While GMOs may be present at trace levels, the targets
still need to be initially amplified by PCR to permit their analysis using CGE,
microarray and Luminexr technologies. However, inherent properties linked to
the necessary PCR step limit the multiplexing level in general to ten targets
per PCR assay (Pla et al. 2012; Vega and Marina 2014).
With the CGE system, multiple GM targets, previously amplified with
fluorescently-labelled primers, are easily discriminated even if the size range
of the generated amplicons is similar. It also allows higher multiplexing than
qPCR since tetraplex, pentaplex, hexaplex, octaplex and nonaplex PCR assays
have already been developed to detect GMOs (Nadal et al. 2006; Heide et al.
2008a; Heide et al. 2008b; Nadal et al. 2009; Holck et al. 2010; Guo et al. 2011;
Holck and Pedersen 2011; Basak et al. 2014). However, compared to the qPCR
technology, the sensitivity of the CGE system is slightly lower (Milavec et al.
2014).
Regarding microarray technology, more than 250 000 targets, initially amplified
by PCR using target-specific and/or universal primers, can be simultaneously
detected, resulting in a much higher throughput than the current analyses.
In the field of GMO detection, several multiplex PCR assays, from duplex
to dodecaplex, have been established (Rudi et al. 2003; Leimanis et al. 2006;
Leimanis et al. 2008; Morisset et al. 2008a; Prins et al. 2008; Hamels et al. 2009;
Dobnik et al. 2010; von Götz 2010; Pla et al. 2012; Shao et al. 2014). Recently,
with the help of constant improvements in the technology, one approach has
allowed detection of unamplified GM DNA from three GM soybean and nine GM
maize events at levels as low as or equal to 1% using a Comparative Genomic
Hybridisation (CGH) microarray platform (Turkec et al. 2016). However, as
is the case for the GCE approach, microarray technology never reaches the
sensitivity obtained by qPCR.
Using Luminexr technology, up to 500 different targets can be identified. To
this end, the target-specific amplicons are generated in a biotinylated form by
PCR and subsequently hybridised to nucleic acid probes specific for the targets
under investigation which are then independently coupled to spectrally distinct
sets of beads. The fact that the beads are composed of different amounts of red
and infrared color facilitates the high multiplexing property. Compared to the
microarray system, this liquid bead array technology is potentially more sensitive
and faster. Utilising singleplex, triplex, tetraplex, pentaplex or hexaplex PCR
assays, several GMOs have already been detected by this technology (Fantozzi
et al. 2008; Choi et al. 2010; Choi 2011; Han et al. 2013; Fu et al. 2015a;
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Luminex Corporation 2015).

Digital PCR technology

Digital PCR (dPCR) technology, based on binomial Poisson statistics, allows
absolute quantification, in contrast to the relative quantification with qPCR, of
the number of nucleic acid targets present in the tested sample. Contrary to
qPCR, this end-point PCR system is efficient even if the copy number of the
target is low and/or PCR inhibitors are present. Moreover, no calibration curves
are needed for the measurement, thus reducing drastically the need for a high
amount of CRM. The fact that this technology is based on a stand-alone PCR
would simplify its introduction for routine use especially if the current validated
event-specific qPCR methods could be transferred. However, this process may
require some optimisation. Nowadays, several GMOs have been quantified using
the chamber dPCR (cdPCR) approach or the droplet dPCR (ddPCR) approach,
in which samples are partitioned either into thousands of microfluidic chambers
or thousands of droplets generated by a water-oil emulsion (e.g. Bhat et al.
2009; Burns et al. 2010; Corbisier et al. 2010; Morisset et al. 2013; Strain et al.
2013; Brod et al. 2014; Fu et al. 2015b; Köppel and Bucher 2015; Köppel et al.
2015; Li et al. 2015). To specifically identify the target, the throughput level of
this dPCR technology is nonetheless limited to one singleplex or one duplex
PCR assay per reaction. However, if the aim is to analyse the GMO content
per type of ingredient, this throughput could be increased. As such, twelve EU
authorised GMOs were recently targeted by combining one tetraplex dPCR
assay with one decaplex dPCR assay (Dobnik et al. 2015).

Loop-mediated isothermal amplification

With the LAMP approach, sequences of interest are first amplified under
isothermal conditions using four primers specific to six distinct regions of the
target and then visualised with the help of color indicators, fluorescent dyes or
precipitation processes. As no sophisticated equipment is necessary, this analysis
can also be carried out on-field. In addition, a tolerance to PCR inhibitors has
been observed with this technology (Morisset et al. 2008b; Zhang et al. 2013a). In
GMO detection, several specific and sensitive element-specific, construct-specific,
event-specific and taxon-specific methods have been successfully developed (e.g.
Fukuta et al. 2004; Lee et al. 2009; Liu et al. 2009; Guan et al. 2010; Chen et al.
2011a; Chen et al. 2012a; Kiddle et al. 2012; Li et al. 2013c; Randhawa et al.
2013; Xu et al. 2013b; Zhang et al. 2013a; Cheng et al. 2014; Di et al. 2014;
Huang et al. 2014; Li et al. 2014; Zahradnik et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2015a).
Use of the LAMP system does however present some difficulties around the
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design of four primers per target as well as the impossibility to individually
identify targets within a multiplex PCR assay (Morisset et al. 2008b; Zhang
et al. 2013a).

High-throughput sequencing technologies

Given the fact that characterisation of the GM junction sequences is an
incontrovertible proof of GMO presence in a given sample, application of NGS
technology in GMO detection has been investigated. Due to the possibility of
barcoding individually different targets, this technology potentially offers a high-
throughput. Among all NGS strategies, two main approaches are distinguished,
namely targeted sequencing and whole-genome-sequencing (WGS) (Buermans
and Dunnen 2014; Liang et al. 2014; Willems et al. 2016).
For the targeted sequencing strategy, sequences of interest are first selected to
be then sequenced, thus requiring some prior knowledge.
On the one hand, sequences of interest can be enriched by PCR (amplicon
sequencing) to compose a DNA library of final PCR products which are
subsequently sequenced. Using a pyrosequencing device, this approach was
used to characterise amplicons generated by GM-specific methods from samples
presenting a low amount of GM soybean and GM maize targets (Wu et al. 2011;
Song et al. 2014). Instead of Cq values with qPCR technology, the sequence
of each targeted region is thus directly known. Moreover, the sequencing of
amplicons from event-specific PCR methods using the Ion Torrent platform
has allowed determination of the zygosity of transgenic maize lines, providing
crucial information for the conversion between GM mass percentages and GM
copy numbers (Fritsch et al. 2015). With the aim of characterising unknown
regions, PCR products from a DNA walking approach targeting the vip3Aa20
element, notably found in the GM MIR162 maize, have also been sequenced on
the Illumina and Pacific Biosciences platforms (Liang et al. 2014).
On the other hand, a DNA library can also be prepared from the whole genome
followed by sequencing of selected sequences of interest (target enrichment
sequencing). To this end, appropriate hybridisations to specific probes are
carried out via magnetic beads or microarrays. However, to our knowledge,
this approach has not yet been applied to GMO detection although successfully
used in other fields (Zhou and Holliday 2012; Clarke et al. 2013; DuBose et al.
2013; Dasgupta et al. 2015).
Taking into account the expected improvements in terms of cost and
bioinformatics tools, this targeted NGS strategy therefore represents a promising
alternative for enforcement laboratories.
Regarding the WGS strategy, the DNA library contains the entire genome which
is fully sequenced. The generated reads can then be treated with bioinformatics,
eventually using knowledge available on the tested GMO.
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For entirely unknown GMOs, the insert is characterised via all inferred contigs
from reads that partially match or unmatch the reference genome of the plant
species (Yang et al. 2013). In this way, LLRICE62, TT51-1, T1c-19 and FP967
events were identified (Wahler et al. 2013; Yang et al. 2013; Young et al. 2015).
However, if no appropriate reference genome is available, a strategy of de novo
assembly needs to be carried out. To this end, all generated reads are analysed
to find overlaps between each other; this can be difficult due notably to the
large size and complexity of plant genomes as well as the possible presence
of several different GMOs in the tested sample (Kovalic et al. 2012; Schatz
et al. 2012). In order to deal with some of these issues, long reads generated by
the PacBio technology could constitute an alternative to the unavailability of
reference genomes of the plant species concerned to which short reads from the
Illumina technology can then be aligned (Au et al. 2012).
When the sequence of the transgenic insert is partially known, the generated
reads can be compared to a DNA transgene sequence database containing
transgenic elements commonly found in GMOs. The TT51-1 and T1c-19 events
were, for instance, identified by this approach (Yang et al. 2013).
If the sequence of the insert is entirely known, two main bioinformatics analyses
have been proposed. On the one hand, as tested with TT51-1, T1c-19,
MON 17903 and MON 87704 events, the obtained reads which present only
a partial similarity to the reference genome of the investigated plant species,
are subsequently aligned to the sequence of the transgenic insert to locate and
characterise the transgene flanking regions (Kovalic et al. 2012; Yang et al. 2013).
On the other hand, the generated reads can also be analysed according to an
analytical workflow composed of three steps. Firstly, the presence of GMO(s) is
demonstrated if reads corresponding to the transgenic insert sequence are found.
Next, these reads are compared to the plant-species genome to roughly locate
the transgene flanking regions. Finally, characterisation of the transgenic insert
with its precise localisation is determined by simultaneous aligning these selected
reads to the plant reference genome and the sequence of the transgenic insert.
This WGS strategy was successfully applied on pure GM rice, GM/non-GM
rice mixtures and processed GM rice (Willems et al. 2016).
Although its implementation by enforcement laboratories is nowadays still
difficult in terms of cost, staff training and bioinformatics analysis, the WGS
strategy represents a promising support for routine GMO analysis, especially
for totally unknown GMOs (Buermans and Dunnen 2014; Liang et al. 2014;
Willems et al. 2016).

1.3.2.5 Sources of further information

See references Broeders et al. (2012b), Fraiture et al. (2015b), and Fraiture et al.
(2015c).
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1.4 Technical details on used technologies

Given that the DNA walking and sequencing technologies were used in the
present work, more technical details are provided in this section.

1.4.1 DNA walking

DNA walking, also called Genome walking, is a molecular technique allowing to
identify unknown nucleotide sequences adjacent to already known DNA regions
in any given genome by obtaining a final PCR amplification in which a specific
primer to the known sequence is coupled with a primer dictated by the DNA
walking strategy used. To characterize the final PCR amplicons, they could
subsequently be sequenced.
Since the development of the first DNA walking strategies, several improvements
have been suggested. Classically, all these methods are classified according to
the three main following categories, based on the characteristics of their first
step (Figure 1.6) (Leoni et al. 2011; Volpicella et al. 2012a; Volpicella et al.
2012b).
First, the restriction-based methods involve a digestion of the genomic DNA
using appropriate restriction enzymes targeting sites close to the junction
between the known and unknown sequences (Figure 1.6A). The obtained
restriction fragments are then either self-circularized or ligated to DNA cassettes,
named respectively inverted-PCR methods and cassette PCR methods (Leoni
et al. 2011 and reference therein; Volpicella et al. 2012a; Volpicella et al. 2012b).
Second, the extension-based methods are defined by the extension of a sequence-
specific primer (Figure 1.6B). The resulting single-strand DNA is subsequently
either ligated to a DNA cassette or 3’-tailing (Leoni et al. 2011 and reference
therein; Volpicella et al. 2012a; Volpicella et al. 2012b).
Third, the primer-based methods require the coupling of various combinatorial
(random or degenerate) primers to known sequence specific primers according
to various PCR strategies (Figure 1.6C) (Leoni et al. 2011 and reference therein;
Volpicella et al. 2012a; Volpicella et al. 2012b).
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Restriction‐based method

Extension‐based method

Primer‐based method

Figure 1.6: Main DNA walking strategies (adapted from Leoni et al. 2011).

1.4.2 Sequencing technologies

First generation sequencing Sanger method represents the first generation
sequencing. It consists in cycle sequencing reactions including, in each cycle,
the template denaturation, the target-specific primer annealing and the primer
extension. The stochastic addition of a fluorescently labelled dideoxynucleotides
(ddNTPs), unique for each kind of nucleotide, leads to the interruption of
the primer extension step (Figure 1.7). Following to the high-resolution
electrophoresis separation of the labelled products using a capillary-based
polymer gel, the nucleotide identity of the sequence is determined by the specific
emission spectra detected after laser excitation of the fluorescent labelling. This
system is able to reach a read-length of around 1 Kbp with an accuracy of
99.999% (Sanger et al. 1977; Shendure and Ji 2008).

Figure 1.7: Schematic representation of the Sanger sequencing technology
(adapted from Shendure and Ji 2008).

Second generation sequencing The second generation sequencing, also called
NGS, is currently the most used sequencing technology. One of the leading
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platform is the Illumina technology, which is developed on the “sequencing by
synthesis” principle and is available since 2006. The DNA library preparation
requires that sheared DNA, which a specific size range (e.g., 100, 125, 150 or
300 bp) depending on the used device, is ligated to adaptors at both ends to
be isothermally amplify by clonal bridge PCR using Bst polymerase. Indeed,
each initial DNA template should be clonally pre-amplified as the sensitivity
of the detection system is insufficient to detect the incorporation of only one
nucleotide (Figure 1.8). To this end, forward and reverse adaptor-specific primers
are immobilized, via a flexible linker at their 5’-end, on the surface of a solid glass
substrate, implying that, for each initial DNA fragment, all generated amplicons
(approximately 1000 clonal copies after 35 cycles) remain fixed near their original
amplification point to form a clonal cluster physically distinguishable from the
other clusters. Several millions of these clusters are produced within each lane
on a single flow-cell. However, the cluster yield from short molecules is higher
than from long molecules. To determine their sequence, adaptor-specific primers
are hybridized on the single strand of linearized amplicons allowing the extension
reaction with a modified polymerase and fluorescently labelled deoxynucleotides
(dNTPs), specific for each kind of nucleotides. Due to a reversibly terminating
moiety at the 3’-hydroxyl position of the nucleotides, only one labelled nucleotide
is incorporated in each sequencing cycle (single-base extension). Following to
the imaging acquisition, both fluorescent labels and terminating moiety from
nucleotides are chemically cleaved before to start a new sequencing cycle. Several
Illumina sequencing instruments have been commercialized and present different
features. The accuracy of all these sequencers, decreasing toward the end,
especially on the longer reads, is at least superior at 99.9% (Shendure and Ji
2008; Thudi et al. 2012; Buermans and Dunnen 2014; Anandhakumar et al.
2015; Illumina 2016).

Third generation sequencing Unlike to the first and second generation
sequencing, the third generation sequencing, released by Pacific Biosciences
in 2011, does not require any pre-amplification of the initial DNA template
since this technology uses detection systems sufficiently sensitive to detect the
extension of only one molecule. For the library preparation of this “sequencing
by synthesis” technology, DNA fragments, which their size can reached up to
60 Kbp, are ligated at both ends by an identical Single-Molecule Real-Time
(SMRT) loop adaptor presenting a hairpin structure to generate a circular
library molecule (Figure 1.9). The active polymerization complex is formed
by the annealing of the primers to the adaptor single-strand regions as well as
the subsequent binding of DNA polymerase, a modified phi29 characterized
by a low 3’→5’ exonuclease activity, a high fidelity, no GC bias, an extreme
processivity and a good strand displacement. Via the biotin-streptavidin affinity,
the active polymerization complexes are then individually attached to the
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Clonal amplification

Figure 1.8: Schematic representation of the Illumina® sequencing technology
(adapted from Anandhakumar et al. 2015).

bottom glass surface of one of the 150 000 zero-mode-waveguide (ZMW) wells of
50 nm-wide from one SMRT cell. During the sequencing, the extension of each
fluorescently labelled nucleotide, distinct for each species, is recorded in real-time
in each ZMW well. To this end, the light signal from the integrated fluorescent
nucleotide, generated in all ZMW wells individually excited by green and red
lasers through the glass surface, is detected by a confocal system. As only the
bottom 30 nm of the ZMW wells is illuminated, only the incorporated nucleotides
are excited while the free nucleotides above do not contribute to the observed
signal. To pursue the molecule extension, the phosphate chain between the
incorporate nucleotide and its fluorescent label is cleaved. According to the DNA
fragment size, the sequence reading is carried out one (long molecules) or several
(short molecules; Consensus Circular Sequencing (CCS)) times, which increases
base accuracy. Following to the incorporation of the nucleotide, its terminal
phospholinked fluorescent label is cleaved to allow the subsequent extension
reaction. The current platform supplied by Pacific Biosciences (PacBio RSII)
shows a consensus accuracy of at least 99.999% (Metzker 2010; Schadt et al.
2010; Buermans and Dunnen 2014; Rhoads and Au 2015; Pacific Biosciences
2016).
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Figure 1.9: Schematic representation of the Pacific Biosciences® sequencing
technology (adapted from Metzker 2010 and Rhoads and Au 2015).





Chapter 2

Objectives and outline

2.1 Rationale of the thesis

This PhD was carried out in collaboration with Prof. Dieter Deforce of the
Laboratory of Pharmaceutical Biotechnology at the Ghent University (UGent),
Dr. Nancy Roosens of the Platform Molecular Biology and Biotechnology (PBB)
at the Scientific Institute of Public Health (WIV-ISP), Dr. Philippe Herman
of the Biosafety and Biotechnology Unit (SBB) at WIV-ISP, Prof. Marc De
Loose of the Technology and Food Sciences Unit (T&V) at the Institute for
Agricultural and Fisheries Research (ILVO) and Dr. Isabel Taverniers of T&V
at ILVO.
The research question of this PhD project, called UGMMONITOR, arises
from the Belgium National Reference Laboratories (NRL) responsible for the
enforcement of EU GMO legislations at the national level. Due to the ongoing
and further expected expansion of GMO in terms of number, diversity and
cultivated areas, the implementation of these legislations, including the control
by the enforcement laboratories, is becoming even more and more complex,
especially regarding EU unauthorized GMO. There is thus an urgent need, at
national as well as international levels, to develop news tools for the enforcement
laboratories to detect unauthorized GMO.
In order to cope with this challenge, this project aims to provide a rational and
efficient GMO detection system, especially for unauthorized GMO. To this end,
information regarding developed transgenic crops was collected, in a first time,
to be able to develop new approaches, in a second time, that strengthen the
current GMO detection strategy. To reach these objectives, the rice was chosen
as a study case since it is one of the leading staple crops and also a model plant
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in molecular biology.
It is important to notify that the present work is focussed on GM crops
corresponding to Directive 2001/18/EC, excluding thus the GM animals and
biotech events generated by new plant breeding techniques.

2.2 Outline of the thesis

This work is composed of three main parts. The outline of the thesis with
the different chapters is presented in Figure 2.1. First, a general introduction
about the current GMO detection system and the related needs as well as the
objectives and outline of the thesis are respectively provided in the chapters 1 and
2. Second, the strategies developed to strengthen the current GMO detection
system are detailed through six chapters. Chapter 3 is an overview of GM rice
developed around the world allowing to highlight clue information to assess and
improve the current GMO detection system. With the help of the information
collected in chapter 3, a strategy, based on DNA walking anchored on elements
commonly found in a broad spectrum of GMO, was developed and validated
in chapters 4, 5 and 6. In chapter 7, this strategy was improved by using
the NGS technology to increase its throughput and to simplify its workflow.
In parallel, the potential to detect GMO with the NGS technology by WGS
was investigated in chapter 8. Finally, according to all generated results and
related discussions, the general conclusions of this PhD are given in chapter 9. In
addition, the international context of this work, its relevance and its perspectives
are presented in Chapter 10. It should be noted that the chapters 3 to 8 are
composed of the full published/submitted peer-reviewed publications.
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Strategies to detect unauthorized GMO in the food and feed chain 
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Conclusion
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Figure 2.1: Schematic outline of the thesis.





Chapter 3

Biotech rice: current
developments and future
detection challenges in food
and feed chain

In this chapter, an overview of GM rice developed around the world was
realized to collect crucial information allowing to assess and strengthen the
current GMO detection system. This research emphasised that the p35S and
tNOS elements, commonly found in EU authorized GMO, are estimated to
be present in around 93% of GM rice, as well as the t35S pCAMBIA element,
absent from EU authorized GMO, is present in approximately 30% of GM
rice. This last element could therefore be useful at this moment in terms of
discrimination between the EU authorized and unauthorized GMO. In addition,
as all these elements are derived from natural organism (CaMV for p35S and t35S
pCAMBIA and A. tumefaciens for tNOS), the current qPCR GMO detection
system used by the enforcement laboratories needs to be coupled to additional
approaches (e.g. DNA walking and NGS) to be able to indubitably prove the
presence of GMO via the characterization of the transgene flanking regions
and the associations of elements that are typically found in transgenic constructs.
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Abstract

Background To improve agricultural practices and the food/feed security,
plant breeding techniques were developed, including transgenesis commonly
using Agrobacterium tumefaciens or biolistic technologies. To guarantee the
traceability of GMO in food/feed chain and the consumer’s freedom of choice,
regulatory frameworks were established in many countries around the world,
such as in Europe. Their implementations, including detection systems usually
based on qPCR, are becoming complex and expensive regarding the number of
analysis to perform. Moreover, the dispersion of publicly available information
about developed GMO prevents to accurately estimate the efficiency of the
standard detection system applied to unauthorized GMO.

Scope and approach To illustrate this problem, the case of rice, one of the
leading staple crops, was investigated. An overview of worldwide developed
biotech rice generated by transgenesis was thus conducted, based on 1067 peer-
reviewed publications, and analysed regarding inter alia their expressed genes
of interest and the corresponding traits, their transformation processes and
the elements composing their transgenic cassettes. From this work, the power
and weakness of the standard detection system, notably used by the European
enforcement laboratories, are evaluated. To strengthen this system, especially
with unauthorized GMO, additional strategies are suggested. Moreover, given
the growing interest for biotech rice produced by new plant breeding techniques,
related challenges for their detection are discussed.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.tifs.2016.03.011
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Key findings and conclusions According to all collected information, suitable
detection strategies, combining qPCR to additional technologies (e.g., DNA
walking and NGS), are proposed to cover most of inventoried biotech rice. The
present approach, including the data centralization to subsequently suggest
appropriated detection strategies, can be extended to biotech events from
different species.
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3.1 Introduction

To cope with the challenge of increasing the crop production, the evolution of
current agricultural practices was envisaged via the support of conventional
breeding methods by contemporary approaches. Therefore, various strategies
have been used to develop biotech crops, such as transgenic crops, also named
genetically modified (GM) crops or genetically engineered crops, opening new
possibilities to reach the expected crop nutritional necessity and to ensure
food security (Ahmad et al. 2012; He et al. 2014). As observed for several
crops, genetic engineering had inter alia been applied to rice (Oryza sativa),
currently one of the most important cereal crops that is cultivated in many
countries through the world. For more than 3.5 billion people, rice is a staple
food providing more than 20% of their daily calories intake, especially in
developing countries. In addition, this crop is also intended to feed animals.
In 2014, the annual production of paddy rice was estimated at 741.3 million
tons (corresponding to 494.4 million tons of milled rice) where the majority
was grown in Asia (674.4 million tons; 91%), mainly in China (208.1 million
tons), India (155.5 million tons), Indonesia (70.6 million tons), Bangladesh
(52.4 million tons) and Vietnam (44.9 million tons). The rest of paddy rice is
harvested in Africa (27.6 million tons), South America (24.8 million tons), North
and Central America (12.9 million tons), Europe (4.1 million tons) and Oceania
(0.9 million tons) (Khush 2013; Fraiture et al. 2014; FAO 2015). Therefore,
even if no biotech rice is nowadays cultivated worldwide at a commercial scale,
its potential significance is clearly obvious in the near future (De Steur et al.
2014).
With the aim to guarantee the traceability on the markets as well as the
freedom of choice to the consumers, several genetically modified organism (GMO)
labelling systems have been established in several countries with a threshold
varying from 0 to 5%. The labelling is either mandatory (e.g., in Australia, Brazil,
Chile, China, EU, India, Indonesia, Israel, Japan, Philippines, Russia, Saudi
Arabia, South Korea, Taiwan and Thailand) or voluntary (e.g., in Argentina,
Canada and USA). On the European Union (EU) market, commercialised food
and feed products containing at least 0.9% of EU authorized GMO have to
be labelled to guarantee the freedom of choice of the consumers while the
zero tolerance is applied on unauthorized GMO (Davison 2010; Kamle and Ali
2013). The implementation of these legislations is mainly carried out using
real-time PCR (qPCR) technology, allowing to detect, identify and quantify
GMO (Fraiture et al. 2015c). Three main steps are traditionally followed in
GMO routine analysis. First, the presence of GMO is detected by screening. It
includes simplex or multiplex methods targeting the most common transgenic
elements, such as p35S (35S promoter from Cauliflower mosaic virus (CaMV))
and tNOS (nopaline synthase terminator from Agrobacterium tumefaciens). In
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addition, some more discriminative markers are used to reduce the number
of subsequent identification. In case of positive signals, the identity and the
quantity of GMO are afterwards determined via event-specific methods. If the
signals observed during the screening step do not correspond to any of the
authorized GM events, the presence of unauthorized GMO is then suspected
(Broeders et al. 2012a; Broeders et al. 2012b).
Given the ongoing and further expected expansion of GMO in terms of number,
diversity and cultivated areas, the implementation of labelling legislations
is becoming even more complex. Furthermore, the presence of some GM
events could be prohibited or not according to the jurisdiction in reason of
the asynchronous authorisations between many countries. Moreover, unlike
the present commercialised GM crops which have been mainly developed by
American and European companies, more and more GMO produced by national
technology centres in developing countries are intended for local consumption.
Consequently, these GM crops will probably not be submitted for EU approval.
Therefore, the frequency of unauthorized GMO on the EU market is likely
to significantly increase due to accidental contamination of non-transgenic
raw material and processed food/feed matrices. In addition, unauthorized
GMO concerns also GM crops that are currently unknown to the competent
authorities (Stein and Rodríguez-Serezo 2009; Broeders et al. 2012a; Holst-
Jensen et al. 2012; Parisi et al. 2016). The complexity of this problematic
is particularly well illustrated by GM rice for which no events are nowadays
authorized on the EU market. First, the problem of asynchronous approvals
has been encountered with products originating from the USA. More precisely,
the herbicide tolerant LLRICE601, in 2006, and LLRICE62, in 2007, both
produced by Bayer CropScience and exclusively authorized in the USA, were
identified in commercial rice matrices. Second, the insect resistant Bt Shanyou
63 and KeFeng-6 were found in food products originating from China in 2006
and 2010, respectively. These GM rice, produced by Asian research centres,
were probably accidentally spread. Besides, the illegal propagation of seeds
from field trials as well as their planting by Chinese farmers have been reported
(Wang and Johnston 2007; Ruttink et al. 2010b; Wang et al. 2011b; Fraiture
et al. 2014). Finally, the presence of unknown GM rice was also reported by the
RAPID Alert System Database (The European Commission 2015a), allowing
notably to notify the detection of unauthorized GMO on the EU market, such
as in 2010 and 2011 in products imported from China, contaminated in all
likelihood by accident (Figure 3.1). Furthermore, still according to the RAPID
Alert System Database, practically 50% of analysed food/feed samples between
January 2012 and May 2015 contained unauthorized GM rice, including Bt63
and GM Basmati rice, imported from Asia, mainly China. Due to the high
level of EU unauthorized GM rice, the EU commission has notably decided to
implement “Emergency measures regarding unauthorized genetically modified
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rice in rice products originating from China and repealing Decision 2008/289/
EC” (The European Commission 2011b).
The success of the qPCR strategy is directly linked to the availability of
information on the targeted sequences, such as from transgenic elements
(element-specific markers), association of elements (construct-specific markers)
or from junctions between the transgenic cassettes and the plant genomes
(event-specific markers). In addition, the quantification of identified GM
events requires the availability of Certified Reference Materials (CRM) and
taxon-specific methods (Broeders et al. 2012b; Holst-Jensen et al. 2012).
Conversely to EU authorized events for which all these data are accessible
in the Compendium of reference methods for GMO analysis, the identification
of EU unauthorized events by qPCR strategy could be difficult (Fraiture et
al. 2016b). Indeed, the lack of centralized information about unauthorized
transgenic crops is problematic. For instance, for GM rice, only three herbicide
tolerant (LLRICE601, LLRICE06 and LLRICE62), four insect resistant (Bt63,
Huahui-1, Tarom molaii and GM rice 101096), one fungi resistant (GM rice
101097), six multiple biotic stress resistance (NIA-OS002-9, NIA-OS012-8, NIA-
OS004-8, NIA-OS003-1, NIA-OS005-3 and NIA-OS006-4), two abiotic stress
resistance (SeC and As-d) and two rice seed edible vaccines against Cedar pollen
allergy (7Crp#10 and OsCr11) are currently reported in publicly available
GMO databases. Those GM rice lines are mainly described according to the
expressed genes of interest and the corresponding traits, the transformation
methods used, the transgenic elements contained in the vectors and the related
biosafety information (CERA 2012; Genetic Rights Foundation 2015; GMO
Compass 2015; SCBD 2016; The European Commission 2016).
Therefore, in this review, after a brief description of the biotech rice history
including the transformation technologies used, an overview of transgenic rice
events developed through the world was built on the basis of more than 1000
available peer reviewed publications. All data were collected and analysed
regarding notably the genes of interest expressed and their origins, the vectors
and transgenic elements that composed them, the transformation technologies
used and the status of the transgenic rice (laboratory development stage or field
trial). In this way, the information on biotech rice centralized in this review
can be used to complete publicly available databases as well as to develop and
strengthen GMO detection strategies.

3.2 Biotech rice history

As efficient genetic engineering techniques and its genome sequence estimated
at 430 Mb are available, rice represents currently a key crop model to develop
biotech plants (Kathuria et al. 2007). Since most of the biotech rice are generated
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using transgenesis techniques to date, this section concerns essentially transgenic
rice, also called GM rice. However, due to the rise of biotech rice originated
from new plant breeding techniques (NPBT), the sub-section 3.2.4 is entirely
devoted to it. The rice crops generated by these promising alternatives are also
named NPBT rice.

3.2.1 Transformation technologies

In 1988, the first transgenic rice plants were successfully developed by
electroporation-mediated or polyethylene glycolmediated protoplast transfor-
mation methods (Figure 3.1). Based on electroporation and polyethylene
glycol-mediated technologies, the fertility recovery of transgenic rice was then
respectively reported in 1989 and 1990 (Hiei et al. 1997; Kathuria et al. 2007).
In 1991, the biolistic transformation method, also named particle or
microprojectile bombardment, was successfully used to generate transgenic rice
plants. This direct DNA delivery system is often characterized by integration
in multiple copies of transgenes into the recipient genome. Moreover, the
transgenic rice plants present the risk of an unstable and aberrant expression
of the gene of interest because of its likely fragmentation and rearrangement
induced by this transformation technology (Hiei et al. 1997; Hoque et al. 2005;
Kathuria et al. 2007).
Although Agrobacterium tumefaciens-mediated transformation is used since the
1980s, its application, initially limited to dicotyledonous plants, was slightly
modified to be adapted on monocotyledonous plants such as rice (Hiei et al. 1997;
Hoque et al. 2005). In 1990, the first transgenic rice calli were produced after
application of the Agrobacterium-mediated transformation method. Afterwards,
transgenic rice plants were regenerated from Agrobacterium-transformed calli
(Hiei et al. 1997; Kathuria et al. 2007). To improve this strategy, several
factors affecting the transformation efficiency have been studied. For instance,
the activation of the T-DNA transfer process is promoted via the addition of
phenolic compounds, such as acetosyringone, a potent inducer of virulence genes
participating to the recognition of the host by Agrobacterium. Moreover, the
bacterial strains and vectors used are decisive, particularly with recalcitrant
rice genotypes such as some Indica cultivars. The choice of the competent
rice tissue (age, cell type, cell cycle stage) has been also highlighted as a key
parameter. In addition, the culture conditions are determining in the success
of the transformation. Indeed, instead of kanamycin and G418 antibiotics,
hygromycin B is preferably used as an antibiotic during the selection step
of transformed rice as no natural resistance to hygromycin is present in rice.
In addition, this antibiotic does not impact the transgenic rice regeneration
and fertility (Hiei et al. 1997). Even if food/feed and environmental safety
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Figure 3.1: Timeline of transgenic rice history at the worldwide level (A) and of transgenic rice impact on the EU
market (B).
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concerns were raised in the past, to date only theoretical assumptions without
evidence-based arguments have demonstrated any significant impact of antibiotic
resistance marker genes related to the potential risk of horizontal gene transfers
from transgenic plants to neighbouring bacteria and plants as well as a potential
increase of antibiotic resistance among consumers. Anyway, partly due to
regulatory requirements in the EU for phasing-out antibiotic resistance marker
genes such as npt II in GMO, several strategies have been developed to remove
microbial selection markers from transgenic plants (Hiei et al. 1997; Breyer
et al. 2014). One alternative is to replace the microbial selection markers by
vegetal selection markers that naturally confer an antibiotic resistance or by
herbicide tolerance genes. In addition, other marker genes can be used instead
of the classical microbial markers via three main strategies. First, the positive
selection marker approach confers a metabolic or developmental advantage to
the transformed cells without implying the death of untransformed cells. Second,
just the opposite, the negative selection marker approach leads to a metabolic or
developmental disadvantage in the transformed cells. Third, the reporter genes
allow to visually select transgenic plants (Hiei et al. 1997; Breyer et al. 2014). In
order to remove definitely the selection markers in the selected transgenic plants,
several techniques, based on the site-specific recombination (e.g., Cre/loxP and
MAT), the intrachromosomal homologous recombination, the intra-genomic
transpositional mechanism (e.g., Ac/Ds transposable element) or the segregation
via co-transformation, have been performed. This last approach is the simplest
and widely used method that involved the introduction of two T-DNA regions,
one with the gene of interest and one with the selection marker gene, allowing to
subsequently generate transgenic plants presenting only one T-DNA by sexual
crossing in successive generations (Breyer et al. 2014).
Unlike to direct DNA delivery transformation system, Agrobacterium strategy
generates transgenic plants presenting a more predictable pattern of integration
and a non-rearranged segment of DNA being inserted into the genome at a
low copy number (Hoque et al. 2005). However, although the Agrobacterium
tumefaciens strategy has generated progress in crop biotechnology, the
less-known rhizosphere bacterium Ensifer adhaerens represents a potential
alternative as it has been used to transform plants including Arabidopsis and
potato. Besides, this approach has recently been applied to rice (Wendt et al.
2012; Zuniga-Soto et al. 2015).

3.2.2 Currently developed transgenic rice

Data collection As observed for other transgenic crops, the number and the
diversity of transgenic rice is significantly increasing with time. Therefore, a large
inventory of the currently developed transgenic rice has been carried out allowing
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to provide crucial information to enforcement laboratories in order to detect and
identify them. This kind of strategy was previously suggested notably regarding
the detection of unauthorized GMO (Ruttink et al. 2010b). Based on the analysis
of available online databases (Biosafety Clearing-House, Biosafety Scanner,
CERA, GMO Compass, GMO register) as well as 1067 peer-reviewed articles
published in 242 different journals, a list of transgenic ricewas drawn up. Initially,
the scientific literature was reviewed using the Scopus database (Elsevier 2016) to
cover the period from January 1991 to October 2015 with the coupled keywords
“transgenic rice” (the search with the keywords “Genetically Modified Rice” or
“GM Rice” provided far fewer data). In a second step, the relevant scientific
literature was selected based on several keywords, including “herbicide”, “insect”,
“resistance”, “tolerance”, “stress”, “abiotic”, “biotic”, “bacteria”, “virus”,
“fungi”, “pathogen”, “drought”, “salt”, “salinity”, “cold”, “disease”, “deficiency”,
“heat”, “metal”, “chill”, “oxidative”, “iron”, “water”, “submergence”, “yield”,
“grain”, “biomass”, “size”, “fortification”, “nutritional”, “texture”, “carotene”,
“vaccine”, “allergen”, “pharmaceutics”, “health”, “therapy”, “inflammation”,
“immunogenicity”, “microbe”, “improvement” and “development”. Furthermore,
all pertinent peer-reviewed publications adjacent to the selected scientific
literature were analysed (Additional file 1: Inventory of transgenic rice).
All the identified transgenic rice were recorded in an excel file according to their
trait (one kind of trait per excel sheet), including herbicide tolerance, insect
resistance, bacteria resistance, fungi resistance, virus resistance, multiple biotic
stress resistance, abiotic stress resistance, abiotic and biotic stress resistance,
grain yield improvement, nutritional quality improvement, pharmaceutical
production and other innovations. Each transgenic rice was described in so far
as possible in terms of rice variety, gene of interest expressed, donor organism of
the gene of interest, vector used, transgenic elements used, transformation
method used, knowledge level (KL) classification (ENGL ad hoc working
group on “unauthorised GMOs” 2011), status of the transgenic rice (laboratory
development stage or field trial), year of publication, developer country and
references of the related peer-reviewed publications. Moreover, if necessary,
more details on the expressed traits were added (Additional file 1).

Geographical distribution In order to have a worldwide picture of the
developed transgenic rice, the geographical distribution of all inventoried devel-
opments described in peer-reviewed publications was investigated. Although
some transgenic rice are developed in American (11.5%), European (8.9%),
Oceanian (1.1%) and African (1%) laboratories, the majority of these research
and development (R&D) studies is performed in Asia (77.5%), especially in
China (47.8%) and Japan (20.2%) (Figure 3.2).
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America (11.5%)

Figure 3.2: Contribution (%) of the five continents to the transgenic rice
development in term of peer-reviewed publications, including a zoom on the
Asian countries.

Developed traits Among all inventoried transgenic rice from all analysed
articles and databases, most of the them have only been tested at the laboratory
level (75.4%), but a significant amount (20.6%), approved or not for commercial
cultivation, have already been subject to field trials. It should be noted that
these data were not available for 4% of the listed transgenic rice. Concerning
the traits identified in all inventoried transgenic rice, herbicide tolerance (6.1%)
and insect resistance (20.3%), as found in the first transgenic rice lines approved
for commercialisation, are still observed. Nevertheless, these traits are less
developed in the course of time (Figure 3.3 and Additional file 2A-B). In fact,
progressively, more and more transgenic rice present at the R&D step display
a high diversity of new traits such as the resistance to biotic stress (17.2%),
in targeting one specific category of phytopathogens (bacteria (5.8%), fungi
(7.1%) or virus (4.4%)) as well as more than one category of phytopathogens
(2.1%) (Figure 3.3). Moreover, the development of transgenic rice resisting
to several abiotic stress (30.2%, e.g., salinity, drought, cold and heavy metal)
is increasing over time (Figure 3.3 and Additional file 2C). Some transgenic
rice present also a resistance to both biotic and abiotic stresses (1.5%). In
addition, some R&D centres focus their energy to improve directly the yield
of grains (4.5%) (Fig. 3). The introduction of new traits in rice could also
improve the consumer’s quality of life in terms of nutrition and health. To this
end, the modification of the rice grain nutritional composition (8.5%), including
micronutrients (e.g., iron, zinc, manganese), vitamin (e.g., A and B9/folate) and
essential amino acids for biofortification, is an auspicious strategy (Figure 3.3).
This is actually the case with the folate biofortification which could prevent
some birth defects. To reach the minimum daily level in folate, between 137 g
and 281 g of biofortified rice have to be consumed (De Steur et al. 2014). A
second well-known example is the Golden Rice Project, rewarded with the
“Patents for Humanity Award” in 2015, with the aim to develop transgenic rice
with β-carotene biofortified grain in order to struggle against the vitamin A
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deficiency leading notably to blindness in children (Golden Rice Humanitarian
Board 2015). Following to several improvements from the first generation of
golden rice, the second generation of golden rice, transformed with a maize
(Zea mays) phytoene synthase (psy) gene and a bacterial (Erwinia uredorova)
phytoene desaturase (crt1) gene, yields a higher β-carotene concentration. The
consumption of 77 g and 122 g of golden rice, by respectively young children
and pregnant women, provides the minimum daily intakes in vitamin A (Paine
et al. 2005; De Steur et al. 2014). After three seasons of field trials in the
Philippines, the grains from the Golden Rice event R (GR2-R) presented the
expected β-carotene level. However, as the average yield was inferior to the
local varieties, new assays will be carried out with other Golden Rice versions
such as GR2-E (James 2014). In addition, transgenic rice are developed in the
pharmaceutical field (9.6%) to produce cytokines, vaccines, antibodies, albumin
or other therapeutic proteins (Figure 3.3). Molecular farming of rice is envisaged
to treat several critical health conditions such as allergy, autoimmune disorders,
infectious diseases or even Alzheimer disease (Azegami et al. 2015). Among the
1673 transgenic rice listed in the current study, 413 of them are directly involved
in fundamental research (e.g., study of development, flowering, signalling) or in
the implementation of new strategies such as optimisation of the transformation
protocol and the production of marker-free transgenic rice.
In order to give rise to all these new properties in transgenic rice, a broad-
spectrum of different gene families have been identified for each trait, including
16 gene families for herbicide tolerance, 23 gene families for insect resistance,
25 gene families for bacterial resistance, 41 gene families for fungi resistance, 13
gene families for virus resistance, 155 gene families for abiotic stress resistance,
29 gene families for grain yield improvement, 35 gene families for nutritional
grain quality improvement and 62 gene families for drugs production (Table 3.1).

Transformation vectors Among all inventoried transgenic rice (1673 trans-
genic rice), approximately 200 different vectors were used for their transfor-
mation. The Agrobacterium tumefaciens-based method was predominantly
used (75.7%; 1267 transgenic rice) compared to the biolistic one (13.5%) or
other methodologies (2.6%). For 8.2% of the inventoried transgenic rice, the
transformation method was not mentioned. Regarding more precisely the
vectors used, most of inventoried transgenic rice (36.9%, 617 transgenic rice)
were transformed using the family vector pCAMBIA. Based on all analysed
articles published from 2001, the use of the pCAMBIA vector has increased over
time to reach a plateau of around 30% from 2004 to 2013. Since 2014, the use of
this vector has even increased as more than half of the described transgenic rice
was transformed with a pCAMBIA cassette (Figure 3.4). It was already shown
in 2007 that 30% of transgenic plants have been developed using vectors from the
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Figure 3.3: Observed traits (%) in the inventoried transgenic rice.

Table 3.1: Examples of gene families used to acquire new proprieties in transgenic
rice.

Traits Gene families References

Herbicide tolerance Acetolactate synthase
(Als)

(Endo et al. 2012)

Bialophos resistance
(Bar)

(Christou et al. 1991)

Protoporphyrinogen
oxidase (PPO)

(Chun et al. 2013)

5-enolphyruvylshikimate-
3-phosphate synthase
(EPSPS)

(Zhao et al. 2011)

Glutathione S-transferase (Hu et al. 2009)
Cytochrome P450 (Ohkawa and Ohkawa

2002)
atrazine chlorohydrolase (Zhang et al. 2014b)

Insect resistance Cry (Breitler et al. 2004)
GNA lectin (Sudhakar et al. 1998)
ASAL lectin (Yarasi et al. 2008)
Trypsin inhibitor (Su et al. 2011; Yang

et al. 2013)
Potato proteinase
inhibitor II (PINII)

(Bhutani et al. 2006)
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Table 3.1 continued

Traits Gene families References

Bacteria resistance Receptor kinase-like
protein

(Afroz et al. 2012)

WRKY transcription
factor

(Liu et al. 2007)

Thaumatin-like protein (Shah et al. 2013)
Ferredoxin-like
amphipathic protein

(Tang et al. 2001)

Fungus resistance Chitinase (Sridevi et al. 2008)
Pi-d2 (Chen et al. 2010)
Defensin (Kanzaki et al. 2002)
AFP antifungal protein (Coca et al. 2004)
ACC synthase (Seo et al. 2011)
Cecropin (Coca et al. 2006)

Virus resistance Coat protein (Sivamani et al. 1999)
Spike protein (Chaogang et al. 2003)
Replicase (Verma et al. 2012)

Abiotic stress resistance Stress associated protein (Ben Saad et al. 2012)
D1-pyrroline-5-
carboxylate
synthetase

(Hien et al. 2003)

Na+/H+ antiporter (Ohta et al. 2002)
Basic region/leucine
zipper transcription
factor

(Tang et al. 2012)

Aquaporin (Ayadi et al. 2014)
Disulfide isomerase-like
protein

(Chen et al. 2012b)

Grain yield C4 pyruvate
orthophosphate dikinase

(Fukayama et al. 2001)

Cytosolic
dehydroascorbate
reductase

(Kim et al. 2013)

Phytochome (Garg et al. 2006)

Nutritional grain quality Phytoene synthase (PSY) (Ye et al. 2000)
Carotene desaturase (crt) (Ye et al. 2000)
Ferritin (Masuda et al. 2012)
Waxy (Terada et al. 2000)
ScAcr3p (Duan et al. 2012)

Pharmaceutical products Major T-cell epitope (Suzuki et al. 2012)
Lactoferrin (Humphrey et al. 2002)
Lysozyme (Humphrey et al. 2002)
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Table 3.1 continued

Traits Gene families References

Stilbene synthase (Baek et al. 2014)
Human serum albumin (He et al. 2011)
Major outer membrane
protein

(Zhang et al. 2008)

pCAMBIA family (Fraiture et al. 2014). Although the pCAMBIA family vector
has been mainly used, transgenic rice collected in the present bibliographical
study were also transformed with other vectors such as pBI (3.7%), pIG (2.5%),
pSB (2.1%), pANDA (2%), pCIB (1.8%), pBIG (1.7%), pGA (1.6%), pGPTV
(1.1%) and pPZP (1%). For the rest of the inventoried transgenic rice, 30.5%
of them presented a large variety of vectors only anecdotally used. It should
also be mentioned that 15.1% of inventoried transgenic rice were transformed
with vectors for which their name were not properly identifiable. However, for
these transgenic rice with unnamed vectors, information about the elements
composing their transgenic cassettes was available for 6% of them.

78 20 33 35 29 36 28 19 31 17 50 108 267 61 166 89Articles/year

0%

10.0%

15.2%
17.1%

27.6%

33.3%
35.7%

36.8%

45.2%

35.3%
34.0%

46.3%

37.8% 37.7%

53.6%

57.3%

1991‐2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Figure 3.4: Percentage (%) of analysed peer-reviewed publications, by year,
presenting the use of pCAMBIA vector to generate transgenic rice. The number
of articles recorded per year is indicated below the corresponding period. Since
the current year of 2015 is not entirely covered, the corresponding bar chart is
built in dotted line.

Elements found in transgenic rice In order to collect more information about
all inventoried transgenic rice (1673 transgenic rice), the elements composing
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their transgenic cassettes were studied. Similarly to EU-authorized GMO (The
European Commission 2016), the collected transgenic rice contain frequently the
p35S promoter (69.8%, 1167 transgenic rice) and the tNOS terminator (62.6%,
1048 transgenic rice). Furthermore, some transgenic elements were often found
in the collected transgenic rice, such as the UBI promoter (27.6%), the NOS
promoter (8.4%), the ACT promoter (5.4%), the terminator t35S (38.5%; from
pCAMBIA family vector or not), the PINII terminator (3.3%) and the GUS
gene (18.4%). For the elements intended for the plant selection, the hygromycin
B (54%) and kanamycin (9.5%) resistance genes (respectively hph and npt II )
are mainly used. Among the 185 different transgenic elements identified, 175
different transgenic elements are only occasionally observed. It should also be
mentioned that no transgenic element was identified for 11.1% of inventoried
transgenic rice, including 9.1% of them transformed with an unnamed vector.

3.2.3 Commercialization of transgenic rice

Since the first approved GMO for commercialisation (Flavr-Savr™tomato) in
1994 in the United States, in 1995 in Canada and in Mexico and in 1997
in Japan, as well as the first significant transgenic crop cultivation surface
reported in 1996, 181.5 million hectares of transgenic plants in 28 countries
have been planted in 2014. This represents an increase of more than 100
fold from the 1.7 million planted hectares in 1996 (Figure 3.1) (CERA 2012;
James 2014). As rice is one of the most important crops, many transgenic lines
have been developed to improve agricultural productivity. In 1999, Liberty
Linkr (Bayer CropScience) rice varieties LLRICE06 and LLRICE62 were
approved for release into the environment in the United States. These transgenic
rice contains the bar gene from Streptomyces hygroscopicus in one complete
copy (LLRICE62) or in several complete and partial copies (LLRICE06).
This gene, encoding for phosphinotricin-N-acetyltransferase (PAT), confers
herbicide tolerance by catalysing the conversion of the active form of glufosinate
ammonium(L-phosphinotricin) in its inactive form. In 2000 and 2006, these
two transgenic rice were notably then respectively approved for food/feed use
in the USA and Canada (CERA 2012). Between 1998 and 2001, another
herbicide tolerant Liberty Linkr rice (LLRICE601), expressing also the bar
gene, has been subjected to field trials in order to be approved for release
into the environment in 2006 in the USA (Quirasco et al. 2008; CERA 2012).
However, none of these Lyberty Linksr rice lines have been planted in any
country for commercialisation (Cao et al. 2011; De Steur et al. 2014).
In 2004, an insect resistant rice (Tarom molaii), containing the Bt gene
Cry1Ab was approved for commercialisation in Iran (Figure 3.1). However, this
authorisation was suspended by the National Biosafety Council of Iran in 2005
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due to an inter-ministerial lack of consultation in order to assess the dossier
(De Steur et al. 2014; Genetic Rights Foundation 2015).
In 2009, after several field trials in 2008 in collaboration with China National
Rice Research Institute and Food and Environmental Safety Assessment, China’s
Ministry of Agriculture has delivered biosafety certificates for commercial
production of two rice cultivar Minghui 63 lines (Bt Shanyou 63, also called
Bt63 or TT51-1) and Huahui-1 in Hubei province. These insect resistant
transgenic rice were previously tested in controlled field trials between 1999
and 2000, approved for environmental release between 2001 and 2002 and two
preproduction field trials were performed between 2003 and 2004. These Bt
rice contain the fused Cry1Ab/Cry1Ac genes, which confer insect resistance,
under the control of the rice actin 1 gene promoter (pAct1) and NOS terminator
(tNOS) (Lu 2010; Cao et al. 2011; Chen et al. 2011b). Compared to the WT
variety, these Bt rice present a superior yield of 6-9% with a decreased use of
pesticides of 80% (He et al. 2014). Concerning the potential commercialisation
of transgenic rice, two insect resistant (Kemingdao 1 (KMD1; cv. Xiushui 11)
and B827) and one bacterial resistant (Xa21) lines have already been submitted
for regulatory assessment in China (Babekova et al. 2009; De Steur et al. 2014).
Besides, in 2009, five insect resistant rice lines (KMD, T1c-19, T2A-1 and
KeFeng variety (6 and 8 which both contain Cry1Ac and SCD genes)) have been
approved by the National Biosafety committee of China, following preproduction
tests, without any biosafety delivered certificate (Figure 3.1) (Chen et al. 2011b).

3.2.4 New plant breeding techniques applied to rice

In 1990, a harmonised EU legal framework regulating the deliberate release
of GMO has been established (The Council Of The European Communities
1990). Even if this legislation has been revised and updated overtime, GMO
are still defined as organisms “in which the genetic material has been altered in
a way that does not occur naturally by mating and/or natural recombination”
(The European Parliament and The Council Of The European Union 2001;
The European Parliament and The Council Of The European Union 2003a).
Given that this definition depends on process-based approaches used to produce
GMO, the status of some NPBT, whether or not they are generating plants
which fall into the scope of the EU GMO legislation, is still under discussion.
These techniques, not technically achievable in the 90’s, are inter alia the
gene editing technology using zinc finger nucleases (ZFN) or oligonucleotide
directed mutagenesis (ODM). More recently, other gene editing techniques
were developed relying on meganucleases, transcription-activator like effector
nucleases (TALEN) and the CRISPR/Cas system. In addition, cisgenesis,
intragenesis, RNA-dependent DNA methylation (RdDM), grafting (non GM
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scion on GM rootstock or the opposite), reverse breeding and agro-infiltration
(true agro-infiltration, agro-inoculation or infection and floral dip) are considered
as belonging to the NPBT. Even if the status of new crop varieties developed
with NPBT is still undefined in the EU, decisions regarding some products
obtained through NPBT have already been taken in Argentina, Australia, New
Zealand and the USA (Lusser et al. 2011; Araki et al. 2014; Pauwels et al.
2014). In the coming years, the use of these NPBT could become widespread.
Commercial breeders have already adopted some of these approaches towards
the production of the first potential commercialised next-generation biotech
crop. Research in this field is being conducted for crops such as herbicide
tolerant oilseed rape and maize, herbicide tolerant and insect resistant cotton,
fungal disease resistant potatoes, drought stress tolerant maize, scab disease
resistant apple and reduced amylose content potatoes. In addition, more traits
and/or crops developed by companies have still not been disclosed (Lusser et al.
2011; Wolt et al. 2016).
Via some of these NPBT, new rice varieties presenting an agronomic interest
have also been developed. At our knowledge, these studies, carried out essentially
in the USA (27.3%), China (36.4%) and Japan (36.4%), concern up to now
only seven NPBT rice that present either an herbicide tolerance, a bacterial
resistance, an abiotic stress resistance or a nutritional benefit. First, regarding
the herbicide tolerance, the mutation of two amino acids (W548L, tryptophan to
leucine, and S627I, serine to isoleucine) in the rice acetolactate synthase (ALS)
gene generated by gene targeting via homologous recombination has allowed to
provide a bispyribac-sodium (BS) herbicide hyper-tolerant rice line. Compared
to BS tolerant plant from conventional breeding, the level of BS herbicide
tolerance was superior. This rice line used as feed has also an additional
nutritional value since these mutations have increased the branched-chain amino
acid content that are not synthesized by animals (Endo et al. 2007; Endo
et al. 2013). The tolerance to BS herbicide has also been acquired in rice via
the biolistic introduction of chimeric RNA/DNA oligonucleotides to induce
specific mutations (Pro171, Trp548 and Ser627) in the ALS gene (Okuzaki
and Toriyama 2004). By combining the TALEN technology to the chimeric
RNA/DNA oligonucleotides strategy, the development of transgenic rice with a
tolerance to glyphosate herbicide has been attempted by the replacement of the
base C317 by a base T inside the OsEPSPS gene (Wang et al. 2015b). Second,
biotech rice with a resistance to bacterial blight stress was developed via the
TALEN-mediated mutation of the natural binding site of the Xanthomonas
oryzae pv. Oryzea TAL effector AvrXa7 or PthXo3 localised upstream of the
Os11N3 (OsSWEET14) gene (Li et al. 2012). Third, the abiotic stress tolerance
of rice was also investigated. Based on the CRISPR/Cas9 system, several
genes were successfully targeted in rice, including OsDERF1, coding for the
AP2 domain containing protein, that is implied in the drought stress resistance
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(Zhang et al. 2014a). Finally, NPBT have allowed to improve the nutritional
quality of rice. Indeed, the TALEN technology has been used to create fragrant
rice from a rice variety devoid of this propriety following to a targeted knockout of
OsBADH2 gene (Shan et al. 2013; Shan et al. 2015). Moreover, precise mutations
were introduced by gene targeting based on homologous recombination in the
OASA2 gene, coding for an α-subunit of anthranilate synthase that is involved
in rice tryptophan biosynthesis. Compared to non-transformants, mature seeds
from the obtained rice line present a higher accumulation of tryptophan without
any phenotypic modifications. At the nutritional value level, these tryptophan
fortified rice plants represent an interesting benefit in both human and livestock
diets (Saika et al. 2011).

3.3 Detection methods targeting biotech rice and
correlated challenges

In order to assess existing GMO detection strategies regarding all collected
biotech rice, several DNA-based methods were investigated. By this way, the
related benefits and difficulties in the detection of biotech rice originating from
transgenesis or NPBT are discussed.

3.3.1 Transgenic rice detection

Knowledge level classification In 2011, the European Network of GMO
Laboratories (ENGL) ad hoc working group “Unauthorized GMO” suggested
a GMO classification, based on the knowledge level (KL) about the sequence
of the insert. Given that the availability of this information is crucial for
DNA-based GMO detection analysis, the inventoried transgenic rice for which
the elements composing their transgenic cassettes are known, representing
1487 transgenic rice, were classified according to the four categories of this
KL classification system, ranging from KL-1 to KL-4. For GMO from the
KL-1 category, the DNA sequences from the inserts and the transgene flanking
regions are known. After detection by element-specific and construct-specific
markers in qPCR screening analysis, their identification is thus carried out
using event-specific methods. Among all listed transgenic rice, only 0.2%
(LLRICE62, LLRICE601 and LLRICE06) belong to this category. Concerning
GMO from the KL-2 category, their transgenic cassettes are identical to GMO
from the KL-1 category. However, their transgene flanking regions are unknown.
Therefore, even if their presence could still be detected using element-specific
and construct-specific methods, no event-specific method allows to identify
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them. In this work, no collected transgenic rice was associated to the KL-2
category because their genetic constructs do not correspond to the ones found
in fully characterized GMO from the KL-1 category. For the KL-3 category,
GMO present a transgenic cassette where at least one known transgenic element
is found in GMO from the KL-1 category. In addition, their transgene flanking
regions are unknown. The majority of the listed transgenic rice (97.6%; 1451
transgenic rice) was classified in this KL-3 category. Within this KL category,
the transgenic rice present frequently the p35S promoter and/or the tNOS
terminator (93%, 1383 transgenic rice). More precisely, 22.5% (335 transgenic
rice), 14.5% (216 transgenic rice) and 56% (832 transgenic rice) of the listed
transgenic rice contain respectively only the p35S element, only the tNOS
element or both of these elements. Therefore, the transgenic rice from the KL-3
category could be detected using element-specific methods targeting notably
these common transgenic elements. However, similarly to GMO from the KL-2
category, no event-specific method makes their identification feasible. Among
the KL-3 category, transgenic rice approved for commercialisation in some parts
of the world, including Huahui-1, TT51-1, KeFeng-6, KeFeng-8, KMD1, T1c-19
and T2A-1, were notably reported. Finally, GMO assigned to the KL-4 category
are only transformed with novel genetic elements and their transgene flanking
regions are unknown, making their detection impossible with conventional qPCR
approaches. However, only thirty-three transgenic rice (2.2%) corresponded to
this criterion.

Detection strategies As mentioned before, classically, three steps are
successfully applied in GMO routine analysis through qPCR, the gold standard
technology.
First, the presence of GMO is detected in the screening phase using element-
specific and construct-specific markers. Several screening markers have besides
been successfully tested on transgenic rice approved for commercialisation (e.g.
LLRice601, LLRice62, TT51-1, KeFeng-6 and KMD1) as well as other transgenic
rice lines (e.g. Bt rice and KMD2) (Table 3.2) (Mäde et al. 2006; Akiyama
et al. 2007; Quirasco et al. 2008; Gu et al. 2009; Kluga et al. 2013; Reiting
et al. 2013; Fraiture et al. 2014). As most of the inventoried transgenic rice for
which information about the elements composing their transgenic cassettes is
available belongs to the KL-1, KL-2 and KL-3 groups (97.8%, 1454 transgenic
rice), existing screening markers allow to target them (see sub-section 3.3.1)
(Figure 3.5). Although the collected information regarding the transgenic
elements is based on the name and not on the sequence (see sub-section 3.2.2),
and consequently must be used with caution, this allows to estimate the efficiency
of the current qPCR GMO detection system to target EU-unauthorized GMO.
By this way, 93% of inventoried transgenic rice are covered in a first line through
a minimum set of two screening markers targeting the highly frequent p35S and
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tNOS elements (see sub-section 3.3.1). In order to increase the coverage, six
additional screening markers are proposed to be applied after the initial qPCR
screening using the p35S and tNOS markers. More precisely, given that many
inventoried transgenic rice contained the t35S element (from the pCAMBIA
family or not), the corresponding screening markers were also selected to be
applied in a second line. In using two screening markers, which one is specific to
the t35S element from the pCAMBIA family vector while the other one targets
all t35S elements not originating from the pCAMBIA family vector, a coverage
of 94.8% is reached. Among the rest of inventoried transgenic rice belonging
to the KL-3 category without possessing at least one of these elements (3%),
1.7% of them contained the Cry1Ab and/or the Cry1Ac elements. Therefore,
the use of the Cry1Ab/Ac screening marker in third line allows to cover 96.5%
of inventoried transgenic rice. Concerning the remaining 1.3% of collected
transgenic rice for which the detection is still possible, the pUBI (0.8%), pNOS
(0.1%) or Bar (0.4%) elements were observed in their transgenic cassettes.
With the help of the corresponding screening markers, the possible maximum
coverage (97.8%) could thus be achieved. However, due to its natural presence
in maize, the pUBI marker should be used with caution. Concerning the rest
of the inventoried transgenic rice (2.2%), they remain uncovered by the set of
screening markers since they belong to the KL-4 group.
Nevertheless, the maximum of coverage is only one aspect of the screening
analysis. Indeed, the second one is the discriminative power, which allows to
reduce the subsequent number of reaction to perform in the identification step.
This step consists to identify GM events using the corresponding event-specific
methods, targeting the transgene flanking regions, as well as differentiate EU-
authorized and EU-unauthorized GMO. Therefore, even if the minimum set of
two screening markers (p35S and tNOS) allows to cover a large spectrum of GMO,
the six additional screening markers contribute to increase the discriminative
power of the analysis.
However, this identification step is only applicable to GMO for which information
about the insertion sites is known, such as for all transgenic rice approved for
commercialisation (e.g. LLRice601, LLRice62, TT51-1, Huahui-1, KeFeng-6,
KeFeng-8, KMD1, T1c-19 and T2A-1) or few other transgenic rice lines (e.g.
Golden Rice 2) (Table 3.2) (Mazzara et al. 2006a; Mazzara et al. 2006b; Babekova
et al. 2009; Köppel et al. 2010; Wu et al. 2010; Cao et al. 2011; Su et al. 2011;
Wang et al. 2011b; Guertler et al. 2012; Wang et al. 2012; Li et al. 2013b; Qian
2013; Wang et al. 2014; Jacchia et al. 2015). For the majority of inventoried
transgenic rice, classified in the KL-3 and KL-4 groups, their identification
requires the development of new event-specific methods, which depend on the
availability of their sequences. Consequently, only very few unauthorized GMO,
originating mainly from the KL-2, KL-3 and KL-4 groups, could be identified
using the current qPCR GMO detection system, especially with food/feed
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matrices composed of several different GMO. Indeed, although the unauthorized
GMO could be detected, their discrimination is difficult in using the signals
obtained with the qPCR technology because same elements are found both in
EU-authorized and EU-unauthorized GMO. In this context, the use of the t35S
pCAMBIA screening marker will be helpful in order to target specifically some
EU-authorized GMO ( 30%) since no EU-authorized GMO has nowadays been
transformed with pCAMBIA constructs (Fraiture et al. 2014).
To overcome this challenge, the DNA walking technology is proposed as
an additional tool allowing to characterize, in any given genome, unknown
nucleotide sequence flanking from a short known DNA region, earlier detected
through the qPCR screening analysis (Table 3.3). By this way, this approach
allows to unequivocally demonstrate the presence of a GMO in food/feed matrix
by the characterization of the transgene flanking regions and the unnatural
associations of elements. A semi-routine strategy was developed and successfully
applied to GM rice and maize by using methods specific to the p35S, tNOS
and t35S pCAMBIA elements. Given that the cassette and the insertion sites
for most of the inventoried transgenic rice are only partially known (KL-2
and KL-3 categories), the uncharacterized regions could thus be revealed by
applying this DNA walking strategy (Fraiture et al. 2014; Fraiture et al. 2015a;
Fraiture et al. 2015b). However, as a minimum of knowledge is required, this
strategy cannot deal with GMO containing exclusively unknown transgenic
elements (KL-4 category). In that case, Next-Generation-Sequencing (NGS)
offers a potential solution, especially in using the whole-genome-sequencing
(WGS) approach (Table 3.3). To this end, a strategy of de novo assembly
could be applied. Even if some difficulties could be encountered with large and
complex plant genomes as well as with food/feed matrices composed of several
different GMO, the analysis could be facilitated in combining the strength of
different NGS platforms. For instance, reads from the Illumina technology
could be aligned on substitutes of reference genomes generated by the PacBio
technology (Fraiture et al. 2016b). However, even if it seems to offer promising
solutions in the GMO detection field, the NGS technology is presently not easily
implementable routinely by the enforcement laboratories and still requires a
long-time frame to get results and qualified bioinformaticians dealing with NGS
data. Among the available NGS data analysis tools, none are really dedicated
specifically to GMO, except one developed by Yang et al. (2013). This last
approach allows to map the reads, corresponding partially to the reference
host genome, to the transgenic cassette sequence. In this way, the number
of inserts and their transgene flanking regions could be determined (Yang et
al. 2013). Regarding more universal bioinformatics tools, the CLC Genomics
Workbench commercial software can be used. It presents the advantage to
require only few bioinformatics background and provide easily interpretable
output formats compared to other softwares like the Command-Line-Tools.
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Figure 3.5: Covering (%) of inventoried transgenic rice, for which data regarding
the elements composing their transgenic cassettes are known, through qPCR
screening markers. In successively combining the p35S, tNOS, t35S, t35S
pCAMBIA, Cry1Ab/Ac and other markers (pUBI, Bar and pNOS), most of
these inventoried transgenic rice is targeted (97.8%). Uncovered transgenic rice
belong to the KL-4 group (2.2%).

However, with this user-friendly tool, the range of possibilities is limited by
the available pre-designed workflows (Willems et al. 2016). This kind of pre-
designed workflows could also be created by qualified bioinformaticians in order
to simplify the analysis for bioinformatics novices, with the advantage of being
over time improved in-house if needed. In addition, even if the WGS approach
could realistically be applied on a food/feed matrix exclusively composed of one
kind of GM crop, such analysis still remains unreasonable, in term of cost, to
detect GMO present at trace level. In the frame of the DECATHLON project,
bioinformatics pipelines will be besides developed and assessed for appropriate
implementations notably in GMO routine analysis(Decathlon Project 2016;
Willems et al. 2016).
Besides the considerations upstream, alternatives approaches have also been
considered to overcome some limits inherent to the qPCR technology, such as an
insufficient throughput to deal with the increasing number of GMO, a relative
quantification requiring certified materials that are essentially available for EU-
authorized GMO and an incompatibility to carry out analysis directly onfield.
These approaches allow notably to improve the speed, the transportability (e.g.,
loop-mediated isothermal amplification (LAMP) and recombinase polymerase
amplification (RPA)), the quantification accuracy (e.g., digital PCR (dPCR)) or
the throughput (e.g., multi-labelling system based on electrochemical biosensor
(MLSEB)) of the analysis (Table 3.3).
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3.3.2 NPBT rice detection

Although only few applications have been nowadays reported for rice, the
use of NPBT, including the most recent one like Crisp/Cas9, is expected to
increase. Therefore, in order to assess the theoretical potential to detect these
new plant varieties in a near future, the applicability of existing technologies
has been carried out. Concerning the detection and the identification by qPCR
of the plants generated from NPBT, several difficulties have already been
highlighted by Lusser et al. (2011) in function of the technique used. First, as
only small modifications are induced, with or without a repair template, the
detection, but not the identification, of plants coming from the ZFN technology
of respectively the ZFN-1 and ZFN-2 categories is feasible with the help of a
minimum of available information. However, in case plants are modified by the
ZFN-3 category, which induces large modification (e.g. gene), their detection
and identification, are possible with a priori knowledge whereas, without any
available information, only the detection step is conceivable. To attempt to prove
these modifications from ZFN approaches, a strategy of full genome sequencing
could be envisaged if no information is available. Second, for the mutations
produced by the ODM method, only their detection could be performed based
on prior information. But, similarly to ZFN approaches, the NGS technology
could be applied when no information is available. Third, given that cisgenic
plants and plants obtained through intragenesis present a large modification,
PCR assays, using event-specific markers designed on the known sequence of the
unnatural association of elements, can allow their detection and identification
with a known case whereas sequencing strategies have to be investigated if
no information is available. Fourth, the identification of RdDM plants is not
applicable since the modifications generated could also occur naturally. Fifth,
regarding reverse breeding, agro-infiltration and grafting, no discrimination is
possible with plants coming from conventional breeding methods, preventing
any detection and identification (Lusser et al. 2011).
It is thus clear that the precise mutations, as integrated in the reported NBPT
rice (see sub-section 3.2.4), will be highly difficult to detect. Since each transgenic
plant submitted for an approval on the EU market should be associated to
a corresponding detection or identification method, it represents thus a real
challenge for most of the plants coming from NPBT listed up to now, especially
in absence of any prior information (Lusser et al. 2011). However, in case of
the competent authorities agree finally that NPBT organisms do not fall under
the GMO legislations, no related detection system will be mandatory.
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3.4 Conclusion

Based on all the information collected from the inventoried biotech rice in the
present study, the possibility to detect them have been evaluated, allowing to
suggest suitable detection strategies.
On the one hand, the detection of transgenic rice could be considered in function
of the KL classification. Indeed, the current qPCR strategy is still valid to
detect GMO belonging to the KL-1, KL-2 or KL-3 categories since 97.8% of
inventoried transgenic rice, for which information about the elements composing
their transgenic cassettes are known, are covered by this way. To this end,
a set of eight screening markers, including p35S and tNOS elements which
are highly observed both in EU-authorized and EU-unauthorized GMO, was
suggested. In addition, to increase the discrimination power of the analysis,
the use of the t35S pCAMBIA marker allows to specifically target around
30% of EU-unauthorized GMO. Concerning their identification, the current
qPCR strategy is however only applicable for GMO belonging to the KL-1
category. Therefore, for the majority of collected transgenic rice, classified in
the KL-3 category, the observed screening qPCR positive signals, suggesting
that GMO are present in the tested sample, need to be confirmed by alternatives
approaches. Moreover, unlike the qPCR system, among the potentially detected
GMO, some of the alternatives approaches could discriminated EU-authorized
and EU-unauthorized GMO present within the same food/feed matrix. Indeed,
in using DNA walking techniques, sequences from the transgene flanking regions
and from unnatural associations of elements could be characterized in order
to irrefutably prove the presence of GMO (Fraiture et al. 2015b). However,
as a minimum of prior knowledge is required, this strategy is not convenient
for the few transgenic rice belonging to the KL-4 category. In that case, only
whole-genome-sequencing approaches seems relevant, even if some progresses are
still required inter alia in terms of sensitivity, availability of reference genomes
and ease of bioinformatics analysis.
On the other hand, for the rice produced by NPBT, regardless of the fact
that no decision has yet been taken at the EU level regarding their potential
GMO status, most of the introduced genetic modifications are too similar to
those obtained with conventional breeding or natural processes, making their
detection without prior knowledge challenging, or even technically impossible.
The detection of some of these biotech plants could be envisaged in a near
future using NGS approaches. Taking into account that the NGS technology and
related analysis will be improved, the integrated modifications could be located
via whole genome sequencing approaches. Moreover, for some of these biotech
rice, the knowledge of their sequences, via developers or NGS analysis, could
allow designing appropriated qPCR TaqManr markers with probes specific to
the integrated mutations.
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Table 3.2: Representative examples of qPCR detection methods tested on transgenic rice approved for commercialisation.
Those validated at the EU level are indicated by an asterisk.

Multiplexing Method Target LLRICE601 LLRiCE62 TT51-1
(Bt63)

Huahui 1 KeFeng-6 KeFeng-8 KMD1 T1c-19 T2A-1 References

Simplex Element-
specific

p35S X X X X Kluga et al. (2013)

Simplex Element-
specific

tNOS X X X Kluga et al. (2013)

Simplex Element-
specific

Cry1Ab/
Cry1Ac

X X X Kluga et al. (2013)

Duplex Element-
specific

p35S X X X X Kluga et al. (2013)

Element-
specific

tNOS X X X Kluga et al. (2013)

Simplex Element-
specific

p35S X X Quirasco et al.
(2008)

Simplex Element-
specific

t35S X Quirasco et al.
(2008)

Simplex Construct-
specific

p35S-Bar X X Quirasco et al.
(2008)

Simplex Construct-
specific

Cry1Ab/
Cry1Ac-
tNOS

X Mäde et al. (2006)

Simplex Construct-
specific

p35S-hpt X X Reiting et al.
(2013)

Simplex Construct-
specific

hpt-t35S X Reiting et al.
(2013)

Simplex Construct-
specific

hpt-tNOS X Reiting et al.
(2013)

Duplex Construct-
specific

Cry1Ac-
tNOS (two
probes)

X Akiyama et al.
(2007)

Simplex Event-
specific

LLRICE601∗ X Mazzara et al.
(2006a)

Simplex Event-
specific

LLRICE62∗ X Mazzara et al.
(2006b)

Simplex Event-
specific

TT51-1 X Wu et al. (2010),
Cao et al. (2011),
and Wang et al.
(2014)
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Table 3.2 continued

Multiplexing Method Target LLRICE601 LLRiCE62 TT51-1
(Bt63)

Huahui 1 KeFeng-6 KeFeng-8 KMD1 T1c-19 T2A-1 References

Simplex Event-
specific

Huahui 1 X Li et al. (2013a)

Simplex Event-
specific

KeFeng-6 X Su et al. (2011),
Guertler et al.
(2012), Wang et al.
(2011b), and
Wang et al. (2014)

Simplex Event-
specific

KeFeng-8 X Wang et al. (2012)

Simplex Event-
specific

KMD1 X Babekova et al.
(2009) and Wang
et al. (2014)

Simplex Event-
specific

T1c-9 X Qian (2013)

Simplex Event-
specific

T2A-1 X Qian (2013)

Pentaplex Taxon-
specific

PLD X X X Köppel et al.
(2010)

Construct-
specific

p35S-Bar∗ X X Köppel et al.
(2010)

Event-
specific

LLRICE601∗ X Köppel et al.
(2010)

Event-
specific

LLRICE62∗ X Köppel et al.
(2010)

Event-
specific

TT51-1 X Köppel et al.
(2010)
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Table 3.3: Representative examples of alternative detection methods tested on transgenic rice.

Technology Method LLRiCE62 TT51-1
(Bt63)

KeFeng-6 KMD1 T1c-19 Other GM
rice

References

dPCR Construct-specific p35S-Bar X Köppel and Bucher (2015)
Event-specific Bt63 X Li et al. (2015)
Event-specific KeFeng-6 X Li et al. (2013b)
Event-specific KMD1 Köppel and Bucher (2015)

LAMP Element-specific Cry1Ab X Li et al. (2013c)
Element-specific p35S X X Zhang et al. (2012)
Element-specific tNOS X X X Zhang et al. (2012)
Element-specific bar X Zhang et al. (2012)
Event-specific Bt63 X Chen et al. (2012a)
Event-specific KeFeng-6 X Chen et al. (2012a)
Event-specific KMD1 X Chen et al. (2012a)

RPA Element-specific p35S X X Xu et al. (2014)
Element-specific tNOS X X X Xu et al. (2014)

MLSEB Specific probe GM rice X Huang et al. (2015)

DNA walking Anchored to t35S pCAMBIA,
p35S and tNOS

X Fraiture et al. (2014), Fraiture et al.
(2015a), and Fraiture et al. (2015b)

Anchored to p35S and t35S X Spalinskas et al. (2013a) and
Spalinskas et al. (2013b)

NGS Whole genome sequencing
using Illumina platform

X Wahler et al. (2013)

Whole genome sequencing
using Illumina platform

X Yang et al. (2013)

Whole genome sequencing
using Illumina platform

X Willems et al. (2016)
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Using biotech rice as a study case, the present approach could definitely
be extended to biotech events belonging to other species. Indeed, similarly,
publicly available information for non-rice biotech events developed worldwide,
also usually scattered, could be centralized. By this way, clue information,
regarding notably the integrated genetic elements, could be highlighted in order
to subsequently establish an appropriated detection strategy. According to the
collected data, the efficiency of the current qPCR GMO detection system used
by the enforcement laboratories could be assessed. Moreover, if necessary, this
detection system, especially for the unauthorized GMO, could be strengthened
with additional methods, such as DNA walking and NGS.
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Chapter 4

An innovative and integrated
approach based on DNA
walking to identify
unauthorised GMOs

In this chapter, a discriminative qPCR screening method targeting the t35S
pCAMBIA element was developed to detect EU unauthorized GMO. Then,
a DNA walking strategy, anchored on the t35S pCAMBIA element and fully
integrated to the GMO screening analysis in routine, was developed to be able to
demonstrate the associations of elements that are typically found in transgenic
constructs and the transgene flanking regions to prove the presence of GMO
containing the t35S pCAMBIA element.

This chapter was previously published as:
M.-A. Fraiture, P. Herman, I. Taverniers, M. De Loose, D. Deforce, and N. H.
Roosens (2014). “An innovative and integrated approach based on DNA walking
to identify unauthorised GMOs”. Food Chemistry 147, pp. 60–69. doi: 10.
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Abstract

In the coming years, the frequency of unauthorised genetically modified
organisms (GMOs) being present in the European food and feed chain will
increase significantly. Therefore, we have developed a strategy to identify
unauthorised GMOs containing a pCAMBIA family vector, frequently present
in transgenic plants. This integrated approach is performed in two successive
steps on Bt rice grains. First, the potential presence of unauthorised GMOs is
assessed by the qPCR SYBRrGreen technology targeting the terminator 35S
pCAMBIA element. Second, its presence is confirmed via the characterisation
of the junction between the transgenic cassette and the rice genome. To this
end, a DNA walking strategy is applied using a first reverse primer followed by
two semi-nested PCR rounds using primers that are each time nested to the
previous reverse primer. This approach allows to rapidly identify the transgene
flanking region and can easily be implemented by the enforcement laboratories.
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4.1 Introduction

Rice (Oryza sativa), one of the most important crops in the world, is a staple
food for more than three billion people. In addition, this cereal grain is also
used in animal feed. The majority of rice is grown and consumed in Asia,
particularly in China (Datta 2004; Kathuria et al. 2007; James 2009; Chen
et al. 2011b). On the European (EU) market, most of the rice is currently
imported from Asia (Stein and Rodríguez-Serezo 2009). In order to provide
food to the growing worldwide population (approximately eight billion in 2020),
rice production should increase significantly (25–40%). To this end, genetically
modified (GM) rices are developed to ensure sufficient rice production in spite
of the lack of arable land. According to the scientific literature on GM rice,
the research in laboratories mainly target improving biotic (insect, virus, fungi,
bacteria) and abiotic (drought, salinity, cold) tolerances (Datta 2004; High
et al. 2004; Kathuria et al. 2007; Chen et al. 2011b; Ahmad et al. 2012; Yu
et al. 2012). The development of GM rice is highly supported by the Chinese
government (Chen et al. 2011b; Xia et al. 2011). Since 2009, two insect resistant
GM rices (Huahui-1 and Bt Shanyou 63) are cultivated on a large scale for
commercialisation in China. In addition, other insect resistant (Tarom molaii)
and herbicide tolerant (CL121, CL141, CFX51, IMINTA-1, IMINTA-4, PWC16,
LLRICE62, LLRICE06 and LLRICE601) GM rices are nowadays commercialised
worldwide (Chen et al. 2011b; Tan et al. 2011; Xia et al. 2011; Wang et al.
2012; Genetic Rights Foundation 2015; CERA 2012). On the EU market,
the introduction and the control of genetically modified organisms (GMOs)
in the food and feed chain are submitted to the EU legislation in order to
guarantee the freedom of choice to the consumer (The European Parliament
and The Council Of The European Union 2003a; The European Parliament
and The Council Of The European Union 2003b). However, the continuous
enforcement of this legislation is complex for several reasons. First of all,
the number (around 30 to 120 GMOs) and the diversity (2 to 15 genes) of
commercialised GMOs will increase significantly in the 5 coming years (Stein
and Rodríguez-Serezo 2009). Moreover, numerous vectors will be used, such
as the pBin19, pBI121, pPZP and pCAMBIA families (Komori et al. 2007).
Second, in addition to genes conferring insect resistance or herbicide tolerance,
a larger range of traits will be developed (e.g., abiotic stress tolerance, disease
resistance and nutritional allegations). Third, the present commercialised GM
crops are principally developed by American and EU companies which have
a major interest in being authorised to commercialise their products on the
EU market. Nevertheless, in 2015, more and more GMOs intended for local
consumption will be developed by Asian technological centres. These GM
crops are unlikely to be submitted for EU approval. Thus, it is very likely
that the frequency of unauthorised GMOs on the EU market will significantly
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increase by their accidental (or adventitious) presence in raw materials and
processed food or feed (Stein and Rodríguez-Serezo 2009). In addition, the
possible escape of GMOs from field-trials or during development stages could
also be another source of unauthorised GMOs (Zapiola et al. 2008; Holst-Jensen
et al. 2012). Indeed, although the presence of GM rice is to date not authorised
on the EU market, the herbicide tolerant LLRice601, in 2004, and the insect
resistant Bt Shanyou 63, in 2006, and KeFeng-6, in 2010, have been detected
in food products imported from China (Stein and Rodríguez-Serezo 2009; The
European Commission 2011b; Wang et al. 2011b). In 2012, more than 50% of
the GMOs detected in food/feed matrices, reported in the RAPID Alert System
Database, concerned unauthorised GM rices imported from Asia, mainly China
(The European Commission 2015b). To address the increasing number of alerts,
the EU commission decided to implement “Emergency measures regarding
unauthorised genetically modified rice in rice products originating from China
and repealing Decision 2008/289/EC” (The European Commission 2011b).
To ensure an efficient GMO detection in food and feed products on the EU
market, several screening methods have been developed, mainly based on the
most common recombinant elements in GM crops like transcription-regulating
sequences. These elements are p35S (cauliflower mosaic virus (CaMV) 35S
promoter) and tNOS (Agrobacterium tumefaciens nopaline synthase terminator)
(Barbau-Piednoir et al. 2010). The majority of these methods have been
performed with the SYBRrGreen and TaqManr technologies (Barbau-Piednoir
et al. 2010; Reiting et al. 2010; Mbongolo Mbella et al. 2011; Broeders et al.
2012a; Barbau-Piednoir et al. 2013; Kluga et al. 2013). However, the detection
of elements derived from natural organisms (viruses and bacteria) can be
misinterpreted. One of the most common examples is a p35S positive signal
which could also mean the identification of the host CaMV in Brassica species
(Broeders et al. 2012a; Broeders et al. 2012b). Therefore, additional markers
have been developed to discriminate the presence of the transgenic crop or
the natural organism, such as CRT (targeting the transcriptase gene of CaMV
virus) used for routine analysis in-house and CaMV (targeting the ORFIII of
CaMV virus) (Chaouachi et al. 2008; Broeders et al. 2012a; Broeders et al.
2012b; Broeders et al. 2013).
However, the strategy described above is merely an indirect proof of the potential
GMO presence in food matrix. Direct proof can only be supplied by the
characterisation of the junction between the transgenic integrated cassette and
the plant genome. To get this crucial information, DNA walking methods
have been used to identify this unknown nucleotide sequence flanking already
known DNA regions in any given genome (Leoni et al. 2011; Volpicella et
al. 2012b). Classically, three classes of strategies exist: (a) restriction-based
methods, involving a preliminary restriction digestion of the genomic DNA
(Triglia et al. 1988; Shyamala and Ames 1989; Jones and Winistorfer 1992;
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Theuns et al. 2002; Leoni et al. 2011); (b) extension-based methods, defined
by the extension of a sequence-specific primer and subsequent tailing of the
resulting single-strand DNA molecule (Mueller and Wold 1989; Min and Powell
1998; Hermann et al. 2000; Leoni et al. 2011); and (c) primer-based methods,
coupling various combinatorial (random or degenerate) primers to sequence-
specific primers (Parker et al. 1991; Leoni et al. 2011). Up to now, some studies
have been published about the junction characterisation of transgenic plants
such as thale cress (Arabidopsis thaliana) (Windels et al. 2003b; Ruttink et al.
2010a), potato (Solanum tuberosum) (Côté et al. 2005; Cullen et al. 2011), rice
(O. sativa) (KeFeng-6, KeFeng-8, LLRICE62, Bt Shanyou 63 (TT51-1)) (Cao
et al. 2011; Su et al. 2011; Wang et al. 2011b; Wang et al. 2012; Spalinskas et al.
2013b), maize (Zea mays) (MON810, MON863, MON88017, NK603, LY038,
DAS59122-7, T25, 3272, Bt11, BT176, CHB351, GA21) (Holck et al. 2002;
Rønning et al. 2003; Windels et al. 2003b; Collonnier et al. 2005; Taverniers et al.
2005; Yang et al. 2005b; Raymond et al. 2010; Trinh et al. 2012a; Spalinskas
et al. 2013b), cotton (Gossypium hirsutum) (MON1445) (Akritidis et al. 2008),
canola (Brassica napus) (GT73) (Taverniers et al. 2005) and soybean (Glycine
max) (MON89788, GT40-3-2) (Windels et al. 2001; Raymond et al. 2010; Trinh
et al. 2012a). However, most of the methods in these studies cannot easily
be used in routine analysis by the enforcement laboratories: techniques are
laborious and complex (finger-printing by capillary electrophoresis, genomic
DNA library via (unpredictable) restriction enzyme) with regard to a method
exclusively based upon PCR, require a lengthy procedure with generally multiple
steps to get results, or present a lack of specificity, yield or data concerning the
compatibility with a low amount of target.
The aim of the present study is to supply an integrated approach to identify
unauthorised GMOs: A first real-time PCR screening allows the detection of
the terminator 35S (t35S) of the pCAMBIA family vectors to indicate the
potential presence of unauthorised GMOs in food matrices (Figure 4.3). Then,
an appropriate DNA walking method, anchored on the sequence used for the
screening followed by two semi-nested PCRs to identify the junction, confirms
the GMO presence.

4.2 Materials and methods

4.2.1 Plant material

Grains of transgenic Bt rice (O. sativa L. Japonica cv Ariete) and its wild-
type (WT) were used in this study to develop the methodology (Breitler et
al. 2004). This transgenic rice was transformed by A. tumefaciens with the
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binary vector pCAMBIA1300, which contains the synthetic Cry1B gene from
Bacillus thuringiensis conferring insect resistance. The Certified Reference
Materials (CRM) in the form of seeds powders or genomic DNA (gDNA)
were obtained from the American Oil Chemists’ Society and the Institute for
Reference Materials and Measurements and were used to test the specificity
(AOCS, Urbana, USA 2015; IRMM, Geel, Belgium 2015). These materials were
characterised as previously described (Broeders et al. 2013). The list of all plant
material is shown in Table 4.1.

4.2.2 DNA extraction, concentration and purity

Bt rice grains were ground to obtain a homogeneous powder. DNA was
extracted using a CTAB-based procedure (ISO 21571 2005) in combination
with the Genomic-tip20/G (QIAGEN, Hilden, Germany). This DNA extraction
method, adapted from the EU-RL GMFF validated method, is composed of
four main successive steps: (1) Extraction of proteins, polysaccharides and
organic components, (2) Precipitation of DNA in presence of C-hexadecyl-
Trimethyl-Ammonium-Bromide (CTAB), (3) Purification of DNA using a
tip20 column and (4) Precipitation of DNA with isopropanol (ISO 21571 2005;
European Union Reference Laboratory for GM Food and Feed and Feed 2006b).
DNA concentration was measured by spectrophotometry using the Nanodropr
2000 (ThermoFisher, DE, USA) device and DNA purity was evaluated by the
A260/A280 and A260/A230 ratios. DNA extraction, concentration and purity
of CRMs were carried out as previously described (Broeders et al. 2013).

4.2.3 Development and assessment of oligonucleotide primers

The oligonucleotide primers were designed to target the t35S sequence of
the pCAMBIA vector (Figure 4.1). To get universal oligonucleotide primers
detecting all pCAMBIA vectors, all t35S pCAMBIA sequences were compared
via the software “ClustalW2”. The oligonucleotide primers were thus designed
manually on the conserved region of all pCAMBIA vectors. To be convenient
for the DNA walking approach, these oligonucleotide primers were chosen at
the nearest extremity of the walking direction. Note that the t35S pCAMBIA
element is the starting position and the walking direction is defined on the rice
genome through the left border of the transgenic cassette (Cambia, Canberra,
Australia 2015; EMBL-EBI 2015). Via a different combination, the same
oligonucleotide primers were usable for qPCR assays. The oligonucleotide
primers and the obtained amplicon sequences are indicated in Table 4.2 and
Figure 4.1. The specificity of oligonucleotide primers was initially evaluated
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Table 4.1: Specificity of t35S pCAMBIA marker tested on plant materials
observed in silico and in vitro by qPCR SYBRrGreen assay. The positive and
the negative signals obtained are indicated by + and −, respectively.

Species Plant materials GMO%
(m/m)

In
silico

In vitro

Maize WTa 0 − −
(Zea mays) MON 810a,c 1 − −

MON 89034a 1 − −
MON 863a,c 1 − −
MON 88017a,c 1 − −
Bt176a,c 1 − −
3272a,c 10 − −
DAS59122a,c 9.87 − −
TC1507a,c 1 − −
T25a,c 100 − −
Bt11a,c 1 − −
GA21a,c 1 − −
NK603a,c 1 − −
MIR604a,c 1 − −
MIR162a,c 1 − −
98140a 1 − −

Soybean WTa 0 − −
(Glycine max) GTS40-3-2a,c 10 − −

A2704-12a,c 100 − −
A5547-127a,c 100 − −
MON 89788a 1 − −
305423a 1 − −
356043a 1 − −
MON 87701a 1 − −

Oilseed rape WTa 0 − −
(Brassica napus) RT73a 1 − −

MS8a,c 100 − −
Rf3a,c 100 − −
T45a,c 100 − −
Ms1a,c 1 − −
Rf1a,c 1 − −
Rf2a,c 1 − −
Topas 19/2a,c 1 − −

Cotton WTa 0 − −
(Gossypium MON 1445a,c 1 − −
hirsutum) MON 15985a,c 100 − −

MON 531a,c 100 − −
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Table 4.1 continued

Species Plant materials GMO%
(m/m)

In
silico

In vitro

LL25a,c 100 − −
GHB614a 100 − −
GHB119a 10 − −
281-24-236×3006-210-23a 1 − −
MON 88913a 1 − −

Potato WTa 0 − −
(Solanum tuberosum) EH92-527-1a,c 1 − −

Sugar beet WTa 0 − −
(Beta vulgaris) H7-1a 100 − −

Rice WTa 0 − −
(Oryza sativa) LLRICE62a,c 1 − −

Bt rice 100 + +

Plasmid Sybricon t35S pCAMBIAb / + +

a CRM (Certified Reference Materials).
b Plasmid pUC18 containing t35SpCAMBIA amplicon.
c GMOs containing the p35S and/or tNOS elements (Barbau-Piednoir et al. 2010).

in silico using the program “wprimersearch” from the software “wEMBOSS”,
which mimics PCR amplification (Barbau-Piednoir et al. 2013; EMBnet 2015)
(Table 4.1).

4.2.4 qPCR SYBRrGreen technology

As previously described, for all qPCR assays, a standard 25 µl reaction volume
was applied containing 1 × SYBRrGreen PCR Mastermix (Diagenode, Liège,
Belgium), 250 nM of each primer and 5 µl of DNA (10 ng/ µl). The qPCR
cycling program consisted of a single cycle of DNA polymerase activation for
10 min at 95℃ followed by 40 amplification cycles of 15 s at 95℃ (denaturing
step) and 1 min at 60℃ (annealing–extension step). The program for melting
curve analysis was performed by gradually increasing the temperature from 60 to
95℃ in 20 min (±0.6°/20 s) (Barbau-Piednoir et al. 2010; Broeders et al. 2013).
All runs were performed on an iQ™5 real-time PCR detection system (BioRad,
Hemel Hempstead, UK) or an ABI 7300 qPCR system (Applied Biosystems, CA,
USA) for the specificity assessment and the rest of the analysis, respectively.
Concerning the qPCR method acceptance parameters, evaluation of specificity,
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be developed (e.g., abiotic stress tolerance, disease resistance and
nutritional allegations). Third, the present commercialised GM
crops are principally developed by American and EU companies
which have a major interest in being authorised to commercialise
their products on the EU market. Nevertheless, in 2015, more and
more GMOs intended for local consumption will be developed by
Asian technological centres. These GM crops are unlikely to be sub-
mitted for EU approval. Thus, it is very likely that the frequency of
unauthorised GMOs on the EU market will significantly increase by
their accidental (or adventitious) presence in raw materials and
processed food or feed (Stein & Rodriguez-Cerezo, 2009). In addi-
tion, the possible escape of GMOs from field-trials or during devel-
opment stages could also be another source of unauthorised GMOs
(Holst-Jensen et al., 2012; Zapiola, Campbell, Butler, & Mallory-
Smith, 2008). Indeed, although the presence of GM rice is to date
not authorised on the EU market, the herbicide tolerant LLRice601,
in 2004, and the insect resistant Bt Shanyou 63, in 2006, and KeF-
eng-6, in 2010, have been detected in food products imported from
China (Commission Implementing Decision No 2011/884/EU; Stein
& Rodriguez-Cerezo, 2009; Wang, Zhu, Lai, & Fu, 2011). In 2012,
more than 50% of the GMOs detected in food/feed matrices, re-
ported in the RAPID Alert System Database, concerned unauthor-

ised GM rices imported from Asia, mainly China (RASFF portal).
To address the increasing number of alerts, the EU commission
decided to implement ‘‘Emergency measures regarding unauthor-
ised genetically modified rice in rice products originating from
China and repealing Decision 2008/289/EC’’ (Commission Imple-
menting Decision no. 2011/884/EU).

To ensure an efficient GMO detection in food and feed products
on the EU market, several screening methods have been developed,
mainly based on the most common recombinant elements in GM
crops like transcription-regulating sequences. These elements are
p35S (Cauliflower mosaic virus (CaMV) 35S promoter) and tNOS
(Agrobacterium tumefaciens nopaline synthase terminator) (Bar-
bau-Piednoir et al., 2010). The majority of these methods have
been performed with the SYBR�Green and TaqMan� technologies
(Barbau-Piednoir, Botteldoorn, Yde, Mahillon, & Roosens, 2012b;
Barbau-Piednoir et al., 2010; Broeders, De Keersmaecker, &
Roosens, 2012b; Kluga et al., 2012; Mbongolo Mbella et al., 2011;
Reiting, Grohmann, & Mäde, 2010). However, the detection of ele-
ments derived from natural organisms (viruses and bacteria) can
be misinterpreted. One of the most common examples is a p35S
positive signal which could also mean the identification of the host
CaMV in Brassica species (Broeders, Papazova, Van den Bulcke, &
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Fig. 1. DNA walking strategy. (A) Designed primer position of t35S pCAMBIA a-R (green), t35S pCAMBIA b-R (blue) and t35S pCAMBIA c-R (orange) to target t35S pCAMBIA
sequence (highlighted) from t35S pCAMBIA 1300 sequence. This sequence is identical for all pCAMBIA vectors (1200, 1201, 1281Z, 1291Z, 1301, 1302, 1303, 1304, 1380,
1381Xa, 1381Xb, 1381Xc, 1381Z, 1390, 1391, 1391Xa, 1391Xb, 1391Xc and 1391Z except for 2200, 2201, 2300, 2301 which are lightly shorter at the 30 end⁄). (B) Principle of
DNA walking approach based on a double semi-nested PCR. Three reactions are carried out to amplify the targeted sequence. First, a two-step PCR taking place in one tube is
carried out. In the first step, single strand DNA (ssDNA) fragments are produced by a single primer extension reaction using t35S pCAMBIA a-R primer (green). This reaction is
repeated four times in four individual tubes. In the second step, four different DRT primers (A–D) (red) are immediately added individually to the four reaction tubes. Second,
the first semi-nested PCR is obtained in combining t35S pCAMBIA b-R primer (blue) and a long universal tagging primer (UAP-N1) (black). Finally, the second semi-nested PCR
is carried out by the combination of t35S pCAMBIA c-R primer (orange) and a short universal tagging primer (UAP-N2) (purple) in order to increase the yield of the specific
product.
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positive signal which could also mean the identification of the host
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Fig. 1. DNA walking strategy. (A) Designed primer position of t35S pCAMBIA a-R (green), t35S pCAMBIA b-R (blue) and t35S pCAMBIA c-R (orange) to target t35S pCAMBIA
sequence (highlighted) from t35S pCAMBIA 1300 sequence. This sequence is identical for all pCAMBIA vectors (1200, 1201, 1281Z, 1291Z, 1301, 1302, 1303, 1304, 1380,
1381Xa, 1381Xb, 1381Xc, 1381Z, 1390, 1391, 1391Xa, 1391Xb, 1391Xc and 1391Z except for 2200, 2201, 2300, 2301 which are lightly shorter at the 30 end⁄). (B) Principle of
DNA walking approach based on a double semi-nested PCR. Three reactions are carried out to amplify the targeted sequence. First, a two-step PCR taking place in one tube is
carried out. In the first step, single strand DNA (ssDNA) fragments are produced by a single primer extension reaction using t35S pCAMBIA a-R primer (green). This reaction is
repeated four times in four individual tubes. In the second step, four different DRT primers (A–D) (red) are immediately added individually to the four reaction tubes. Second,
the first semi-nested PCR is obtained in combining t35S pCAMBIA b-R primer (blue) and a long universal tagging primer (UAP-N1) (black). Finally, the second semi-nested PCR
is carried out by the combination of t35S pCAMBIA c-R primer (orange) and a short universal tagging primer (UAP-N2) (purple) in order to increase the yield of the specific
product.
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Figure 4.1: DNA walking strategy.
(A) Designed primer position of t35S pCAMBIA a-R (green), t35S pCAMBIA
b-R (blue) and t35S pCAMBIA c-R (orange) to target t35S pCAMBIA sequence
(highlighted) from t35S pCAMBIA 1300 sequence. This sequence is identical for
all pCAMBIA vectors (1200, 1201, 1281Z, 1291Z, 1301, 1302, 1303, 1304, 1380,
1381Xa, 1381Xb, 1381Xc, 1381Z, 1390, 1391, 1391Xa, 1391Xb, 1391Xc and
1391Z except for 2200, 2201, 2300, 2301 which are lightly shorter at the 3’ end∗).
(B) Principle of DNA walking approach based on a double semi-nested PCR.
Three reactions are carried out to amplify the targeted sequence. First, a two-
step PCR taking place in one tube is carried out. In the first step, single strand
DNA (ssDNA) fragments are produced by a single primer extension reaction
using t35S pCAMBIA a-R primer (green). This reaction is repeated four times
in four individual tubes. In the second step, four different DRT primers (A–D)
(red) are immediately added individually to the four reaction tubes. Second,
the first semi-nested PCR is obtained in combining t35S pCAMBIA b-R primer
(blue) and a long universal tagging primer (UAP-N1) (black). Finally, the
second semi-nested PCR is carried out by the combination of t35S pCAMBIA
c-R primer (orange) and a short universal tagging primer (UAP-N2) (purple)
in order to increase the yield of the specific product.
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Table 4.2: Oligonucleotide sequences used for qPCR assays, DNA walking approach and PCR amplifications. In the
purpose of an integrated approach, the same t35S pCAMBIA oligonucleotides are used for the qPCR as well as for the
DNA walking. PLD marker (Phopholipase D gene from rice (Oryza sativa)) is used as the rice endogene control.

Method Oligonucleotide name Oligonucleotide sequence Product
size (bp)

Reference

SYBRrGreen
qPCR

p35S F AAAGCAAGTGGATTGATGTGATA 75 Barbau-Piednoir
et al. (2010)p35S R GGGTCTTGCGAAGGATAGTG

SYBRrGreen
qPCR

tNOS F GATTAGAGTCCCGCAATTATACATTTAA 69 Barbau-Piednoir
et al. (2010)tNOS R TTATCCTAGKTTGCGCGCTATATT

SYBRrGreen
qPCR

t35S F Data not shown 107 In-house, Broeders
et al. (2012a)t35S R Data not shown

SYBRrGreen
qPCR

PLD F GCTTAGGGAACAGGGAAGTAAAGTT 80 Mbongolo Mbella
et al. (2011)PLD F CTTAGCATAGTCTGTGCCATCCA

SYBRrGreen
qPCR

t35S pCAMBIA c-F CGGGGGATCTGGATTTTAGTA 137 This study
t35S pCAMBIA a-R AGGGTTCCTATAGGGTTTCGCTC

DNA walking t35S pCAMBIA c-R TACTAAAATCCAGATCCCCCG / This study
t35S pCAMBIA b-R GTGTTGAGCATATAAGAAACCC
t35S pCAMBIA a-R AGGGTTCCTATAGGGTTTCGCTC

PCR Rice chromosome II-F CGAAAAGAAGATGGCAGGAT 490 This study
pCAMBIA-R CTGTCGATCGACAAGCTCGAGT

PCR Rice chromosome III-F TTTCTTTCGCTTCTGCAGGT 515 This study
pCAMBIA-R CTGTCGATCGACAAGCTCGAGT
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Table 4.3: Analysis of Bt rice identity in silico and in vitro by qPCR SYBRrGreen assay. The positive and the
negative obtained signals are indicated by + and −, respectively.

p35S tNOS t35S t35S pCAMBIA PLD
In silico In vitro In silico In vitro In silico In vitro In silico In vitro In silico In vitro

WT Bt rice − − − − − − − − + +
Bt rice + + + + − − + + + +
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sensitivity and inter-run repeatability was carried out as previously described
(Broeders et al. 2013). In brief, the specificity of the t35S pCAMBIA c-F and
the t35S pCAMBIA a-R primers was tested on several WTs, GMOs and LLPs
(Low Level Presence) by qPCR SYBRrGreen method using Ct and Tm values
as criteria (Tables 4.1 and 4.2) (The European Commission 2011a). Sensitivity
and repeatability were determined for t35S pCAMBIA primers on Bt rice using
the qPCR SYBRrGreen method on serial dilutions going from 2000 to 0.1
haploid genome equivalents (HGEs) (Tables 4.2 and 4.4). From these serial
dilutions, the PCR efficiency and linearity (R2) were estimated.

4.2.5 Cloning, sequencing and plasmid registration

The t35S pCAMBIA amplicon was cloned into a pUC18 plasmid (INVITROGEN,
CA, USA) to obtain the t35S pCAMBIA Sybricon as previously described
(Sambrook and Russell 2001; Barbau-Piednoir et al. 2010; Broeders et al. 2013).
Briefly, the t35S pCAMBIA amplicon was first subcloned into the pCRr2.1-
TOPOr Vector using the TOPO TA Cloningr Kit (INVITROGEN, CA, USA)
according to the manufacturers’ instructions. After EcoRI restriction, the correct
amplicon was then cloned into the vector pUC18 (INVITROGEN, CA, USA).
The plasmid was sequenced via a Genetic Sequencer 3130XL using the Big Dye
Terminator Kit v3.1 (Applied Biosystems, CA, USA) and was tested using the
qPCR reaction conditions and the specific primers as indicated in point 4.2.4.
The t35S pCAMBIA Sybricon plasmid was registered under “Safe Deposit” at
the “Belgian Culture Collection for Micro-organisms” in the “Plasmid and DNA
Library Collection” (BCCM/LMBP, Gent, Belgium; BCCM number: LMBP
8352). Authenticity was assessed by the BCCM/LMBP prior to acceptance and
certification (Barbau-Piednoir et al. 2010; Broeders et al. 2013).

4.2.6 DNA walking approach

DNA walking and double semi-nested PCR The assay was performed using
100 ng of 100% Bt rice DNA (Figure 4.1). Degenerated random tagging (DRT)
and Universal tagging primers (UAP-N1 and N2) were provided by APAgene™
GOLD Genome Walking Kit (BIO S&T, Montréal, Canada). Recombinant Taq
DNA Polymerase (10342; INVITROGEN, CA, USA) was used to synthesise
DNA. The three gene-specific primers for t35S pCAMBIA were designed as
described above (Section 4.2.3). The t35S pCAMBIA a-R primer was used
to perform the DNA walking and then the t35S pCAMBIA b-R and the t35S
pCAMBIA c-R primers were applied in the first and the second semi-nested
PCR rounds, respectively. PCR mixes and conditions were carried out according
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Table 4.4: LOD6 (Limit Of Detection with 6 repeats) of t35S pCAMBIA screening marker for 100% Bt rice in
SYBRrGreen qPCR assay obtained at 5 HGEs (Haploid Genome Equivalent) (in bold). The inter-run repeatability is
determined as the relative standard deviation of the test results (RSDr %).

Dilution HGE/well Final DNA concentration (ng/µl) Final DNA concentration/well (ng) Dilution factor RSDr (%)

Stock 4 /
S1 2000 0.2 1 20 1.5
S2 1000 0.1 0.5 2 1.7
S3 400 0.04 0.2 2.5 1.1
S4 100 0.01 0.05 4 0.9
S5 50 0.005 0.025 2 1.8
S6 20 0.002 0.01 2.5 0.9
S7 10 0.001 0.005 2 2.0
S8 5 0.0005 0.0025 2 2.2
S9 2 0.0002 0.001 2.5
S10 1 0.0001 0.0005 2
S11 0.1 0.00001 0.00005 10
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to the manufacturers’ instructions. The final PCR product was separated by
electrophoresis on a 1% agarose gel (INVITROGEN, CA, USA) (100 V, 400 mA,
60 min). The amplicons were retrieved by excising the specific band from the
gel and were purified using the QIAEXr Agarose Gel Extraction Kit (QIAGEN,
Hilden, Germany).

Cloning and sequencing Two sequencing strategies have been used. On
the one hand, the purified amplicons were directly sequenced using the t35S
pCAMBIA c-R primer to get information on the sequences including the
junction between the transgenic integrated cassette and the plant genome (direct
sequencing). On the other hand, each purified amplicon was cloned into the
pCRr2.1-TOPOr Vector using the TOPO TA Cloningr Kit (INVITROGEN,
CA, USA) according to the manufacturers’ instructions. A PCR was carried
out on colonies using PCR™2.1-TOPOr and t35S pCAMBIA c-R primers and
analysed by electrophoresis on a 1% agarose gel (INVITROGEN, CA, USA)
(100 V, 400 mA, 60 min). The colonies possessing a fragment of the correct
size were further cultured. The plasmids were extracted, using the QIAprep
Spin Miniprep Kit (QIAGEN, Hilden, Germany) according to manufacturers’
manual, to be sequenced (classic sequencing). All sequencing reactions were
performed on a Genetic Sequencer 3130XL using the Big Dye Terminator Kit
v3.1 (Applied Biosystems, CA, USA) (Sambrook and Russell 2001; Broeders
et al. 2013). The obtained sequences were aligned via the software “ClustalW2”
and then analysed using the software “Nucleotide BLAST NCBI” (EMBL-EBI
2015; NCBI 2015).

Verification of the transgene flanking regions by PCR amplification The
transgene flanking regions identified by DNA walking were verified by PCR
amplification. The PCR was carried out using a reverse primer designed in
downstream to the t35S pCAMBIA a-R primer on the pCAMBIA construct and
a forward primer designed on the rice chromosome II or III (Table 4.2). These
oligonucleotide primers were initially evaluated in silico using the program
“wprimersearch” from the software “wEMBOSS” (EMBnet 2015). A standard
25 µl reaction volume is applied containing 0.625 U of DreamTaq™ DNA
Polymerase (Fermentas, CA, USA), 1 × DreamTaq™ Buffer (Fermentas, CA,
USA), 0.2 mM of dNTPs, 250 nM of each primer and 5 µl of DNA (10 ng/µl).
The PCR program consisted of a single cycle of 10 min at 95℃ (initial
denaturation) followed by 35 amplification cycles of 30 s at 95℃ (denaturation),
30 s at 60℃ (annealing) and 1 min at 72℃ (extension) and finishing by a single
cycle of 10 min at 72℃ (final extension). The run was performed on an iQ™5
real-time PCR detection system (BioRad, Hemel Hempstead, UK). The PCR
products were analysed by electrophoresis on a 1% agarose gel (INVITROGEN,
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CA, USA) (100 V, 400 mA, 60 min). The PCR products were purified using
USBr ExoSAP-ITr PCR Product Cleanup (Affymetrix, CA, USA) according
to the manufacturers’ instructions. All sequencing reactions were performed on
a Genetic Sequencer 3130XL using the Big Dye Terminator Kit v3.1 (Applied
Biosystems, CA, USA) (Sambrook and Russell 2001; Broeders et al. 2013). The
obtained sequences were analysed using the software “Nucleotide BLAST NCBI”
(EMBL-EBI 2015; NCBI 2015).

4.3 Results and discussion

4.3.1 Selection of the t35S pCAMBIA screening marker and
development of a qPCR SYBRrGreen assay

Considering the high diversity of genetic elements integrated in GM rices, our
attention was focused on rice transformation vectors. Because of its presence
in 30% of transgenic plants and, more particularly, in 65 and 53 peer reviewed
publications on GM rices in 2011 and 2012, respectively, the pCAMBIA family
vector was considered as a strategic target to detect a large spectrum of
unauthorised GMOs (Kathuria et al. 2007; Komori et al. 2007; Ahmad et
al. 2012; Yu et al. 2012; Elsevier 2015). The t35S pCAMBIA screening marker
was thus developed to identify unauthorised GMOs containing a pCAMBIA
family cassette. The t35S pCAMBIA-specific SYBRrGreen screening method,
generating an amplicon of 137 bp, was performed for integration in to the
CoSYPS (Combinatory SYBRrGreen qPCR Screening) for GMO detection,
composed of 18 SYBRrGreen methods (RBCL, LEC, ADH, CRU, PLD, SAD1,
GLU3, p35S, tNOS, pFMV, pNOS, t35S, Cry1Ab/Ac, Cry3Bb, pat, bar, epsps
and CRT), which is able to run in a single 96-well plate (Vaïtilingom et al.
1999; Yang et al. 2005a; European Union Reference Laboratory for GM Food
and Feed and Feed 2006a; Barbau-Piednoir et al. 2010; Van den Bulcke et al.
2010; Mbongolo Mbella et al. 2011; Barbau-Piednoir et al. 2012; Broeders et al.
2012a; Broeders et al. 2012b; Broeders et al. 2013).

Analysis of Bt rice in silico and in vitro The general structure of pCAMBIA
vector is composed notably of p35S, tNOS and t35S elements (Cambia, Canberra,
Australia 2015). Bioinformatics studies have shown that the common methods,
including those described in the compendium of reference methods for GMO
analysis, allow detection of p35S and tNOS (Data not shown, Table 4.3) (Höhne
et al. 2002; Corbisier et al. 2005; Fernandez et al. 2005; Reiting et al. 2007;
Waiblinger et al. 2008; Barbau-Piednoir et al. 2010; Joint Research Centre 2011).
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Concerning the t35S element of the pCAMBIA family vectors, its sequence
was slightly different at the 5’ end compared to the authorised GMOs and
LLPs events containing a t35S element (A2704-12, A5547-127, Bt11, Bt176,
DAS59122, GHB119, LLRICE62, T25, TC1507 and Topas-19-2). Therefore,
this element was not detected by the t35S SYBRrGreen detection method
developed previously in-house (Broeders et al. 2012a; personal communication).
All these bioinformatics data were confirmed in vitro by qPCR SYBRrGreen
assay (Table 4.3).

Development of the t35S pCAMBIA screening marker In order to
discriminate unauthorised GMOs containing pCAMBIA family vectors, the
t35S pCAMBIA screening marker was developed. To this end, the sequence
of the t35S pCAMBIA element was analysed. The majority of the pCAMBIA
vectors (1200, 1201, 1281Z, 1291Z, 1300, 1301, 1302, 1303, 1304, 1380, 1381Xa,
1381Xb, 1381Xc, 1381Z, 1390, 1391, 1391Xa, 1391Xb, 1391Xc, 1391Z, 2200,
2300, 2301), except 0380 and 0390, possessed the t35S element. Its sequence
was practically identical (slightly shorter by 5 bp at the 3’ end for 2200, 2201,
2300 and 2301). The t35S pCAMBIA a-R and t35S pCAMBIA c-F primers
were designed manually in the conserved region of the pCAMBIA family vector
to discriminate exclusively this element (Tables 4.1 and 4.2). The specificity of
this marker was tested initially in silico with the software wEMBOSS.

qPCR SYBRrGreen assay To develop the t35S pCAMBIA marker, the
specificity of t35S pCAMBIA c-F and a-R primers was tested in vitro on all
authorised GMOs and LLPs events by the qPCR SYBRrGreen assay (Tables 4.1
and 4.2). As expected, only the Bt rice, containing a pCAMBIA cassette, was
detected after 40 cycles with a Ct value at 22.70 and a Tm value at 73℃,
indicating that the screening marker was specific. All the other WT, GMO and
LLP materials tested did not give a signal after 40 cycles. Then, the sensitivity
of this marker was determined via the limit of detection with 6 repeats (LOD6).
The LOD6 is defined as the amplicon copy number that affords a positive
PCR result (expressed as Ct-value) upon six-fold measurement of the target
sequence in the same DNA sample (Table 4.4). To this end, DNA from 100%
Bt rice was diluted to 4 ng/µl and 4 independent dilution series were prepared
(in nuclease-free water) starting from this concentration. The dilution series
(from 1 to 0.00005 ng/µl of DNA) were prepared prior to setting up each of
the qPCR runs. For each assay, a range from 2000 to 0.1 HGEs was tested
in a qPCR SYBRrGreen assay. The HGE content of the DNA extracts was
calculated according to the size of the rice genome (0.5 pg) (Arumuganathan
and Earle 1991). The LOD6 was obtained at 5 HGEs (corresponding to 0.0025%
of unauthorised GMOs) with a mean Ct value of 35.28 Ct and a mean Tm
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value of 72.52℃. Because the LOD6 was observed below a HGE of 20, the t35S
pCAMBIA screening marker was considered as being sensitive. The experiment
was also evaluated as repeatable according to the RSDr percentage (relative
standard deviation, RSD, of the test results). In addition, the PCR efficiency
(80%) and the linearity (R2 = 0.9954) were assessed as acceptable.

4.3.2 DNA walking approach

Following a positive signal observed in qPCR SYBRrGreen assay, the second
step was to characterise the junction between the transgenic cassette and the
plant genome to confirm the presence of pCAMBIA unauthorised GMOs in
food/feed matrices (Figure 4.3). Therefore, a DNA walking approach has been
developed.

In silico study In order to supply an integrated approach, an additional
oligonucleotide primer, named t35S pCAMBIA b-R, was designed manually, on
the conserved region of the t35S pCAMBIA sequence, localised between the
t35S pCAMBIA a-R and t35S pCAMBIA c-R primers previously used for the
qPCR SYBRrGreen assay (Figure 4.1 and Table 4.2). The specificity of this
primer was confirmed in silico via the software wEMBOSS (data not shown).

Characterisation of the junction The amplicons resulting from the double
semi-nested PCR were visualised on a 1% agarose gel. For each kind of DRT
primers mixes (A–D), amplicons were observed with an approximate size of
300 bp up to 1000 bp (Figure 4.2A). The identity of the amplicons was confirmed
by direct sequencing of the purified PCR products. The sequencing of the
plasmids containing these amplicons allowed identifying the t35S pCAMBIA
c-R and UAP-N1/UAP-N2 primers and determining the exact size of the
amplicons (408–944 bp) (Figure 4.2). All analysed amplicons presented a
sequence including the junction between the pCAMBIA vector and the rice
genome. Two transgenic insertions have been detected. For the majority of
the amplicons (A2, A3, B1, C2, D1, D2 and D3), the pCAMBIA cassette was
integrated on a genomic sequence (OSJNBb0111B07) from the chromosome
III of O. sativa japonica Group coding for a putative uncharacterised protein.
For the three other amplicons (A1, B2 and C1), the transgene flanking region
was localised on a genomic sequence (OSJNBa0016G10) from the chromosome
II of O. sativa japonica Group coding for a putative uncharacterised protein.
These transgene flanking regions present a shorter left ends compared to the
pCAMBIA cassette situated on the chromosome III. This variability of length
could be explained by the fact that a left end integrates less precisely than a
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Roosens, 2012a, 2012b). Therefore, additional markers have been
developed to discriminate the presence of the transgenic crop or
the natural organism, such as CRT (targeting the transcriptase gene
of CaMV virus) used for routine analysis in-house and CaMV (tar-
geting the ORFIII of CaMV virus) (Broeders et al., 2012a, 2012b,
2012c; Chaouachi et al., 2008).

However, the strategy described above is merely an indirect
proof of the potential GMO presence in food matrix. Direct proof
can only be supplied by the characterisation of the junction
between the transgenic integrated cassette and the plant genome.
To get this crucial information, DNA walking methods have been
used to identify this unknown nucleotide sequence flanking al-
ready known DNA regions in any given genome (Leoni, Volpicella,
De Leo, Gallerani, & Ceci, 2011; Volpicella et al., 2012). Classically,
three classes of strategies exist: (a) restriction-based methods,
involving a preliminary restriction digestion of the genomic DNA
(Jones & Winistorfer, 1992; Leoni et al., 2011; Shyamala & Ames,
1989; Theuns et al., 2002; Triglia, Peterson, & Kemp, 1988); (b)
extension-based methods, defined by the extension of a se-
quence-specific primer and subsequent tailing of the resulting sin-
gle-strand DNA molecule (Hermann et al., 2000; Leoni et al., 2011;
Min & Powell, 1998; Mueller & Wold, 1989); and (c) primer-based
methods, coupling various combinatorial (random or degenerate)

primers to sequence-specific primers (Leoni et al., 2011; Parker,
Rabinovitch, & Burmer, 1991). Up to now, some studies have been
published about the junction characterisation of transgenic plants
such as thale cress (Arabidopsis thaliana) (Ruttink et al., 2010; Win-
dels, De Buck, Van Bockstaele, De Loose, & Depicker, 2003b), potato
(Solanum tuberosum) (Cullen, Harwood, Smedley, Davies, & Taylor,
2011; Côte, Meldrum, Raymond, & Dollard, 2005), rice (O. sativa)
(KeFeng-6, KeFeng-8, LLRICE62, Bt Shanyou 63 (TT51-1)) (Cao
et al., 2011; Spalinskas, Van den Bulcke, Van den Eede, & Milcamps,
2012; Su, Xie, Wang, & Peng, 2011; Wang et al., 2011, 2012), maize
(Zea mays) (MON810, MON863, MON88017, NK603, LY038,
DAS59122-7, T25, 3272, Bt11, BT176, CHB351, GA21) (Collonnier
et al., 2005; Holck, Va, Didierjean, & Rudi, 2002; Raymond et al.,
2010; Rønning, Vaïtilingom, Berdal, & Holst-Jensen, 2003; Spalins-
kas et al., 2012; Taverniers et al., 2005; Trinh et al., 2012; Windels
et al., 2003a; Yang et al., 2005b), cotton (Gossypium hirsutum)
(MON1445) (Akritidis, Pasentsis, Tsaftaris, Mylona, & Polidoros,
2008), canola (Brassica napus) (GT73) (Taverniers et al., 2005) and
soybean (Glycine max) (MON89788, GT40-3-2) (Raymond et al.,
2010; Trinh et al., 2012; Windels, Taverniers, Depicker, Van Bock-
staele, & De Loose, 2001). However, most of the methods in these
studies cannot easily be used in routine analysis by the enforce-
ment laboratories: techniques are laborious and complex (finger-
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Fig. 2. Characterisation of the junction between the integrated transgenic pCAMBIA cassette and the rice genome. (A) Visualisation of the amplicons obtained with the
different DRT mixes (A–D) on a 1% agarose gel. (B) Amplicon sequences presenting the junction between the pCAMBIA 1300 vector (underlined) and the rice genome
identified on the chromosome II and the chromosome III, respectively. The t35S pCAMBIA c-R (in bold) and the UAP-N1/UAP-N2 primers are dotted-underlined. These
sequences were obtained by classic sequencing of the plasmids.
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et al., 2005; Holck, Va, Didierjean, & Rudi, 2002; Raymond et al.,
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(MON1445) (Akritidis, Pasentsis, Tsaftaris, Mylona, & Polidoros,
2008), canola (Brassica napus) (GT73) (Taverniers et al., 2005) and
soybean (Glycine max) (MON89788, GT40-3-2) (Raymond et al.,
2010; Trinh et al., 2012; Windels, Taverniers, Depicker, Van Bock-
staele, & De Loose, 2001). However, most of the methods in these
studies cannot easily be used in routine analysis by the enforce-
ment laboratories: techniques are laborious and complex (finger-
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Fig. 2. Characterisation of the junction between the integrated transgenic pCAMBIA cassette and the rice genome. (A) Visualisation of the amplicons obtained with the
different DRT mixes (A–D) on a 1% agarose gel. (B) Amplicon sequences presenting the junction between the pCAMBIA 1300 vector (underlined) and the rice genome
identified on the chromosome II and the chromosome III, respectively. The t35S pCAMBIA c-R (in bold) and the UAP-N1/UAP-N2 primers are dotted-underlined. These
sequences were obtained by classic sequencing of the plasmids.
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Figure 4.2: Characterisation of the junction between the integrated transgenic
pCAMBIA cassette and the rice genome.
(A) Visualisation of the amplicons obtained with the different DRT mixes (A–D)
on a 1% agarose gel. (B) Amplicon sequences presenting the junction between
the pCAMBIA 1300 vector (underlined) and the rice genome identified on the
chromosome II and the chromosome III, respectively. The t35S pCAMBIA
c-R (in bold) and the UAP-N1/UAP-N2 primers are dotted-underlined. These
sequences were obtained by classic sequencing of the plasmids.

right end (Gheysen et al. 1991; Krizkova and Hrouda 1998). To confirm the
two chromosomal insertions, a PCR amplification using primers annealing to
the pCAMBIA construct and the rice chromosome II or III was carried out
(Table 4.2). The presence of PCR amplification as well as the sequencing of
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printing by capillary electrophoresis, genomic DNA library via
(unpredictable) restriction enzyme) with regard to a method
exclusively based upon PCR, require a lengthy procedure with gen-
erally multiple steps to get results, or present a lack of specificity,
yield or data concerning the compatibility with a low amount of
target.

The aim of the present study is to supply an integrated ap-
proach to identify unauthorised GMOs: A first real-time PCR
screening allows the detection of the terminator 35S (t35S) of
the pCAMBIA family vectors to indicate the potential presence of
unauthorised GMOs in food matrices (Fig. 3). Then, an appropriate
DNA walking method, anchored on the sequence used for the
screening followed by two semi-nested PCRs to identify the junc-
tion, confirms the GMO presence.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Plant material

Grains of transgenic Bt rice (O. sativa L. Japonica cv Ariete) and its
wild-type (WT) were used in this study to develop the methodol-

ogy (Breitler et al., 2004). This transgenic rice was transformed
by A. tumefaciens with the binary vector pCAMBIA1300, which
contains the synthetic Cry1B gene from Bacillus thuringiensis con-
ferring insect resistance. The Certified Reference Materials (CRM)
in the form of seeds powders or genomic DNA (gDNA) were ob-
tained from the American Oil Chemists’ Society and the Institute
for Reference Materials and Measurements and were used to test
the specificity (AOCS, Urbana, USA; IRMM, Geel, Belgium). These
materials were characterised as previously described (Broeders
et al., 2012c). The list of all plant material is shown in Table 1.

2.2. DNA extraction, concentration and purity

Bt rice grains were ground to obtain a homogenous powder.
DNA was extracted using a CTAB-based procedure (ISO 21571) in
combination with the Genomic-tip20/G (QIAGEN, Hilden,
Germany). This DNA extraction method, adapted from the EU-RL
GMFF validated method, is composed of four main successive
steps: (1) Extraction of proteins, polysaccharides and organic
components, (2) Precipitation of DNA in presence of C-hexadecyl-
Trimethyl-Ammonium-Bromide (CTAB), (3) Purification of DNA
using a tip20 column and (4) Precipitation of DNA with isopropa-
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Figure 4.3: Workflow of the present integrated approach.
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these amplicons allowed verifying properly the transgene flanking regions (data
not shown).
As all the obtained amplicons provided the transgene flanking regions, these
results demonstrated the high efficiency, specificity and reliability of the present
integrated approach. In addition, it’s interesting to note that the two different
transgene flanking regions were not identically detected in function of the DRT
primers used. Indeed, all the types of DRT primers allowed identifying the
junction on the chromosome III while only the A, B and C DRT primers have
detected the junction on the chromosome II. This system using four different
DRT primers thus presents the advantage to increase the likelihood to detect
unauthorised GMOs, independently of the tested matrices.
The proposed strategy is based on the presence of known transgenic elements.
Consequently, the success of this integrated approach is limited to the knowledge
level of transgenic elements making up unauthorised GMOs. Therefore, in spite
of the good performance of this method, the strategy is not appropriate to detect
GMOs constituted of only unknown elements. To this end, other technologies
are more suitable such as “Next Generation Sequencing” methods. However,
this last technique is at the present time not easily implementable in GMO
routine analysis due to its high cost and its long time frame for data processing.

4.4 Conclusion

Considering the numerous unauthorised GM rices detected in food/feed matrices
on the EU market listed in 2012, as well as their expected increase in the coming
years, this study supplies to the enforcement laboratories a strategy to ensure
the unauthorised GMO detection in the food and feed chain in semi-routine
analysis (Stein and Rodríguez-Serezo 2009; The European Commission 2015b).
The proposed integrated approach is composed of two main steps (Figure 4.3).
On the one hand, the potential presence of unauthorised GMOs, containing
a pCAMBIA family vector, in food/feed matrices is detected via the qPCR
SYBRrGreen technology. The key choice to target the pCAMBIA family vector,
via its element t35S, will allow detection of a large spectrum of unauthorised
GMOs. The t35S pCAMBIA marker was developed to be specific, sensitive,
efficient, repeatable and to be integrated into the CoSYPS. On the other hand,
once this marker is indicated as positive for a given food/feed matrix, the
potential presence of unauthorised GMOs, containing a pCAMBIA vector, is
demonstrated by the characterisation of the junction between the integrated
cassette and the plant genome using a DNA walking method starting from
the t35S pCAMBIA a-R primer. This method is then followed by two semi-
nested PCR rounds using the t35S pCAMBIA b-R and t35S pCAMBIA c-R
primers, respectively. With regard to the previous articles describing methods
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characterising the junction sequences of GMOs, the present DNA walking
approach possesses the substantial advantage to be easily implementable in
semi-routine use thanks to the simplicity of a method exclusively based on
PCR. In addition, its short time frame to get the results (less than three days
including DNA walking method, DNA purification and direct sequencing) and
its relatively low cost clearly represent a crucial benefit for the enforcement
laboratories.
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Abstract

To identify unauthorised GMOs in food and feed matrices, an integrated
approach has recently been developed targeting pCAMBIA family vectors, highly
present in transgenic plants. Their presence is first assessed by qPCR screening
and is subsequently confirmed by characterising the transgene flanking regions,
using DNA walking. Here, the DNA walking performance has been thoroughly
tested for the first time, regarding the targeted DNA quality and quantity.
Several assays, on model food matrices mimicking common rice products, have
allowed to determine the limit of detection as well as the potential effects of
food mixture and processing. This detection system allows the identification of
transgenic insertions as low as 10 HGEs and was not affected by the presence of
untargeted DNA. Moreover, despite the clear impact of food processing on DNA
quality, this method was able to cope with degraded DNA. Given its specificity,
sensitivity, reliability, applicability and practicability, the proposed approach is
a key detection tool, easily implementable in enforcement laboratories.
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5.1 Introduction

In the European (EU) market, to preserve freedom of choice for the consumer
and to protect the food and feed chain, authorisations for genetically modified
(GM) food or feed products are subjected to the EU legislation (The
European Parliament and The Council Of The European Union 2001; The
European Parliament and The Council Of The European Union 2003a; The
European Parliament and The Council Of The European Union 2003b). The
commercialisation as well as the detection of genetically modified organisms
(GMOs) make up an integrated part of these EU regulations. In this context,
several methods to detect GMOs in food and feed matrices have been developed.
These methods, based essentially on real-time PCR technologies, target the
most common elements present in GMOs (Broeders et al. 2012a). Screening
methods, usually used as the first step in GMO analysis, allow the detection
of GMOs in a given food/feed sample. In case of positive responses for some
GM targets, it allows to narrow down the number of EU-authorised GM events
to be identified using event-specific methods in a second step (Broeders et al.
2012b; Joint Research Centre 2015a). The screening step can also indirectly
indicate the potential presence of EU-unauthorised GM events. Indeed, if the
transgenic elements identified during the screening step cannot be explained by
EU-authorised events, the presence of unauthorised GMOs can be suspected
(The European Commission 2011a; Broeders et al. 2012a). However, screening
methods are only able to provide an indirect proof of GMO presence. In addition,
targeted screening elements often originate from natural organisms, such as
the Cauliflower Mosaic Virus (CaMV). As a consequence, an “unexplained”
transgenic element identified in the screening (e.g. p35S) might also find its
origin in the presence of the corresponding donor organism (e.g. CaMV) in a
food/feed sample (Broeders et al. 2012a; Broeders et al. 2012b). Therefore,
the presence of GMO in food and feed matrices can only be confirmed by the
identification of the junction between the transgenic integrated cassette and the
plant genome, which represents the unique signature of a GMO.
In order to prove indubitably the presence of an unauthorised GMO, different
DNA walking methods have been carried out on transgenic plants (Zhang
et al. 2012; Spalinskas et al. 2013b; Fraiture et al. 2014 and references therein).
However, most of these DNA walking strategies are not easily implementable
in GMO routine analysis by the enforcement laboratories for several reasons.
First, some techniques are laborious, complex or insufficiently specific. Second,
although some of them are based on PCR, which is simple, mastered and
frequently used by the enforcement laboratories, DNA walking approaches are
not integrated into the screening strategy. In addition, their ability to detect
low amounts of target is expected to be weak (Spalinskas et al. 2013b). To
design a strategy corresponding to the need of the enforcement laboratories, we
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have recently developed an integrated approach to rapidly detect and identify
unauthorised GMOs in food and feed matrices in two main steps (Fraiture et al.
2014). First, a qPCR SYBRrGreen screening allows to determine the potential
presence of unauthorised GMOs in a given sample. Second, their presence
is confirmed by DNA walking. This last method is based on PCR, which is
applied using a first reverse primer followed by two semi-nested PCR rounds
using primers that are each time nested to the previous reverse primer. This
approach is integrated since the same primer sequences are used for both the
unauthorised GMO detection (screening method) and its characterisation (DNA
walking method). Moreover, the use of two semi-nested PCR rounds allows us
to increase the yield and the specificity of the method, especially in the case of
a low level presence of GMOs.
The detection of a target using DNA-based methods implies limitations related
to the nature of the tested food/feed sample. Two different categories of
limitations can affect this detection system (Ballari and Martin 2013; Fernandes
et al. 2013). On the one hand, the detection of a weak concentration of the
target in food and feed matrices, which is usually the case for unauthorised
GMOs, requires a method sufficiently sensitive (ENGL ad hoc working group
on “unauthorised GMOs” 2011; Broeders et al. 2012a). On the other hand,
the performance of the detection method could also be affected by the state
of the sample. Indeed, food processing, defined as any food manipulation step
(physical, chemical or mechanical) from the raw material to the final product, is
known to induce DNA damage. This process could thus reduce the size of the
obtained amplicons due to the fragmentation of high molecular weight DNA
strands (Lipp et al. 2001; Peano et al. 2004; Gryson 2010; Ruttink et al. 2010a;
Arun et al. 2013; Ballari and Martin 2013; Fernandes et al. 2013). To our
knowledge, few of these potential impacts (quantity and quality of the target)
on DNA walking methods have been examined to date (Nielsen et al. 2008).
Previously, we have developed an integrated approach, based on DNA walking,
to identify unauthorised GMOs (Fraiture et al. 2014). In the extension of
this study, the sensitivity of the method has been assessed using different
amounts of Bt rice. In addition, the method has been tested on model food
matrices mimicking rice food mixtures (rice and maize) and processed rice food
(rice flour and rice noodles). In this way, the present study will provide the
enforcement laboratories with crucial information concerning the applicability,
the practicability and the dynamic range of the proposed method (ISO 24276
2006). To our knowledge, the performance criteria measured in the present
study, applied to unauthorised GMOs, have never been described for DNA
walking methods published so far.
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5.2 Materials and methods

5.2.1 Reagents and devices

Genomic-tip20/G was purchased from QIAGEN (Hilden, Germany). SYBRrGreen
PCR Mastermix was provided by Diagenode (Liège, Belgium). APAgene™
GOLD Genome Walking Kit was obtained from BIO S&T (Montréal, Canada).
Agarose was bought from INVITROGEN (CA, USA). Wizardr SV Gel and
PCR Clean-Up System and pGEMr-T Easy Vector Systems were purchased
from PROMEGA (WI, USA). Big Dye Terminator Kit v3.1 was obtained from
Applied Biosystems (CA, USA). Nanodropr 2000 (Thermo-Fisher, DE, USA),
iQ™5 real-time PCR detection system (BioRad, Hemel Hempstead, UK) and
Genetic Sequencer 3130XL were used.

5.2.2 Plant materials and sample preparation

As previously described, transgenic Bt rice grains (Oryza sativa L. Japonica
cv Ariete), transformed with the binary vector pCAMBIA1300 harbouring the
synthetic Cry1B gene to confer an insect resistance, and its wild-type (WT)
were used in this study to develop and optimise the methodology (Breitler et al.
2004; Fraiture et al. 2014).
From these rice grains, in-house rice flour and noodles were prepared by mixing
WT rice grains and Bt rice grains to obtain rice products containing 0%, 0.1%
or 1% of Bt rice (w/w) (Figure 5.2). First, to prepare the rice flour, one volume
of rice grain samples, containing 0%, 0.1% or 1% of Bt rice, mixed with two
volumes of Milli-Q water were incubated at room temperature (RT) overnight.
The mixtures were then ground, filtered and dried at RT. Second, to prepare
rice noodles, the previously described rice flours were mixed with warm water
to obtain a homogenous dough allowing us to form noodles (Quynh 2010). The
fresh noodles were then dried at 30℃ with ventilation for 30 min in order to
mimic the traditional sun-drying method (Hsieh and Luh 1991). As control,
unprocessed WT grain samples, containing 0%, 0.1% or 1% of Bt rice grains
compared to WT rice grains (w/w), were also prepared.
The Certified Reference Materials (CRM) of the WT maize (non GM MON810
maize counterpart (ERM-BF413ak)), in the form of seed powders, were obtained
from the Institute for Reference Materials and Measurements (IRMM, Geel,
Belgium 2015). This material was characterised as previously described
(Broeders et al. 2013).
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5.2.3 DNA extraction, concentration and purity

DNA, from homogeneous powder of ground rice grains, rice flour and rice noodles,
was extracted using a CTAB-based procedure (ISO 21571), in combination with
the Genomic-tip20/G, which was adapted from the EU-RL GMFF (European
Union Reference Laboratory for GM Food and Feed) validated method (ISO
21571 2005; European Union Reference Laboratory for GM Food and Feed and
Feed 2006b). DNA concentration was measured by spectrophotometry using
the Nanodropr 2000 device and DNA purity was evaluated as falling within
the acceptance criteria according to the A260/A280 (∼1.8) and A260/A230
(∼2.0–2.2) ratios. DNA extraction, concentration and purity of WT maize were
carried out as previously described (Broeders et al. 2013).

5.2.4 qPCR SYBR®Green assay

All qPCR assays were carried out in a standard 25 µl reaction volume containing
1 × SYBRrGreen PCR Mastermix, 250 nM of each primer and 5 µl of DNA.
The qPCR cycling programme consisted of a single cycle of DNA polymerase
activation for 10 min at 95℃, followed by 40 amplification cycles of 15 s at
95℃ (denaturing step) and 1 min at 60℃ (annealing-extension step). Melting
curve analysis was performed by gradually increasing the temperature from 60
to 95℃ over 20 min (±0.6°/20 s) (Barbau-Piednoir et al. 2010; Broeders et al.
2013). All runs were performed on an iQ™5 real-time PCR detection system.
For each assay, a “No Template Control” (NTC) was included.
As a decision support system to identify pCAMBIA unauthorised GM rice,
the p35S (Promoter of the 35S cauliflower mosaic virus; Forward: AAAG-
CAAGTGGATTGATGTGATA; Reverse: GGGTCTTGCGAAGGATAGTG),
tNOS (Terminator of the nopaline synthase gene; Forward: GATTAGAGTCC-
CGCAATTATACATTTAA; Reverse: TTATCCTAGKTTGCGCGCTATATT),
pld (Phospholipase D gene from rice; Forward: GCTTAGGGAACAGGGAAG-
TAAAGTT; Reverse: CTTAGCATAGTCTGTGCCATCCA) and t35S pCAM-
BIA (Forward: CGGGGGATCTGGATTTTAGTA; Reverse: AGGGTTCC-
TATAGGGTTTCGCTC) markers were used on 100 ng of DNA (Barbau-
Piednoir et al. 2010; Mbongolo Mbella et al. 2011; Fraiture et al. 2014).
In addition, the potential presence of inhibitors in the analysed rice (grains,
flours and noodles) and maize materials was evaluated via an inhibition
test, based on the difference of Ct values (δCt) as a function of the DNA
concentration (Broeders et al. 2012b). To this end, all rice and maize
materials were analysed at two different DNA concentrations (100 and
10 ng) by qPCR, using the pld and adh (Alcohol dehydrogenase I gene
from maize; Forward: TCTCTTCCTCCTTTAGAGCTACCACTA; Reverse:
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AATCGATCCAAAGCGAGATGA) markers, respectively (Mbongolo Mbella
et al. 2011; Broeders et al. 2012a). The inhibition was excluded if the calculated
δδCt value, based on the difference between the observed δCt value and the
theoretical δCt value (corresponding to 3.3 for a dilution 10), was equal to or
less than 0.5 (Broeders et al. 2012b).
Moreover, qPCR assays, using the pld and t35S pCAMBIA markers, were
carried out on the samples analysed by DNA walking. Only the DNA from WT
maize was tested at 100 ng instead of 520 ng, due to the presence of inhibitors
(data not shown).

5.2.5 DNA walking approach

General As previously described, the present DNA walking strategy was
performed using a first reverse target-specific primer (t35S pCAMBIA a-R:
AGGGTTCCTATAGGGTTTCGCTC) and a degenerated random tagging
primer (DRT). Two semi-nested PCR rounds were then applied using target-
specific primers (t35S pCAMBIA b-R: GTGTTGAGCATATAAGAAACCC;
t35S pCAMBIA c-R: TACTAAAATCCAGATCCCCCG), that are each time
nested to the previous reverse target-specific primer, combined with universal
tagging primers (UAP-N1 and UAP-N2) (Fraiture et al. 2014). PCR mixes
and conditions were carried out according to the manufacturers’ instructions of
APAgene™ GOLD Genome Walking Kit. The final PCR product was separated
by electrophoresis on a 1% agarose gel (100 V, 400 mA, 60 min).

Assessment of the method sensitivity, the impact of food mixture and food
processing First, to determine the limit of detection (LOD), the DNA walking
approach was carried out on 100 ng of rice DNA templates composed of 100%
of Bt rice (200 000 haploid genome equivalents (HGEs) of Bt rice) or WT rice
containing 1% (2000 HGEs of Bt rice), 0.1% (200 HGEs of Bt rice), 0.05% (100
HGEs of Bt rice), 0.025% (50 HGEs of Bt rice), 0.001% (20 HGEs of Bt rice),
0.005% (10 HGEs of Bt rice) or 0% of Bt rice. In addition, as the sensitivity
of the DNA walking method may be limited by the visualisation of obtained
amplicons on agarose gel, a cloning strategy of direct ligation was carried out
on final PCR products from the four different DRT primer mixes at a Bt rice
concentration of 0.025% (50 HGEs). Second, the potential effect of background
DNA from food mixtures was tested by mixing WT maize DNA with 200 000
HGEs, 2000 HGEs, 200 HGEs or 0 HGE of Bt rice DNA. Finally, to evaluate
the potential impact of food processing, the DNA walking method was applied
to 100 ng of DNA from “home-made” WT rice flour and noodles containing
1%, 0.1% or 0% of Bt rice. The WT rice grain samples containing 0%, 0.1% or
1% of Bt rice were used as a control. The HGE contents of the DNA extracts
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were calculated according to the size of the rice genome (0.5 pg) and the maize
genome (2.6 pg) (Arumuganathan and Earle 1991). A NTC was included in
the assay.

Cloning and sequencing Two different sequencing methods were applied. On
the one hand, the amplicons were excised from the gel and were purified using
the Wizardr SV Gel and PCR Clean-Up System. The purified amplicons were
directly sequenced using the t35S pCAMBIA c-R primer or cloned into the
pGEMr-T Easy Vector Systems, according to the manufacturers’ instructions,
in order to be then sequenced. On the other hand, the final PCR products
from the DNA template 0.025% (50 HGEs) and 0% (WT rice) of Bt rice were
cloned into the pGEMr-T Easy Vector Systems. A PCR was carried out on
colonies using pGEMr-T Easy Vector (T7: TAATACGACTCACTATAGGG;
SP6: ATTTAGGTGACACTATAGAAT) combined with rice primers (Rice
chromosome II: CGAAAAGAAGATGGCAGGAT; Rice chromosome III:
TTTCTTTCGCTTCTGCAGGT) and was analysed by electrophoresis on a
1% agarose gel (100 V, 400 mA, 60 min). The colonies presenting a fragment of
the correct size were then sequenced. All sequencing reactions were performed
on a Genetic Sequencer 3130XL using the Big Dye Terminator Kit v3.1. The
sequences were aligned via the software “ClustalW2” and analysed using the
software “Nucleotide BLAST NCBI” (EMBL-EBI 2015; NCBI 2015).

5.3 Results and discussion

5.3.1 General

To assess the potential impact of the quality and quantity of targeted DNA
on the DNA-based method, the developed DNA walking strategy identifying
pCAMBIA-transformed unauthorised GMOs was thoroughly assessed. To this
end, three different assays have been established in order to evaluate the limit
of detection (LOD) of this method as well as the effect of food mixtures and
food processing. All tested samples were first analysed by qPCR using a
decision support system to confirm the identity of the materials (Fraiture et al.
2014). This system, based on three screening markers (p35S, tNOS and t35S
pCAMBIA), allows to effectively confirm the presence of the pCAMBIA target
in the sample. In addition, an inhibition test was applied on the rice and maize
materials using the endogenous PLD and ADH markers respectively. Based
on the obtained Ct values, the calculated δδCt values of rice grains (0.23), rice
flour (0.19), rice noodles (0.48) and maize (0.24) were less than 0.5, indicating
that none of these samples at 100 ng of DNA was subject to inhibition.
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5.3.2 Sensitivity assessment

In order to determine the LOD of the DNA walking approach, DNA samples
containing 100% to 0% of Bt rice were prepared and analysed (Table 5.1).
As the first step of GMO analysis in enforcement laboratories, all these DNA
samples were submitted to a qPCR SYBRrGreen analysis using the PLD and
t35S pCAMBIA screening markers in order to identify potential unauthorised
GMOs. As expected, all samples containing Bt rice (100% to 0.005%) presented
a positive signal, inversely proportional to the DNA target amount, for the two
markers. Moreover, the WT rice (0%) showed only a positive signal of the same
amplitude for the PLD marker and no signal was observed for the NTC with
these screening markers (Table 5.1; data not shown).
As a second step to confirm the presence of unauthorised GMOs, the DNA
walking approach was applied to these samples using the four different DRT
primers (A–D) (Figure 5.1; Table 5.1). The first analysis of the 100% Bt
rice (200 000 HGEs) had shown the presence of two different insertions of the
pCAMBIA vector in the rice genome. Indeed, as previously mentioned, the
transgenic cassette was integrated in the Oryza sativa japonica genome in
chromosome III (OSJNBb0111B07) and chromosome II (OSJNBa0016G10)
(Fraiture et al. 2014). In the present study, the sensitivity of this method was
assessed using samples containing 1% (2000 HGEs) to 0.005% (10 HGEs) of Bt
rice in order to determine its LOD. Up to 100 HGEs of Bt rice (0.05% Bt rice),
the transgene flanking regions were detected on both chromosomes II and III
via DRT A and D primers, respectively. At this Bt rice concentration, the size
of the remaining amplicons was approximately 950 and 850 bp corresponding to
the junctions on chromosomes II and III, respectively. With a lower amount of
Bt rice, only the transgene flanking region on the chromosome III was identified
as low as 10 HGEs of Bt rice (0.005% Bt rice) using DRT D primer mix. Among
the tested materials, DRT B and C primers presented a weaker sensitivity
compared to DRT A and D primers. Indeed, the transgene flanking regions
on chromosomes II and III were detected as low as 200 HGEs of Bt rice (0.1%
Bt rice) using DRT C and B primers, respectively. The decrease of target
concentration thus seems to affect the detection power of the DNA walking
approach. This performance drop was related to the affinity of the DRT primers
mixes used and not to the size of the amplicons.
As the sensitivity of the method may be limited by the visualisation of PCR
amplicons on agarose gel, a cloning strategy of PCR products by direct ligation
was applied on a Bt rice amount of 0.025% (50 HGEs) where no amplicon was
obtained with the different DRT primers, except for the D mix. However, a
maximum of 3.3% of tested colonies from the A, B and C mixes (1 over 30)
allowed to detect the transgene flanking regions on the chromosome II (DRT
A primer) and chromosome III (DRT B primer) while 80% of tested colonies
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from the DRT D mix presented the transgenic insertion on the chromosome
III. This strategy did not thus allow to improve the sensitivity of the present
method since the majority of the cloned amplicons corresponded to an aspecific
amplification when no PCR products were visible on agarose gel.
These results demonstrate a high sensitivity of the present DNA walking method
(as low as 100 HGEs and 10 HGEs for the junction on chromosomes II and
III, respectively) that is crucial for detecting traces of unauthorised GMOs
in food matrices. In addition, the dynamic range of the proposed method
depends essentially on the DRT primer mixes used and not on the size of the
obtained amplicons. For instance, only mix A was still able to identify the
pCAMBIA insertion on the chromosome II at 100 HGEs of Bt rice while the
transgenic junction on the chromosome III was detected only by the mix D
from 100 to 10 HGEs of Bt rice (Table 5.1). Moreover, this last DRT mix
cannot provide the junction on the chromosome II at any concentration of the
target, as previously observed by Fraiture et al. (2014). These data highlight
the importance of using the four different DRT primers, as the sensitivity of the
method depends mainly on the affinity of the primers, in order to increase the
probability of detecting the two different transgene flanking regions, especially in
the presence of low amounts of target. Concerning the specificity of the method,
no aspecific amplification was observed, except for the WT rice (0% Bt rice)
combined with the DRT D primer mix (Figure 5.1). The obtained amplicon
corresponds to an Oryza sativa Japonica genomic sequence of chromosome X
(OSJNBa0050N08.1) which codes for a putative retro-element protein. It was
generated by the adventitious presence of the UAP-N2 integrated tag near a rice
sequence which is its reverse complement in order to allow this amplification
using the UAP-N2 primer (data not shown). In addition, as expected, the
NTC presented no amplification, suggesting that no reaction between the used
primers was generated, independently of the DRT primers used.

5.3.3 Study of potential food mixture impact on DNA walking
method

In order to evaluate the potential impact of a food mixture on the DNA walking
approach, DNA samples composed of 200 000 HGEs of WT maize mixed with
200 000 HGEs, 2000 HGEs, 200 HGEs or 0 HGE of Bt rice were prepared.
The WT maize was chosen as DNA background given its frequent presence in
rice-based products, such as vermicelli. In addition, the qPCR SYBRrGreen
analysis using the PLD and t35S pCAMBIA screening markers, was applied
(Table 5.2). The obtained signals were inversely proportional to the DNA target
amount present in the tested matrices. As expected, the results were comparable
in the presence and absence of maize (Table 5.1).
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four different DRT primers (A–D) (Fig. 1; Table 1). The first analysis
of the 100% Bt rice (200 000 HGEs) had shown the presence of two
different insertions of the pCAMBIA vector in the rice genome.
Indeed, as previously mentioned, the transgenic cassette was inte-
grated in the Oryza sativa japonica genome in chromosome III
(OSJNBb0111B07) and chromosome II (OSJNBa0016G10) (Fraiture
et al., 2014). In the present study, the sensitivity of this method
was assessed using samples containing 1% (2000 HGEs) to 0.005%
(10 HGEs) of Bt rice in order to determine its LOD. Up to 100 HGEs
of Bt rice (0.05% Bt rice), the transgene flanking regions were
detected on both chromosomes II and III via DRT A and D primers,
respectively. At this Bt rice concentration, the size of the remaining
amplicons was approximately 950 and 850 bp corresponding to
the junctions on chromosomes II and III, respectively. With a lower
amount of Bt rice, only the transgene flanking region on the
chromosome III was identified as low as 10 HGEs of Bt rice
(0.005% Bt rice) using DRT D primer mix. Among the tested
materials, DRT B and C primers presented a weaker sensitivity
compared to DRT A and D primers. Indeed, the transgene flanking

regions on chromosomes II and III were detected as low as 200
HGEs of Bt rice (0.1% Bt rice) using DRT C and B primers, respec-
tively. The decrease of target concentration thus seems to affect
the detection power of the DNA walking approach. This perfor-
mance drop was related to the affinity of the DRT primers mixes
used and not to the size of the amplicons.

As the sensitivity of the method may be limited by the visualisa-
tion of PCR amplicons on agarose gel, a cloning strategy of PCR
products by direct ligation was applied on a Bt rice amount of
0.025% (50 HGEs) where no amplicon was obtained with the differ-
ent DRT primers, except for the D mix. However, a maximum of
3.3% of tested colonies from the A, B and C mixes (1 over 30) allowed
to detect the transgene flanking regions on the chromosome II (DRT
A primer) and chromosome III (DRT B primer) while 80% of tested
colonies from the DRT D mix presented the transgenic insertion
on the chromosome III. This strategy did not thus allow to improve
the sensitivity of the present method since the majority of the
cloned amplicons corresponded to an aspecific amplification when
no PCR products were visible on agarose gel.

Table 1
Sensitivity analysis of the DNA walking method using the four different mixes of DRT primers (A–D). For each tested sample, the Bt rice amount in WT rice is indicated in
percentage (100% to 0%) with its corresponding Bt rice HGEs. The obtaining of these samples was based on the HGEs. Following the qPCR analysis using the PLD and t35S pCAMBIA
screening markers, the observed Ct values with the standard deviations are indicated for each sample. The detection of transgene flanking regions on the chromosomes II (X2) or
III (X3) is symbolised by + (3/3), (+) (1–2/3) or � (0/3). For each result, the experiment was carried out in triplicate. The approximate size of amplicons, only obtained three times,
is indicated between brackets in base-pair under the corresponding signal.

100% 1% 0.1% 0.05% 0.025% 0.01% 0.005% 0%

200 000 HGEs 2000 HGEs 200 HGEs 100 HGEs 50 HGEs 20 HGEs 10 HGEs 0 HGE

PLD 17.2 ± 0.4 17.3 ± 0.4 17.4 ± 0.4 17.9 ± 0.7 17.4 ± 0.3 17.3 ± 0.4 17.3 ± 0.3 17.3 ± 0.3
t35S pCAMBIA 21.8 ± 0.3 27.6 ± 0.5 31.9 ± 0.1 33.9 ± 0.2 34.9 ± 0.3 36.0 ± 0.6 37.1 ± 0.1 0.0 ± 0.0

Mix A X2 + + + + – – – –
(950) (950) (950) (950)

X3 + + + – – – – –
(700; 500) (500) (700)

Mix B X2 + (+) – – – – – –
(450)

X3 + + + – – – – –
(800) (800) (800)

Mix C X2 + + (+) – – – – –
(650) (650)

X3 + – – – – – – –
(450)

Mix D X2 – – – – – – – –

X3 + + + + + + + –
(850; 800; 500) (850; 800; 500) (850; 800; 500) (850) (850) (850) (850)

Fig. 1. Visualised amplicons on 1% agarose gel from all the tested matrices using the DRT D primer mix: (i) Bt rice (200 000 HGEs; 100%) and WT rice containing 2000 (1%),
200 (0.1%), 100 (0.05%), 50 (0.025%), 20 (0.01%), 10 (0.005%) or 0 HGEs (0%) of Bt rice; (ii) WT maize containing 200 000 (M = R), 2000 (M > R), 200 (M� R) or 0 HGEs (M) of Bt
rice; (iii) WT rice grains (G), flour (F) and noodles (N) containing 1%, 0.1% or 0% of Bt rice. The ‘‘No Template Control’’ is symbolised by NTC.
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Figure 5.1: Visualised amplicons on 1% agarose gel from all the tested matrices
using the DRT D primer mix: (i) Bt rice (200 000 HGEs; 100%) and WT rice
containing 2000 (1%), 200 (0.1%), 100 (0.05%), 50 (0.025%), 20 (0.01%), 10
(0.005%) or 0 HGEs (0%) of Bt rice; (ii) WT maize containing 200 000 (M =
R), 2000 (M > R), 200 (M � R) or 0 HGEs (M) of Bt rice; (iii) WT rice grains
(G), flour (F) and noodles (N) containing 1%, 0.1% or 0% of Bt rice. The “No
Template Control” is symbolised by NTC.
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Table 5.1: Sensitivity analysis of the DNA walking method using the four different mixes of DRT primers (A–D). For
each tested sample, the Bt rice amount in WT rice is indicated in percentage (100% to 0%) with its corresponding Bt
rice HGEs. The obtaining of these samples was based on the HGEs. Following the qPCR analysis using the PLD and
t35S pCAMBIA screening markers, the observed Ct values with the standard deviations are indicated for each sample.
The detection of transgene flanking regions on the chromosomes II (X2) or III (X3) is symbolised by + (3/3), (+)
(1–2/3) or −(0/3). For each result, the experiment was carried out in triplicate. The approximate size of amplicons,
only obtained three times, is indicated between brackets in base-pair under the corresponding signal.

100% 1% 0.1% 0.05% 0.025% 0.01% 0.005% 0%
200 000 HGEs 2000 HGEs 200 HGEs 100 HGEs 50 HGEs 20 HGEs 10 HGEs 0 HGEs

PLD 17.2 ± 0.4 17.3 ± 0.4 17.4 ± 0.4 17.9 ± 0.7 17.4 ± 0.3 17.3 ± 0.4 17.3 ± 0.3 17.3 ± 0.3
t35S 21.8 ± 0.3 27.6 ± 0.5 31.9 ± 0.1 33.9 ± 0.2 34.9 ± 0.3 36.0 ± 0.6 37.1 ± 0.1 0.0 ± 0.0
pCAMBIA

Mix A X2 + + + + − − − −
(950) (950) (950) (950)

X3 + + + − − − − −
(700; 500) (500) (700)

Mix B X2 + (+) − − − − − −
(450)

X3 + + + − − − − −
(800) (800) (800)

Mix C X2 + + (+) − − − − −
(650) (650)

X3 + − − − − − − −
(450)

Mix D X2 − − − − − − − −
X3 + + + + + + + −

(850; 800; 500) (850; 800;
500)

(850; 800;
500)

(850) (850) (850) (850)
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These results demonstrate a high sensitivity of the present DNA
walking method (as low as 100 HGEs and 10 HGEs for the junction
on chromosomes II and III, respectively) that is crucial for detecting
traces of unauthorised GMOs in food matrices. In addition, the
dynamic range of the proposed method depends essentially on
the DRT primer mixes used and not on the size of the obtained
amplicons. For instance, only mix A was still able to identify the
pCAMBIA insertion on the chromosome II at 100 HGEs of Bt rice
while the transgenic junction on the chromosome III was detected
only by the mix D from 100 to 10 HGEs of Bt rice (Table 1).
Moreover, this last DRT mix cannot provide the junction on the
chromosome II at any concentration of the target, as previously
observed by Fraiture et al. (2014). These data highlight the impor-
tance of using the four different DRT primers, as the sensitivity of

the method depends mainly on the affinity of the primers, in order
to increase the probability of detecting the two different transgene
flanking regions, especially in the presence of low amounts of
target. Concerning the specificity of the method, no aspecific
amplification was observed, except for the WT rice (0% Bt rice)
combined with the DRT D primer mix (Fig. 1). The obtained ampli-
con corresponds to an Oryza sativa Japonica genomic sequence of
chromosome X (OSJNBa0050N08.1) which codes for a putative
retro-element protein. It was generated by the adventitious pres-
ence of the UAP-N2 integrated tag near a rice sequence which is
its reverse complement in order to allow this amplification using
the UAP-N2 primer (data not shown). In addition, as expected,
the NTC presented no amplification, suggesting that no reaction
between the used primers was generated, independently of the
DRT primers used.

3.3. Study of potential food mixture impact on DNA walking method

In order to evaluate the potential impact of a food mixture on
the DNA walking approach, DNA samples composed of 200 000
HGEs of WT maize mixed with 200 000 HGEs, 2000 HGEs, 200
HGEs or 0 HGE of Bt rice were prepared. The WT maize was chosen
as DNA background given its frequent presence in rice-based prod-
ucts, such as vermicelli. In addition, the qPCR SYBR�Green analysis
using the PLD and t35S pCAMBIA screening markers, was applied
(Table 2). The obtained signals were inversely proportional to the
DNA target amount present in the tested matrices. As expected,
the results were comparable in the presence and absence of maize
(Table 1).

A DNA walking assay was carried out on these samples using
the four different DRT primers (A–D) (Fig. 1; Table 2). For all the
samples containing Bt rice, the transgene flanking regions on the
chromosome II and III were detected similarly to samples com-
posed exclusively of rice (Table 1). However, only the pCAMBIA
insertion on the chromosome II was not identified at 2000 HGEs
(1%) of the target using the DRT B mix. Furthermore, no aspecific
amplification was generated.

Moreover, the sizes of the obtained amplicons were similar to
the corresponding samples without maize (Fig. 1; Tables 1 and 2).

Table 2
Performance analysis of the DNA walking method tested on food mixtures (rice/maize) using four different mixes of DRT primers (A–D). For each sample, the amount of Bt rice
and WT maize is based and indicated in HGEs (200 000, 2000, 200 or 0 HGEs). The indicated percentage corresponds to the Bt rice HGEs tested as in point 3.2. Following the qPCR
analysis using the PLD and t35S pCAMBIA screening markers, the observed Ct values, with the standard deviations are indicated for each sample. The detection of transgene
flanking regions on the chromosomes II (X2) or III (X3) is symbolised by + (3/3), (+) (1–2/3) or – (0/3). For each result, the experiment was carried out in triplicate. The
approximate size of amplicons, only obtained three times, is indicated in base-pair under the corresponding signal.

WT Maize 200 000 HGEs 200 000 HGEs 200 000 HGEs 200 000 HGEs

Bt Rice 200 000 HGEs (100%) 2000 HGEs (1%) 200 HGEs (0.1%) 0 HGE

PLD 17.5 ± 0.1 25.1 ± 0.1 29.8 ± 0.7 0.0 ± 0.0
t35S pCAMBIA 21.2 ± 0.2 28.3 ± 0.5 31.9 ± 0.2 0.0 ± 0.0

Mix A X2 + + + –
(950) (950) (950)

X3 + + + –
(700; 500) (700) (500)

Mix B X2 + – – –
(450)

X3 + + + –
(800) (800) (800)

Mix C X2 + + (+) –
(650) (650)

X3 + – – –
(450)

Mix D X2 – – – –

X3 + + + –
(850; 800; 500) (850; 800; 500) (850; 800; 500)

Fig. 2. Genomic DNA (100 ng) extracted from rice grains (a), flour (b) and noodles
(c).
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Figure 5.2: Genomic DNA (100 ng) extracted from rice grains (a), flour (b) and
noodles (c).

A DNA walking assay was carried out on these samples using the four different
DRT primers (A–D) (Figure 5.1; Table 5.2). For all the samples containing Bt
rice, the transgene flanking regions on the chromosome II and III were detected
similarly to samples composed exclusively of rice (Table 5.1). However, only
the pCAMBIA insertion on the chromosome II was not identified at 2000 HGEs
(1%) of the target using the DRT B mix. Furthermore, no aspecific amplification
was generated.
Moreover, the sizes of the obtained amplicons were similar to the corresponding
samples without maize (Figure 5.1; Tables 5.1 and 5.2).
These results thus indicate the high specificity and reliability of the developed
DNA walking approach applied to a food matrix, independently of the addition
of another ingredient.

5.3.4 Study of potential food processing impact on DNA
walking strategy

As food processing is well-known to cause DNA damage, the DNA walking
approach was carried out on rice matrices processed in-house (Ballari and
Martin 2013). In order to gradually test the potential effect of food processing,
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rice flour and rice noodles were generated. These products are composed of
WT rice and 1%, 0.1% or 0% of Bt rice. As a control, unprocessed WT rice
samples (rice grain), containing 1%, 0.1% or 0% of Bt rice, were also prepared.
To evaluate the impact of food processing on DNA quality, extracted DNAs were
observed on 1% agarose gel (Figure 5.2). Although the DNA yields were similar,
DNA degradation followed the level of food processing. Indeed, rice flour and
rice noodles presented a DNA slightly and strongly degraded compared to the
unprocessed materials, respectively.
First, these processed food products were analysed by qPCR SYBRrGreen
using the PLD and t35S pCAMBIA markers (Table 5.3). As expected, the Bt
rice samples presented a positive signal for the two screening markers (PLD and
t35s pCAMBIA), inversely proportional to the amount of target. A difference
of Ct was observed between the unprocessed and processed samples, suggesting
an impact of food processing.
Second, the DNA walking approach was evaluated on processed rice products
(Figure 5.1; Table 5.3). Compared to the unprocessed materials, the detection
power of this system had decreased according to the level of DNA damage caused
by food processing. However, the intensity of this effect differed in function of
the DRT mix used. Indeed, no amplicon was generated on processed food with
the DRT B primer while the mix D was able to detect the junction localised
on the chromosome III similarly to unprocessed materials. Concerning the
obtained amplicons, their sizes were in the same range as those of unprocessed
materials (Figure 5.1; Table 5.1). Nonetheless, the DNA degradation had
implied a disappearance of some of them, such as in mix D tested on the 0.1%
Bt rice noodles sample. As a whole, based on the combination of results from
the four different DRT primer mixes (A–D), the DNA walking approach was
able to confirm the presence of the target at its lowest tested concentration
(0.1%), in both rice flour and noodles, identifying the transgene flanking regions
on chromosomes II and III. Regarding the specificity, no additional aspecific
amplification was observed.
The high sensitivity and specificity of the proposed DNA walking approach was
confirmed by all these results. This method presents the important advantage
to be able to cope with processed food that is essential for all analysis applied
to food matrices. It should be noted, however, that, although the DNA from
rice noodles was strongly degraded by the food processing, the impact of higher
temperatures was not investigated in this study (Figure 5.2).
In addition, the sensitivity of the method is clearly linked to the affinity of
DRT primers used. Indeed, a primer with a poor affinity for the targeted
sequence, such as mix B, presents an obvious difficulty to detect the transgene
flanking regions in a given sample submitted to food processing. Therefore, the
importance of using the four different DRT primers is highlighted in order to
maximise the detection power of the DNA walking method, independently of
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Table 5.2: Performance analysis of the DNA walking method tested on food mixtures (rice/maize) using four different
mixes of DRT primers (A–D). For each sample, the amount of Bt rice and WT maize is based and indicated in HGEs
(200 000, 2000, 200 or 0 HGEs). The indicated percentage corresponds to the Bt rice HGEs tested as in point 5.3.2.
Following the qPCR analysis using the PLD and t35S pCAMBIA screening markers, the observed Ct values, with the
standard deviations are indicated for each sample. The detection of transgene flanking regions on the chromosomes
II (X2) or III (X3) is symbolised by + (3/3), (+) (1–2/3) or −(0/3). For each result, the experiment was carried
out in triplicate. The approximate size of amplicons, only obtained three times, is indicated in base-pair under the
corresponding signal.

WT Maize 200 000 HGEs 200 000 HGEs 200 000 HGEs 200 000 HGEs

Bt Rice 200 000 HGEs (100%) 2000 HGEs (1%) 200 HGEs (0.1%) 0 HGE

PLD 17.5 ± 0.1 25.1 ± 0.1 29.8 ± 0.7 0.0 ± 0.0
t35S pCAMBIA 21.2 ± 0.2 28.3 ± 0.5 31.9 ± 0.2 0.0 ± 0.0

Mix A X2 + + + −
(950) (950) (950)

X3 + + + −
(700; 500) (700) (500)

Mix B X2 + − − −
(450)

X3 + + + −
(800) (800) (800)

Mix C X2 + + (+) −
(650) (650)

X3 + − − −
(450)

Mix D X2 − − − −
X3 + + + −

(850; 800; 500) (850; 800; 500) (850; 800; 500)
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Table 5.3: Performance analysis of the DNA walking method tested on unprocessed (grains) and processed rice food
(flour and noodles), using four different DRT primers (A–D). For each tested sample, the amount of Bt rice in WT rice,
indicated in percentage (1%, 0.1% or 0%), is based on the rice grain weight. Following the qPCR analysis using the
PLD and t35S pCAMBIA screening markers, the observed Ct values with the standard deviations are indicated for
each sample. The detection of transgene flanking regions on the chromosomes II (X2) or III (X3) is symbolised by +
(3/3), (+) (1–2/3) or −(0/3). For each result, the experiment was carried out in triplicate. The approximate size of
amplicons, only obtained three times, is indicated in base-pair under the corresponding signal.

Grains Flour Noodles Grains Flour Noodles Grains Flour Noodles
1% 1% 1% 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 0% 0% 0%

PLD 17.6 ± 0.1 18.4 ± 0.5 19.9 ± 0.8 17.2 ± 0.2 18.6 ± 0.4 18.7 ± 0.6 17.3 ± 0.3 18.7 ± 0.6 19.6 ± 0.7
t35S 27.2 ± 0.2 29.3 ± 0.3 30.1 ± 0.5 30.3 ± 0.2 31.6 ± 0.2 31.9 ± 0.1 0.0 ± 0.0 0.0 ± 0.0 0.0 ± 0.0
pCAMBIA

Mix A X2 + + + + + (+) − − −
(950) (950) (950) (950) (950)

X3 + + − + + − − − −
(500) (500) (500) (500)

Mix B X2 (+) − − − − − − − −
X3 + − − + − − − − −

(800) (800)
Mix C X2 + + (+) (+) (+) (+) − − −

(650) (650)
X3 − − − − − − − − −

Mix D X2 − − − − − − − − −
X3 + + + + + + − − −

(850; 800;
500)

(850; 800;
500)

(850; 800;
500)

(850; 800;
500)

(850; 800;
500)

(850)
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the processing state of the tested matrix.

5.4 Conclusion

An integrated PCR-based DNA walking approach has recently been developed
to identify unauthorised GMOs including a pCAMBIA family cassette that is
frequently present in transgenic plants (Fraiture et al. 2014). For the first time,
the analytical performance of this method has been here thoroughly assessed,
in terms of sensitivity as well as applicability to a range of model food samples
mimicking common rice-based mixtures and processed products.
The results obtained in this study suggest the good specificity, sensitivity,
reliability, practicability and applicability of the developed DNA walking strategy
on food mixtures, processed food matrices and low amounts of target, especially
interesting in the case of unauthorised GMOs present at trace level.
At the moment, other new high-throughput technologies to identify unauthorised
GMOs are emerging, such as Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS). Recently,
this last technology has successfully characterised the transgene flanking region
of GM soybean and rice (LLRice62, TT51-1 and T1c-19) (Kovalic et al. 2012;
Wahler et al. 2013; Yang et al. 2013). However, these approaches were tested only
on unprocessed materials composed of 100% targeted GMOs and the detection
of low amounts of GMO mixture and processed food, although crucial, remains
challenging and extremely expensive. At the present time, NGS technology is not
easily implementable routinely in the enforcement laboratories and still requires
a long time-frame to get results, high-cost and qualified bioinformaticians for
dealing with NGS data. Therefore, the proposed DNA walking strategy is
currently a key molecular tool to easily prove, without significant additional
cost and equipment, the presence of unauthorised GMOs in any given food/feed
matrix.
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Chapter 6

Integrated DNA walking
system to characterize a
broad spectrum of GMOs in
food/feed matrices

To target a broader spectrum of GMO, the integrated approach, developed
and validated in the chapters 4 and 5 respectively, was strengthened with two
bidirectional DNA walking methods anchored on the p35S and tNOS elements,
which are frequently found in GMO.
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and N. H. Roosens (2015b). “Integrated DNA walking system to characterize a
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Abstract

Background In order to provide a system fully integrated with qPCR screening,
usually used in GMO routine analysis, as well as being able to detect, characterize
and identify a broad spectrum of GMOs in food/feed matrices, two bidirectional
DNA walking methods targeting p35S or tNOS, the most common transgenic
elements found in GM crops, were developed. These newly developed DNA
walking methods are completing the previously implemented DNA walking
method targeting the t35S pCAMBIA element.

Methods Food/feed matrices containing transgenic crops (Bt rice or MON863
maize) were analysed using the integrated DNA walking system.

Results First, the newly developed DNA walking methods, anchored on the
sequences used for the p35S or tNOS qPCR screening, were tested on Bt
rice that contains these two transgenic elements. Second, the methods were
assessed on a maize sample containing a low amount of the GM MON863 event,
representing a more complex matrix in terms of genome size and sensitivity.
Finally, to illustrate its applicability in GMO routine analysis by enforcement
laboratories, the entire workflow of the integrated strategy, including qPCR
screening to detect the potential presence of GMOs and the subsequent DNA
walking methods to characterize and identify the detected GMOs, was applied
on a GeMMA Scheme Proficiency Test matrix. Via the characterization of
the transgene flanking region between the transgenic cassette and the plant
genome as well as of a part of the transgenic cassette, the presence of GMOs
was properly confirmed or infirmed in all tested samples.

Conclusion Due to their simple procedure and their short time-frame to get
results, the developed DNA walking methods proposed here can be easily
implemented in GMO routine analysis by the enforcement laboratories. In
providing crucial information about the transgene flanking regions and/or the
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transgenic cassettes, this DNA walking strategy is a key molecular tool to prove
the presence of GMOs in any given food/feed matrix.
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6.1 Background

In 2014, 181.5 million hectares of genetically modified organisms (GMOs) have
been planted in 28 countries (James 2014). On the European Union (EU)
market, the commercialization of GMOs in the food/feed chain is subject to the
EU legislation (The European Parliament and The Council Of The European
Union 2001; The European Parliament and The Council Of The European
Union 2003a; The European Parliament and The Council Of The European
Union 2003b), which is becoming more and more complex to implement due
to the increasing number and diversity of GMOs (Stein and Rodríguez-Serezo
2009; James 2014). The majority of EU-authorized GMOs (78.6%) harbours
the transgenic p35S element (Cauliflower mosaic virus (CaMV) 35S promoter),
the transgenic tNOS element (Agrobacterium tumefaciens nopaline synthase
terminator) or both of them, with an occurrence respectively reported of 60.7,
53.6 and 35.7% (Barbau-Piednoir et al. 2010; Broeders et al. 2012a; CERA
2012; GMO Compass 2015).
To ensure the correct enforcement of the EU legislation, several GMO detection
methods have been developed, mainly based on SYBRrGreen and TaqManr
real-time PCR technologies. Usually, a screening is first performed with qPCR
methods targeting the most common transgenic elements present in genetically
modified (GM) crops (e.g. p35S and tNOS). These strategies, covering a broad
spectrum of GMOs, allow to indicate the potential presence of GMOs in tested
samples (Barbau-Piednoir et al. 2010; Reiting et al. 2010; Mbongolo Mbella
et al. 2011; Broeders et al. 2012a; Broeders et al. 2012b; Kluga et al. 2013). In
case of positive responses, EU-authorized GMOs are subsequently identified and
quantified using EU event-specific methods. If some observed positive screening
elements, like p35S and tNOS, are not explained by these event-specific methods,
the presence of EU-unauthorized GMOs can be indirectly suspected (Broeders
et al. 2012a). However, as most of the targeted elements originate from natural
organisms (e.g. p35S from CaMV and tNOS from Agrobacterium tumefaciens),
the confirmation of their presence can be irrefutably provided only by the
characterization of the transgene flanking regions between the plant genome
and the integrated cassette (Broeders et al. 2012a; Broeders et al. 2012b;
Fraiture et al. 2014). To this end, DNA walking strategies have notably been
proposed in order to get this crucial information allowing to identify GM crops
(Babekova et al. 2009; Xu et al. 2013a; Cao et al. 2014; Fraiture et al. 2014 and
references therein; Liang et al. 2014; Majhi et al. 2014; Fraiture et al. 2015a and
references therein; Zhang et al. 2015). However, these methods are not usually
used in GMO routine analysis because they are not easily implementable by
the enforcement laboratories. Recently, an integrated DNA walking strategy,
better corresponding to the need of the enforcement laboratories, was developed
to rapidly detect and identify EU-unauthorized GMOs, without significant
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additional cost and equipment (Fraiture et al. 2014). This method targets the
t35S element from the pCAMBIA vector, which is frequent (30%) in transgenic
plants and is absent in EU-authorized GMOs. This DNA walking approach,
based on PCR, has the advantage to be fully integrated into the initial qPCR
analysis as the same primers are used for the qPCR screening (detection) and
the DNA walking (identification) (Komori et al. 2007; Fraiture et al. 2014). In
addition, this approach was assessed as highly sensitive and able to deal with
rice based mixtures and processed products, which is essential in GMO routine
analysis (Fraiture et al. 2015a).
Here, the concept of this integrated PCR-based DNA walking strategy has
been adapted to also target p35S and tNOS, the most common transgenic
elements found in GMOs, in order to characterize a broader spectrum of GMOs
as well as to strengthen the initial DNA walking system targeting t35S from
pCAMBIA. For each element, two DNA walking directions, starting from a
position anchored on the sequences used for the p35S or tNOS SYBRrGreen
qPCR screening, have been established (Barbau-Piednoir et al. 2010). First,
the p35S and tNOS bidirectional DNA walking methods were developed on Bt
rice, as previously used for the t35S pCAMBIA method. Second, these DNA
walking methods were assessed using the certified reference material (CRM) of
the GM maize MON863 (9,85%), which represents a more complex matrix due
to its large genome and its low target content. Finally, in order to illustrate
its applicability in routine analysis, a GeMMA Scheme Proficiency Test food
matrix was submitted to the entire integrated strategy, including the qPCR
screening using the p35S, tNOS and t35S pCAMBIA markers to detect the
presence of GMOs and, then, the DNA walking methods, corresponding to the
qPCR positive responses, allowing to characterize them.

6.2 Results and discussion

In order to characterize a broad spectrum of both EU-authorized and -
unauthorized GMOs, two novel DNA walking methods, based on the p35S
and tNOS transgenic elements, have been developed. These methods were
designed similarly to the t35S pCAMBIA DNA walking method targeting only
EU-unauthorized GMOs (Fraiture et al. 2014). In the interest to provide an
integrated approach, for each DNA walking method, the same primers allow the
detection of the potential presence of GMOs containing the targeted elements
(qPCR screening) as well as their characterization and identification insofar as
possible (DNA walking).
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6.2.1 In silico study

Since the DNA walking approach is integrated into the screening step, the
SYBRrGreen primers published by Barbau-Piednoir et al. (2010) were used to
target the p35S and tNOS elements.
As three primers are required by the DNA walking method for each targeted
element, an additional primer (b) intermediate to the screening primers (a and
c) was designed (Table 6.1). The specificity of these primers was successfully
assessed in silico, against all EU-authorized GMOs, LLPs (Low Level Presence)
and corresponding WTs (Wild-Type), using the software wEMBOSS (data
not shown) (EMBnet 2015). Moreover, for each of the targets, two walking
directions were established (p35S-F, p35S-R, tNOS-F and tNOS-R) in order to
extend the GMO coverage of the integrated DNA walking strategy.

6.2.2 Development of the DNA walking methods

Assessment of p35S DNA walking methods

For the p35S approach, several amplicons were observed from 100% Bt rice,
corresponding to 200 000 HGEs (Haploid Genome Equivalent), for the four
different degenerated random tagging (DRT) primers (A-D), including 18
amplicons for the p35S-F DNA walking method (amplicons n° 1 to 18) and
12 amplicons for the p35S-R DNA walking method (amplicons n° 24 to 35)
(Figure 6.1A). The size range of these amplicons was approximately from 100 bp
to 1 Kbp and from 250 bp to 2 Kbp for the p35S-F and p35S-R DNA walking
method, respectively. All these amplicons were consecutively analysed by
sequencing to evaluate the specificity of the methods (Additional File 1).
All these characterized sequences corresponded specifically to the position
of the p35S element in the transgenic cassette (Figure 6.1B) (Breitler et al.
2004). As expected, these sequences present the continuity of the p35S element
[GenBank:AF234296] for the p35S-F DNA walking method (amplicons n° 1 to
18) and the p35S promoter [GenBank:AF234296] regulating the hygromycin
resistance gene (hpt) [GenBank:AAF65337] for the p35S-R DNA walking method
(amplicons n° 24 to 35) (Figure 6.1b and Additional File 1).
For the WT rice sample, few amplicons (amplicons n° 19 to 23 for the p35S-F
method and amplicons n° 36 to 42 for the p35S-R method) were observed
(Figure 6.1A) and identified as corresponding to the rice genome (Additional
File 2). They are probably due to the use of DRT primers which can potentially
generate a background of aspecific products, especially in absence or in low
amounts of targeted sequences (Leoni et al. 2011).
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Assessment of tNOS DNA walking methods

The use of the tNOS DNA walking approach with the two walking directions
using the four different DRT primers (A-D) on the 100% Bt rice sample produces
several amplicons, including 17 amplicons for the tNOS-F DNA walking method
(amplicons n° 43 to 59) and 22 amplicons for the tNOS-R DNA walking method
(amplicons n° 66 to 87) (Figure 6.1A). The tNOS-F and tNOS-R DNA walking
methods gave respectively amplicons with a size range of approximately 100 bp
to 1.5 Kbp and 200 bp to 2 Kbp. To assess the specificity of the methods, all
these PCR products were examined by sequencing (Additional File 1).
On the one hand, as expected, regarding the tNOS element localisation in the
transgenic cassette, 100% of the analysed amplicons coming from the tNOS-F
DNA walking method have allowed to characterize the transgene flanking regions
between the rice genome and the right border of the integrated pCAMBIA
cassette via the amplicon sequences containing both the tNOS element and
the rice genome (Figure 6.1b and Additional File 1). None of the obtained
amplicons presented an unexpected sequence. As the Bt rice presents two
transgenic insertions, two types of transgene flanking regions were characterized:
one localised between the transgenic cassette [GenBank:AY836546.1] and
a genomic sequence from chromosome II of Oryza sativa japonica Group
[GenBank:OSJNBa0016G10] identified using the amplicons generated by the
DRT C primers (amplicons n° 51 to 56) and one situated between the pCAMBIA
cassette [GenBank:AY836546.1] and a genomic sequence from chromosome III
of Oryza sativa japonica Group [GenBank:OSJNBb0111B07] identified using
the amplification coming from the DRT A, B and D primers (amplicons n° 43
to 50 and n° 57 to 59) (Fraiture et al. 2014; Fraiture et al. 2015a). These results
yet clearly demonstrate the importance to use four different DRT primer mixes.
Indeed, the difference in affinity of these DRT primers allows increasing the
likelihood to successfully characterize all targets (Fraiture et al. 2014; Fraiture
et al. 2015a). In addition, the right border of the pCAMBIA cassette on
chromosome II was shorter of two base-pairs compared to the one on chromosome
III (Additional File 1). These two transgene flanking regions were also properly
confirmed by sequencing of PCR products obtained in using primers annealing
to the pCAMBIA cassette and chromosome II or III (Table 6.1 and Additional
File 3).
On the other hand, as expected, all PCR products generated from the tNOS-R
DNA walking method allow to characterize the continuity of the tNOS element
(amplicons n° 71, 82 and 87) as well as, for the longer ones, the flanking
region between the tNOS element [GenBank:HQ593861.1] and the Cry1B gene
[GenBank:KC414884.1] conferring an insect resistance (amplicons n° 66 to 70,
n° 72 to 81 and n° 83 to 86) (Figure 6.1b and Additional File 1). 100% of the
analysed amplicons corresponded to the expected sequences.
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Table 6.1: Oligonucleotide primers used for the real-time PCR assays, the DNA walking approaches and the PCR
confirmation of the transgenic junctions.

Methods Oligonucleotide
names

Oligonucleotide sequences Product
sizes (bp)

References

SYBRrGreen p35S F AAAGCAAGTGGATTGATGTGATA 75 Barbau-Piednoir et al. (2010)
qPCR p35S R GGGTCTTGCGAAGGATAGTG Barbau-Piednoir et al. (2010)

SYBRrGreen tNOS F GATTAGAGTCCCGCAATTATACATTTAA 69 Barbau-Piednoir et al. (2010)
qPCR tNOS R TTATCCTAGKTTGCGCGCTATATTT Barbau-Piednoir et al. (2010)

SYBRrGreen
qPCR

t35S pCAMBIA
c-F

CGGGGGATCTGGATTTTAGTA 137 Fraiture et al. (2014)

t35S pCAMBIA
a-R

AGGGTTCCTATAGGGTTTCGCTC Fraiture et al. (2014)

DNA Walking p35S-F a
(p35S R)

GGGTCTTGCGAAGGATAGTG Barbau-Piednoir et al. (2010)

p35S-F b TGTGCGTCATCCCTTACGTCAGT / This study
p35S-F c TATCACATCAATCCACTTGCTTT Barbau-Piednoir et al. (2010)

DNA Walking p35S-R a
(p35S F)

AAAGCAAGTGGATTGATGTGATA Barbau-Piednoir et al. (2010)

p35S-R b ACTGACGTAAGGGATGACGCACA / This study
p35S-R c CACTATCCTTCGCAAGACCC Barbau-Piednoir et al. (2010)

DNA Walking tNOS-F a
(tNOS F)

GATTAGAGTCCCGCAATTATACATTTAA Barbau-Piednoir et al. (2010)

tNOS-F b TTAATACGCGATAGAAAACAAAAT / This study
tNOS-F c AAATATAGCGCGCAAMCTAGGATAA Barbau-Piednoir et al. (2010)
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Table 6.1 continued

Methods Oligonucleotide
names

Oligonucleotide sequences Product
sizes (bp)

References

DNA Walking tNOS-R a
(tNOS R)

TTATCCTAGKTTGCGCGCTATATTT Barbau-Piednoir et al. (2010)

tNOS-R b ATTTTGTTTTCTATCGCGTATTAA / This study
tNOS-R c TTAAATGTATAATTGCGGGACTCTAATC Barbau-Piednoir et al. (2010)

PCR junction Rice chromosome
II

CCCCTAATTTCTCACAGGCC 848 This study

tNOS-F c AAATATAGCGCGCAAMCTAGGATAA Barbau-Piednoir et al. (2010)

PCR junction Rice chromosome
III

AGGTACTCAAGCCTTTTCCAGC 1105 This study

tNOS-F c AAATATAGCGCGCAAMCTAGGATAA Barbau-Piednoir et al. (2010)
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tNOS DNA walking methods
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Fig. 1 Development of the bidirectional p35S and tNOS DNA walking methods on 100 % Bt rice. a Visualisation of the obtained amplicons, numeroted
from 1 to 94, using the p35S and tNOS DNA walking methods applied on 100 ng of 100 % Bt rice and WT rice. For each method, four different DRT
primer mixes (A-D) have been used. b For each DNA walking method, a schematic representation of the potential start position and direction, applied
on the transgenic cassette of the Bt rice, is illustatred by the black arrows. Below the transgenic cassette, the sequence covering of the obtained amplicons
from the 100 % Bt rice is schematically represented by rectangles. The corresponding amplicon numbering is indicated in the Fig. 1a. LB (left border);
t35S (CaMV 35S terminator); hpt (hygromycin phosphotransferase gene); p35S (CaMV 35S promoter); lacZ (LacZ alpha fragment); pUBI (maize ubiquitin
promoter); Cry1B (synthetic Cry1B gene); tNOS (Agrobacterium tumefaciens nopaline synthase terminator); RB (right border); rice (rice genome)
[Schema adapted from 24]
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Fig. 1 Development of the bidirectional p35S and tNOS DNA walking methods on 100 % Bt rice. a Visualisation of the obtained amplicons, numeroted
from 1 to 94, using the p35S and tNOS DNA walking methods applied on 100 ng of 100 % Bt rice and WT rice. For each method, four different DRT
primer mixes (A-D) have been used. b For each DNA walking method, a schematic representation of the potential start position and direction, applied
on the transgenic cassette of the Bt rice, is illustatred by the black arrows. Below the transgenic cassette, the sequence covering of the obtained amplicons
from the 100 % Bt rice is schematically represented by rectangles. The corresponding amplicon numbering is indicated in the Fig. 1a. LB (left border);
t35S (CaMV 35S terminator); hpt (hygromycin phosphotransferase gene); p35S (CaMV 35S promoter); lacZ (LacZ alpha fragment); pUBI (maize ubiquitin
promoter); Cry1B (synthetic Cry1B gene); tNOS (Agrobacterium tumefaciens nopaline synthase terminator); RB (right border); rice (rice genome)
[Schema adapted from 24]
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Figure 6.1: Development of the bidirectional p35S and tNOS DNA walking
methods on 100% Bt rice.
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Figure 6.1 (continued): (A) Visualisation of the obtained amplicons, numeroted
from 1 to 94, using the p35S and tNOS DNA walking methods applied on
100 ng of 100% Bt rice and WT rice. For each method, four different DRT
primer mixes (A-D) have been used. (B) For each DNA walking method, a
schematic representation of the potential start position and direction, applied on
the transgenic cassette of the Bt rice, is illustrated by the black arrows. Below
the transgenic cassette, the sequence covering of the obtained amplicons from
the 100% Bt rice is schematically represented by rectangles. The corresponding
amplicon numbering is indicated in the Figure 6.1a.
LB: left border; t35S: CaMV 35S terminator; hpt: hygromycin phosphotrans-
ferase gene; p35S: CaMV 35S promoter; lacZ: LacZ alpha fragment; pUBI:
maize ubiquitin promoter; Cry1B: synthetic Cry1B gene; tNOS: Agrobacterium
tumefaciens nopaline synthase terminator; RB: right border; rice: rice genome
[Schema adapted from Breitler et al. (2004)].

Similarly to the p35S DNA walking methods, the bidirectional tNOS approach
presents uniquely specific amplifications further to the analysis of the Bt rice
sample while few aspecific amplicons (Figure 6.1B), corresponding to the rice
genome, were generated from the WT rice material (amplicons n° 60 to 65
for the tNOS-F method and amplicons n° 88 to 94 for the tNOS-R method)
(Additional File 2).

6.2.3 Practical application of the DNA walking methods

Analysis of GM maize

To test the developed p35S and tNOS bidirectional DNA walking methods on a
more complex food matrix than rice in term of genome size and target amount,
GM maize MON863 9.85% (ERM-BF416c), corresponding to 3 788 HGEs, was
selected as it possesses both the p35S and tNOS elements in its transgenic
cassette (Barbau-Piednoir et al. 2010; Joint Research Centre 2014).
First, the presence of these elements in the tested CRM sample was confirmed by
SYBRrGreen qPCR screening (Additional File 4). Then, several amplicons were
generated by each DNA walking method with a size ranging from approximately
200 bp to 4 Kbp (Figure 6.2A). In order to obtain the most informative sequences,
the amplicon with the highest size for each DRT primer mix in each applied
DNA walking method was selected to be sequenced (Additional File 5).
Most of the selected amplicons from the p35S-F DNA walking method present the
5’ transgene flanking region between the maize genome [GenBank:DQ490951.2]
and the p35S promoter [GenBank:KJ608136.1] from the transgenic cassette of
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MON863, as previously published (Figure 6.2b and Additional file 5) (Yang
et al. 2005b; Zhu et al. 2008). This transgene flanking region, confirming the
presence of GM maize MON863, is also targeted by the EU event-specific qPCR
method to identify and quantify this GMO (Joint Research Centre – European
Commission 2005). Only one tested amplicon (n° 3) showed an aspecific sequence
corresponding to the WT maize genome [GenBank:AC196084; Zea mays BAC
clone CH201-52A17 from chromosome 5] (Figure 6.2a and Additional File 2).
A possible explanation is that the tested sample contains primarily WT maize
material and only a relative low amount of the target.
For the p35S-R DNA walking method, two different types of sequences were
observed due to the presence of two p35S promoters in the transgenic cassette
of GM MON863 maize (Figure 6.2B) (Yang et al. 2005b; Pan et al. 2006).
On the one hand, the continuity of the p35S promoter [GenBank:KJ608136.1;
Zea mays transgenic line MON863 promoter region] regulated the neomycin
phosphotransferase gene (nptII) from A. tumefaciens [GenBank:AAF65400.1]
which confers a resistance to kanamycin (Figure 6.2b and Additional File 5). On
the other hand, a part of the p35S promoter [GenBank:JX139718.1], followed
by the 5’ upstream sequence of the Wheat major chlorophyll a/b binding
protein gene (wtCAB) [GenBank:X05823.1] and by the Rice Actin intron
(rAct) [GenBank:EU155408.1; X63830.1], regulated the synthetic Cry3Bb1 gene
[GenBank:CS409981.1; GX181970.1], providing insect resistance (Figure 6.2b
and Additional File 5). The information acquired from these both types of
sequences allows a better characterization of the transgenic cassette.
Using the tNOS-F DNA walking method, all analysed amplicons showed a
part of the tNOS terminator from A. tumefaciens [GenBank:JN400387.1]
followed by a modified p35S promoter, including in upstream of four repeats
of a short activating sequence (21 bp), referred to as 4-AS1 promoter
[GenBank:JX139718.1] (Yang et al. 2005b; Pan et al. 2006; Zhu et al.
2008). This modified p35S promoter was then followed by the 5’ upstream
sequence of the Wheat major chlorophyll a/b binding protein gene (wtCAB)
[GenBank:X05823.1] and the Rice Actin intron (rAct) [GenBank:EU155408.1;
X63830.1] to regulate the Cry3Bb1 gene [GenBank:CS409981.1; GX181970.1]
(Figure 6.2b and Additional File 5).
The tNOS-R DNA walking method provided the sequence of the nptII
selection marker [GenBank:AAF65400.1] followed by the tNOS terminator
[GenBank:JN400387.1] (Figure 6.2b and Additional File 5). An aspecific
sequence corresponding to the WT maize genome [GenBank:AC196084],
identical to the amplicon n° 3 from the p35S-F DNA walking method, was
observed for the amplicons n° 14 and 15 (Additional File 2).
Most of the tested amplicons (81.25%) derived from all the DNA walking
methods presented a sequence corresponding to the GM targets. Based on
these data, the presence of GM MON863 maize in the tested sample was clearly
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identified by isolation and sequencing of its junction between the maize genome
and the transgenic cassette. In addition, this strategy allows to reconstruct
2.727 Kbp of the integrated transgenic cassette, going from the left border
to a part of the gene Cry3Bb1, in agreement with the published information
(Figure 6.2b and Additional File 5) (Yang et al. 2005b; Pan et al. 2006; Zhu et al.
2008). These results also highlight that the proposed DNA walking strategy is
able to identify GMOs from different plant species.

Analysis of the food matrix

In order to illustrate its applicability in GMO routine analysis by the enforcement
laboratories, the entire workflow of the integrated system was applied on a food
matrix (GeM SU34-A) from a GeMMA Scheme Proficiency Test containing
1.2% of GM maize MON863 event, corresponding to 461 HGEs.
First, similarly to the GMO routine analysis, the GeMMA food matrix was
submitted to the SYBRrGreen qPCR screening using the p35S, tNOS and
t35S pCAMBIA screening markers allowing to detect the potential presence of
GMOs (Table 6.1). As expected, a positive signal was observed for the p35S
and tNOS screening markers while the t35S pCAMBIA screening marker gave a
negative signal (Additional File 4), suggesting the potential presence of GMOs
in the tested food matrix.
Second, based on the positive signals obtained from the screening qPCR analysis,
the bidirectional p35S and tNOS DNA walking approaches were selected to be
applied on the sample. In doing so, the potential presence of GMOs will be
confirmed by the characterization of their sequences.
All applied DNA walking methods were able to produce amplicons in a size
range from approximately 200 bp to 1.5 Kbp (Additional File 6). In order
to follow an efficient workflow suitable for GMO routine analysis, only one
amplicon, chose for its large size as well as for its ease to be selected on an
electrophoresis gel, was sequenced for each DNA walking method (Additional
File 6).
With all these DNA walking methods, 100% of the analysed amplicons
presented sequences specific to the GM target. Indeed, when using
p35S-F DNA walking, the transgene flanking region between the maize
genome [GenBank:DQ490951.2] and the p35S promoter from the transgenic
cassette of MON863 [GenBank:KJ608136.1] was identified, proving the
presence of this GMO in the tested sample (Yang et al. 2005b; Zhu et al.
2008). The p35S-R DNA walking method presented the continuity of the
p35S promoter [GenBank:KJ608136.1] regulating the nptII selection marker
[GenBank:AAF65400.1]. From the tNOS-F DNA walking method, a part of the
tNOS terminator [GenBank:JN400387.1], followed respectively by the 4AS-1
promoter [GenBank:JX139718.1] and the Wheat major chlorophyll a/b binding
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Figure 6.2: Application of the bidirectional p35S and tNOS DNA walking
methods on GM maize matrices.
(A) Visualisation of the obtained amplicons using the p35S and tNOS DNA
walking methods applied on 100 ng of the GM MON863 maize CRM (9.85%).
For each method, four different DRT primer mixes (A-D) have been used. The
analyzed amplicons are indicated by a numerotation going from 1 to 16. (B)
For each DNA walking method, a schematic representation of the potential
start position and direction, applied on the transgenic cassette of the GM maize
MON863, is illustrated by the black arrows. Below the transgenic cassette,
the sequence covering of the selected amplicons from the GM MON863 maize
CRM (9.85%) and the GeMMA proficiency test food matrix (GeMMA SU35-
A) is schematically represented by rectangles. The corresponding amplicon
numbering is indicated in the Figure 6.2A and Additional File 6.
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Figure 6.2 (continued): LB: left border; p35S: CaMV 35S promoter; nptII:
neomycin phosphotransferase II gene; tNOS: Agrobacterium tumefaciens
nopaline synthase terminator; p4-AS1: modified CaMV 35S promoter; wtCAB:
wheat major chlorophyll a/b binding protein gene; rAct: rice actin intron;
Cry3Bb1: synthetic Cry3Bb1 gene; tahsp17: wheat heat shock protein
terminator; RB: right border; maize: maize genome [Schema adapted from Yang
et al. (2005b) and Pan et al. (2006)].

protein gene (wtCAB) [GenBank:X05823.1], was detected. Via the tNOS-R
DNA walking method, the sequence of the nptII gene [GenBank:AAF65400.1]
regulated by the tNOS terminator [GenBank:JN400387.1] was observed
(Figure 6.2b and Additional File 5 and 6).
All these sequences indubitably prove the presence of the GM MON863 maize
event in the GeMMA food matrix sample though the identification of its
junction between the maize genome and the transgenic cassette as well as the
partial reconstruction of its transgenic cassette, in agreement with the published
information (Yang et al. 2005b; Pan et al. 2006; Zhu et al. 2008).
Similarly to the t35S pCAMBIA DNA walking method, the good specificity
of the newly developed DNA walking methods (p35S-F, p35S-R, tNOS-F,
tNOS-R) was illustrated in this study since almost all of the sequences from
the analysed amplicons generated from the Bt rice (100%), MON863-9.85%
(81.25%) and Gemma proficiency test (100%) matrices corresponded to the
GM targets (Fraiture et al. 2014; Fraiture et al. 2015a). The success of this
strategy is mainly due to the specificity of the target-specific primers, allowing to
initially amplify the targets by PCR and, then, to enrich them by two successive
semi-nested PCRs (Table 6.1).

6.3 Conclusion

In order to provide an integrated system able to detect, characterize and identify
a broad spectrum of both EU-authorized and -unauthorized GMOs in food/feed
matrices, two bidirectional DNA walking methods targeting p35S or tNOS,
the most common transgenic elements, were developed to be anchored on the
sequences used for the p35S or tNOS qPCR SYBRrGreen screening described
by Barbau-Piednoir et al. (2010). These DNA walking methods also allow to
strengthen the previously published t35S pCAMBIA DNA walking method in
order to currently target around 75% of the GM crops (Fraiture et al. 2014;
Fraiture et al. 2015a; personal communication).
First, the p35S and tNOS bidirectional DNA walking methods were developed
and assessed for their specificity using 100% Bt rice. These methods were
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evaluated as highly specific since no aspecific amplifications were generated
in presence of the target. Second, the developed DNA walking methods were
tested on a more complex maize food matrix, in term of genome size, containing
approximately 10% of the GM maize MON863 event. Finally, the entire workflow
of the integrated system, including the detection of the potential presence of
GMOs by qPCR screening with the p35S, tNOS and t35S pCAMBIA markers
and, subsequently, the confirmation of their presence using the DNA walking
methods corresponding to the previously obtained qPCR responses, was applied
on a GeMMA Scheme Proficiency Test matrix, containing 1.2% of the GM
maize MON863 event, to illustrate its applicability in GMO routine analysis
by the enforcement laboratories. For all tested matrices, the p35S and the
tNOS bidirectional DNA walking methods were successfully applied as the
GMO presence was proven via the characterization of the junction between the
transgenic cassette and the plant genome as well as of a part of the transgenic
cassette.
In addition to its clear benefit in GMO detection, this integrated system has
the advantage to present a simple procedure and a short time-frame to get the
results. However, in order to analyse even more easily the PCR products derived
from the DNA walking methods, some adaptations in the entire DNA walking
workflow could be done regarding the purification of the generated amplicons
excised from the electrophoresis gel and the subsequent sequencing using Sanger
technology. Indeed, even if the initial DNA walking workflow remains simple,
in case of matrices containing several GMOs, harbouring the same targeted
element, the purification of the potential numerous amplicons excised from the
electrophoresis gel and the subsequent Sanger sequencing could be cumbersome.
This situation could be for instance encountered with matrices presenting a
low amount of EU-unauthorized GMOs mixed with EU-authorized GMOs
harbouring the elements p35S and/or tNOS, very frequently observed in GM
crops. In this scenario, the obtained amplicons will present different sequences,
representing potentially one GMO per observed DNA fragment. Therefore, the
simplified workflow, consisting in selecting the largest size amplicons to obtain
the most informative sequences, does not guarantee the entire representativeness
of GMOs present in the tested sample. Consequently, it’s preferable to analyse
all amplicons observed on the electrophoresis gel and to eventually them using
Sanger technology, which may be a quite laborious work. In the future, this
difficulty could be circumvented in replacing the step related to the purification
of the amplicons excised from the electrophoresis gel and the subsequent Sanger
sequencing by a high-throughput Next-Generation-Sequencing approach, as
suggested by Liang et al. (2014).
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6.4 Methods

6.4.1 Plant material

Grains of an insect resistant transgenic Bt rice (Oryza sativa L. Japonica
cv Ariete), transformed by Agrobacterium tumefaciens with the binary vector
pCAMBIA 1300 containing the synthetic Cry1B gene from Bacillus thuringiensis,
and its corresponding wild-type (WT) were used in this study (Breitler et al.
2004). The CRM of the GM maize MON863 9.85% (ERM-BF416c) in the
form of seed powder was obtained from the Institute for Reference Materials
and Measurements (IRMM, Geel, Belgium). The food matrix (GeM SU34-A),
coming from a GeMMA Scheme Proficiency Test, is a maize flour, tumble
blended for 50 h, containing 1.2% (w/w) of 100% GM maize MON863.

6.4.2 DNA extraction, concentration and purity

Using a CTAB-based procedure (ISO 21571) in combination with the Genomic-
tip20/G (QIAGEN, Hilden, Germany), DNA was extracted from a homogenous
powder of rice grain obtained by manual grinding. Adapted from the EU-
RL GMFF validated method, this DNA extraction method was carried out
by four main successive steps: extraction of proteins, polysaccharides and
organic components, precipitation of DNA in the presence of C-hexadecyl-
Trimethyl-Ammonium-Bromide (CTAB), purification of DNA using a tip20
column and precipitation of DNA with isopropanol (ISO 21571 2005; European
Union Reference Laboratory for GM Food and Feed and Feed 2006b). DNA
concentration was measured by spectrophotometry using the Nanodropr 2000
(ThermoFisher, DE, USA) device and the DNA purity was evaluated using the
A260/A280 and A260/A230 ratios. DNA extraction, concentration and purity
of the CRM and the food matrix (GeM SU34-A) were carried out as previously
described (Broeders et al. 2013).

6.4.3 qPCR SYBR®Green technology

All qPCR assays were performed as described in Barbau-Piednoir et al. (2010)
and Fraiture et al. (2014) using the primers indicated in Table 6.1. More precisely,
a standard 25 µl reaction volume was applied containing 1 × SYBRrGreen
PCR Mastermix (Diagenode, Liège, Belgium), 250 nM of each primer and 5 µl
of DNA (10 ng/µl). The qPCR cycling program consisted of a single cycle of
DNA polymerase activation for 10 min at 95℃ followed by 40 amplification
cycles of 15 s at 95℃ (denaturing step) and 1 min at 60℃ (annealing-extension
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step). The program for melting curve analysis was performed by gradually
increasing the temperature from 60 to 95℃ in 20 min (±0.6°/20 s). All runs
were performed on an iQ™5 real-time PCR detection system (BioRad, Hemel
Hempstead, UK). For each assay, a “No Template Control” (NTC) was included.

6.4.4 DNA walking approach

Development and assessment of oligonucleotide primers

Two DNA walking approaches have been developed to target the p35S or tNOS
elements. For each method, three target-specific primers are required to carry
out first the DNA walking (a) and then the first (b) and the second (c) semi-
nested PCR rounds. To provide an integrated approach, the design of the
target-specific primers a and c is based on the sequences from the SYBRrGreen
real-time PCR screening markers p35S or tNOS published by Barbau-Piednoir
et al. (2010). An intermediate primer, corresponding to the target-specific
primer b, was additionally designed. From each targeted transgenic element,
two walking directions, called forward (F) and reverse (R) methods, have been
performed (Figure 6.1b and Table 6.1). Using the program “wprimersearch”
from the software “wEMBOSS”, that mimics PCR amplification, the specificity
of oligonucleotide primers was initially assessed in silico (EMBnet 2015).

DNA walking strategy

DNA walking and double semi-nested PCR reactions The DNA walking
strategy previously described by Fraiture et al. (2014) was adapted in this study
to target the transgenic element p35S or tNOS. Similarly, a first reverse target-
specific primer (a) and one kind of the degenerated random tagging primer
(DRT) mix (A-D) were applied, in a first step, followed by two semi-nested
PCR rounds using target-specific primers (b and c), that are each time nested
to the previous reverse target-specific primer, combined to universal tagging
primers (UAP-N1 and UAP-N2) (Fraiture et al. 2014). All these methods
were applied on 100 ng of DNA from 100% of Bt rice and its corresponding
WT as well as on 100 ng of DNA from the food matrix (GeM SPU34-A) and
its corresponding CRM (GM maize MON863 9.85%). Moreover, a NTC was
included for each assay. PCR mixes and conditions were carried out according
to the manufacturer’s instructions (APAgene™ GOLD Genome Walking Kit
from BIO S&T, Montréal, Canada). The final PCR products were analysed by
electrophoresis on a 1% agarose gel (INVITROGEN, CA, USA) (100 V, 400 mA,
60 min) in view to further analysis allowing to identify the generated sequences.
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Analysis and workflow In order to assess the specificity of the developed p35S
and tNOS bidirectional methods, all the visualized amplicons produced from
the 100% Bt rice and WT rice were excised from agarose gel and purified using
the Wizardr SV Gel and PCR Clean-Up System (Promega, WI, USA) to then
be sequenced and identified.
Next, to test the developed methods on a maize matrix, the CRM of maize
MON863 (9,85%) was used and a workflow convenient for the GMO routine
analysis was followed. For each DNA walking method, only the longest and
easily selectable amplicon observed for each DRT primer mix was excised from
agarose gel and purified using the Wizardr SV Gel and PCR Clean-Up System
(Promega, WI, USA) to be sequenced.
To test the applicability of the entire integrated system, a simplified workflow
was used for the food matrix (GeM SPU34-A). Only the longest and easily
selectable amplicon observed for each DNA walking method was excised from
agarose gel and purified using the Wizardr SV Gel and PCR Clean-Up System
(Promega, WI, USA) to be sequenced.

6.4.5 Cloning and sequencing

Three different sequencing approaches were used to obtain the sequence
of the selected amplicons. First, a direct sequencing was applied using
the corresponding target-specific c primer or the UAP-N2 primer. Second,
in case of an unsatisfying size or quality of the obtained sequences, two
other sequencing approaches were carried out. On the one hand, a
cloning strategy was performed. The amplicons were cloned into the
pGEMr-T Easy Vector Systems (PROMEGA, WI, USA), according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. A PCR was carried out on colonies using
pGEMr-T Easy Vector primers (T7: TAATACGACTCACTATAGGG; SP6:
ATTTAGGTGACACTATAGAAT) and was analyzed by electrophoresis on
a 1% agarose gel (INVITROGEN, CA, USA) (100 V, 400 mA, 60 min).
The colonies presenting a fragment of the correct size were then sequenced
(Sambrook and Russell 2001). On the other hand, an “enrichment” strategy,
based on a PCR amplification using the corresponding target-specific c primer
and the modified UAP-N2 primer coupled to the T7 sequence (UAP-N2_T7:
TTTAATACGACTCACTATAGGGGGAAGCAGTGGTATCAACG), was used.
To this end, a standard 25 µl reaction volume was applied containing 0.625 U
of DreamTaq™ DNA Polymerase (Fermentas, CA, USA), 1 × DreamTaq™
Buffer (Fermentas, CA, USA), 0.2 mM of dNTPs, 250 nM of each primer and
5 µl of the purified amplicon. The PCR program consisted of a single cycle of
3 min at 95℃ (initial denaturation) followed by 45 amplification cycles of 30 s
at 95℃ (denaturation), 30 s at 50℃ (annealing) and 4 min at 72℃ (extension)
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and finishing by a single cycle of 10 min at 72℃ (final extension). The run
was performed on an iQ™5 real-time PCR detection system (BioRad, Hemel
Hempstead, UK). The PCR products were analysed by electrophoresis on a 1%
agarose gel (100 V, 400 mA, 60 min; INVITROGEN, CA, USA) and purified
using USBr ExoSAP-ITr PCR Product Cleanup (Affymetrix, CA, USA),
according to the manufacturer’s instructions, to be then sequenced via the T7
primer.
All sequencing reactions were performed on a Genetic Sequencer 3130XL using
the Big Dye Terminator Kit v3.1 (Applied Biosystems, CA, USA). The sequences
were aligned and analysed using “ClustalW2” software and “Nucleotide BLAST
NCBI” software, respectively (EMBL-EBI 2015; NCBI 2015).

6.4.6 Verification of the transgene flanking regions by PCR
amplification

The two different transgene flanking regions between the right border of the
pCAMBIA cassette and the rice genome identified by the tNOS-F DNA walking
method were verified by PCR amplification using the tNOS-F c primer combined
to a primer designed on the rice chromosome II or III (Table 6.1). These
oligonucleotide primers were initially evaluated in silico using the program
“wprimersearch” from the software “wEMBOSS” (EMBnet 2015). A standard
25 µl reaction volume was applied containing 0.625 U of DreamTaq™ DNA
Polymerase (Fermentas, CA, USA), 1 × DreamTaq™ Buffer (Fermentas, CA,
USA), 0.2 mM of dNTPs, 250 nM of each primer and 5 µl of Bt rice DNA
(5 ng/ µl). The PCR program consisted of a single cycle of 3 min at 95℃ (initial
denaturation) followed by 35 amplification cycles of 30 s at 95℃ (denaturation),
30 s at 55℃ or 60℃ respectively for the rice chromosome III or II (annealing)
and 1 min at 72℃ (extension) and finishing by a single cycle of 10 min at
72℃ (final extension). The run was performed on an iQ™5 real-time PCR
detection system (BioRad, Hemel Hempstead, UK). The PCR products were
analysed by electrophoresis on a 1% agarose gel (100 V, 400 mA, 60 min;
INVITROGEN, CA, USA) and purified using USBr ExoSAP-ITr PCR Product
Cleanup (Affymetrix, CA, USA), according to the manufacturers’ instructions,
in order to be sequenced. All sequencing reactions were performed on a Genetic
Sequencer 3130XL using the Big Dye Terminator Kit v3.1 (Applied Biosystems,
CA, USA). The identity of the obtained sequences was analysed by comparing
to the software “Nucleotide BLAST NCBI” (NCBI 2015).
Concerning the verification of the 5’ transgene flanking region of MON863,
the sequence obtained from the DNA walking strategy was compared to the
available data published by Zhu et al. (2008) using the “ClustalW2” software.
The resulting alignment is provided in the Additional File 7.
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Chapter 7

An integrated strategy
combining DNA walking and
NGS to detect GMO

The approach previously described in the chapters 4, 5 and 6 could become
quite laborious with samples containing multiple GMO harbouring the same
targeted elements. Therefore, this DNA walking strategy was here improved
with the help of NGS in order to set up its throughput as well as to simplify its
workflow to be more easily integrated in GMO routine analysis. This improved
strategy may greatly facilitate the discrimination between the EU unauthorized
GMO from the EU authorized GMO.

This chapter was previously submitted as:
M.-A. Fraiture, P. Herman, N. Papazova, M. De Loose, D. Deforce, T. Ruttink,
and N. H. Roosens. "An integrated strategy combining DNA walking and NGS
to detect GMO". Food Chemistry.
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Abstract

Recently, we developed a DNA walking system for the detection and
characterization of a broad spectrum of GMOs in routine analysis of food/feed
matrices. Here, we present a novel version with improved throughput and
sensitivity, by coupling the DNA walking system to Pacific Biosciencer Next-
Generation-Sequencing technology. The performance of the novel strategy
was thoroughly assessed via several assays. First, we tested detection and
identification capability on unprocessed materials with a high or a low GMO
content. Second, the potential impacts of food processing were investigated using
rice noodle samples. Third, GMO mixtures and a real-life sample were analyzed
to illustrate the applicability of the proposed strategy in GMO routine analysis.
In all tested samples, the presence of multiple GMOs was unambiguously proven
by the characterization of transgene flanking regions and the combinations of
elements that are typical for transgene constructs.
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7.1 Introduction

The traceability of food and feed products on the market and the right of
consumers to know the exact ingredients have led to the establishment of
legislations concerning the introduction and the control of genetically modified
organisms (GMO) in the food and feed chain. In enforcement laboratories
worldwide, the presence of GMO in food and feed matrices is routinely monitored
through qPCR analyses. More precisely, the presence of GMO is initially
assessed by qPCR screening using a panel of methods that target a broad range
of common GMO elements and can discriminate between certain genetically
modified (GM) events. Based on the positive and negative signals observed
by these screening methods, a list of potential GM events present in the
tested matrix is drawn up and the corresponding event-specific methods are
then used to confirm their presence (Broeders et al. 2012b). However, this
system is not specifically designed to identify unknown GMOs. Indeed, in the
situation where no correspondence is established between the set of positively
confirmed known GMOs and the signals observed during screening, the presence
of unknown GMO can be inferred, but remains to be proven by alternative
methods. This is, in part, because several targeted screening elements are derived
from natural organisms (e.g., p35S from Cauliflower Mosaic Virus (CaMV)
and tNOS from Agrobacterium) that may naturally be present in the tested
sample. In addition, most of these screening elements are commonly found in
European (EU) authorized but also in EU unauthorized GMOs, obscuring their
independent detection. Indeed, the explanation of observed qPCR screening
signals by positive observations of known EU authorized GMOs does not prove
the absence of EU unauthorized GMOs per se (Ruttink et al. 2010a; Broeders
et al. 2012a; Broeders et al. 2012b; Holst-Jensen et al. 2012).
To solve this issue, an integrated DNA walking strategy has recently been
developed to strengthen the current qPCR system regarding the detection of
EU unauthorized GMOs (Fraiture et al. 2014; Fraiture et al. 2015a; Fraiture et al.
2015b). After detection of a positive signal during the routine qPCR screening for
the p35S, tNOS or t35S pCAMBIA elements that are frequently found in GMOs,
we propose to perform this DNA walking method to amplify their respective
unknown flanking regions. Full-length sequencing of the generated amplicons
allows identifying the transgene flanking regions and/or the combinations
of elements that are typical for transgene constructs. This DNA walking
strategy therefore allows to unambiguously confirm the presence of GMO and
to discriminate EU authorized and unauthorized GMOs (Fraiture et al. 2014;
Fraiture et al. 2015a; Fraiture et al. 2015b).
We previously demonstrated the simplicity and time-efficiency of this DNA
walking strategy with samples containing only few GMOs. However, the
workflow of this DNA walking strategy had to be improved to make the analysis
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more efficient for samples containing multiple GMOs. More precisely, gel
purification of individual DNA walking amplicons is required prior to sequencing
using the Sanger technology. From a practical point of view, these steps could
become quite laborious with food and feed matrices that contain multiple GMOs
harboring the same targeted elements. When we take into account that all
amplicons should be analyzed to guarantee that all GMO events present in
the tested sample are amplified, detected and sequenced, the purification and
sequencing steps of the potentially numerous amplicons generated represent a
long and tedious work. With the aim to adapt this workflow into a versatile high-
throughput method, the steps after the DNA walking PCRs were replaced in
this study by a high-throughput Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) approach,
as recently suggested (Liang et al. 2014; Fraiture et al. 2015b). To this end,
several DNA walking PCRs were performed in parallel to be then, per sample,
pooled and indexed with a unique barcode during the NGS library preparation.
All indexed sequencing libraries were subsequently combined and sequenced
together in one run on a PacBior instrument. We assessed the capacity to
characterize transgene flanking regions and/or combinations of elements that
are typical for transgene constructs of the improved DNA walking strategy on
various food/feed matrices: (i) a pure unprocessed GM material (rice grain)
to test feasibility, (ii) raw materials (rice grain) containing 1%, 0.1% or 0.01%
of GM rice to evaluate sensitivity, (iii) processed matrices (rice noodles) to
estimate the potential impact of reduced DNA integrity due to food processing,
(iv) complex mixtures with multiple GM rice, maize and/or soybean events, (v)
a real life sample originating from the Kuwaiti market. We demonstrate that the
proposed DNA walking strategy, fully integrated to the current GMO routine
analysis, allows to efficiently identify known and unknown GMOs with the p35S,
tNOS and t35S pCAMBIA elements in typical food/feed matrices. In addition,
this strategy could easily by implemented by the enforcement laboratories since
it takes the advantage of readily available high-throughput NGS sequencing
technology to deliver high resolution DNA sequencing data, while data analysis
does not require an exceptionally high level of bioinformatics expertise.

7.2 Materials and methods

7.2.1 Plant materials and sample preparation

Rice grains from transgenic Bt rice (Oryza sativa L. Japonica cv Ariete),
transformed by Agrobacterium tumefaciens with the binary vector pCAMBIA
1300 containing the synthetic Cry1B gene from Bacillus thuringiensis, and its
corresponding wild-type (WT) line were used in this study (Breitler et al. 2004).
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Samples composed of 1%, 0.1% and 0.01% of Bt rice were then prepared by
mixing DNA from WT and Bt rice in given proportions.
Using this rice grains, rice noodle samples composed of 100% of Bt rice (Bt
noodles 100%) or WT rice containing 1% (Bt noodles 1%) of Bt rice (w/w)
were also prepared as previously described (Fraiture et al. 2015a).
In addition, samples containing DNA from different GMO were prepared.
Mixture-1 was composed of 2000 Haploid Genome Equivalents (HGE) of Bt rice
and 2000 HGE of GM maize MON863. Mixture-2 contained 2000 HGE of Bt
rice, 2000 HGE of GM maize MON863 and 2000 HGE of GM soybean GTS-40-
3-2. The same GM events, each one at 20 HGE, were used to produce Mixture-3.
Certified Reference Material (CRM) of 9.8% GM maize MON863 (ERM-BF416c)
and 10% GM soybean GTS40-3-2 (ERM-BF410dk) were obtained from the
Institute for Reference Materials and Measurements (IRMM, Geel, Belgium).
A food matrix with positive detection of p35S and tNOS markers was obtained
from Kuwaiti market (Kuwaiti matrix).

7.2.2 DNA extraction, concentration and purity

Rice grain was manually ground to a fine homogenous powder and used for DNA
extraction using a CTAB-based procedure (ISO 21571) in combination with
the Genomic-tip20/G (QIAGEN) procedure adapted from the EU-RL GMFF
validated method (ISO 21571 2005; European Union Reference Laboratory
for GM Food and Feed and Feed 2006b). This DNA extraction method
comprises four successive steps: extraction of proteins, polysaccharides and
organic components; precipitation of DNA in the presence of C-hexadecyl-
Trimethyl-Ammonium-Bromide (CTAB); purification of DNA using a tip20
column; and precipitation of DNA with isopropanol (ISO 21571 2005; European
Union Reference Laboratory for GM Food and Feed and Feed 2006b). DNA
concentration was measured by spectrophotometry using the Nanodropr 2000
(ThermoFisher) and DNA purity was evaluated using the A260/A280 and
A260/A230 ratios. DNA extraction, concentration and purity of CRM and food
matrix were carried out as previously described (Broeders et al. 2013).

7.2.3 qPCR analysis

The qPCR screening assays performed on the Bt rice 100%, Bt rice 1%, Bt rice
0.1%, Bt rice 0.01%, Bt noodles 100%, Bt noodles 1%, Mixture-1, Mixture-2
and Mixture-3 samples using the primers for p35S, tNOS, t35S pCAMBIA,
PLD (Phospholipase D gene from rice), ADH (Alcohol dehydrogenase I gene
from maize) and LEC (Lectin gene of soybean) markers (Tables A.1 and
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A.2 in appendix B) (Vaïtilingom et al. 1999; Barbau-Piednoir et al. 2010;
Mbongolo Mbella et al. 2011; Fraiture et al. 2014). PCR reactions contained
1 × SYBRrGreen PCR Mastermix (Diagenode), and 250 nM of each primer
in 25 µl. The tested DNA amount was the same as the one used for the DNA
walking analysis (see sub-section 7.2.4). The qPCR program consisted of initial
DNA polymerase activation for 10 min at 95℃ followed by 40 amplification cycles
of 15 sec at 95℃ (denaturing step) and 1 min at 60℃ (annealing-extension step).
Melting curve analyses were performed by gradually increasing the temperature
from 60 to 95℃ in 20 min (±0.6°/20 sec).
The qPCR screening applied on 25 ng of DNA from the Kuwaiti matrix
was carried out using p35S, tNOS, t35S pCAMBIA, PLD, ADH, LEC,
CRU (Cruciferin gene from oilseed rape), pFMV (Promoter of the figworth
mosaic virus), Cry3Bb (Gene encoding the Bacillus thuringiensis δ-endotoxin
3Bb), PAT (Phosphinotricin-N-acetyltransferases gene from Streptomyces
viridochromogenes), BAR (Phosphinotricin-N-acetyltransferases gene from
Streptomyces hygroscopicus) and CP4/EPSPS (5-enolpyruvylshikimate-3-
phosphate synthase gene from Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain CP4) markers
(Table A.1) (Mbongolo Mbella et al. 2011; Barbau-Piednoir et al. 2012; Broeders
et al. 2013; Broeders et al. 2015). Based on the positive and negative signals
obtained from the qPCR screening analysis, a list of potentially detected
GM events was made using the CoSYPS (Combinatory SYBR Green qPCR
Screening) decision support system (Figure 7.3) (Van den Bulcke et al. 2010).
The presence of these GM events was then tested by a subsequent identification
step using the Taqman qPCR event-specific methods for the 3272 maize, 98140
maize, Bt11 maize, DAS 40278-9 maize, DAS59122 maize, GA21 maize, MIR
604 maize, MIR 162 maize, MON810 maize, MON87427 maize, MON87460
maize, NK603 maize, T25 maize and TC1507 maize events, as recommended
(Table A.1) (Joint Research Centre 2015a). All runs were performed on an
iQTM5 real-time PCR detection system (BioRad) or an ABI 7300 qPCR system
(Applied Biosystems, CA, USA). For each assay, a “No Template Control”
(NTC) was included.

7.2.4 DNA walking

The DNA walking approach was carried out as previously described by Fraiture
et al. (2014), Fraiture et al. (2015a), and Fraiture et al. (2015b) (Table A.1).
First, a target-specific primer (a) and one kind of the degenerated random
tagging primer (DRT) mixes (A-D) were applied. In a second and third semi-
nested PCR, target-specific primers (b and c) are combined, respectively, with
universal tagging primers (UAP-N1 and UAP-N2). Using the p35S-F, p35S-R,
tNOS-F, tNOS-R and t35S pCAMBIA DNA walking methods, DNA from rice
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samples composed of 100% of Bt rice (200 000 HGE of Bt rice) or WT rice
containing 1% (2000 HGE of Bt rice; Bt rice 1%), 0.1% (200 HGE of Bt rice;
Bt rice 0.1%) and 0.001% (20 HGE of Bt rice; Bt rice 0.01%) of Bt rice were
analyzed. Similarly, Bt noodles 100% (200 000 HGE of Bt rice), Bt noodles 1%
(2000 HGE of Bt rice), Mixture-1, Mixture-2 and Mixture-3 were also tested.
In addition, the p35S-F, p35S-R, tNOS-F and tNOS-R DNA walking methods
were applied on 100 ng of DNA from the Kuwaiti matrix.

7.2.5 Library preparation and sequencing

All PCR products generated by the DNA walking methods were purified
using the QIAquick PCR Purification Kit (QIAGEN), according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. These samples were then dried with a Speedvac
DN120 (ThermoSavant) prior to shipment to the sequencing provider (Cold
Spring Harbor Laboratory, Cold Spring Harbor, New York, USA) for PacBior
library preparation and PacBio sequencing (Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory
2016). The quality of the samples was assessed using a 2100 Bioanalyzer
(Agilent). Libraries were prepared with the PacBior 2Kb Template Prep Kit
(Pacific Biosciences), according to the manufacturer’s instructions. All DNA
walking PCR amplicons were pooled per sample prior to library preparation.
During library preparation, a unique barcoded SMRTbell adapter was coupled
to the PCR products generated for each of the ten samples (Bt rice 100%,
Bt rice 1%, Bt rice 0.1%, Bt rice 0.01%, Bt noodles 100%, Bt noodles 1%,
Mixture-1, Mixture-2, Mixture-3 and Kuwaiti matrix). After purification with
the AMPure PB Beads Kit (Pacific Biosciences), SMRTbell templates were
bound to primers and polymerases using the DNA/Polymerase Binding Kit
(Pacific Biosciences). The MagBead Kit (Pacific Biosciences) was used to pool
all SMRTbell templates into one SMRTr Cell on a PacBio RS II System (Pacific
Biosciences) and sequenced using the DNA Sequencing Reagent Kit (Pacific
Biosciences).

7.2.6 Sequencing data analysis

All generated sequences were demultiplexed by CSHL, yielding sequences
between 11 and 7030 bp. For each set of sequences per sample, clusters
of sequences with a high similarity (90% of identity) were created using the
“CD-HIT Suite: Biological Sequence Clustering and Comparison” web server
(Huang et al. 2010). From each cluster, the longest sequence was selected to
further characterization.
For the Bt rice 100%, Bt rice 1%, Bt rice 0.1%, Bt rice 0.01%, Bt noodles
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100% and Bt noodles 1% samples, these sequences were analyzed via public
databases (National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) and JRC
GMO-Amplicons) using the tool nBLAST.
For the mixtures and real-life samples, these sequences were first compared by
BLAST to a private database from the Belgian Scientific Institute of Public
Health (WIV-ISP). This database contains the sequences from all EU authorized
GMO and low level presence (LLP) cases. The sequences presenting no similarity
to the private database were then compared by nBLAST to the public databases
(NCBI and JRC GMO-Amplicons).
Among all generated sequences (284212), 3.1% were not further analyzed because
they presented no significant similarities to the private and public databases.
All final sequences analysis (BLAST and alignment) was supported by the use
of the CLC bio Genomics Workbench v 8.0 software.

7.3 Results and discussion

7.3.1 Performance assessment of the strategy on unprocessed
matrices

The strategy coupling the DNA walking to the PacBio sequencing technology
was first tested on a pure unprocessed GM material consisting of 100 ng (200
000 HGE) of Bt rice (Bt rice 100%), which contains the p35S, tNOS and t35S
elements (Table A.2 in Appendix B). Using the DNA walking methods targeting
these transgenic elements, combinations of elements that are typical for transgene
constructs as well as transgene flanking regions were identified. All analyzed
sequences were specific to the Bt rice event (Table A.3 in Appendix B). Indeed,
the left and right transgene flanking regions, located on a genomic sequence
from chromosome II of O. sativa [KT184679; AF234296; OSJNBa0016G10] and
a genomic sequence from chromosome III of O. sativa [KT184678; AF234296;
OSJNBb0111B07], were observed (Figure 7.1). Regarding the combinations
of elements that are typical for transgene constructs, the obtained sequences
revealed the pUBI promoter and tNOS terminator regions flanking the insect
resistance Cry1B gene, the junction between the p35S and pUBI elements, and
the p35S promoter and the t35S terminator flanking the hygromycin resistance
(hpt) gene [KT184680; KT184677; KT184676; AF234296; KC414884.1; S94464.1]
(Figure 7.1). Based on the DNA sequence of these elements, which do not
normally occur in this configuration in nature, the presence of a GMO in the
tested sample was proven and most of its construct was characterized (Figure 7.1).
The identity of this GMO event was also revealed since the observed genome
insertion sites corresponded to a Bt rice event that was previously characterized.
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This is supporting the need for event-specific identification to discriminate
EU authorized GMO from EU unauthorized GMOs. In addition, the results
from the Bt rice 100% sample obtained with the novel DNA walking strategy
were comparable to the ones previously obtained using the DNA walking
strategy combined with gel purification and Sanger sequencing. Nonetheless,
the sequenced amplicons presented here cover a larger region of the transgene
insert due to the sequencing technology used (Fraiture et al. 2014; Fraiture et al.
2015b; Willems et al. 2016).
In GMO routine analysis, most of the encountered samples contain GMOs at
trace level. Therefore, the sensitivity of the strategy was investigated through 100
ng of unprocessed WT rice samples containing a low percentage of unprocessed
GM material, such as 2000 HGE (Bt rice 1%), 200 HGE (Bt rice 0.1%) or
20 HGE (Bt rice 0.01%) (Figure 7.1). First, with the Bt rice 1% sample, the
left and right transgene flanking regions on chromosome II of O. sativa and
chromosome III of O. sativa were detected. The transgenic cassette was also
characterized through the exact configuration of the p35S, t35S, hpt, pUBI,
Cry1B and tNOS elements (Figure 7.1). Second, in the case of the Bt rice 0.1%
sample, three of the four transgene flanking regions were identified and the
t35S, p35S, hpt, Cry1B and tNOS elements were detected inside the transgenic
cassette (Figure 7.1). Third, the analysis of the Bt rice 0.01% sample allowed
to cover only the two left transgene flanking regions and the left part of the
transgenic cassette composed of the p35S, hpt and t35S elements. The analysis
of the same sample by the previously published DNA walking strategy using
gel purification and Sanger sequencing was not able to detect the left transgene
flanking region on the rice chromosome II, as observed here (Figure 7.1) (Fraiture
et al. 2015a; Fraiture et al. 2015b). This indicates that the improved DNA
walking strategy has a high sensitivity.
Among a total of 79 492 sequences obtained for the Bt rice 1%, 0.1% and 0.01%
samples, 10 133 (12.7%) sequences corresponded however exclusively to the
rice genome [AP014957.1; AP014960.1; AP014961.1; AP014962.1; AP014963.1;
AP014964.1; AP014965.1; AP014966.1; AP014967.1; AP014968.1; AP012527.1;
KM088016.1] (Table A.3). The sequencing of off-target fragments on the host
genome is more often observed in samples with a low percentage of GMO targets.
Nevertheless, even in that cases, at least 80-90% of all sequenced data are derived
from the targets, generating clear and unambiguously identifiable signals of
the presence of GMOs (Table A.3). This can be explained because the use of
degenerated random primers could amplify aspecific fragments, despite using
three nested PCRs that increase the specificity. Alternatively, this could also be
due to the fact that the final PCR products are here directly sequenced without
prior gel purification of amplicons with specific fragment lengths (Fraiture et al.
2015a).
According to all these results, the proposed DNA walking strategy is able to
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Figure 7.1: Characterization of Bt rice by the DNA walking/NGS strategy for the Bt rice 100%, Bt rice 1%, Bt rice
0.1%, Bt rice 0.01%, Bt noodles 100% and Bt noodles 1% samples. Below the transgenic cassette of Bt rice, the
longest generated amplicons targeting the transgene flanking regions and constructs for each sample are schematically
represented by grey rectangles. The number of sequences supporting each rectangle is indicated below in parentheses.
The region corresponding to chromosome II and III from the rice genome are respectively indicated by X2 and X3.
LB: left border; t35S: CaMV 35S terminator; hpt: hygromycin phosphotransferase gene; p35S: CaMV 35S promoter;
lacZ: LacZ alpha fragment; pUBI: maize ubiquitin promoter; Cry1B: synthetic Cry1B gene; tNOS: Agrobacterium
tumefaciens nopaline synthase terminator; RB: right border. The scale is indicated in bp.
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detect GMOs, even at trace level. Indeed, the p35S-F, p35S-R, tNOS-F, tNOS-
R and t35S pCAMBIA DNA walking methods presented a limit of detection
in the range between 20 and 200 HGE, which is similar to the range (10 to
385 HGE) observed with the previously published DNA walking strategy using
gel purification and Sanger sequencing technology (Fraiture et al. 2015a; Fraiture
et al. 2015b).

7.3.2 Performance assessment of the strategy on processed
matrices

Given that food processing affects DNA integrity, hampering the amplification
of long intact GMO fragments, its potential impact on the proposed strategy was
investigated using Bt noodles 100% and Bt noodles 1%, respectively prepared
from rice grains with high (100%) or low (1%) percentage of GMO (Fraiture
et al. 2015a).
All analyzed sequences of the Bt noodles 100% sample were specific to the target,
similar to that observed for the unprocessed Bt rice 100% sample (Figure 7.1
and additional file 3). Moreover, all transgene flanking regions as well as a large
part of the configuration of elements in the transgenic cassettes were identified.
The regions characterized for the Bt noodles 1% sample were comparable to
the ones from the unprocessed Bt rice 1% sample (Figure 7.1).
Taken together, these results indicate that the proposed strategy is able to
cope with processed food matrices, similar to the previously published DNA
walking strategy using the Sanger sequencing technology (Fraiture et al. 2015a).
Indeed, even if the amount of long DNA fragments was strongly decreased by
food processing, some amplicons of large sizes, reaching up to 6184 bp, were
generated.

7.3.3 Performance assessment of the strategy on GMO
mixtures

In GMO routine analyses, the tested samples generally contain multiple GMO
ingredients. In that case, with the current qPCR GMO detection and decision
system, the presence of EU unauthorized GMO could be concealed by the
identification of one or more EU authorized GMOs. Indeed, if these can
explain the signals observed in the qPCR screening analysis, the sample is
considered as conform to regulations and no further analysis is required, even if
the screening elements may be derived from additional unauthorized GMOs.
Given that the proposed strategy has the potential to detect unauthorized
GMOs in samples that also contain authorized GMOs, three samples mimicking
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food/feed mixtures were prepared and analyzed to validate the strategy. The
EU authorized MON 863 maize and GTS-40-3-2 soybean events, both containing
the p35S and tNOS elements, were mixed with the EU unauthorized Bt rice
event, containing the p35S, tNOS and t35S elements, to simulate scenario’s
with concealed unauthorized GMOs (Figure 7.2 and Table A.2). These three
Mixture samples were first submitted to a qPCR analysis. The observation of
positive signals for the p35S, tNOS and t35S pCAMBIA elements, as expected,
led to the application of the corresponding DNA walking methods on the three
Mixture samples (Figure 7.2 and Table A.2).
In the Mixture-1, eleven different classes of fragments were revealed. Through
comparison to the private database, five of these fragments (n°1-5) were
clearly derived from the MON863 maize event (Figure 7.2 and Figure A.1
in Appendix B). As six other fragments (n°6-11) showed no similarity to the
private database, they were compared to the public databases. This revealed
that they were derived from a Bt rice event [AF234296; OSJNBa0016G10;
KT184678; OSJNBb0111B07; KT184680; KT184677; KT184676; AF234296;
KC414884.1; S94464.1] (Figure 7.2 and Figure A.1) (Fraiture et al. 2014; Fraiture
et al. 2015b).
Among the fourteen different classes of fragments detected in Mixture-2, five
(n°1-5) and three (n°12-14) corresponded respectively to the MON863 maize and
GTS40-3-2 soybean events, according to the private database (Figure 7.2 and
Figure A.1). Comparison of the six other fragments (n°6-11) to public databases
further confirmed the presence of a Bt rice event [AF234296; OSJNBa0016G10;
KT184678; OSJNBb0111B07; KT184680; KT184677; KT184676; AF234296;
KC414884.1; S94464.1] (Figure 7.2 and Figure A.1) (Fraiture et al. 2014; Fraiture
et al. 2015b).
For the Mixture-3, eight different classes of fragments were observed.
Comparison to the private database revealed that five (n°1-5) and one (n°13)
fragments respectively showed the presence of the MON863 maize and GTS40-
3-2 soybean events (Figure 7.2 and Figure A.1). Comparison of the fragments
n°7 and n°11 to the public databases identified a Bt rice event [AF234296;
KT184678; OSJNBb0111B07] (Figure 7.2 and Figure A.1).
As previously observed with other matrices containing low percentages of
targets, few generated sequences from the mixtures corresponded entirely to
the rice genome sequence [AP014957.1; AP014960.1; AP014961.1; AP014962.1;
AP014963.1; AP014964.1; AP014965.1; AP014966.1; AP014968.1; AP012527.1],
the maize genome [AC196084.4; DQ490951.2] and the soybean genome
[AC235405.1; JX463295.1; X02623.1; XM_014761742.1].
A crucial advantage of the proposed strategy is its capacity to characterize and
discriminate each GMO ingredient, based on the entire set of GMO specific
sequences amplified from the tested sample. With the current qPCR GMO
detection and decision system, only the p35S and tNOS screening markers could
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Figure 7.2: Schematic representation of the mixture sample analysis, including the qPCR and DNA walking assays.
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Figure 7.2 (continued): The positive and negative qPCR signals are represented respectively by + and −. The number
of sequences supporting each different fragment characterized by the DNA walking analysis is indicated below in
parentheses. The region corresponding to chromosome II and III from the rice genome are respectively indicated by X2
and X3. The fragments corresponding to MON863 maize, Bt rice and GTS40-3-2 soybean are respectively indicated
by ¥, ¤and §. PLD: Phopholipase D gene from rice; ADH: Alcohol dehydrogenase I gene from maize; LEC: Lectin
gene of soybean; t35S: CaMV 35S terminator; hpt: hygromycin phosphotransferase gene; p35S: CaMV 35S promoter;
lacZ: LacZ alpha fragment; pUBI: maize ubiquitin promoter; Cry1B: synthetic Cry1B gene; tNOS: Agrobacterium
tumefaciens nopaline synthase terminator; nptII: neomycin phosphotransferase II gene; p4-AS1: modified CaMV 35S
promoter; wtCAB: Wheat major chlorophyll a/b binding protein gene; iAct: Rice Actin intron; Cry3Bb: synthetic
Cry3Bb gene; CP4/EPSPS: Agrobacterium tumefaciens (strain CP4) 5-enolpyruvylshikimate-3-phosphate synthase; r.f.
CP4/EPSPS repeated fragment of CP4/EPSPS.
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be explained by the identification of the MON863 maize in the three Mixtures
and the GT40-3-2 soybean in Mixture-2 and Mixture-3 (Figure 7.2). The t35S
pCAMBIA marker observed in the three Mixtures indicates the presence of one
or more EU unauthorized GMOs because this element is absent from the EU
authorized GMO and LLP cases. However, there are no qPCR methods to prove
the presence of event-specific elements of unauthorized GMOs because these
are not made available to enforcement laboratories. Here, we demonstrate that
all sequences generated with the DNA walking methods that do not correspond
to the MON863 maize in the Mixture-1, 2 and 3 or to the GT40-3-2 soybean
in the Mixture-2 and 3, directly prove the presence an EU unauthorized GMO
and allow its identification (Bt rice).

7.3.4 Real-life sample analysis

Finally, to illustrate the application of the entire workflow of the proposed
strategy, a real life sample (Kuwaiti matrix) was tested and compared to the
current GMO routine analyses.
First, the sample was submitted to routine qPCR screening analysis to detect
the potential presence of GMOs (Figure 7.3). According to the taxon-specific
markers, the tested sample contained maize and traces of soybean ingredients.
Moreover, the p35S, tNOS, PAT and CP4/EPSPS markers were positive. Based
on all observed positive and negative signals from the qPCR screening analysis,
a list of fourteen potentially present EU authorized GM events and LLP cases
(3272 maize, 98140 maize, Bt11 maize, DAS 40278-9 maize, DAS59122 maize,
GA21 maize, MIR 604 maize, MIR 162 maize, MON810 maize, MON87427
maize, MON87460 maize, NK603 maize, T25 maize and TC1507 maize) was
established using the CoSYPS decision support system (Figure 7.3) (Van den
Bulcke et al. 2010). Next, the event-specific methods corresponding to these
GMO were tested, leading to the identification of the MON810, NK603 and
TC1507 events. Some traces from the Bt11 event were also observed. According
to enforcement regulations, this would conclude the analysis because all detected
screening elements can be explained by the combined presence of the MON810,
NK603 and TC1507 events.
Second, because the p35S and tNOS screening markers were positive in the
screening analysis, the corresponding DNA walking methods (p35S-F, p35S-R,
tNOS-F and tNOS-R) were applied on the sample. Eight different classes of
sequences were observed, numbered from n°1 to 8, and corresponded to unique
configurations of elements (Figure 7.3 and Figure A.2 in Appendix B). Even if
these sequences allowed at this stage to prove the presence of GMO in the tested
sample, all of them were then compared to confidential dossiers of EU authorized
GMO and LLP cases in order to identify the GM events involved. This revealed
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Figure 7.3: Schematic representation of the Kuwaiti matrix analysis, including the qPCR and DNA walking assays.
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Figure 7.3 (continued): The positive and negative qPCR signals are represented respectively by + and −. The number
of sequences supporting each different fragment characterized by the DNA walking analysis is indicated below in
parentheses. PLD: Phopholipase D gene from rice; ADH: Alcohol dehydrogenase I gene from maize; LEC: Lectin gene
of soybean; CRU: Cruciferin gene from oilseed rape; pFMV: Promoter of the figworth mosaic virus; Cry3Bb: Gene
encoding the Bacillus thuringiensis δ-endotoxin 3Bb; BAR: Phosphinotricin-N-acetyltransferase gene from Streptomyces
hygroscopicus; CP4/EPSPS: Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain CP4 5-enolpyruvylshikimate-3-phosphate synthase gene;
Cry1Ab: synthetic Cry1Ab gene; Cry1F: synthetic Cry1F gene; CTP: Arabidopsis thaliana chloroplast transit peptide;
hsp70: maize hsp70 intron; mas1: mannopine synthase region; p35S: CaMV 35S promoter; pAct: rice Actin promoter;
PAT: phosphinotricin acetyltransferase gene; t35S: CaMV 35S terminator; tNOS: Agrobacterium tumefaciens nopaline
synthase terminator.
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that the fragments n°1 to 5 were derived from parts of the transgenic cassette
from the maize NK603 event. The fragment n°6 was clearly derived from parts
of the transgenic cassette from the maize MON810 event. The fragments n°7
and n°8 matched with parts of the transgenic cassette from the maize TC1507
event. These results were consistent with the qPCR screening and identification
analyses. Even if it was not the case with the tested sample, the use of the
DNA walking strategy could also allow to reveal the presence of additional
GMOs, which would otherwise remain concealed with the current qPCR GMO
detection and decision system. Indeed, if no similarity was established between
the identified GM events and other sequences, the presence and identity of EU
unauthorized GMOs could have been highlighted and proven.

7.4 Conclusion

We demonstrate that the proposed strategy was able to detect and identify
known and unknown GMOs in matrices frequently encountered in GMO routine
analysis by the enforcement laboratories. A DNA walking strategy starting
from screening elements and coupled to long-range NGS sequencing is used for
the characterization of transgene flanking regions and combinations of elements
that are typical for transgene constructs. This strategy resolves the observation
of unexplained signals in routine qPCR screening analysis as well as reveals the
presence of unknown GMOs that could otherwise be undetected or concealed
by the current qPCR GMO detection and decision system.
By using the NGS technology from Pacific Biosciencesr instead of Sanger
sequencing, the proposed strategy was here improved in terms of easiness of
practical application, throughput and sensitivity. Several PCR products from
different food/feed matrices could be pooled together for sequencing, thus
increasing the throughput of the strategy. In this study, 196 PCR products from
10 different samples were sequenced together in one run to obtain information
for 6 events, and this is not the limit as hundreds or thousands of duplicated
sequences were obtained per class of sequences (Figures 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3). In
principle any NGS sequencing platform can be used because adaptor ligation kits
for amplicons are available for all current NGS platforms. We chose the PacBio
system for two main reasons. On the one hand, as the DNA walking strategy
can produce amplicons with a size range varying approximately from 250 bp to
6 Kbp, the capacity of the PacBio technology to deal with heterogenic library
sizes is a clear advantage. On the other hand, the PacBio technology currently
provides the longest read-length (up to 60 Kbp), thus sequencing each amplicon
in its entirety. This property avoids any shearing of the amplicons during
library preparation as well as de novo assembly to reconstruct the amplicons
during downstream data analysis. In case of food/feed matrix composed of
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several unknown GMO, this last point could be nearly impossible to carry out
without collapsing and merging common sequence elements (Fraiture et al. 2014;
Fraiture et al. 2015a; Fraiture et al. 2015b; Pacific Biosciences 2016).
In contrast to the proposed targeted strategy, the Whole-Genome-Sequencing
(WGS) approach to identify unauthorized GMOs theoretically needs no a priori
knowledge (Willems et al. 2016). However, this untargeted approach is currently
not feasible for samples containing low levels of GMOs, which are the majority
of the samples analyzed by the enforcement laboratories. This issue could
probably be overcome with the ongoing increases in sequence yield, the further
innovations in target enrichment by sequence capture or amplification, the novel
long-range sequencing technologies, as well as in combining the specific abilities
from several NGS platforms, such as in aligning short reads from Illumina to
long reads from PacBio (Au et al. 2012).
Therefore, the proposed strategy represents at the present time a rational
option to detect and characterize GMOs, in particular unauthorized GMOs.
In addition, with the aim to provide an overview of GMOs present on the
market and to reduce the cost of the analysis, several samples could be analyzed
simultaneously in one experiment with the proposed strategy.
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Chapter 8

Statistical framework for
detection of genetically
modified organisms based on
next generation sequencing

Even if the targeted approach previously developed in the chapters 4 to 7 was
successful, a minimum of prior knowledge is required. To overcome this issue,
an untargeted approach was also investigated. To this end, a WGS strategy was
thus assessed in this chapter to detect GMO and a statistical framework was
developed to predict the feasibility of this WGS strategy on samples frequently
encountered in routine analysis.
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Abstract

Because the number and diversity of genetically modified (GM) crops has
significantly increased, their analysis based on real-time PCR (qPCR) methods
is becoming increasingly complex and laborious. While several pioneers already
investigated Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) as an alternative to qPCR,
its practical use has not been assessed for routine analysis. In this study a
statistical framework was developed to predict the number of NGS reads needed
to detect transgene sequences, to prove their integration into the host genome
and to identify the specific transgene event in a sample with known composition.
This framework was validated by applying it to experimental data from food
matrices composed of pure GM rice, processed GM rice (noodles) or a 10%
GM/non-GM rice mixture, revealing some influential factors. Finally, feasibility
of NGS for routine analysis of GM crops was investigated by applying the
framework to samples commonly encountered in routine analysis of GM crops.
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8.1 Introduction

In recent years, the number and diversity of genetically modified (GM) crops
on the market have drastically increased (James 2013). Legislations related to
GMO (genetically modified organism) commercialisation differ from country to
country, but it is internationally agreed that GMOs can only be commercialised
after thorough safety assessments. To this end, GMO developers have to perform
molecular characterisation of each novel GMO subjected to authorisation.
This molecular characterisation includes the determination of the inserted
DNA sequence via the evaluation of the number of inserts using Southern
blot analysis and Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR). Furthermore, Sanger
sequencing of the junction of the transgene insert and the host genome is used
to determine its precise location as well as the detection of possible presence of
the backbone sequence of the transformation vector. This approach is relatively
time-consuming and requires customised experiments, carefully designed for
each event (Kovalic et al. 2012).
The DNA sequence data of the insert junctions is also used for the development
and validation of the event-specific detection method, required for subsequent
GMO monitoring in food and feed products by EU enforcement laboratories
(The European Parliament and The Council Of The European Union 2003a; The
European Parliament and The Council Of The European Union 2003b). These
laboratories use quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR) to screen for the presence of
commonly used DNA elements in GMOs and then, using event-specific methods
provided by the GMO developers, to identify a GMO (Broeders et al. 2012a).
To increase the efficiency of GMO detection, qPCR methods are being used
that run on a 96-well plate with multiplex qPCR for simultaneous detection.
Moreover, Decision Support Systems have been developed to deal with the
complexity of multiple PCR signals (Brodmann et al. 2002; Foti et al. 2006;
Waiblinger et al. 2008; Bahrdt et al. 2010; Dörries et al. 2010; Huber et al. 2013;
Köppel et al. 2014; Morisset et al. 2014). If the presence of unauthorised GMOs
(UGMs) is suspected, additional analyses, like DNA walking, are performed to
identify the junction between the host genome and the transgene sequence to
identify or better characterise the UGM (Ruttink et al. 2010a; Fraiture et al.
2014). Although this methodology has been optimised for use by enforcement
laboratories, the DNA walking method can be laborious in the case of a complex
mixture.
While GMO analysis has benefitted from multiplexing PCR methods, limitations
like a maximum of six targets per qPCR experiment (Bahrdt et al. 2010) and
unbiased primer design with equal analytical performance for a multiplex assay
compared to simplex assays remain. Furthermore, the qPCR strategy per se
implies the prior knowledge of at least part of the sequence of the transgene
integrated in the host genome as well as the subsequent development of an
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efficient assay targeting this sequence. Collecting these sequences and designing
the corresponding method for each new sequence target case by case remains
challenging today, especially for unknown GMOs. This poses a major problem
as GMOs remain undetectable when no method targeting the transgene element
has been used. Recently, Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) has been proposed
to tackle these challenges.
NGS, allowing massive parallel DNA fragment sequencing, was of great
importance to sequence several complete plant genomes and is being used
in the sequencing of many more plant genomes (Michael and Jackson 2013). As
a consequence, the use of NGS has been proposed to provide an informative
and cost-effective alternative to the current Southern blot-based method for
molecular characterisation of plant GMOs. One of these alternatives assumes
the availability of a reference genome of the GM crop and the sequence of the
inserted transgene cassette. Based on this information, Kovalic et al. (2012)
used NGS to characterise the junctions on both sides of a specific transgene
cassette. Other approaches have been developed to exploit the potential of
NGS for GMO detection and analysis when a reference genome of the GM
crop is available, but only partial or no prior knowledge of the sequence of the
transgene insert is available (Wahler et al. 2013; Yang et al. 2013). Liang et al.
(2014) have dealt with GMOs by developing a targeted strategy combining a
chromosome walking method, based on SiteFinding-PCR, and NGS technology.
In this study, a part of the cassette is known and targeted (partial a priori
knowledge). The NGS technology is not used for full characterisation of the
GM crop but rather as a high-throughput sequencing technology that is more
time-efficient than Sanger sequencing to individually sequence DNA fragments.
These pioneer studies in the context of NGS-based GMO detection showed
the applicability of NGS to circumvent the limitations posed by the qPCR
strategy and Sanger sequencing. The major benefit of NGS is its independence
of a priori knowledge of the transgene sequence. Because NGS is a relatively
new technique applied to GMO detection, the infrastructure and expertise
amongst scientists of enforcements laboratories, mainly molecular biologists,
is often not present. A key component for short term implementation of
NGS is therefore the development of bioinformatics capacity by enforcement
laboratories. This includes the availability of computing infrastructure, the
development or implementation of adequate software and the development of
expertise in order to manage, analyse and gain new information from NGS
data. A second challenge is related to the nature of the DNA that needs to be
analysed by NGS during GMO analysis in routine; including the large size of
plant genomes, lack of good reference genomes for specific varieties or organisms
due to large intraspecific genome variability in plants, DNA samples with traces
of GMO material and degraded DNA due to food processing. While some of
these issues have already been tackled, i.e. large intraspecific variability can be
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circumvented by an initial alignment against the transgenic cassette (Yang et al.
2013), the applicability of NGS for routine analysis has not been previously
investigated.
To accommodate NGS within routine GMO detection, a first priority is capturing
transgene information with NGS. The focus on a specific sequence (transgene
insert) within a given genome, as opposed to reconstructing the entire genome
sequence, means that statistical methods for the estimation of sequencing depth
versus coverage of whole genomes, like the Lander–Waterman theory (Sims et al.
2014), are not applicable. Therefore, a novel conceptual statistical framework
is developed in this article to draw a better picture of the present feasibility
of NGS technology for routine GMO analysis. This statistical framework
was validated by NGS data from a GM rice (Bt rice), with known transgene
insert and flanking regions, and is based on three approaches: (1) detecting
potential transgene inserts, (2) proving their integration in the host genome, (3)
identifying the specific junctions. All these approaches start with an alignment
against an a priori known insert and only the aligned reads are subsequently
investigated to avoid large intraspecific variability in plants. To assess the
potential applicability of NGS on different types of food matrices, 100% Bt
rice grains, 10% Bt rice grains mixed with 90% non-GM rice grains and 100%
Bt rice noodles were analysed. To evaluate the robustness of these three
approaches, they were implemented on two different data analysis platforms:
an easy-to-use commercial software platform, the “CLC Genomics Workbench”,
allowing potential use of NGS by “bioinformatics novices’, and a “Command-
Line” platform allowing greater control of the workflow and parameters, but
demanding a higher level of expertise in bioinformatics. This newly developed
statistical framework allows to determine the probability that a given GMO can
be detected when its presence in a sample is known. Based on this probability,
an estimate of the number of reads necessary to be able to detect a transgene
cassette, to prove integration in the host genome and to identify several common
GMO events and mixtures can be calculated.

8.2 Materials and methods

8.2.1 Statistical framework

Three approaches, addressing different levels of complexity in the analysis of
GMOs, are used to analyse shotgun sequencing libraries, sequenced as paired-end
reads from a sample that consists of a single GMO. The “detection approach”
was used to detect the presence of a transgene cassette, referred to as the insert.
The “proof approach” allows to provide the evidence that the insert is effectively
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integrated in the non-GM genome, referred to as the host genome, and gives a
crude localisation of the insert in the host genome. The “identification approach”
delivers the precise identification and localisation of the junctions between the
host genome and the insert (Figure 8.1).

Calculation of probabilities to successfully detect a sequence aligned to
a transgene For each approach, the probability to successfully detect a
theoretical read in an NGS sample of a known GMO, P (+|GMO), was calculated.
False positives were not considered and as a result the probability of an unknown
sample containing a GMO when testing positive P (GMO|+) was not determined.
For a GMO, the length of the GM genome is the sum of the length of the
non-GM genome (H) and the length of the insert (I). A partial insertion is
defined as an insert with a large part of the insert deleted. In this case the
length of the partial insertion is considered as the length of the insert (I). After
sequencing of the GMO, this gives a total of different mates (Ts), with an
average read length for each mate (R), equal to H + I − R + 1 or a total of
different theoretical paired-end reads (Tp), with an average paired-end distance
(D), mates included, equal to H + I −D + 1.
To be able to detect the presence of a known insert, only sequences that fall
completely in the inserted region can be detected using a global alignment. As
a consequence, partial insertions that are smaller than the read length (I < R)
are impossible to detect with this method. If I > R, there are I−R+1 different
theoretical mates that possibly align.
To be able to prove that the insert is integrated in the host genome as well as
to give a rough location, a theoretical paired-end read needs one mate globally
aligned to the host genome and the other mate globally aligned to the insert.
Similarly to the detection of an insert, it is only possible to find such kind of
sequences when I > R. If the paired-end distance of a theoretical paired-end
read (D) is large enough (D > I + R), a mate globally aligned to the insert
will always have a mate globally aligned to the host genome. Otherwise, a
theoretical paired-end read, with each mate globally aligned to either the insert
or the host genome, will span a junction only if the junction is not located on
either of the mates. The length of this sequence is equal to D − 2 ·R, so there
are D − 2 ·R+ 1 theoretical paired-end reads for each different junction.
To be able to identify these junctions, a sequence needs to locally align its 5’
and 3’ tail to respectively the host genome and the insert with a minimum
overlap of nucleotides (M) for each tail or vice versa. This is impossible in
cases with a very small partial insertion (M > I). If the read length R is large
compared to the insert (I + M < R), a theoretical mate that locally aligns
to the insert with overlap O is then guaranteed to have at least M basepairs
overlap with the host genome reference. In this case, there are exactly I−M +1
different theoretical mates that locally align to the insert with O basepairs
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different theoretical paired-end reads (Tp), with an average
paired-end distance (D), mates included, equal to H þ I � Dþ 1.

To be able to detect the presence of a known insert, only
sequences that fall completely in the inserted region can be
detected using a global alignment. As a consequence, partial inser-
tions that are smaller than the read length (I < R) are impossible to
detect with this method. If I P R, there are I � Rþ 1 different the-
oretical mates that possibly align.

To be able to prove that the insert is integrated in the host
genome as well as to give a rough location, a theoretical

paired-end read needs one mate globally aligned to the host gen-
ome and the other mate globally aligned to the insert. Similarly
to the detection of an insert, it is only possible to find such kind
of sequences when I P R. If the paired-end distance of a theoretical
paired-end read (D) is large enough (D P I þ R), a mate globally
aligned to the insert will always have a mate globally aligned to
the host genome. Otherwise, a theoretical paired-end read, with
each mate globally aligned to either the insert or the host genome,
will span a junction only if the junction is not located on either of
the mates. The length of this sequence is equal to D� 2 � R, so there

Fig. 1. GMO analysis workflow based on NGS. From a given matrix, extracted DNA is used for shotgun library construction and sequenced on an Illumina platform to obtain
millions of raw paired-end reads. These are first trimmed based on sequencing quality scores and then filtered so only paired-end reads remain with each mate having a
length of 30 bp or larger. To determine the presence of GMOs, the filtered reads are then analysed using three different approaches. On the one hand, the detection approach
selects all paired-end reads with one mate globally aligned to the reference sequence of the insert, revealing its presence in the tested sample. The corresponding mates of the
detected reads are subsequently analysed in the proof approach to confirm the integration of the transgenic insert in the host genome by globally aligning these mates to the
reference sequence of the host genome. This approach also allows a rough localisation of the transgene flanking regions. On the other hand, all filtered reads are analysed with
the identification approach to determine the exact localisation and sequence of the flanking regions by locally aligning them to the host genome and transgenic insert
simultaneously.
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Figure 8.1: GMO analysis workflow based on NGS. From a given matrix,
extracted DNA is used for shotgun library construction and sequenced on an
Illumina platform to obtain millions of raw paired-end reads. These are first
trimmed based on sequencing quality scores and then filtered so only paired-end
reads remain with each mate having a length of 30 bp or larger. To determine
the presence of GMOs, the filtered reads are then analysed using three different
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Figure 8.1 (continued): approaches. On the one hand, the detection approach
selects all paired-end reads with one mate globally aligned to the reference
sequence of the insert, revealing its presence in the tested sample. The
corresponding mates of the detected reads are subsequently analysed in the
proof approach to confirm the integration of the transgenic insert in the host
genome by globally aligning these mates to the reference sequence of the host
genome. This approach also allows a rough localisation of the transgene flanking
regions. On the other hand, all filtered reads are analysed with the identification
approach to determine the exact localisation and sequence of the flanking regions
by locally aligning them to the host genome and transgenic insert simultaneously.

overlap. Finally, if I > R−M , sequence covers a junction only if the junction
is covered by the R − 2 ·M + 1 bp in the middle of the sequence. For each
junction there are thus R− 2 ·M + 1 different theoretical mates.
The ratio of targeted theoretical reads over the total of theoretical reads is now
given by the following formulae:

(1) p1: The ratio of theoretical mates globally aligned to the insert, as needed
for the detection approach.

(a) p1 = I−R+1
Ts

if I > R

(b) p1 = 0 if I < R (small partial inserts)

(2) p2: The ratio of theoretical paired-end reads covering a single junction
with one mate globally aligned to the host genome and the other to the
insert, as needed for the proof approach.

(a) p2 = D−2·R+1
Tp

if I > D −R

(b) p2 = I−R+1
Tp

if I 6 D −R and I > R

(c) p2 = 0 if I < R (small partial inserts)

(3) p3: The ratio of theoretical mates covering a single junction with one
mate locally aligned to the host genome and the other locally aligned to
the insert, as needed for the identification approach.

(a) p3 = R−2·M+1
Ts

if I > R−M

(b) p3 = I−M+1
Ts

if I 6 R−M and I >M (small partial inserts)
(c) p3 = 0 if I < M (very small partial inserts)
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Given these ratios of theoretical paired-end reads or mates, it is straightforward
to calculate the probability P (−|GMO) that no targeted reads are found after
sequencing N paired-end reads, all originating from a GMO:

(1) P1 (no insert detected, while reads originate from a GMO) = (1− p1)2N ,
if N paired-end reads are considered as 2N independent mates.

(2) P2 (no proof of integration of insert detected, while reads originate from
a GMO) = (1− 2p2)N , assuming either one of the two junctions suffices
as a proof of this insertion.

(3) P3 (no identification of junctions possible, while reads originate from
a GMO) = (1 − 2p3)2N , if N paired-end reads are considered as 2N
independent mates and either one of the two junctions suffices for
identification.

Conversely, the probability to detect at least one read in a pure sample extracted
from a GMO is equal to P (+|GMO) = 1− P (−|GMO).

Estimation of the number of paired-end reads needed to have a probability
P of finding at least one targeted read For a GMO, the number N of paired-
end reads that are needed to have a probability P of finding at least one targeted
read can easily be retrieved by rewriting the formulae in the previous paragraph
and is given by the next formulae where pi is defined as before:

(1) N1 = ln(1−P )
2 ln(1−p1) paired-end reads are needed for the detection approach.

(2) N2 = ln(1−P )
ln(1−2p2) paired-end reads are needed for the proof approach.

(3) N3 = ln(1−P )
2 ln(1−2p3) paired-end reads are needed for the identification

approach.

while the above formula are completely general and can be used for any pure
sample of a GMO, they can be greatly simplified for most common cases. In
general the host genome length H is large compared to the insert length I,
which in turn is large compared to the paired-end distance D and read length
R. As a result the probabilities p1, p2 and p3 will be small, so ln(1− pi) ≈ −pi.
Furthermore, the total number of reads Ts and Tp can be simplified to H,
and the constant 1 in the numerator can be omitted for all probabilities pi.
In summary, this yields the following simple approximations for the number
of paired-end reads N needed to have a probability P of finding at least one
targeted read:
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(1) N1 ≈ H
2·(R−1) · ln(1− P )

(2) N2 ≈ H
2·(2·R−D) · ln(1− P )

(3) N3 ≈ H
4·(2·M−R) · ln(1− P )

The following parameters are thus of importance to make an estimate:

• A priori known or estimated

o I: length of the insert reference.
o H: length of the host genome reference.

• Definable by user

o R: sequenced read length (average).
o D: sequenced paired-end distance (average), including mates, thus
larger than twice the read length.

o M : minimum overlap length between each tail of a mate and the
host genome /insert reference, thus smaller than halve a read length.
Software often has default parameters for M , dependent on read
length R.

o P : probability to find at least one targeted read.

• Calculated result

o N : number of quality filtered paired-end reads needed to have a
probability P of finding at least one targeted read.

Modifications for more complex cases It is possible to adjust the presented
formulae to different scenarios that better reflect food and feed matrices
complexity. These matrices usually contain only traces of a GMO or might
contain a mixture of different ingredients. In such cases the ratio of targeted
reads should be multiplied by the DNA ratio r of the GMO over the rest of
the sample. For instance a mixture of 10% GM rice (genome size of 400 Mbp)
and 90% non-GM maize (genome size of 2300 Mbp) has a DNA ratio of

10·400
90·2300+10·400 ≈ 0.019 for the GM rice. Since in the simplified version the
number of needed paired-end reads is linearly dependent on the ratio of targeted
reads, it follows that the linear dependence of the DNA ratio is not only valid
for ratios of targeted reads, but also for the number of paired-end reads needed
to be able to detect at least a single read for each approach. By calculating the
probability of detecting exactly x− 1, x− 2, . . . , 0 reads, it is also possible to
calculate the probability of detecting at least x reads instead of detecting at
least one read.
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8.2.2 Generation of NGS data from different food matrices

Three DNA samples were generated from transgenic Bt rice (see Supplementary
Text S1 for a description of DNA extraction and the inserted cassette): (1)
Bt rice grains (named 100% Bt rice sample), (2) Bt rice grains processed into
noodles as described in Fraiture et al. (2015a) (named 100% Bt noodles sample),
(3) mixture of 10% Bt rice DNA with 90% of the corresponding non-GM rice
DNA (named 10% Bt rice sample).

Library preparation and sequencing Two Illumina shotgun sequencing
libraries were generated, one from 5 µg of the 100% Bt rice sample and the
other from 5 µg of the 10% Bt rice sample. DNA was fragmented to 300–400 bp
using Covaris S2 sonication and an indexed sequencing library was prepared
using an Illumina TruSeq DNA Sample Preparation kit. The two resulting
libraries were sequenced simultaneously on a single Rapid Run flow cell with 2
lanes, one per library, with an Illumina HiSeq 2000 sequencer, generating 2 ×
100 bp paired-end reads for each sequenced fragment. After base calling using
the Illumina CASAVA version 1.8 software, raw sequences were obtained.
The 100% Bt noodles sample was sequenced several months later, using updated
protocols and techniques. In this case, an Illumina shotgun sequence library was
generated from 1 µg of the 100% Bt noodles sample. DNA was fragmented to
±400 bp using Covaris S2 sonication and a sequencing library was made using
the NEBNext Ultra DNA Library Prep Kit with 8 enrichment PCR cycles. Size
selection was performed on the resulting library using an Invitrogen 2% E-gel,
selecting fragments between 400 and 600 bp. The library was sequenced on half
of a Rapid Run flow cell lane on an Illumina HiSeq 1500 sequencer, generating
2 × 100 bp paired-end reads for each sequenced fragment. Base calling and
primary quality assessments were performed using Illumina’s Basespace genomics
cloud computing environment.

8.2.3 Implementation of the framework

Two different platforms were used to analyse the NGS data: (1) freely available
programs such as BWA (Li and Durbin 2009) and Bowtie2 (Langmead and
Salzberg 2012) combined with Python and Perl scripts were used on a computer
running Linux Ubuntu 14, referred to in this manuscript as the Command-
Line-Tools, (2) the commercial software package CLC Genomics Workbench 7
(CLC bio 2015) running on Windows 7 Enterprise, referred to in this manuscript
as the CLC Genomics Workbench.
For the host genome reference the sequence of Oryza sativa was used, more
specifically the MSU6 build of O. sativa of length 374 332 026 bp available
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via Illumina’s IGenomes (Illumina 2015a), which includes pseudomolecules
representing the mitochondria, plastids and Syngenta sequences. The reference
of the inserted pCAMBIA cassette was obtained from Breitler et al. (2004) as a
personal communication and consists of 7002 bp.

Command-Line-Tools Using a custom Perl script, the sequenced paired-end
reads were trimmed when the average quality in a sliding window of 10 bp fell
below Q20 and were filtered for sequences shorter than 30 bp after trimming
(Del Fabbro et al. 2013). Only paired-end reads were retained.
For the detection approach, the mates (each paired-end read consists of two
mates) of all quality filtered paired-end reads were considered as single-ended
and were aligned end-to-end (global alignment) to the insert using BWA with
default parameters (BWA manual version 0.7.7-r441). Results were converted
to SAM format (Li et al. 2009) and only aligned mates were selected.
For the proof approach, corresponding mates of those previously aligned in the
detection approach were retrieved with a custom python script. These mates
were then aligned to the host reference genome using default BWA parameters,
similarly to module 1 described by Yang et al. (2013). Results were then
converted to SAM format and unaligned mates were discarded.
For the identification approach, the mates of all quality filtered paired-end reads
were considered as single-end and were partially aligned (local alignment) to
the insert using Bowtie2. A length of 20 bp for the part initially aligned before
elongation starts (seed), located at the beginning or end of a sequence with a
maximum of one mismatch, was used instead of default Bowtie2 parameters,
as found in the Bowtie2 manual version 2.2.1. Only mates that aligned were
selected from the resulting SAM file. Mates with a CIGAR string (Li et al.
2009) matching a global alignment were discarded and the remaining mates
were aligned against the host genome reference with the same parameters.
Only aligned mates were selected from the resulting SAM file, again discarding
mates with a global alignment. The resulting mates were divided in groups
corresponding to different junctions, similar to the study published by Kovalic
et al. (2012).

CLC Genomics Workbench Similar to the Command-Line-Tools, a separate
stand-alone analysis was done with the CLC Genomics Workbench.
All sequenced paired-end reads were trimmed with the NGS Core Tool “Trim
Sequences” with an ambiguous trim length of 2, quality limit of 0.05 and
minimum length of 30. Only paired-end reads were retained.
The quality filtered paired-end reads were globally aligned to both the insert
and the host genome simultaneously using the NGS Core Tool “Map Reads
to Reference” with similarity fraction 0.8, length fraction 1.0 and default
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parameters, as found in the CLC Genomics Workbench 7 Manual. Only
paired-end reads with at least one mate aligned to the insert were selected for
downstream analysis.
To verify that this insert was effectively integrated in the host genome, the
option “Find Broken Pair Mates” was used on the selected paired-end reads to
retrieve mates that did not align to the insert but to the host genome instead.
All quality filtered paired-end reads that were not globally aligned to the insert
nor the host genome, were selected to identify the junction sequences. These
paired-end reads were locally aligned against the insert with the NGS Core Tool
“Map Reads to Reference” with similarity fraction 0.8 and length fraction 0.3.
Aligned paired-end reads were selected and realigned against the host genome
with the same parameters.

8.3 Results and discussion

8.3.1 Statistical framework

In Section 8.2.1, a statistical framework was developed to investigate the use
of NGS in routine analysis of GMOs. The formulae of this framework predict
the number of NGS reads needed to have a probability P to detect transgene
sequences, to prove their integration into the host genome or to identify the
specific transgene event in a sample with known composition based on a number
of parameters. To verify if the developed statistical formulae are good predictors,
they were implemented using Command-Line-Tools and compared with the
experimental results from the 100% Bt rice, 10% Bt rice and 100% Bt noodles
samples (Section 8.3.2). We identify and discuss several influential factors that
have an impact on the formulae of the statistical framework.

Validation based on experimental results The statistical framework takes
several parameters as input. To estimate some of these values, a global alignment
against the host genome reference was carried out with all N quality filtered
paired-end reads, using BWA with default parameters.
The a priori parameters used for all samples were I = 7002 bp and
H = 374 332 026 bp. Experimentally, two different insertions were previously
identified in Bt rice, one of length I2 = 6868 on chromosome II and one of length
I3 = 6936 on chromosome III. Furthermore, literature suggests that the length
H of the host genome of O. sativa japonica is actually 385 Mbp (Kawahara
et al. 2013) instead of 374 Mbp, the length of the used reference. The ratio r of
the genome reference length over the actual genome length of 0.97 was used to
correct the ratio of targeted reads.
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For the 100% Bt rice sample, the user definable parameters were R = 100,
N = 28 and D = 350 (average). However, the experimental values R and D were
respectively approximated at 86.4 (average) and 208.35 (average). Although
the average read length R is usually a good approximation, it should be noted
that the average paired-end distance has a large spread and is skewed (data not
shown). To calculate the probability P of detecting no single reads, the number
of quality filtered reads 91 371 164 is used as N , instead of the number of raw
reads. Similar parameters were applicable for the 10% Bt rice and 100% Bt
noodles samples (Supplemental Table S1).
In the 100% Bt rice sample, 26.6% of the reads originate from the mitochondria
and plastids according to the global alignment against the host genome, while
the statistical framework was developed for pure genomic DNA. The ratio pi
for each approach was thus corrected by a ratio r of 0.34 to correct for the
abundance of mitochondrial DNA. For the 10% Bt rice and 100% Bt noodles
samples, the percentage of reads that aligned to the mitochondria/plastids was
respectively 18.2% and 11.3%.
The ratios of targeted reads pi were used to estimate the number of paired-
end reads that are to be expected (E = pi · N) after sequencing N quality
filtered paired-end reads. Since two identical insertions were present, the ratio
of targeted reads for the detection approach was equal to the sum of the ratio
for each individual approach. The probabilities for the proof and identification
approach were calculated separately for each insertion, since the insertions are
independent. The number of expected reads (Table 8.1) was compared to the
number of experimental reads (Table 8.2) and were found to be in agreement.
The largest deviations concern the 10% Bt rice sample where absolute values
are low (< 5) and these results were disregarded due to the low statistical
significance of few reads.

Identification of influential factors It should be noted that several assump-
tions and simplifications have been made to develop the formulae. First, all
theoretical reads are assumed to be perfect and to not contain any errors.
Although this assumption is not true in reality, it affects both targeted and
untargeted reads. It can thus be assumed that the ratio of targeted reads over
total reads (p) is mostly unaffected by this property, even though the number
of quality filtered reads will be reduced when errors are present. Similarities
between the insert and the host genome add an extra level of complexity to
the analysis. Currently, the host genome and insert of a GMO are often of
a different species or even of a different kingdom, i.e. Plantae and Bacteria,
and are genetically different. However, in a near future, many new GMOs are
expected to be developed with cis-genic inserts and there might be cases where
this property has a major influence on the analysis (Espinoza et al. 2013; Holme
et al. 2013). Another important assumption is that all reads are equally likely to
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Table 8.1: Theoretical formulae of the statistical framework applied to the 100% Bt rice, 10% Bt rice and 100%
Bt noodles samples for all three approaches. For the detection approach, reads from both inserts were analysed
simultaneously, as they cannot be identified separately. For the proof and identification approach the reads of the
inserts were investigated independently. All used parameters are shown in Supplemental Table S1. Experimentally
detected true positive reads from the Command-Line-Tools are shown in brackets.

Detection
approach

Proof approach Identification approach

Chromosome
II

Chromosome
III

Chromosome
II

Chromosome
III

100% Bt rice Ratio of theoretical targeted
reads over theoretical
possible reads (millionfold)

25.891 0.070 0.070 0.060 0.060

Probability P to detect at
least one read

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Expected reads (truly
detected reads)

4 731 (3 186) 13 (23) 13 (17) 22 (12) 22 (22)

10% Bt rice Ratio of theoretical targeted
reads over theoretical
possible reads (millionfold)

2.921 0.008 0.008 0.007 0.007

Probability P to detect at
least one read

1.00 0.68 0.68 0.85 0.85

Expected reads (truly
detected reads)

406 (284) 1 (2) 1 (0) 2 (0) 2 (2)

Bt Noodles Ratio of theoretical targeted
reads over theoretical
possible reads (millionfold)

31.573 0.082 0.082 0.100 0.100

Probability P to detect at
least one read

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Expected reads (truly
detected reads)

4 265 (5 485) 11 (30) 11 (11) 27 (22) 27 (25)
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Table 8.2: Overview of the number of detected reads per approach for both the Command-Line-Tools and the CLC
Genomics Workbench applied to the three samples; 100% Bt rice, 10% Bt rice and 100% Bt noodles. The detection
approach was designed to detect an insert by finding reads that align to the used insert reference. The proof approach
was designed to prove integration of the insert in the host genome by finding mates of detected reads in the detection
approach that align to the host genome reference. The identification approach identified junctions between the host
genome reference and the insert by locally aligning reads to both the insert and the host genome. In brackets true/false
positives are shown.

Sample name 100% Bt rice 10% Bt rice Bt noodles
Total paired-end reads 123 574 914 93 206 312 69 931 700

Command-Line-Tools Quality filtered paired-end reads 91 371 164 69 464 211 67 539 855
Detection approach 3 186 284 5 485
Proof approach 51 (40/11) 2 (2/0) 98 (41/57)
Identification approach 49 (34/15) 9 (2/7) 77 (47/30)

CLC Genomics Workbench Quality filtered paired-end reads 107 455 990 81 491 366 68 981 939
Detection approach 3 876 339 5 691
Proof approach 88 (74/14) 6 (4/2) 134 (55/79)
Identification approach 952 (20/932) 538 (1/537) 514 (24/490)
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be sequenced. However, it has been shown that regions with a high GC content
are underrepresented in i.e. Illumina sequencing and it was found that some
regions cannot be sequenced at all with Illumina (Rieber et al. 2013). With
enough prior knowledge about these issues though, the calculated probabilities
can be adjusted accordingly.
Aside from these assumptions and simplifications, there are some limitations in
defining all parameters, although they have a major influence on the analysis.
First, a proper reference sequence of both the insert and the host genome is
required. In reality this is not always the case, as shown in this study where
the reference genome was only 374 Mbp as opposed to the literature suggesting
it should be 385 Mbp (Kawahara et al. 2013), implying a different sequence.
Since only reads with at least one mate aligned against the insert are used for
downstream analysis, differences in the reference genome sequence will only be a
limitation if they are near an insert site. Therefore, older draft genomes or other
cultivars, as used in this study, are expected to have little influence. However,
the plant genome size may vary greatly within a species or between cultivars
(Ohri 1998; Greilhuber 2005), having a large effect on the statistical formulae.
Furthermore, the formulae were developed for a pure sample. This study showed
that even for a pure sample a significant part of the sequence data is not derived
from the GMOs chromosomal DNA, but from the mitochondrial genome instead.
This is not surprising for rice with a single diploid nuclear genome of almost
400 Mbp and a mitochondrial genome of almost 500 Kbp with a copy number of
potentially over a 100 per cell (Bendich and Gauriloff 1984). The main difficulty
is that it is not easy to estimate the relative amount of mitochondrial DNA a
priori. Not only do different species have a different mitochondrial DNA size,
but even within a single organism the number of mitochondria per cell is variable
between tissues or organs (Mackenzie and McIntosh 1999; Tian et al. 2006).
In addition, it can be difficult to determine/control experimental parameters
properly. For instance, the number of high quality paired-end reads N is difficult
to know beforehand (Kircher et al. 2011). It is highly dependent on the quality
of the raw unfiltered reads. These reads are produced by a whole sequencing
process where different batches of reagents are used, errors in detection of
fluorescence are possible and cluster density is variable. Most experimental
procedures for library preparation generate a range of DNA fragment sizes. This
uncertainty can greatly be reduced by size selecting fragments of the library
on a gel. In addition, despite variation in library insert sizes, the paired-end
distance D after sequencing on an Illumina HiSeq instrument is typically in
the range of 100–300 bp, due to the competitive efficiency of small fragments
during the cluster formation by bridge-PCR in Illumina instruments.
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8.3.2 Experimental results

Results of the 100% Bt rice sample Two different platforms, the CLC
Genomics Workbench and a combination of Command-Line-Tools, were used
to implement the statistical framework. After quality filtering, the detection,
proof and identification approach (Figure 8.1) were applied to the 100% Bt rice
sample on both platforms. Multiple mates globally aligned to the insert on
both platforms by using the detection approach. By using the proof approach,
their corresponding mates aligned in a small range on chromosome II in the
region 22 981 000–22 982 000 and on chromosome III in the region 23 613 000–
23 614 000, indicating two independent insert sites (Figure 8.2). By using the
identification approach, both platforms identified four junctions; (1) at position
22 981 764 of chromosome II and at position 94 of the insert; (2) at position
22 981 674 of chromosome II and at position 6962 of the insert; (3) at position
23 613 353 of chromosome III and position 22 of the insert; (4) at position
23 613 341 of chromosome III and position 6958 of the insert (Figure 8.3). False
positives, due to PCR artefacts, chimeric reads or genomic similarities between
the insert sequence and the host genome, were filtered out by inspection of the
alignments and their quality and mapping scores. These results are summarised
in Table 8.2.

Effect of different samples The 10% Bt rice and 100% Bt noodles samples
were analysed in a similar way as the 100% Bt rice sample (Table 8.2).
Degraded DNA in the Bt noodles sample did not impair the construction of
the shotgun sequencing library, because the fragment size of the degraded
DNA was larger than the selected fragment size of 300–400 bp for sonication
(Supplemental Figure S1).
A factor 10–20 more reads, aligned to the insert, were detected in the 100% Bt
rice sample compared to the 10% Bt rice sample in all the described approaches
and platforms. Since the number of quality filtered reads is 1.3 times higher for
the 100% Bt rice sample than for the 10% Bt rice sample, the results agreed
with an expected factor 13.

Effect of different approaches The detection approach was used to detect
the presence of the insert in the sample and provided a minimum of 284 hits
for all the samples (Table 8.2). Analysis of the read mapping (i.e. Figure 8.2
for the 100% Bt rice sample) at nucleotide resolution showed few mismatches
in their global alignments, suggesting no or few false positive hits. This number
of properly aligned mates highlights the power and significance of the detection
approach.
The proof approach was used to prove the integration of the insert within the
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pure sample a significant part of the sequence data is not derived
from the GMOs chromosomal DNA, but from the mitochondrial
genome instead. This is not surprising for rice with a single diploid
nuclear genome of almost 400 Mbp and a mitochondrial genome of
almost 500 Kbp with a copy number of potentially over a 100 per
cell (Bendich & Gauriloff, 1984). The main difficulty is that it is
not easy to estimate the relative amount of mitochondrial DNA a
priori. Not only do different species have a different mitochondrial
DNA size, but even within a single organism the number of mito-
chondria per cell is variable between tissues or organs
(Mackenzie & McIntosh, 1999; Tian, Zheng, Hu, & Yu, 2006). In
addition, it can be difficult to determine/control experimental
parameters properly. For instance, the number of high quality
paired-end reads N is difficult to know beforehand (Kircher,
Heyn, & Kelso, 2011). It is highly dependent on the quality of the
raw unfiltered reads. These reads are produced by a whole
sequencing process where different batches of reagents are used,

errors in detection of fluorescence are possible and cluster density
is variable. Most experimental procedures for library preparation
generate a range of DNA fragment sizes. This uncertainty can
greatly be reduced by size selecting fragments of the library on a
gel. In addition, despite variation in library insert sizes, the
paired-end distance D after sequencing on an Illumina HiSeq
instrument is typically in the range of 100–300 bp, due to the com-
petitive efficiency of small fragments during the cluster formation
by bridge-PCR in Illumina instruments.

3.2. Experimental results

3.2.1. Results of the 100% Bt rice sample
Two different platforms, the CLC Genomics Workbench and a

combination of Command-Line-Tools, were used to implement
the statistical framework. After quality filtering, the detection,
proof and identification approach (Fig. 1) were applied to the

Table 2
Overview of the number of detected reads per approach for both the Command-Line-Tools and the CLC Genomics Workbench applied to the three samples; 100% Bt rice, 10% Bt
rice and 100% Bt noodles. The detection approach was designed to detect an insert by finding reads that align to the used insert reference. The proof approach was designed to
prove integration of the insert in the host genome by finding mates of detected reads in the detection approach that align to the host genome reference. The identification
approach identified junctions between the host genome reference and the insert by locally aligning reads to both the insert and the host genome. In brackets true/false positives
are shown.

Sample name 100% Bt rice 10% Bt rice Bt noodles
Total paired-end reads 123,574,914 93,206,312 69,931,700

Command-Line-Tools Quality filtered paired-end reads 91,371,164 69,464,211 67,539,855
Detection approach 3,186 284 5,485
Proof approach 51 (40/11) 2 (2/0) 98 (41/57)
Identification approach 49 (34/15) 9 (2/7) 77 (47/30)

CLC Genomics Workbench Quality filtered paired-end reads 107,455,990 81,491,366 68,981,939
Detection approach 3,876 339 5,691
Proof approach 88 (74/14) 6 (4/2) 134 (55/79)
Identification approach 952 (20/932) 538 (1/537) 514 (24/490)

Fig. 2. Global alignment of 100% Bt rice reads using CLC Genomics Workbench. Region 22,981,500–22,981,950 of chromosome II of the host genome (top), region 23,613,150–
23,613,550 of chromosome III of the host genome (centre) and the complete insert of length 7002 (bottom), including globally aligned reads using the CLC Genomics
Workbench. Reference nucleotides are shown as vertical bars with the four different bases in different colours on top of each image. Below this reference all reads from the
100% Bt rice sample that are globally aligned to this region are shown. Reads with corresponding mates are indicated in blue with a thin line connecting them. Green and red
coloured reads do not have their respectively reverse and forward mate pairs aligned in this region. Yellow coloured reads indicate ambiguous reads with multiple possible
alignments, in this case corresponding to a repeated region in the promoter p35S on the insert. Mismatches are shown on each read. A clear deletion is present on
chromosome II, while a smaller one is detected on chromosome III, indicated by a grey shaded box, this part is replaced by the insert. When the end of a read originates from
the insert, but is aligned to chromosome II or chromosome III, multiple mismatches can be detected, i.e. around position 22,981,750 of chromosome II. A single read seems to
span the complete insert on chromosome II, although this is unlikely and it is more plausible that a minor contamination with the non-GM type occurred. (For interpretation
of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Figure 8.2: Global alignment of 100% Bt rice reads using CLC Genomics Workbench. Region 22 981 500–22 981 950 of
chromosome II of the host genome (top), region 23 613 150–23 613 550 of chromosome III of the host genome (centre)
and the complete insert of length 7002 (bottom), including globally aligned reads using the CLC Genomics Workbench.
Reference nucleotides are shown as vertical bars with the four different bases in different colours on top of each image.
Below this reference all reads from the 100% Bt rice sample that are globally aligned to this region are shown. Reads
with corresponding mates are indicated in blue with a thin line connecting them. Green and red coloured reads do not
have their respectively reverse and forward mate pairs aligned in this region. Yellow coloured reads indicate ambiguous
reads with multiple possible alignments, in this case corresponding to a repeated region in the promoter p35S on the
insert. Mismatches are shown on each read. A clear deletion is present on chromosome II, while a smaller one is
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Figure 8.2 (continued): detected on chromosome III, indicated by a grey shaded box, this part is replaced by the
insert. When the end of a read originates from the insert, but is aligned to chromosome II or chromosome III, multiple
mismatches can be detected, i.e. around position 22 981 750 of chromosome II. A single read seems to span the complete
insert on chromosome II, although this is unlikely and it is more plausible that a minor contamination with the non-GM
type occurred. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article).
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100% Bt rice sample on both platforms. Multiple mates globally
aligned to the insert on both platforms by using the detection
approach. By using the proof approach, their corresponding mates
aligned in a small range on chromosome II in the region
22,981,000–22,982,000 and on chromosome III in the region
23,613,000–23,614,000, indicating two independent insert sites
(Fig. 2). By using the identification approach, both platforms iden-
tified four junctions; (1) at position 22,981,764 of chromosome II
and at position 94 of the insert; (2) at position 22,981,674 of chro-
mosome II and at position 6962 of the insert; (3) at position
23,613,353 of chromosome III and position 22 of the insert; (4)
at position 23,613,341 of chromosome III and position 6958 of
the insert (Fig. 3). False positives, due to PCR artefacts, chimeric
reads or genomic similarities between the insert sequence and
the host genome, were filtered out by inspection of the alignments
and their quality and mapping scores. These results are sum-
marised in Table 2.

3.2.2. Effect of different samples
The 10% Bt rice and 100% Bt noodles samples were analysed in a

similar way as the 100% Bt rice sample (Table 2).
Degraded DNA in the Bt noodles sample did not impair the con-

struction of the shotgun sequencing library, because the fragment
size of the degraded DNA was larger than the selected fragment
size of 300–400 bp for sonication (Supplemental Fig. S1).

A factor 10–20 more reads, aligned to the insert, were detected
in the 100% Bt rice sample compared to the 10% Bt rice sample in
all the described approaches and platforms. Since the number of
quality filtered reads is 1.3 times higher for the 100% Bt rice sample
than for the 10% Bt rice sample, the results agreed with an
expected factor 13.

3.2.3. Effect of different approaches
The detection approach was used to detect the presence of the

insert in the sample and provided a minimum of 284 hits for all
the samples (Table 2). Analysis of the read mapping (i.e. Fig. 2 for
the 100% Bt rice sample) at nucleotide resolution showed few
mismatches in their global alignments, suggesting no or few false
positive hits. This number of properly aligned mates highlights
the power and significance of the detection approach.

The proof approach was used to prove the integration of the
insert within the host genome. In the design of this approach only
a subset of the quality filtered paired-end reads, those with aligned
mates in the detection approach, was used. For all samples, multi-
ple true positive hits were found, although some false positive hits
were observed as well (Table 2). For the 100% Bt rice and 100% Bt
noodles samples, the proof approach has provided strong evidence
of insert integration into the host genome, while the result for the
10% Bt rice sample is of low significance with a minimum of two
detected mates.

Mates covering junctions were detected using the identification
approach. A sufficient number of true positive hits were detected
to make a strong identification for the 100% Bt rice and 100% Bt
noodles samples. The identification of each specific junction, com-
pared to the detection of either the left or right junction necessary
for identification, proved to be less reliable, as suggested by the
presence of only two identifiable mates for the junction on position
22,981,674 of chromosome II and position 6962 of the insert of the
100% Bt rice sample with the Command-Line-Tools. A moderate
and high level of false positives was respectively found for the
Command-Line-Tools and for the CLC Genomics Workbench.
Since the overlap was relatively small (28 bp) and some mis-
matches were allowed, the presence of false positive hits was

Fig. 3. Single-end reads covering the junctions for the 100% Bt rice sample, detected with the identification approach using the Command-Line-Tools. The consensus
sequence is underlined. The transition between host genome and insert is indicated by a gap. The part of each read belonging to the insert is indicated in bold. (A) Junction
with transition on insert position 6962 and chromosome II position 22,981,674. (B) Junction with transition on chromosome II position 22,981,764 and insert position 94.
(C) Junction with transition on insert position 6958 and chromosome III position 23,613,341. (D) Junction with transition on chromosome III position 23,613,353 and insert
position 22.

S. Willems et al. / Food Chemistry 192 (2016) 788–798 795

Figure 8.3: Single-end reads covering the junctions for the 100% Bt rice sample, detected with the identification
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Figure 8.3 (continued): approach using the Command-Line-Tools. The consensus sequence is underlined. The transition
between host genome and insert is indicated by a gap. The part of each read belonging to the insert is indicated in
bold.
(A) Junction with transition on insert position 6962 and chromosome II position 22 981 674. (B) Junction with transition
on chromosome II position 22 981 764 and insert position 94. (C) Junction with transition on insert position 6958 and
chromosome III position 23 613 341. (D) Junction with transition on chromosome III position 23 613 353 and insert
position 22.
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host genome. In the design of this approach only a subset of the quality filtered
paired-end reads, those with aligned mates in the detection approach, was used.
For all samples, multiple true positive hits were found, although some false
positive hits were observed as well (Table 8.2). For the 100% Bt rice and 100%
Bt noodles samples, the proof approach has provided strong evidence of insert
integration into the host genome, while the result for the 10% Bt rice sample is
of low significance with a minimum of two detected mates.
Mates covering junctions were detected using the identification approach.
A sufficient number of true positive hits were detected to make a strong
identification for the 100% Bt rice and 100% Bt noodles samples. The
identification of each specific junction, compared to the detection of either
the left or right junction necessary for identification, proved to be less reliable,
as suggested by the presence of only two identifiable mates for the junction on
position 22 981 674 of chromosome II and position 6962 of the insert of the 100%
Bt rice sample with the Command-Line-Tools. A moderate and high level of
false positives was respectively found for the Command-Line-Tools and for the
CLC Genomics Workbench. Since the overlap was relatively small (28 bp) and
some mismatches were allowed, the presence of false positive hits was expected.
Inspection of false positive hits relied on the fact that the 5’ tail of a mate should
align to the insert, while the other tail should align to the host or vice versa
in regions that were deemed interesting by the proof approach. The consensus
sequence for all junctions was in perfect agreement (100% identity) with the
DNA sequences originating from the DNA walking technique of Fraiture et al.
(2014) (personal communication).

Effect of different platforms The CLC Genomics Workbench provides
intuitive implementation and easily interpretable output formats such as figures
and graphs, at the cost of full control of all parameters. Due to this limited
control, the results are prone to false positives which are not straightforward to
avoid and can be hard to identify graphically. An example is the high number
of false positives in the identification approach, due to the lack of a parameter
that specifies a seed location for the alignment. The CLC Genomics Workbench
thus sacrifices some robustness for user-friendliness.
The Command-Line-Tools rely on textual/tabular information, extendable
with other tools for visualisation that were not investigated in this article.
Different software tools are available, each with their own benefits and drawbacks
(Ruffalo et al. 2011), but in this article only BWA and Bowtie2 were used in
combination with custom Python and Perl scripts. While some false positives
are inherent to sequencing technology, textual/tabular representation provides
easy identification of false positives since they are often single occurrences with
low alignment/mapping qualities, as opposed to true positive hits where multiple
hits were found per region. Remaining false positives can often be filtered with
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the right software tools or custom scripts in subsequent steps. An analysis
on the Command-Line-Tools is thus less affected by false positives than the
CLC genomics Workbench, but knowledge of several tools and/or programming
languages is essential.

8.3.3 Feasibility of using NGS data for GMO detection

All three approaches used to detect, to prove and to identify GMO events
provided the same cassettes, junction sequences and number of insertions as those
described in previous studies (Fraiture et al. 2014; personal communication).
Command-Line-Tools and commercial software for bioinformatics analysis were
able to come to the same results for the used samples. These samples; 100% Bt
rice, 10% Bt rice and 100% Bt noodles, were of limited complexity. There are
reference sequences available for both the insert and the host genome and the
flanking regions of the two insertions are known.
To explore the feasibility of NGS for routine analysis using the statistical
framework, it was applied to some theoretical samples containing common
GMOs as shown in Table 8.3. For instance, to identify at least one paired-end
read that aligns to a 7 Kbp transgene cassette in the rice genome of 384 Mbp
with probability of 0.95, about 7 million paired-end reads need to be generated.
Larger genomes, like wheat, will need 300 million paired-end reads to achieve
the same result. Based on this information, it can be concluded that pure
samples consisting of 100% GMO can, at the time of writing, reasonably be
characterised with a single lane on an Illumina Hiseq2500 Rapid Run, yielding
roughly 300 million paired-end reads per experiment (Illumina 2015b), at a
standard price range (Genohub 2015). The required number of sequencing runs
and associated costs increase when samples with only trace amounts of 1%
GMO or less are investigated. For instance, for a wheat genome sample with
trace amounts of 0.01% GMO, more than 30 billion paired-end reads, equal to
a hundred Rapid Run lanes, are necessary to be able to only detect the insert
with a probability of 0.95. Even this amount of data does not yield a high
probability of detecting reads proving host genome integration or identifying
the event.

8.4 Conclusion

The laborious analysis of an increasing number of GMOs using qPCR technology
and the ineffectiveness in detecting “unknown and new GMOs” creates a need
for alternatives to the current qPCR technology. In this context, NGS, allowing
‘detection-by-sequencing’ of GMOs in food and feed matrices, was proposed since
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it circumvents the need to design specific primers to amplify target sequences
for each specific GM event. Although some previous studies have shown the
successful use of NGS to detect and identify GMOs, only limited information is
available about the feasibility/applicability of NGS for routine GMO analysis,
hampering its implementation in enforcement laboratories. In the present study
a statistical framework was developed that offers preliminary, yet practical
information that needs to be considered before NGS becomes routine use in
GMO analysis.
Three approaches are considered in the framework: the “detection approach”
to detect transgene sequences, the “proof approach” to prove integration of
transgenes into the host genome and the “identification approach” to identify
the specific transgene event. For each approach, formulae were developed to
calculate the probability P of detecting at least one read in an NGS experiment
with N reads or vice versa the number of reads N needed for a probability P
to detect at least one targeted read. This framework was validated by using
experimental data from a 100% pure Bt rice grains sample, a 10% Bt rice grains
mixed with 90% non-GM rice grains sample and a noodles containing 100%
pure processed Bt rice sample. Robust experimental results were obtained,
regardless of implementation of the framework, on both the CLC Genomics
Workbench and by using Command-Line-Tools. The experimental results of all
three samples agreed with the theoretical results of the “detection approach”,
“proof approach” and “identification approach”.
There are several assumptions and drawbacks of the approaches in the statistical
framework. While whole genome complexities are avoided in the analysis by
aligning reads to the transgene reference before aligning them to the host
genome reference, the reference sequences of the transgenic cassette and host
genome are always required a priori. Furthermore, the statistical framework
was developed to calculate the probability to detect a GMO in a sample with
known composition P (+|GMO), and is not fit to calculate the probability that
a GMO is truly present when a sample with unknown composition is analysed
P (GMO|+). To achieve the latter, the statistical framework must be further
developed to calculate the probability of false positives when no GMO is present
in a sample.
Finally, the framework was applied to a range of different samples commonly
encountered in routine analysis. It was shown that it is theoretically possible to
use NGS to detect and identify samples of 100% GM crops. However, diluted
samples and mixtures require large NGS experiments, with billions to trillions of
reads and their associated costs, to yield a high probability of finding targeted
reads for each approach.
It is concluded that the developed statistical framework can be used to estimate
the number of NGS reads needed to detect a GMO in a given sample, and to
help decide whether it will be useful to perform a NGS experiment. When the
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Table 8.3: Common GMO samples and the number of reads N (in millions) needed to find at least one targeted
read with a certainty of P = 0.95 for each approach as proposed in the statistical framework. Read length R = 100,
insert length of GMO cassette I = 7000 (unstacked and homozygous), overlap length M = 30 and paired-end distance
D = 300 are assumed for each sample. All samples are assumed to be pure genomic DNA. In case of mixtures the DNA
ratio r of the GMO can be calculated as explained in Section 8.2.1. Experiments requiring more data than currently
obtained with a single lane on an Illumina Rapid Run (300 million paired-end reads) are indicated in italics.

Species Genome size (H)
in Mbp

Number of reads reads (in millions) needed for the

Detection approach Proof approach Identification approach
N = (ln 1−P )

2·ln
(

1−r· 1−R+1
H−R+1

) N = (ln 1−P )

ln
(

1−2·r· D−2·R+1
H−D+1

) N = (ln 1−P )

2·ln
(

1−2·r· R−2·M+1
H−R+1

)
100% GM Rice (Oryza sativa) 385 (diploid) 0.08 5.71 7.03
100% GM Sugar beet (Beta
vulgaris)

758 (diploid) 0.16 11.24 13.85

100% GM Soybean (Glycine max) 1115 (diploid) 0.24 16.54 20.37
100% GM Oilseed rape (Brassica
napus)

1235 (tetraploid) 0.27 18.32 22.56

100% GM Cotton (Gossypium
hirsutum)

2250 (tetraploid) 0.49 33.37 41.10

100% GM Maize (Zea mays) 2300 (diploid) 0.50 34.11 42.01
100% GM Wheat (Triticum
aestivum)

17000 (hexaploid) 3.69 252.12 310.53

1% GM Rice + 99% WT Rice 385 (diploid) 8.36 570.97 703.28
0.01% GM Rice + 99.99% WT
Rice

385 (diploid) 835.65 57 096.88 70 327.91

1% GM Wheat + 99% WT Wheat 17000 (hexaploid) 368.99 25 211.61 31 053.32
0.01% GM Wheat + 99.99% WT
Wheat

17000 (hexaploid) 36 898.63 2 521 083.57 3 105 081.42

50% GM Rice + 50% WT Maize 385 (diploid) +
2300 (diploid)

0.58 39.82 49.05

0.1% GM Soy + 99.9% WT
Oilseed

1115 (diploid) +
1235 (tetraploid)

536.07 36 627.44 45 114.57
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composition of a sample is unknown, the framework can still be used to estimate
how many NGS reads are needed to form a hypothesis about the presence of
a specific GMO, but no significance testing can be done and any results of an
NGS experiment need to be confirmed by targeted molecular analysis in an
independent analysis afterwards.
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Chapter 9

General conclusion

The aim of this PhD was to collect first crucial information on GM crops to
develop then strategies allowing to detect and prove the presence of GMO,
especially EU unauthorized, in food and feed chain in order to strengthen the
current GMO detection system used by the enforcement laboratories. To this
end, two approaches were suggested, including a targeted approach and an
untargeted approach.

On the one hand, as a minimum of prior knowledge is required to develop an
efficient and appropriate targeted approach, information about EU unauthorized
GMO was collected. To this end, an inventory of GM rice, as a study case,
developed around the world was initially carried out (Chapter 3). Based on the
collected information, the current qPCR screening analysis was assessed as being
able to cover 97.8% of the GM rice, via mainly the p35S and tNOS elements
that are frequently found in both EU authorized and unauthorized GMO.
This work allowed also to highlight some issues with the current qPCR GMO
detection system. Indeed, given that most of the targeted elements, including
p35S and tNOS, are originating from natural organisms, their detection cannot
indubitably prove the presence of GMO in the tested sample. Moreover, these
elements are useless in term of discrimination since they are present in both
EU authorized and unauthorized GMO. To cope with this last point, this
work allowed to identify one candidate marker for the qPCR screening step.
The t35S pCAMBIA element was indeed considered as a key discriminative
target since this element is absent from the EU authorized GMO and present
in around 30% of EU unauthorized GMO (Chapter 3). Therefore, in this
thesis, a new qPCR screening marker targeting the t35S pCAMBIA element
was developed allowing to increase the discriminative power of the qPCR
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screening analysis in order to detect EU unauthorized GMO (Chapter 4).
Next, a DNA walking strategy, anchored on the t35S pCAMBIA element, was
developed and validated to indubitably prove the presence of GMO that contain
this element via the characterization of the sequences from their transgene
flanking regions and from the associations of elements typically found transgenic
constructs (Chapters 4 and 5). To complement this DNA walking strategy and
to cover a broader spectrum of GMO, both EU authorized and unauthorized,
DNA walking methods anchored on the p35S and tNOS elements were also
developed and validated (Chapter 6). Furthermore, with the help of the NGS
technology, the workflow of this DNA walking strategy was simplified to be
more easily implemented by the enforcement laboratories. By this way, each
GM event present in the tested sample, even at trace level in a mixture,
could be individually identified (Chapter 7). To date, this DNA walking
strategy, anchored on the t35S pCAMBIA, p35S and tNOS elements, was
successfully applied on several typical food/feed matrices encountered in GMO
routine analysis, suggesting its conceivable implementation by the enforcement
laboratories.

On the other hand, an untargeted approach was developed and assessed to
detect and prove the presence of GMO in food/feed matrices in using the WGS
strategy, which requires theoretically no prior knowledge. Based on this work,
a statistical framework was then provided in order to predict the probability
to detect and characterize GMO in food/feed matrices frequently encountered
in GMO routine analysis (Chapter 8). This approach was however assessed as
not implementable at the present time in GMO routine analysis. This is due to
the fact that this approach was not able to deal with samples containing GMO
from plant species with complex genome (e.g. wheat), GMO in low amounts
and GMO mixtures.

Through this PhD, useful information as well as key strategies were provided to
the enforcement laboratories in order to improve their current GMO detection
system.



Chapter 10

Broader international context,
relevance and future
perspectives

As previously described in chapter 1, the detection of GMO, to guarantee the
traceability in the food and feed chain as well as the freedom of choice for
consumers, is a worldwide problematic, even though quite extreme in EU.

This PhD was included in the context of the UGMMONITOR research project
(convention RF 11/6242) of the contractual research regarding the food safety
and plant and animal health policy. This project was financed by the Federal
Public Service Health, Food Chain Safety and Environment (FPS Health) that
allocates grants for scientific research supporting the food safety and the plant
and animal health policy. Besides the scientific relevance, the project was also
assessed by the FPS members in terms of opportunity, consistency and its
potential impact on the economy and public health. Concretely, the following
criteria were taken into account: the current priorities of the federal authority,
the needs for the sector, the value and applicability of the expected results,
the solution-orientation approach of the research, the added value in regard to
ongoing or existing research projects/areas, the potential contribution to the
policy decision making, the seriousness of the problematic and the budgetary,
societal and ethical impacts.

The thematic of this project is thus relevant per se. In particular, in this
PhD thesis, several impacts regarding the EU enforcement laboratories can be
highlighted. Indeed, the qPCR screening analysis is classically composed of
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markers that target sequences found in both EU authorized and EU unauthorized
GMO (Figure 10.1A). To increase the discriminative power of this analysis, the
t35S pCAMBIA qPCR screening method, detecting specifically the presence
of EU unauthorized GMO (∼30%), was thus developed (Figure 10.1B). This
qPCR method has been presented at the EU level and selected by the European
Network of GMO laboratories (ENGL) members to be added in the Compendium
of reference methods for GMO analysis (Joint Research Centre 2011), becoming
thus a reference method for the EU official enforcement laboratories. This
method is currently being validated at the EU level, via at least twelve
independent laboratories, to verify its performance. In addition, this qPCR
method is already implemented at the national level by the NRL-GMO from the
Scientific Institute of Public Health in Belgium (WIV-ISP), in agreement with
the competent authorities (Federal Agency for the Safety of the Food Chain
(FASFC)). Furthermore, the integrated DNA walking strategy was developed to
confirm the presence EU unauthorized GMO, only suspected or even concealed
with the current qPCR analysis. This DNA walking strategy was up to now
developed to anchor on the t35S pCAMBIA sequence, frequently observed in
EU unauthorized GMO, as well as the p35S and tNOS sequences, commonly
found in EU authorized and EU unauthorized GMO (Figure 10.1B). By this
way, all GMO possessing these elements could be characterized (Fraiture et al.
2014; Fraiture et al. 2015a; Fraiture et al. 2015b). At the national level, the
DNA walking method anchored on the t35S pCAMBIA element is already
implemented by the NRL-GMO from the Scientific Institute of Public Health
in Belgium (WIV-ISP) and may be used in agreement with the competent
authorities (FASFC) to prove the presence of EU unauthorized GMO if a
positive signal is observed for the t35S pCAMBIA marker during the qPCR
screening analysis. All these improvements offered by this PhD thesis regarding
the current tools and strategies used by the enforcement laboratories are clearly
illustrated in Figure 10.1.

In addition, the DNA walking strategy, integrated into the qPCR analysis,
as well as the Whole-Genome-Sequencing approach were presented at the EU
level to respectively the 19th (19-20/06/2013) and 22th (1-2/12/2014) ENGL
plenary meeting, arousing a great interest. The peer-reviewed publications
related to these studies are also available on the private area of the ENGL
website, that is accessible to the official enforcement laboratories. In addition,
projects proposing to deeply investigate the use of NGS (targeted and untargeted
approaches) were and will be submitted for funding by FPS.

In a near future, the improved DNA walking strategy could be applied in order
to reach an ideal situation applicable at the present state (Figure 10.1C). More
precisely, the potential detection of GMO via the qPCR screening could be
automatically followed by a DNA walking analysis, regardless of the relationship
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between the observed screening signals and the EU authorized GMO. Additional
DNA walking methods targeting newly identified key transgenic elements could
also be over time developed to strengthen this DNA walking strategy. Moreover,
new event-specific qPCR methods could also be developed based on the sequences
from EU unauthorized GMO characterized using the DNA walking strategy or
sequencing approaches.

With the view to provide an ideal GMO detection system, the WGS technology
represents a promising alternative in the distant future (Figure 10.1D). Due
to its potential high-throughput, this technology will allow to analyse a large
amount of samples, earlier individually barcoded, in one sequencing run in
order to decrease the cost of the analysis. Nonetheless, several challenges
should be circumvented to make possible the successful implementation of
this WGS strategy in GMO routine analysis by the enforcement laboratories.
First, the WGS approach is, at the present time, not able to reasonably deal
with the detection and identification of GMO present at trace level, such as in
GMO mixtures frequently encountered in GMO routine analysis (Willems et al.
2016). Second, even if this technology could theoretically be performed without
any prior knowledge, the availability of good reference genomes is primordial.
Otherwise, a strategy of de novo assembly could be envisaged, taking into
account that its application is difficult with large and complex plant genomes
as well as with mixtures composed of several different GMO. Another option
consists to generate a substitute of reference genome, through the long reads
from PacBio technology, where short reads from Illumina technology will be
aligned. Last, the implementation of the WGS strategy needs the development
of a simple, rapid and standard protocol for the library preparation step and
a user-friendly workflow, requiring a minimum of bioinformatics background,
for the analysis of the generated data. Therefore, several technological progress
are still needed for the implementation in GMO routine analysis of this ideal
strategy. In collecting several samples at some points, instead of only a few
samples over time, as currently done by the competent authorities, this ideal
strategy could thus allow to analyse several samples in only one experiment to
perform a widespread monitoring of GMO, authorized or not, that are present
on the market.

Even if this PhD thesis was essentially focused on GM crops falling within
the scope of the EU GMO legislation, the scientific community, including the
developers and the enforcement laboratories, is also becoming more and more
interested in the detection and characterization of biotech organisms derived
from Genome Editing (GE) techniques, for which the status regarding the EU
GMO legislation is still undefined (Lusser et al. 2011; Lusser et al. 2012). In
this context, the feasibility of the suggested targeted (DNA walking strategy)
and untargeted (WGS) approaches is therefore also shortly discussed.
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According to the GE techniques used, two main kinds of modifications are
generated in the targeted organisms. In the first category, a large modification
could be introduced in the organisms, such as in an herbicide tolerant maize
where a sequence of interest (PAT gene) was integrated at a specific maize
genome location using the ZFN-3 technique. In that case, the targeted approach
is applicable only if a minimum of knowledge is available. Otherwise, the use
of the untargeted approach is needed to compare the genome from the biotech
organism to the reference genome. In the second category, a small modification
could be produced using, for instance, the CRISPR technique. To confirm the
presence of the generated biotech organisms, only the untargeted approach
could theoretically be envisaged. However, given that the modifications induced
by this category of techniques are highly similar to conventional breeding or
natural processes, the detection and characterization of the resulting biotech
organisms remains clearly challenging or even impossible (Shukla et al. 2009;
Lusser et al. 2011; Lusser et al. 2012; Wolt et al. 2016).

Nowadays, no decision has still been taken at the EU level regarding the status of
the organisms derived from GE techniques. However, in contrast to the biotech
organisms from the first category, the ones belonging to the second category will
probably not be considered by the EU legislation as GMO (Devos et al. 2014;
Hartung and Schiemann 2014; Andersen et al. 2015; Kanchiswamy et al. 2015).
Due to the expected high impact on the developers, for which the production
of non-GMO products is less expensive and has a better public acceptance
compared to GMO products, as well as on the enforcement laboratories, for
which the detection methods have potentially to be adapted to target also
the GE organisms, this hot topic is also discussed outside the EU and some
decisions have besides already been taken. For instance, a common white button
mushroom (Agaricus bisporus) modified with the CRISPR technique to resist to
browning was considered as non-GMO product by the US competent authority,
allowing consequently the cultivation and commercialisation in the USA without
any further specific oversights (Lusser et al. 2011; Waltz 2016; Wolt et al. 2016).

The increasing use of the GE techniques to produce improved organisms concerns
both plant and animal species. In this latter case, the creation of biotech animals
has considerably be simplified and accelerated with the GE techniques that
are cheaper, faster, easier, more precise, more successful and more reliable
than the conventional breeding techniques. Although the first GM animal
(AquAdvantage salmon presenting a faster growth than its non-GM counterpart)
approved for human consumption in November 2015 in the USA is considered as
a GMO due to its classical transgenic cassette integrated into the host genome,
the next coming biotech animals in the pipeline for the food chain are expected
to mainly be produced via the GE techniques, such as the hornless cows and
the pigs resistant to the porcine reproductive and respiratory syndrome virus
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(Fahrenkrug et al. 2010; Butler et al. 2015; Laible et al. 2015; Lievens et al.
2015; Seruggia and Montoliu 2015; U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
2015; Hatada and Horii 2016; Strauss and Sax 2016; Whitworth et al. 2016).
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and tNOS, and sequencing

A

B

C

D

Figure 10.1: Schematic representation of the GMO detection system currently used by the enforcement laboratories
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Figure 10.1 (continued): (past; A), improved by the strategies developed in this PhD thesis (present; B), in the ideal
situation feasable at the present state (future: short term; C) or in the ideal situation unenforceable at the present
state (future: long-term; D). The direct outcome of this PhD thesis is indicated in orange. The drawbacks of each
approah are indicated on the left side by X.
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Table A.1: Oligonucleotide sequences used for qPCR and DNA walking assays. PLD: Phopholipase D gene from rice;
ADH: Alcohol dehydrogenase I gene from maize; LEC: Lectin gene of soybean; CRU: Cruciferin gene from oilseed
rape; pFMV: Promoter of the figworth mosaic virus; Cry3Bb: Gene encoding the Bacillus thuringiensis δ-endotoxin
3Bb; PAT: Phosphinotricin-N-acetyltransferases gene from Streptomyces viridochromogenes; BAR: Phosphinotricin-N-
acetyltransferases gene from Streptomyces hygroscopicus; CP4/EPSPS: 5-enolpyruvylshikimate-3-phosphate synthase
gene from Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain CP4.

Methods Oligonucleotide
names

Oligonucleotide sequences References

Screening qPCR PLD F GCTTAGGGAACAGGGAAGTAAAGTT Mbongolo Mbella et al.
(2011)

Screening qPCR PLD F GCTTAGGGAACAGGGAAGTAAAGTT Mbongolo Mbella et al.
(2011)

PLD R CTTAGCATAGTCTGTGCCATCCA Mbongolo Mbella et al.
(2011)

Screening qPCR ADH F TCTCTTCCTCCTTTAGAGCTACCACTA Mbongolo Mbella et al.
(2011)

ADH R AATCGATCCAAAGCGAGATGA Mbongolo Mbella et al.
(2011)

Screening qPCR LEC F AACCGGTAGCGTTGCCAG Vaïtilingom et al. (1999)
LEC R AGCCCATCTGCAAGCCTTT Vaïtilingom et al. (1999)

Screening qPCR CRU F CAGCTCAACAGTTTCCAAACGA Mbongolo Mbella et al.
(2011)

CRU R CGACCAGCCTCAGCCTTAAG Mbongolo Mbella et al.
(2011)

Screening qPCR pFMV F CGAAGACTTAAAGTTAGTGGGCATCT Broeders et al. (2013)
pFMV R TTTTGTCTGGTCCCCACAA Broeders et al. (2013)

Screening qPCR cry3Bb F CTACCAGTCCTTCCTGAACACC Broeders et al. (2015)
cry3Bb R GCGTACTCCTCGATCTTCTTGT Broeders et al. (2015)
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Table A.1 continued

Methods Oligonucleotide
names

Oligonucleotide sequences References

Screening qPCR PAT F CCGCGGTTTGTGATATCGTT Barbau-Piednoir et al.
(2012)

PAT R TCTTGCAACCTCTCTAGATCATCAA Barbau-Piednoir et al.
(2012)

Screening qPCR BAR F CGTCAACCACTACATCGAGACAA Barbau-Piednoir et al.
(2012)

BAR R GTCCACTCCTGCGGTTCCT Barbau-Piednoir et al.
(2012)

Screening qPCR CP4/EPSPS F GCATGCTTCACGGTGCAA Barbau-Piednoir et al.
(2012)

CP4/EPSPS R1 TGAAGGACCGGTGGGAGAT Barbau-Piednoir et al.
(2012)

CP4/EPSPS R2 TGAAGGACCTGTGGGAGAT Barbau-Piednoir et al.
(2012)

Screening qPCR p35S F AAAGCAAGTGGATTGATGTGATA Barbau-Piednoir et al.
(2010)

p35S R GGGTCTTGCGAAGGATAGTG Barbau-Piednoir et al.
(2010)

Screening qPCR tNOS F GATTAGAGTCCCGCAATTATACATTTAA Barbau-Piednoir et al.
(2010)

tNOS R TTATCCTAGKTTGCGCGCTATATTT Barbau-Piednoir et al.
(2010)

Screening qPCR t35S pCAMBIA c-F CGGGGGATCTGGATTTTAGTA Fraiture et al. (2014)
t35S pCAMBIA a-R AGGGTTCCTATAGGGTTTCGCTC Fraiture et al. (2014)

Identification
qPCR

3272 maize F TCATCAGACCAGATTCTCTTTTATGG Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

3272 maize R CGTTTCCCGCCTTCAGTTTA Joint Research Centre
(2015a)
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Table A.1 continued

Methods Oligonucleotide
names

Oligonucleotide sequences References

3272 maize P ACTGCTGACGCGGCCAAACACTG Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

Identification
qPCR

98140 maize F GTGTGTATGTCTCTTTGCTTGGTCTT Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

98140 maize R GATTGTCGTTTCCCGCCTTC Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

98140 maize P CTCTATCGATCCCCCTCTTTGATAGTTT
AAACT

Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

Identification
qPCR

Bt11 maize F GCGGAACCCCTATTTGTTTA Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

Bt11 maize R TCCAAGAATCCCTCCATGAG Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

Bt11 maize P AAATACATTCAAATATGTATCCGCTCA Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

Identification
qPCR

DAS 40278-9 maize F CACGAACCATTGAGTTACAATC Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

DAS 40278-9 maize R GAAATTGCGTGACTCAAATTCC Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

DAS 40278-9 maize P CCTGCAGGTCGACGGCCGAGTAC Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

Identification
qPCR

DAS59122 maize F GGGATAAGCAAGTAAAAGCGCTC Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

DAS59122 maize R CCTTAATTCTCCGCTCATGATCAG Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

DAS59122 maize P TTTAAACTGAAGGCGGGAAACGACAA Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

Identification
qPCR

GA21 maize F CTTATCGTTATGCTATTTGCAACTTTAGA Joint Research Centre
(2015a)
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Table A.1 continued

Methods Oligonucleotide
names

Oligonucleotide sequences References

GA21 maize R TGGCTCGCGATCCTCCT Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

GA21 maize P CATATACTAACTCATATCTCTTTCTC
AACAGCAGGTGGGT

Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

Identification
qPCR

MIR 604 maize F GCGCACGCAATTCAACAG Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

MIR 604 maize R GGTCATAACGTGACTCCCTTAATTCT Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

MIR 604 maize P AGGCGGGAAACGACAATCTGATCATG Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

Identification
qPCR

MIR162 maize F GCGCGGTGTCATCTATGTTACTAG Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

MIR162 maize R TGCCTTATCTGTTGCCTTCAGA Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

MIR162 maize P TCTAGACAATTCAGTACATTAAAAACGT
CCGCCA

Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

Identification
qPCR

MON 810 maize F TCGAAGGACGAAGGACTCTAACGT Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

MON 810 maize R GCCACCTTCCTTTTCCACTATCTT Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

MON 810 maize P AACATCCTTTGCCATTGCCCAGC Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

Identification
qPCR

MON 87427 maize F CACGTTGAAGGAAAATGGATTG Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

MON 87427 maize R TCGCGATCCTCCTCAAAGAC Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

MON 87427 maize P AGGGAGTATGTAGATAAATTTTCAAAGC
GTTAGACGGC

Joint Research Centre
(2015a)
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Table A.1 continued

Methods Oligonucleotide
names

Oligonucleotide sequences References

Identification
qPCR

MON 87460 maize F ACGGAAACGGTCGGGTCA Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

MON 87460 maize R CCATGTAGATTTCCCGGTTTT Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

MON 87460 maize P CGGGACAATATGGAGAAAAAGAAAGAG Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

Identification
qPCR

NK603 maize F ATGAATGACCTCGAGTAAGCTTGTTAA Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

NK603 maize R AAGAGATAACAGGATCCACTCAAACACT Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

NK603 maize P TGGTACCACGCGACACACTTCCACTC Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

Identification
qPCR

T25 maize F ACAAGCGTGTCGTGCTCCAC Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

T25 maize R GACATGATACTCCTTCCACCG Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

T25 maize P TCATTGAGTCGTTCCGCCATTGTCG Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

Identification
qPCR

TC1507 maize F TAGTCTTCGGCCAGAATGG Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

TC1507 maize R CTTTGCCAAGATCAAGCG Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

TC1507 maize P TAACTCAAGGCCCTCACTCCG Joint Research Centre
(2015a)

DNA Walking p35S-F a (p35S R) GGGTCTTGCGAAGGATAGTG Barbau-Piednoir et al.
(2010)

p35S-F b TGTGCGTCATCCCTTACGTCAGT Fraiture et al. (2015b)
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Table A.1 continued

Methods Oligonucleotide
names

Oligonucleotide sequences References

p35S-F c TATCACATCAATCCACTTGCTTT Barbau-Piednoir et al.
(2010)

DNA Walking p35S-R a (p35S F) AAAGCAAGTGGATTGATGTGATA Barbau-Piednoir et al.
(2010)

p35S-R b ACTGACGTAAGGGATGACGCACA Fraiture et al. (2015b)
p35S-R c CACTATCCTTCGCAAGACCC Barbau-Piednoir et al.

(2010)
DNA Walking tNOS-F a (tNOS F) GATTAGAGTCCCGCAATTATACATTTAA Barbau-Piednoir et al.

(2010)
tNOS-F b TTAATACGCGATAGAAAACAAAAT Fraiture et al. (2015b)
tNOS-F c AAATATAGCGCGCAAMCTAGGATAA Barbau-Piednoir et al.

(2010)
DNA Walking tNOS-R a (tNOS R) TTATCCTAGKTTGCGCGCTATATTT Barbau-Piednoir et al.

(2010)
tNOS-R b ATTTTGTTTTCTATCGCGTATTAA Fraiture et al. (2015b)
tNOS-R c TTAAATGTATAATTGCGGGACTCTAATC Barbau-Piednoir et al.

(2010)
DNA Walking t35S pCAMBIA c-R TACTAAAATCCAGATCCCCCG Fraiture et al. (2014)

t35S pCAMBIA b-R GTGTTGAGCATATAAGAAACCC Fraiture et al. (2014)
t35S pCAMBIA a-R AGGGTTCCTATAGGGTTTCGCTC Fraiture et al. (2014)
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Table A.2: Results from qPCR analysis using PLD, ADH, LEC, CRU, Sad1, p35S, tNOS and t35S pCAMBIA markers
applied on the different samples. The positive and the negative expected signals are indicated by + and −, respectively.

PLD ADH LEC p35S tNOS t35S pCAMBIA

Expected Ct ob-
served

Expected Ct ob-
served

Expected Ct ob-
served

Expected Ct ob-
served

Expected Ct ob-
served

Expected Ct ob-
served

Bt rice
100%

+ 17.2 − 40 − 40 + 18.8 + 18.6 + 21.8

Bt rice
1%

+ 17.3 − 40 − 40 + 26.8 + 26.9 + 27.6

Bt rice
0.1%

+ 17.4 − 40 − 40 + 30.1 + 30.9 + 31.9

Bt rice
0.01%

+ 17.3 − 40 − 40 + 33.6 + 33.4 + 36

Bt
noodles
100%

+ 18 − 40 − 40 + 18.8 + 18.7 + 22.9

Bt
noodles
1%

+ 18.5 − 40 − 40 + 26.6 + 26.9 + 30.1

Mixture-1 + 25.7 + 20.3 − 40 + 25.4 + 25 + 30.9
Mixture-2 + 25.7 + 20.6 + 18.8 + 22.9 + 23.7 + 30.7
Mixture-3 + 35.4 + 27.8 + 25 + 29.6 + 30.3 + 35.3
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Table A.3: Number of sequences, for each tested sample, corresponding to
GMO or only to plant genomes. The percentages in parentheses were calculated
according to the total amount of generated sequences for each sample.

Samples Number of sequences
matching to GMO

Number of sequences
matching only to plant

genomes
Bt rice 100% 28153 0

(97.4%) 0%)
Bt rice 1% 18966 5172

(76.7%) (20.9%)
Bt rice 0.1% 24514 2128

(89.5%) (7.8%)
Bt rice 0.01% 23740 2833

(86.8%) (10.4%)
Bt noodles 100% 33772 0

(98.8%) 0%)
Bt noodles 1% 34309 441

(92.7%) (1.2%)
Mixture-1 34582 1259

(94.4%) (3.4%)
Mixture-2 16025 2381

(83.9%) (12.5%)
Mixture-3 12285 1109

(87.4%) (7.9%)
Kuwaiti matrix 30743 2922

(88.3%) (8.4%)
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A.2 Additional figures
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A

Mixture‐1

Bt rice 

Mixture‐2

Mixture‐3

X2

X2

X3

X3

X3

X3

X3

X3

Rice genome Rice genome

(1894)

(8875) (4593) (2729)

(41)

(173)

(2750)

(3301)(1360) 239

(3062) (2)

(17)

(45)
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B

Bt rice 100%

Bt rice 1%

Bt rice 0.1%

Bt rice 0.01%

Bt noodles 100%

Bt noodles 1%

Bt rice 

X2

X2

X3

X3

X2

X3

X3

X2

X2

X2

X3

X3

X2

X2

X3

X3

X2

X3

X2

X3

X3

X2

X3

X3

X2

Rice genome Rice genome

(1580)

(6780)

(1182)

(9052)

(9978)

(3000) (2245)

(1249)

(633)

(2)

(5)

(640)(3084)

(5584)

(8997)

(7337)

(12157) (2782) (1923)

(27)

(358)

(2140)

(10872)

(10703)

(264)

(3410)

(19869) (1183)

(8646)

5190

(220)

(377)(1905)

(266)(381)(14381)

(3545)

(8175)
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C

Mixture‐2

Mixture‐3

GTS40‐3‐2

(4)

(28)(37)

(24)

Figure A.1: Characterization of Bt rice (A), MON863 (B) and GTS-40-3-2 (C) events by the DNA walking/NGS
strategy for the Mixture-1, Mixture-2 and Mixture-3 samples.
Below the transgenic cassettes, the longest generated amplicons targeting the transgene flanking regions and constructs
for each sample are schematically represented by grey rectangles. The number of sequences supporting each rectangle is
indicated below the box in parentheses. The region corresponding to chromosome II and III from the rice genome are
respectively indicated by X2 and X3. The scale is indicated in bp. LB: left border; t35S: CaMV 35S terminator; hpt:
hygromycin phosphotransferase gene; p35S: CaMV 35S promoter; lacZ: LacZ alpha fragment; pUBI: maize ubiquitin
promoter; Cry1B: synthetic Cry1B gene; tNOS: Agrobacterium tumefaciens nopaline synthase terminator; RB: right
border; nptII: neomycin phosphotransferase II gene; p4-AS1: modified CaMV 35S promoter; wtCAB: Wheat major
chlorophyll a/b binding protein gene; iAct: Rice Actin intron; Cry3Bb: synthetic Cry3Bb gene; tahsp17: Wheat heat
shock protein terminator; CP4/EPSPS: Agrobacterium tumefaciens (strain CP4) 5-enolpyruvylshikimate-3-phosphate
synthase.
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> n°1 

AAATATAGCGCGCAACCTAGGATAAATTTATCTAGCGCGCGGCGTCATCTATGTTACTAGATCGGGATAGCTTCTGCAGGTCCGATTGAGACTTTTCAACAAAGGGTAATATCCGGAAACCTCCTCGGATTCCATTGCCAGCTATCTGTCACTTTATTGTGAAGATAGTGGAAAAGGAAGGTGGCTCCTACAAATGCCATCATTGCGATAAAGGAAAGGCCATCGTTGAAGATGCCTCCGCCGACAGTGGTCCCAAGATGGACCCCCACCCACGAGGAGCATCGTGGAAAAAGAAGACGTTCCAACCA
CGTCTTCAAGCAAGTGGATTGATGTGATGGTCGATTGAGACTTTTCAACAAAGGGTAATATCCGGAAACCTCCTAGGATTCCATTGCCCAGCTATCTGTCACTTTATTGTGAAGATAGTGGAAAAGGAAGGTGGCTCCTACAAATGCCATCATTGCGATAAAGGAAAGGCCATCGTTGAAGATGCCTCTGCCGACGGTGGTCCAAAGATGGACCCCACCCACGAGGAGCATCGTGGAAAAAGAAGACGTTCCAACCACGTCTTCAAAGCAAGTGGATTGATGTGATATCTCCACTGACGTAAGGGATGA
CGCACAATCCCACTATCCTTCGCAAGACCCTTCCTCTATATAAGGAAGTTCATTTCATTTGGAGAGGACACGCTGACAAGCTGACTCTAGCAGATCTACCGTCTTCGGTACGCGCTCACTCCGCCCTCTCCTTTGTTACTGCCACGTTTCTCTGAATGCTCTCTTGTGTGGTGATTGCTGAGAGTGGTTTAGCTGGATCTAGAATTACACTCTGAAATCGTGTCTGCCTGTGCTGATTACTTGCCGTCCTTTGTAGCAGCAAATATAGGGACATGGTAGTACGAAACGAAGATAGAACCTACACAGCAATACG
AGAAATGTGTAATTTGGTGCTTAGCGGTATTTATTTAAGCACATGTTGGTGTTATAGGGCACTTGGATTCAGAAGTTT 

> n°2 

CACTATCCTTCGCAAGACCCTTCCTCTATATAAGGAAGTTCATTTCATTTGGAGAGGACACGCTGACAAGCTGACTCTAGCAGATCTACCGTCTTCGGTACGCGCTCACTCCGCCCTCTGCCTTTGTTACTGCCACGTTTCTCTGAATGCTCTCTTGTGTGGTGATTGCTGAGAGTGGTTTAGCTGGATCTAGAATTACACTCTGAAATCGTGTTCTGCCTGTGCTGATTACTTGCCGTCCTTTGTAGCAGCAAAATATAGGGACATGGTAGTACGATACGAAGATAGAACCTACACAGCAATACGAGAAATG
TGTTATTTGGTGCTTAGCGGTATTTATTTAAGCACATGTTGGTGTTATAGGGCACTGGATTCAGAAGTTTGCTGTTAATTTAGGCACAGGCTTCATACTACATGGGTCAATAGTATAGGGATTCATATTATAGGCGATACTATAATAATTTGTTCGTCTGCAGAGCTTATTATTTGCCAAAATTAGATATTCCTATTCTGTTTTTGTTTGTGTGCTGTTAAATTGTTAACGCCTGAAGGAATAAATATGAATGACGAAATTTTGATGTTTATCTCTGCTCCTTTATTGTGACCATAAGTCAAGACCAGATGCACT
TGTGTTTAAATATTGTTGTCTGAAGAAATAAGTACTGACAGTATTTTGATGCATTGATCTGCTTGTTTGTTGTAACAAAATTTAAAAATAAAGAGTTTCCTTTTTGTTGCTCTCCTTACCTCCTGATGGTATCTAGTATCTACCTAACTGACACTATATTGCTTCTCTTTACATACGTATCTTGCTCGATGCCTTCTCCCTAGTGTTGACCAGTGTTACTCACATAGTCTTTGCTCATTTCATTGTAATGCAGATACCATGCGGCCTCTAGAGGATCCAGGAGCAACCATGGCGCAAGTTAGCAGAATCTGCAATG
GTGTGCAGAACCATCTCTTATCTCCAATCTCTCGAATCCAGTCAACGCAAATCTCCCTTATCGGTTTCTCTGAAGACGCAGCAGCATCCACGAGCTTATCCGATTTCGTCGTCGTGGGGATTGAAGAAGAGTGGGATGACGTTTAATTGGCTCTGAGCTTCGTCCTCTTAAGGTCATGTCTTCTGTTTCCACGGCGTGCAAGCTTCACGGTGCAAGCAGCCGGCCCGCAACCGCCCGCAAATCCTCTGGCCTTTCCGGAACCGTCCGCATTCCCGGCGACAAGTCGATCTCCCACCGGTCCTTCATGTTCGG
CGGTCTCGCGAGCGGTGAAACGCGCATCACCGGCCTTCTGGAAAGGCGAGGACGTCATCAATACGGGCAAGGCCATGCAGGCGATGGGCGCCCGCATCCGTAAGGAAGGCGACACCTGGATCATCGATGGCGTCGGCAATGGCGGCCTCCTGGCGCCTGAGGCGCCGCTCGATTTCGGCAATGCCGCCACGGGCTGCCGCCTGACGATGGGCCTCGTCGGGTCTACGATTTCGACAGCACCTTCATCGGCGACGCCTCGCTCACAAAGCGCCCGATGGGCCGCGTGTTGAACCCGCCGCGCGAAA
TGGGCGTGCAGGTGAAATCGGAAGACGGTGACCGTCTCCCCGTACCTTGCGCGGGCCGAAGACGCCGACGCCGATCACCTACCGCGTGCTGATGGCCTCCGCACAGGTGAAGTCCGCCGTGCTGCTCGCCGGCCTCAATACGCCC 

> n°3 

TTAAATGTATAATTGCGGGACTCTAATCATAAAAACCATCTCATAAATAACGTCATGCATTACATGTTAATTATTACATGCTTAACGTAATTCAACAGAAATTATATGATAATCATCGCAAGACCGGCAACAGGATTCAATCTTAAGAACTTTATTGCCTAATGTTTGAACGATCGGGAATTCGAGCTCATCAGGCAGCCTTCGTATCGGAGAGTTCGATCTTCGCGCCCAGCCCGGCCATCAGGTCCATGAACTCCGGGAAGCTCGTGGCGATCATCGTGGCATCGTCCACCGTGACAGGGTTTTCC
GACACGAGGCCCATGACGAGGAAGCTCATGGCGATGCGGTGATCGAGATGGGTGGCGGCGGCGGCGCCCGAGGCGTTGCCGAGCCCCTTGCCGTCAGGGCGGCCACGCACGACGAGCGACGTCTCGCCCTCATCGCAATCCACGCCATTGAGCTTGAGGCCATTGGCGACGGCCGAGAGGCGGTCGCTTTCCCTTGACGCGGAGTTCTTCCAGACCGTTCATCACGGTCGCCCCTTCCGCGAAGGCGGCGGCGACAGCGAGAATCGGATATTCGTCGATCATCGAAGGCGCGCGGTCTTCCGGCA
CCGTGACCCCTTCAGCGTGGAGGAGCGAACGCGCAGGTCCGCCACGTCTTCGCCGCCGGCAAGGCGCGGGTTGATGACTTCGATGTCGGCGCCCATTTCCTGCAGCGTCAGGATGAGGCCGGTGCGGGTGGGGTTCATTAGCACGTTGAGGATGGTGACGTCGGAGCCCGGAACAAGCAGGGCCGCAACCAGCGGGAAGGCCGTCGAGGACGGGTCGCCCGGCACGTCGATGACTTGGCCGGTGAGCTTGCCGCGGCCTTCCAGGCGGATGGTGCGCACGCCGTCCGCATCCGTCTCGACGGT
AGGGTTGGCGCAAAGCCCTGCAGCATCTTTTCCGTATGATCGCGCGTCATGATCGGCTCGATGACCGTCGTGATGCCGGGCGTGTTGAGGCCGGCGAGCAGCACGGCGGACTTCACCTGTGCGGAGGCCATCGGCACGCGGTAGGTGATCGGCGTCGGCGTCTTCGGCCCGCGCAAGGTAACGGGGAGACGGTCACCGTCTTCCGATTTCACCTGCACGCCCATTTCGCGCAGCGGGTTCAACACGCGGCCCATCGGGCGCTTTGTGAGCGAGGCGTCGCCGATGAAGGTGCTGTCGAAATCGTA
GACCCCGACGAGGCCCATCGTCAGGCGGCAGCCCGTGGCGGCATTGCCGAAATCGAGCGGCGCCTCAGGCGCCAGGAGGCCGCCATTGCCGACGCCATCGATGATCCAGGTGTCGCCTTCCTTACGGATGCGGGCGCCCATCGCCTGCATGGCCTTGCCCGTATTGATGACGTCCTCGCCTTCCAGAAGGCCGGTGATGCGCGTTTCACCGCTCGCGAGACCGCCGAACATGAAGGACCGGTGGGAGATCGACTGTCGCCGGGAATGCGGACGGTTCCGGAAAGGCCAGAGGATTTGCGGGCGGT
TGCGGGCCGGCTGCTTGCACCGTGAAGCATGCACGCCGTGGAAACAGAAGACATGACCTTAAGAGGACGAAGCTCAGAGCCAATTAACGTCATCCCACTCTTCTTCAATCCCCACGACGACGAAATCGGATAAGCTCGTGGATGCTGCTGCGTCTTCAGAGAAACCGATAAGGGAGATTTGCGTTGACTGGATTTCGAGAGATTGGAGATAAGAGATGGGTTCTGCACACCATTGCAGATTCTGCTAACTTGCGCCATGGTTGCTCCTGGATCCTCTAGAGGCCGCTTGGTATCTGCATTACAATGAA
ATGAGCAAAGACTATGTGAGAACACTGGTCAACACTAGGGAGAAGGCATCGAGCAAGATACGTATGTAAAGAGAAGCAATATAGTGTCAGTTGGTTGATACTACGTATTCCCCCCGGAGGTAA 

> n°4 

TATCACATCAATCCACTTGCTTTGAAGACGTGGTTGGAACGTCTTCTTTTCCACGATGCTCCTCGTGGGTGGGGGTCCATCTTGGACACTGTCGGCAGAGGCATCTCAACGATGGCCTTTCCTTTATCGCAATGATGGCATTTGTAGGAGCCACCTTCCTTTCCACCATCTTCACAATAAAGTGACAGATAGCTGGGCAATGGAATCCTAGGAGGTTTCCGGATATTACCCTTTGTTGAAAAGTCTCAATCGGACCACCACATCAATCCACTTGCTTTGAAGACGTGGTTGGAACGTCTTCTTTTTCCACGATGC
TCCACGTGGTGGGGTCCATCTTGGACCACTGTCGGCAGAGGCATCTTCAACGATGGCCTTTCCTTTATCGCATGATGGCATTTGTAGGAGCCACTTCCTTTTCCACTATCTTCACAATAAAGTGACAGATAGCTGGCAATGGAATCCGAGGAGGTTTCCGGATATTACCCTTTGTTGAAAAGTCTCAATCGGACCTGCAGAAGCTATCCCGATCTAGTAACATAGATGACACCGCGCGCGATAATTTATCCTAGTTTGCGCGCTATATTTTGTTTTCTATCGCGTATTAAATGTATAATTGCGGACTCTAAT
CATAAAAACCCATCTCATAAATAACGTCATGCATTACATGTTAATTATTACATGCTTAACGTAATTCAACAGAATATATGATAATCATCGCAGACCGCAACAGGATTCAATCTTAAGAAACTTTATTGCCAAATGTTTGAACGATCGGAATTCGAGCTCATCAGGCAGCCTTCGTATCGGAGAGTTCGATCTTCGCGCCAGCCCGGCCATCAGTCCATGAATCCGGGAAGCTCGTGGCGATCATCGTGGCATCGTCCACCGTGACAGGTTTTCCGACACGAGGCCCATGACGAGGAAGCTCATGGCG
ATGCGGTGATCGAGATGGTGGCG 

> n°5 

AAATATAGCGCGCAACCTAGGATAAAAATAAATATCGCCGCGGGTTTTGTTCGTCTATGTTACTAGATTCGGGGATATCCCCGGGGAAATTCGGTACCAAGCTTTTATAATAGTAGAAAAAGAGTAAAATTTCCACTTTGGGCCCACCTTTTATTACCGATATTTTACTTTATAACCACCCTTTTTAAACTGATGATTTCACTTTTTGAACCAGGTAATCTTGTACCTTTGTTTTTATTTTTTTGGGTCTATTTCCCGGACTCTCTTTTCTCGGAAGCATATGGAATGACCCTCGAGTA 

> n°6 

CACTATCCTTCGCAAGACCCTTCCTCTATATAAGGAAGTTCATTTCATTTGGAGAGGACACGCTGACAAGCTGACTCTAGCAGATCTACCGTCTTCGGTACGCGCTCACTCCGCCCTCTGCCTTTGTTACTGCCACGTTTCTCTGAATGCTCTCTTGTGTGGTGATTGCTGAGAGTGGTTTAGCTGGATCTAGAATTACACTCTGAAATCGTGTTCTGCCTGTGCTGATTACTTGCCGTCCTTTGTAGCAGCAAAATATAGGGACATGGTAGTACGAAACGAAGATAGAACCTACACAGCAATACGAGAAATG
TGTAATTTGGTGCTTAGCGGTATTTATTTAAGCACATGTTGGTGTTATAGGGCACTTGGATTCAGAAGTTTGCTGTTAATTTAGGCACAGGCTTCATACTACATGGGTCAATAGTATAGGGATTCATATTATAGGCGATACTATAATAATTTGTTCGTCTGCAGAGCTTATTATTTGCCAAATTAGATATTCCTATTCTGTTTTTGTTTGTGTGCTGTTAAATTGTTAACGCCTGAAGGAATAAATATAAATGACGAAATTTTGATGTTTATCTCTGCTCCTTTATTGTGACCATAAGTCAAGATCAGATGCACTT
GTTTTAAATATTGTTGTCTGAAGAAATAAGTACTGACAGTACTTTGATGCATTGATCTGCTTGTCTGTTGTAACAAAATTTAAAAATAAAGAGTTTCCTTTTTGTTGCTCTCCTTACCTCCTGATGGTATCTAGTATCTACCAACTGACACTATATTGCTTCTCTTTACATACGTATCTTGCTCGATGCCTTCTCCCTAGTGTTGACCAGTGTTACTCACATAGTCTTTGCTCATTTCATTGTAATGCAGATACCAAGCGGCCATGGACAACAACCCAAACATCAACGAGTGCATCCCGTACAACTGCCTCAGCAA
CCCTGAGGTCGAGGTGCTCGGCGGTGAGCGCATCGAGACCGGTTACACCCCCATCGACATCTCCCTCTCCCTCACGCAGTTCCTGCTCAGCGAGTTCGTGCCAGGCGCTGGCTTCGTCCTGGGCCTCGTGGACATCATCTGGGGCATCTTTGGCCCCTCCCAGTGGGACGCCTTCCTGGTGCAAATCGAGCAGCTCATCAACCAGAGGATCGAGGAGTTCGCCAAGAACCAGGCCATCAGCCGCCTGGAGGGCCTCAGCAACCTCTACCAAATCTACGCTGAGAGCTTCCGCGAGTGGGAGGCC
GACCCCACTAACCCAGCTCTCCGCGAGGAGATGCGCATCCAGTTCAACGACATGAACAGCGCCCTGACCACCGCCATCCCACTCTTCGCCGTCCAGAACT 

> n°7 

CACTATCCTTCGCAAGACCCTTCCTCTATATAAGGAAGTTCATTTCATTTGGAGAGGACAGGTACCGGGATCCACCATGTCTCCGGAGAGGAGACCAGTTGAGATTAGGCCAGCTACAGCAGCTGATATGGCCGCGGTTTGTGATATCGTTAACCATTACATTGAGACGTCTACAGTGAACTTTAGGACAGAGCCACAAACACACAAGAGTGGATTGATGATCTAGAGAGGTTGCAAGATAGATACCCTTGGTTGGTTGCTGAGGTTGAGGTGTTGTGGCTGGTATTGCTTACGCTGGCCTGGAAGGCT
AGGAACGCTTACGATTGGACAGTTGAGAGTACTGTTTACGTGTCACATAGGCATCAAAGGTTGGCCTAGATCCACATTGTACACACATTGCTTAAGTCTATGGAGCGCAAGGTTTTAAGTCTGTGGTTGCTGTTATAGGCCTTCCAAACGATCCATCTGTTAGTTGCATGAGGCTTTGGATACACAGCCGGGTACATTGCGCGCAGCTGGATACAAGCATGGTGGATGGCATGATGTTGGTTTTTGGCAAAGGATTTTGAGTTGCCAGCTCCTCCAAGGCCAGTTAGGCAGTTACCCAGATCTGAGTCGA
CCTGCAGGCATGCCGCTGAAATCACCAGTCTCTCTCTACAAATCTATCTCTCTCTATAATAATGTGTGAGTAGTTCCAGATAAGGAATTAGGTTCTTATAGGGTTCGCTCATGTGTTGAGCATATAAGAAACCTTAGTATGTATTTGTATTTGTAAAATACTTCTATCAATAAATTTCTAATACCTAAACCAAAATCCAGGCGAGCCGAATTCGAGCTCGAGCCCGGGTGGATCCTCTAGAGTCGACCTGCAGAAGCTTCGGTCAGGCCTCCCCGGAGGTAAACGACG 

> n°8 

TTTTGGAGTAGACCAAGCGTGTCGTGCTCCACCATGCTCGACGAACGATTTTCTACTTGCATGAGTCGTAAGAGACTCTTGTAATGAACTGTCGCCATGTCCTCTATCGGCGAGTTCTGTTAGGTCCTCTCATTTGAATCTTTGACTCCATGGGAATTCGGTCCGCGCCGCATTTTCCATCTTGGTGGACAAAGGTGACCGGACCGGAAATTCCCAAGAGAGGCTGGATGGACAGACCCGTTCTTAACACCCGGCTGGGCGCGGGCATAGGATATTAGATTGCGGCATGGATCTGAGCTTAAAGCCGCG
CTGAGGGACCATGCTCAAGGTAGGCAATGTCCTCAGCGTCGAGCCCGGCATCTATGGTCGAGGGCATTGGTGGAGCGCGCTTCGGGGATACCGTGCTTGTAACTGAGACCGGATATGAGGCCTCACTCCGCTTGAATCTTGGCAAAGATATTTGACGCATTTATTAGTATGCGTTAATTTTTCATTTGCAGTGCAGTATTTTCTATTCGATCTTTATGTAATTCGTTCACAATTAATAAATATTCAATCAGATTATTGACTGTCATTTGTATCAAATCGTGTTTAATGGATATTTTTTATTATAATAT
TGATGATATCTCAATCAAAACGTAGATAATAATAATATTTATTTAATATTTTTGCGTCGCACAGTGAAAATCTATATGAGATTACAAAATACCGACAACATTATTTAAGATACATAGATATTAACCCTGAGACTGTTGGACATCAACGGGTAGATTCCTTCATGCATAGCACCTCATTCTTGGGGACAAAAGCACGGTTTGGCCGTTCCATTGCTGCACGAACGAGCTTTGCCATATCCTCGGTTGGATATCTTATCAATGCAGGTCAATCAAATTTGTCCAACAACTCATGTTAGTCGCAACGAAA
CCGGGGCATATGTCGGGATCTCGAGCCTCGCGAAAGCTTGGCTGCAGGTCGACGGATCCTTACTCGAGTGTGGCCGTAAACTGGAATCAACTCAAACCTGTCAATGTACACTTGTCGTTGCCTGAACTGAAGGTATCGGACCCCTACTGTGAAACTGCTCTGGCTCATTGGAAAGGTGAACGCGGTGTTGATAGTGGCGTAGGAGAAAAGATTGGAATGTAAGTGGATCACCCGGTATCATTGTCTTGTTGAACTGACCAGCAAAGATTCCGTTCACCTGCAACCGTAACGTAAGCATTCTTAGAGTTT
GTAGTAGAAGCATAGCGTATCCTGCCACGATACCTTTGGG 

Additional file 5: The longest sequences from the different classes of fragments characterizing unique configurations of elements from the Kuwaiti matrix. Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain CP4 5‐enolpyruvulshikimate‐3‐phosphate synthase gene (CP4/EPSPS; dashed underlined); synthetic Cry1Ab gene (Cry1Ab; in bold 
and double underlined); synthetic Cry1F gene (Cry1F; double underlined); Arabidopsis thaliana chloroplast transit peptide (CTP; wave underlined); maize hsp70 intron (hsp70; dotted underlined); mannopine synthase region (mas1; in bold and dashed underlined); CaMV 35S promoter (p35S; in italic); rice Actin promoter 
(pAct; thick underlined); phosphinotricin acetyltransferase gene (PAT; underlined); CaMV 35S terminator (t35S; in bold and underlined); Agrobacterium tumefaciens nopaline synthase terminator (tNOS; in bold). 

 
Figure A.2: The longest sequences from the different classes of fragments characterizing unique configurations of
elements from the Kuwaiti matrix. CP4/EPSPS (dashed underlined): Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain CP4 5-
enolpyruvulshikimate-3-phosphate synthase gene; Cry1Ab (in bold and double underlined): synthetic Cry1Ab gene;
Cry1F (double underlined): synthetic Cry1F gene; CTP (wave underlined): Arabidopsis thaliana chloroplast transit
peptide; hsp70 (dotted underlined): maize hsp70 intron; mas1 (in bold and dashed underlined): mannopine synthase
region; p35S (in italic): CaMV 35S promoter; pAct (thick underlined): rice Actin promoter; PAT (underlined):
phosphinotricin acetyltransferase gene; t35S (in bold and underlined): CaMV 35S terminator; tNOS (in bold):
Agrobacterium tumefaciens nopaline synthase terminator.
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